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IN presenting a fresh edition of my little work to thG~
Public, perhaps I shall be pardoned if I submit a few preliminary observations as to its nature and origin; for the
earnest part that I take in the promotion of the somewhat
unpopular subject of which it treats has probably excited
surprise. With many, I appear to be stepping aside from
my own vocation, in a cause where far abler men have
· failed before me, with little other prospect than that of
losing the good opinion of the judicious, and of incurring
an unnecessary amount of ill-will and misrepresentation.
With others, the move is regarded as one, that professionally pul'l:!ues a wrong, or at least, an unusual direction;
and the conventionalist and the fastidious give me, therefore, their cold contempt. For all this, and more 1 am
prepared. My oltject is to do good, great and essential
good to the many and to the miserable; and a little odium
and ridicule can be easily overborne. And yet (as is the
case most commonly in the world) my motives have been
rather of a mixed nature ; and neither is the matter of the
volume eo very unprofessional. To treat of the real
bearing of Mesmerism on religion and on religious minds ;
to disabuse the pious but prejudiced Christian of his
BCl'Uples as to its use • ; and to justify my friends and
• A letter from Mr. Symes, surgeon, of Grosvenor Street, published in
the 18th No. of the Zoist, shows a melancholy instance of conscientious
delusion, arising from ignorance. -p. 171.
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myself for <?J:~~n practice-this was my original design :
other braaches" of the subject presented themselves incidentallY. 9}:":the way ; experience and opportunity enabled
me to :~.qe information where much was wanted; one
thing"Ieti·to another, till, at last, a little tract, that was
copunenced with the sole purpose of dealing with a mis~pplted doctrine of Scripture, swelled into the present
:Ji{erogeneous table of contents ; and the whole aspect of
:·:.:ihe question passed under review.
. . ·• Providentinl circumstances had led me to an acquaint.- .:·::·· ance with Mesmerism, for which I have still the greatest
: · · : · reason to bless God. Superstition, however, has its slaves
··
in every spot; and I was soon pelted with pamphlets
through the post, and made the mark for grave and evilnatured censure. Satan and his emissaries were said to
have "crept into my house unawares;" and the anathemas
of Mr. M'Neile were called arguments in proof. Some
slight notice seemed desirable ; and I therefore purposed
to examine the melancholy bigotry that prompted these
reproaches, and show how the very same ignomnce had
equally assailed, even in recent times, remedies and discoveries, the innocency of which could now be no longer
called in question. It was explained to the well-meaning
opponent, that phenomena, which shocked his faith and
distracted his devotions, were the harmless result of a
simple process in nature, and were merely remarkable
because they were new.
I was immediately met by the very opposite argument.
"If," it was replied, ''Mesmerism be neither preternatural
nor Satanic, your faith as a Christian is not the less
placed in jeopardy ; for wonders and cures similar in
degree to those which your own science boasts of, are
recorded in the Old and New Testaments, and form, in fact,
the basis on which all belief in them is grounded: if the
one be onl!f of nature, so also must be tlte other." These
o'l''"ed by
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views are more prevalent than it may be at first suspected,
and their birthplace will be found in Germany. Richter•,
rector of the principal ducal school at Dessau, when publishing some years back " Considerations on Animal Magnetism,". stated that magnetism "solves those enigmas
which appertain especially to Christianity ; " and added,
that all the miracles of the New Testament were performed
by this extraordinary agency. The rector declared
further, that St. Paul, Luther, and the Saviour were all
magnetista. Eichorn and Professor Paulus, with their
rationalistic interpretations, may be considered as the
originators of a doctrine, which the deistical mesmerists of
Germany caught hold of and improved. " It is characteristic of this theory," says a writer of a congenial though
different school (that of Strauss) and whose Lectures in
London obtained recently some notoriety,-" to regard
Christ as a wise man, healing disease by felicitous accident,
by medical skill, or by the natural action of his faith ; and in every nalTative of miracle to cast about for some
supposable germ of fact, out of which the mistake or
exaggeration might have innocently grown." t Speaking
of Eichorn, the same lecturer observes, "While menwere 1 ,
ignorant oj nature and ller laws, they made every thing ·
supernatural and divine. Useful inventions were deemed
special workings of the mind of God. Eichorn considers
1
that there was no fraud in the matter of miracles, only the
')
colouring which fact rer.eives from the opinions of the
narrator," and that" the miracles were natural occurren~;s~ _)
misunderstood and misreported."t Mr. Justice Coleriage:in his Recollections of his great kinsman, says, "Returning
· 1 to the Germans, he (Coleridge) said the state of their
• Not the famous Jean Paul, nor any relation. He was a mao or profound erudition, and a great mathematician and critic, and was well known
in Germany. He died about three years back.
t Harwood's Anti·superoaturallsm, p. 2.
t Ibid. p. 7, 8.
44
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religion, wheri he was in Germany, was really shocking.
He found professors in the universities lecturing against
material points in the Gospel. He instanced Paulus, whose
lectures he attended: the object was to resolve the miracles
into natural operations."• German rationalism, as may
be seen, therefore, was the school which first applied the
wonders of Mesmerism in support of a deistical theory.
It was easy for the rationalist to say, that the miracles of
our Divine Master were " natural occurrences," but it
was not so easy to find a key by which their hypothesis
could be explained; and magnetism seemed to offer a ready
solution for the difficulty. The suggestion was adopted
in all haste by the warm German mind, which so loves
the marvellous; the idea spread quickly into France, and
took deep root in its infidel soil, as is seen by many of
their publications on the subject t; and soon crossed over
into this country with other continental importations. Aa
a knowledge of Mesmerism gained ground in England, so
did this persuasion advance also, and, forming in the
Mesmeric world a distinct school, gave serious uneasiness
to many pious friends of the cause. Of this it is as idle
to pretend an ignorance, as it would be to be blind to the
approac:~h of an enemy, and then hope that that enemy had
no existence. Neither would it be reasonable to blnme
Mesmerism for the tenet, and exclaim against its practice
as the source of such unhallowed opinions. Which of
God's gifts have not been turned against the Giver?+ It
• Coleridge's Table Talk, vol. ii. p. 346.
See particularly the writings of MM. Mialle, D.Dd Foissac and Theodore
Bouys.
t Mr. Cumming, the eloquent minister of the Scottish Church in London,
says beautifully in a charming little tract, called " Infant Salvation,"-" A
repuf111ance to a tNdh ma1 inoent innumerabk ofdution•. • • • Evil men can
turn any mercy into means of evil.••• To object to a doctrine because it
may be abused, or to reject it because it may be perverted, is just to imitate
the man who would cut down a beautiful fruit-tree, because caterpillars
find food from its leaves, and spiders weave their webs amid its branches."p. 54.

t
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was far better to meet the evil at once,- to point out the
broad line of separation that runs between the ·two principles,-and to show with what unexamining haste the
theory had been adopted. And this I determined, with
God's help, to attempt, and to clear away the cloud of
mysticism that hung over the subject. Thus there were
two most adverse antagonists to deal with,-those who
elevated a newly-found physical influence into the magic
of Satan ; and those who strove to " retranslate the supernatural back into the natural."• I combated both in
succession; and have some reason to hope that my labours
have not been altogether fruitless. t
, .Again was I met from a fresh quarter with a not unfre' quent objection,-an objection, also, more plausible than
real "Mesmerism was immoral; why, then, incur an
: odium from the advocacy of a system that was liable to
I grave abuses, and whence painful results had actually
Iarisen?" Here, also, it was requisite to show that the
alleged evils were not essential to the practice ; that if
they existed, they did not counterbalance the far greater
advantages; that they need not e:rist at all, if the conditions
and rules which the leading Mesmerists had established
were carefully observed; and if not observed, that the
opportunities for wrong-doing were scarcely greater than
those which accompanied several parts of medical- treatment. The use of opiates had its evils ; to this might
now be added the intoxicating effects from the inhalation
• Expression in Harwood's Anti-supernaturalism. · See also on this subject a recent and popular French work, Salvcrte's" Philosophy of Apparent
Miracles," or Lu Sciencu Occodits.

t TI1e late " Charlotte Elizabeth," the editress of the " Christian Lady's
Magazine," i':' her Letter to Miss Martineau on Mesmerism, also placi'S
some magnetic wonders on a level with the miracles, though on different
principles to those mentioned above. She considers them as diabolical
" imitations,• " devised by Satan to throw soul-destroying doubts on the
miracles" of the Saviour. -P· IS. Hence the increased necessity for distinguishing between them.
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of ether, on which, morally, I have never yet heard even the
hint of an objection, though every one may see to what
vile purposes it might be rendered subservient. But so it
is in this world ;-give an adversary an evil name, and
there is no crime of which he will not be deemed capnble.
Opium and ether may, according to the proverb, walk
within the stable-door, and place their hands on the neck
of the animal, and no harm is feared or suspected ;
while poor Mesmerism cannot even cast a glance within
the precincts, but an outcry is straightway raised by these
drug-admiring purists, as to all our morals being imperilled by a strange and anomalous remedy I
Thus far, then, the argument of my little work might
be regarded as strictly defensive. I had to sho,v, in selfjustification alone, that a discovery, from which I had
largely profited, was neither satanic, nor immoral, nor
subversive of Gospel evidence, nor one which a Chri~:~tian
need fear to encourage ; and here the demonstration might
have stopped; but, having once adventured into the field,
I felt that it was idle to withdraw till the best results of
my own practice and observation were offered to the
service of the sick room. This, of course, was to pass the
professional barrier, and to expose myself to the usual
charge of ignorance and interference. But it was a good
cause and a righteous. I was able show to the medical
sceptic, from my own experience only, that most of the
reasons on which he grounded his disbelief were based on
mistaken and hastily adopted views, in direct contradiction
to the actual workings of nature. I was anxious, also, to
encourage the relatives of many a sufferer in their employment of a healing and merciful art, by the relation of
what I had myself seen, and done, and studied. For
oftentimes, indeed, has some sad invalid been presented to
my notice,-the racking agony of his pains,-the wasted
helplessness of his form,- the despairing misery of his
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eye,-or the fever of his brain have, as the case may have
been, given fearful indications of the past and of the
future;-hope and relief had in vain been sought through
the ordinary appliances : " Soft, gentlest, friendly sleep I
Sweet holiday I Of all earth's good the help,
Or origin!"•

had for hours and nights been absent from the chamber 1
But at length the soothing hand of the :Mesmerist is summoned ; his gentle, patient, persevering treatment is
adopted and pursued; and then, after a time, what a
change! what a healthful happy transformation comes
over the whole system of one so lately and so fearfully
affiicted 1
"A new life
Flows through his renovated frame ;
Hi~ limbs, that late were sore and still;
Feel all the freshneas of repose;
His dizzy brain is ealm'd;
The heavy aching of his lids is gone;
l,.or Laila, from the bowers of paradise,
Has borne the healing fruit l"t

That, too, which was the most wanted,-the most
courted, the most ardently prayed for, and the most difficult to obtain, is now the first to reappear, and the easiest
to be secured. " Great nature's second course, hahn of
hurt minds, chief nourisher in life's feast," follows readily
and peacefully from the composing hand. The m~onetist
returns, and in a little moment" Day is over, night is here;
Closed are the eye and ear
In sleep, in sleep I
Pain is silent : toil reposes :

•

•

•

•

Neither moan nor weep:
Dreams and all the race of Fear
Fade away and disappear
In the deepest deep I" t
• Barry Cornwall, Fragments, 2S9.
f Barry Cornwall, Fragments, 289.

f

Thalaba, booll. ii. p. 9.
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This have I seen over and over ~aain, and with all the
attendant blessings of convalescence ; and therefore is it,
that I am so earnestly, and, perchance, so unwisely enthusiastic in pressing the merits of this marvellous power
upon the notice of a numerous and benevolent profession.
The present edition (which I have endeavoured to make
a little Handbook of Mesmerism, from its replies to our
very opposite " opponents," and from its information
under various heads for different inquirers,) contains a
large amount of new matter.
An introductory chapter on the opposition of scientific
and medical men to the claims of Mesmerism is first
given, with tables of surgical operations that have been
performed during mesmeric insensibility. Their number
will be found to be greater than is generally supposed.
Several recent pamphlets, that have reasserted the
charge of irreligion and satanic agency, are examined ;
and some curious quotations from sermons and tracts, in
which the very same accusations against inoculation were
published about a century back, are laid before the 'reader
for his instruction and amusement.
The conduct of the Church of Rome in regard to Mesmerism is given in the first chapter. The statement is
both interesting and important.
In the seventh chapter, a large variety of fresh instances
of natural ecstatics and sleepwalkers will be found. The
close relation, or rather identity, of the singular phenomena
that they have manifested with phenomena that have since
been developed in mesmeric patients, prove the truthfulness
and genuine character of the latter. It will be seen,
moreover, that the former are not " isolated" cases (as it
is asserted in the British and Foreign Medical Review for
April, 1845), but extremely numerous; for many more
than I have given could be added. The argument, then,
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that they furnish is a useful one, and is pressed on the
reader's attention. Facts of this description, which ·arise
in the order of nature, and agree in the main, and vary
only with the accidents of climate, creed, and constitution,
show the " conformity of Mesmerism with general experience." They strengthen the reasoning that Mr. Townshend brings forward in his third book, to prove that the
magnetic condition is not uan insulated phenomenon;nor an
interruption to the universal order, but a link in the
eternal chain of things." (p. 184.) And the more that
the student of nature shall examine the history of the
cataleptic and ecstatic state, as recorded by different
r.eligious writers, towards the confirmation of their respective faiths, the more will he perceive a good ground for
understanding that Mesmerism is nothing else than a
simple reproduction by artificial means of real phenomena.
and facts that are as old as the creation.
An additional chapter will be also given, embracing
practical information for the use of the ·learner. Instructions in the art of mesmerising did not fall within the
original purposes with which this work was commenced,
and the subject was omitted in the :first edition. But I
have been so frequently appealed to by letter for guidance
in the management of a patient; and parties, living at a
distance, and deprived of the opportunity of personal
observation, (the best school after all,) have so often
expressed the opinion that information on that head was a
desideratum in the book, that I have endeavoured to
supply the omission. My own experience, which is now
neither slight nor superficial, will form the basis of the
instruction.
But copious information from Deleuze,
Elliotson, Gauthier, Townshend, Teste, and other writers
and authoritie~ on the subject will be introduced.
If the student wishes to pursue the subject more in
detail, the Instruction Pratique of the excellent and sober-
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minded Deleuze is the first book that I should recommend.
There is an English translation, of the merits of which I
know nothing.
Gauthier's Traite Pratique abounds with information
and knowledge of the subject, but it h88 the besetting sin
of many French treatises, being too voluminous and prolix.
Mr. Bailliere of Regent Street h88 published a transla.tion of Teste's "Practical Manual;" in fact, every book
on Mesmerism will be found in his excellent shop.
Last of all, Dr. Elliotson's Letters in the Zoist, containing the narrntive of his principal cases, should form an
indispensable portion of the medical inquirer's reading.
In those valuable papers, nothing is taken for granted,
and neither theories nor fancies appear, but facts, carefully observed and well-recorded facts alone, proceed from
the pen of one who is the most cautious of men in first
entertaining an opinion, but the most conscientious and
courageous in maintaining it, when once he is certified
of its reality. For,
" THE T&UTH Is PERILous NEVE& TO THE Tau~ro

No& K"ownnox TO Till! WISII: but to the fool,
And to the false, error lllld truth alike."*

So says Mr. Bailey, in his strange but strikingly powerful poem of Festus ; with w'hose appropriate words I now
commend the following pages to the consideration of the
reader.
• Festus, p. 41.

PREFACE
TO THE FIRST EDITION.

THE following pages have grown out of a little pamphlet,
that was published last ·summer, called " Mesmerism, the
Gift of God."
The favourable reception of that letter by the public,
and the demand for a second impression, have induced the
Author, at the suggestion of several friends, to enter more
fully into the subject, and to meet the various and contradictory objections that are popularly advanced.
This work, therefore, professes, not only to treat of the
religious scruples that have been raised in the minds of
some Christians, but to discuss with the philosopher the
previous question as to the truth of Mesmerism, for a due
inquiry into which, circumstances have greatly favoured
the writer.
The First Chapter is little more than a reprint of the
original pamphlet, in answer to the charge of Satanic
agency.
The Second Chapter enters more at large into the same
topic ; and showing the tendency of the human mind to see
the mysterious in the inexplicable, proves, by example,
the periodical re-appearance of this absurd accusation.
The Author also examines the unfortunate mistake, which
too many of his own profession are disposed to commit, be
their religious creed what it may, of thinking that they do
God service by depreciating his gifts ; because the parties
that employ them hold opposite tenets to their own. -
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This feeling is shown to arise, sometimes from a zeal without knowledge, and often from that love of spiritual
power, which has disfigured the brightest pages in the
history of the Church.
The Third and Fourth Chapters contain an analysis of
the common objections against the truth of Mesmerism.
Some remarkable cases are adduced from the writer's own
experience. An accumulation of other facts is given from
the testimony of parties whose standing in society is a
pledge for the correctness of what they state. The curative
power of Mesmerism in disease is proved by induction and
observation. And the medical profession is invited to a
reconsideration of their unfavourable verdict.
The Fifth Chapter discusses a common opinion as to the
dangers of Mesmerism ; -and its fallacy is in great measure
exposed.
At the request of a friend, the Sixth Chapter has examined, at some length, the bearing of the wonders of
Mesmerism on the miracles of the New Testament. It is
notorious, that a feeling is gaining ground that these
several facts exhibit an equality of power; and that the
divine nature of the one is impaired by the extraordinary
character of the other. The consideration of this part of
the subject necessarily led to a detailed analysis of the
Scriptural events: of course the unbeliever in the pheno·
mena will deem such an inquiry preposterous and laughable; the Christian, however, who knows that Mesmerism
is an existing fact in nature, will not regard the examination as superfluous; and even to the philosopher such. an
investigation ougltt to be interesting.
The concluding Chapter compares the phenomena of
natural somnambulism and of Mesmelism with certain
modern miracles among the W esleyans and the Roman
Catholics. The latter facts are stripped of the marvellous
by o. narrative of what occurred in the hquse of a friend.
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Particular allusion is made to those wonders in the Tyrol,
with the account of which the Earl of Shrewsbury, in a
recent letter addressed to Mr. Ambrose Phillips, perplexed
or pleased the Protestant or Romish Churches.
In the Appendix are given a few facts, taken from the
history of several natural sleepwalkers, by which it will be
seen that the " miracles of Mesmerism " are nothing else
than certain phenomena, which have been often developed
by nature in the spontaneous action of disease.
The author cannot conclude without acknowledging
the vast obligations that he owes to the " Isis Revelata "
of Mr. Colquhoun, and to "Facts in Mesmerism " by the
Rev. Chauncy H. Townshend. Those who are disposed
to follow up the subject, cannot but tum with profit to the
varied information that those able works afford.
1844.
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INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER.

IT was one of Fontenelle's sayings, that " if he held every
truth in his hand, he would take good care and not open it;"
a prudential maxim, indicative of that " calculating
reserve " with which cotemporaries taxed him ; and
though its adoption in practice may, doubtless, have
contributed to his own ease and interests, such a feeling,
if generally acted on, would be fatal to the well-being of
human kind. jfl
With so cautious a spirit was the academician afHicted,
such a coward was he in his own esteem, that it was
observed respecting him, that he always found a pretext
for " strangling discussion ; " a strange character this for
a philosopher ! yet Fontenelle was wise in his generation.
This indifference for onward investigations, this contentment with admitted truisms, were favourable to his
health and popularity. Voltaire called him a universal
~enius ; and his life was prolonged to the exact term of a
century.t
• " Le caractere de F ontenelle est • • • une reserve calcuMe. • • • 11
disait souvent que s'il tenait toutes les verites dans sa main, i1 se garderait
bien de l'ouvrir. " - Biographie Uniter•tlle, art. FoNTENJ:LLE.
t " La Motte, dans une lettre a Ia Duchesse du Maine, l'accusait, en
plaisantant, d'user de prctestes pour mangler k• diKV~ntnU. " Fontenelle
wu born in 1657, and died 1757. -/bid.
/'
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But timidity like this is a sorry counsellor; and a
favourite as our author still is for the charm and variety of
his writings, this dread of encountering opposition, this
slavish suppression of inquiry, lessens, in large meaaure, our
respect for his memory ; and it suffers, in the estimation
of all generous minds, what Southey calls " an abatement
in heraldry."•
Now in this reluctance for the liberation of truth,
which Fontenelle expressed in the above often quoted
sentiment, there is a something which may remind the
reader of the medical profession in regard to their present
attitude on the study of Mesmerism. They too seem
followers in the same cautious, unrisking, uninvestigating
school; they too seem wanting in their usual independence
and frank-hearted sincerity; they too seem unwilling,
like the philosophic centenarian, to unclasp their hands,
and give truth its freest circulation : and yet, while they
resemble him in these several points, there is a distinction
.between them, which is somewhat in favour of the academical secretary.
When Fontenelle said, that though his hand were full
of truths, he would not open it for any consideration, his
motives were rather selfish than unphilosophical. He
had, in fact, no turn for being a martyr in a good cause ;
he had no wish to be the victim of any fashionable outcry,
or held forth as the referee for every doctrine under
discussion. If a truth could only .be maintained under
his championship, the truth must go to the wall. If the
public could only be benefited at his inconvenience, the
public must forego the advantage. Not that he objected
to the knowledge of truth for himself and his own private
investigations; it was its escape into the world that he
dreaded; be might study it, and examine it in his closet
• See Southey's Letter to William Smith, where he speaks of the prcsen$.
Lord Jeffrey and the Edinburgh Review.,
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at home; only let him be spared the dangers of a discoverer, and the responsibility of letting too much light
upon mankind.
Now in all this reserve and holding back from free
investigation, there is much, as we before said, that resembles our medical friends on the Mesmeric question ;
they are, indeed, all this, and "something more." Fontenelle would not " open his hands" to communicate knowledge ; but they will not open theirs to receive it ;
Fontenelle would not risk his ease for the instruction of
society, but they will not pass from professional routine
even for their own. Fontanelle was selfish, timid, and
shrinking from consequences ; but they are rather illiberal, unphilosophic, and retrogressive. Truth, even for
its own sake, or for its benefit on others, seems to have
neither charm nor recommendation with them. They
close their eyes, they stop their ears, they harden their
hearts, they desire not to be informed or set right on this
subject, be the advantages or the gratification what they
may!•
It may not be without its use to ask, what can be the
unexpressed motives on the part of medical men for this
strange disinclination for the study of Mesmerism? for
that some secret reasons are. at the bottom of their
conduct, is a point that no longer admits of a doubt.
Whilst almost every other educated person is beginning to
allow, that there is much more of probability and reality
in the representations of the mesmerists, than originally
• Every experienced mesmerist could bring forward some story or other,
similar to the following statement mentioned by Mr. Spencer Hall: " It is
worth recording, as a feature of the age, that a physician of fashionable
practice in the town (Halifax), on being invited to assist in an investigation,
protested against it altogether in the most contemptuous terms, on the
ground that the fallacy of mesmerism was too apparent to permit him to
entertain the thought that it needed inquiry at all; in short, that any wch
ilu[uiry tDould be dugrac~ful to the profeuion." See Mr. S. Hall's very interesting Mesmeric Experiences, p. 85.
:a 5I
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men were prepared to expect, the " profeASion" still
withholds its adhesion. They may, perhapt~, not be so
loud and offensive in their '·itupemtions and ridicule ns
they were a few years back; they may have altered their
tack, and become more silent and self-distrusting; still, as
a body, they openly proclaim an unyielding scepticism;
they dislike, if they do not actually reject, inquiry; and
seldom voluntarily or with a good grace, either start or
pursue the subject in conversation. • In stating this, it is
of course remembered with pleasure, that very many have
co-operated in our investigations with a most candid and
honourable spirit; that the number of those that have
openly joined our ranks is increasing every day, and
-already forms a highly respectable minority ; and that the
younger men, and more especially the students in the
hospitals, are not undesirous of acknowledging the claims
of the science to its place among their physiological reeearches; still it must with regret be confessed that
the large majority of experienced practitioners, i. e. those
who have secured an advanced standing in their profession, do hold aloof from all serious investigations upon
the question, and if they do not giye utterance to their
feelings by an open expression of contempt, are at
least mysteriously dumb or politely evasive on the
topic ; and it is, therefore, my wish, in a temperate and
friendly spirit, to consider closely, what can be the
unexpressed reasons for so singular a violation of taeh.:general usages.
Of course, they would themselves say, that the
1·eason was a simple one, - that the facts alleged
·were so monstrous in themselves, and so opposed to
the laws of nature, that no inquiry was needed; for that
their mere statement carried with them to the medical mind
"' In saying this, I am not so much giving utterance to my own experience, us recording the obs~rvations of almost all mesmerisers with whom I
have: spoken on the point in question.
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their own refutation. • But this, any one may see, is an
assumption of the whole que!!tion. It bus been over and
over again shown, that what are called the "laws of nature"
are, strictly speaking, but the results of our present amount
of scientific information, which do not preclude, with the
progress of knowledge, a further development of hitherto
latent principles. t No parties are more aware of this truth
than medical men themselves. And for them, therefore, to
offer such a plea, is not merely a begging the very point at
issue, but a proceeding directly at variance with their own
philosophic pretensions; and again, therefore, I respectfully demand, what is the probable motive for this anomaly
in their conduct ? t
The vulgar explanation usually advanced, strange aa it
may sound to the medical ear, is altogether of a pecuniary
nature, and affecting their very character for disinterestedness and integrity. This is mentioned, not for the purpose
of expressing my own utter disbelief in its probability, but
of pointing out to the public the unreasonableness of such
an opinion, and of directing the attention of the profession
itself to their position, on this point, in popular estimation.
Though here and there, the jest may goodnaturedly be
uttered by one of themselves, that if the claims of Mesmerism were established, their vocation would be peril1ed
and their " occupation o'er," they little suspect how much
• " There is no use in discussing the matter," said an able surgeon to a
friend of mine ; " the thing is impossible; we know at once that it is impouible." And so it has ever been! It was impossible to prevent the smallpox by vaccination I ]t was impossible to light the streets with gas I It
was impossible to cross the Atlantic by !team I Verily "a little science"
is as dangerous as a little anything else.
t 1\lr. Townshend well remarks, that " such an objection would make
our own imperfect ob1er~ation the measure of Nature's regularity. Are we
entitled to conclude, in any case, that, because we have not hitherto been
alJic to assign a law to certain operations, they are, therefore, without law?
Is it not wiser to believe that our own knowledge is in fault, whenever
Nature appears inconsistent with herself?- Townllhtnd'' Fucts, p. 14.
t Why, for instance, has no detailed notice been yet given, in any single
Medical Journal, of the eases recorded in the Zoist?
B
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of serious earnestness is supposed to be lurking at the
bottom. They little dream, that their cautious retreat
from a participation in the practice is rather attributed to a
clairvoyant apprehension of a future loss of income, than to
a philosophic conviction of scientific superiority. True it
is, that the " love of money is the root of all evil : " and
that metlical men, like other mortals, are not to be regarded
as independent of its influence ; but the tenor of their
general conduct makes a charge of this nature ridiculous
and unmerited. My own experience (and I have had but
too many painful opportunities of forming an opinion).
would lead to the conclusion, that no one profession is eo
little under the bias of mercenary motives. ·No men give
so much of a gratuitous unbought assistance, or sacrifice so
much time and labour without a prospect of remuneration.
as do they. And to suppose that a liberal and educated
profession like this would oppose themselves to the progress
of a great scientific discovery from an ungenerous apprehension of its proving detrimental to their interest, is
monstrous in the extreme. • They themselves must feel.
that a mere defence from such an imputation is almost
as insulting as it is . unnecessary. But it is necessary,more necessary than they imagine. If I . have heard the
opinion once, I have heard it hundreds of times, and not
uttered casually or in badinage, but gravely maintained and
insisted upon, as a matter of certainty. It is, in fact, the
~ll but universal inference ; and it would really seem desirable, that the parties thus misunderstood should be made
aware of the construction to which their ~served dealing
• Dr. Elliotson has well observed, " Some have been hostile from fancy
that their pockets would suffer:- but many with abundant means, and more
practice than they could get through,- nay, MJJM retired from practice, have
manifested the same spirit."-Zoi1t, No. xv. p. S77. Dr. E. agrees, therefore, with me in tracing the hostility to a different cause than the question
of income.
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bas thus rendered them liable. But, in truth, the opinion
is itself also founded on a mistake.
Mesmerism must partake much more of the miraculous
character•, before the sanguine anticipations of some ardent
partisans can thus be realised. Its effects are indeed great
and various, and often most unexpected, triumphing over
many of the evils of life in a way delightful' for the
Christian to witness, - but yet must they be regarded
rather as auxiliary to the practitioner, than superseding his
attendance, rather as adding a fresh item to the former
resources of his art, than dispensing with his kind and necessary care. That Mesmerism is now exercised by non•
professional parties, is indeed a. fact, but one rather resulting from its present unfixed position, than desirable in
itself, or likely to continue. It is because they who ought
to be its champions and directors stand coldly aloof, and
reject all aid through its influence. But let its claims, as
those of an impertant branch of therapeutic practice, be
once fully recognised (and that such a day is steadily approaching, very many indications give certain proof), and
a different state of things would then ensue. No longer
would a few "incurable" cases, where the despairing physician had taken his leave, be transfeiTed, sometimes at
almost the agonies of death, to a mesmerising acquaintance
to try if he could procure relief; but the disease would be
grappled with at the earlier stages of its development with
a more certain assurance of success. No longer would
the hesitating patient, through the fear of offending the
medical friend, surreptitiously admit into the sick room some
amateur magnetist, with a distressing responsibilityofor all
parties ; but the treatment would be adopted, openly and
more agreeably, by the express direction of professional
advice. As it is, Mesmerism is generally employed as the
'• See the chapter on a Comparison between Mesmeric Cures and the
Miracles of the New Testam~nt.
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last resour~, when every other remedy has been tried and
failed; it is employed too, with an unpleasant feeling of
risk and uncertainty, if without the sanction of a regular practitioner. And this is a position most painful to
the sick person, and one from which he would gladly
escape. They know but little of the real invalid, who
imagin.e that he ever desires to rid himself of the visits, or
shake off the authority, of the medical man. The sons of
Esculapius are, in essentials, as supreme in the sick chamber, as the Belgian priest in his confessional, or the W esleyan minister in a Welsh conventicle. It is only when
repeated failures have followed the prescription, that their
power ceases, or the charm is broken. It is only when the
more orthodox systems have lost their effect, that the aid
of the heterodox mesmerist is called in. But let the
faculty themselves once include magnetic treatment within
the legitimate means of relief, and in no very serious case
would it be resorted to without their approval. Of course
medical men, with large or increasing practice, would noi
themselves enjoy sufficient leisure to mesmerise extensively;
they could but give directions for its use, and supervise its
application ; still, the treatment itself would in the main
be subject to their pleasure, whilst, most probably, here
and there, some of the younger members, with peculiar
physical and moral qualifications, would devote themselves
almost exclusively to the practice : but to suppose that,
when once established, Mesmerism would be widely employed without the sanction of the practitioner, or that it
would banish the physician from the sick house, is an
erroneous view arising from an ignorance of human nature.
It is repeated, that the patients themselves would neither
wish nor agree to it; nor in yery eerious diseases would
the magnetiser himself be covetous of such anxious responsibility. The druggist, indeed, might suffer from the
change ; and a lar~re amount of his poisonous doses might
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remain unshaken on his shelves; but the power, the influence, and, to come to the point, the income, of the real
physiologist and physician would be extended and improved ; Mesmerism would take its natural place amidst
the other " appliances " of the healing art ; and the
lecturer and irresponsible manipulator would in great measure disappear. •
But, whilst it were almost an impertinence to vindicate
the character of professional men from the above illiberal
imputation, it cannot be said that a dread of the subject
has not in some measure guided their conduct. They have
had their fears of Mesmerism, though in a different sense
to that intended by the public. For the science is unpopular. Perhaps it would be more accurate to say that
it was unpopular, since a more favourable estimation of its
value has for some little time been gaining ground. Still,
it were idle to deny that Mesmerism has laboured under
many an unfortunate and odious appellation. The notion
of its unreality and falsehood,- the accusation of imposture,- the potent cry of" Satanic agency," so captivating
with weak and excitable women, ignorant as they are that
the very same clamour has been raised on points wherein
Buch an opinion would be now scouted,- an erroneous
idea of the impropriety of the practice,-and, more than
all, the novelty of the thing, and the unpleasantness
attendant on unestablishcd theories : all these causes contributed to render the science unpopular, and to attach an
• Most mesmerisers with whom I am acquainted rather seek the countenance of medical men, than set themselves UJI as their rivals. One of the
most laborious and bcnevolcr•t mesmerists has often said, that he only
practises the art because the regular practitioner refuses to employ it. The
language of Gauthier is the most usual : - " Je pose toujours com me un
fait aequis qu'il ne doit point y avoir de traitcment, s'il n'est ordonne ou
conodllc par un medecin, dont le magnetiseur est le prepose " - Traite
Pratiqw, p. 29. See also the language of Mesmer, quoted by Gauthier,
p. 697., stating that the physician 1s u/one capable of putting his system into
practice.'' Sec also Gauthier's own language to the medical world, p. 698.
See also some excellent remarks of Dr. Elliotson, in Zoist, voL iv. p. Si7.
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undesirable reputation to its premature advocacy. The
day is not so distant, when it would have been as much
a mark of ill-breeding to name the name of Mesmerism to
" ears polite" and scientific, as to start the topic of parJ.ia..
mentary reform at the table of a boroughmonger, or to
insist on the justice of an increased grant to Maynooth to
an Irish Orangeman. Animal magnetism was, in shor4
tabooed in fashionable circles. And this is what medical
men both felt and knew. They felt that, true or false, it
was an unwelcome topic ; and that to inquire into it
would be as unwise, as to practise it would be unsafe.
Added to which, there was the dread of ridicule from
professional brethren,-the apprehension of being singled
out, sneered down, and pointed at, if they meddled, how•
ever discreetly, with the "unclean thing." Thus, many
causes concurred to render Mesmerism distasteful to the
practitioner: a beacon to avoid,-not a light to lead men
on; and not many, therefore, ventured on the study.
That fine and manly philosophy which shrinks not from
following out a fact, let it carry you 'vhere it may; that
love of truth at all price; that high conscientiousness of
principle, which would be ashamed to disown the convic•
tiona of the understanding, he the consequences however
inconvenient; all these qualifications belong, apparently,
but to few.
" To show the world what long experience gains,
Requires not courage, tho' it calls for pains;
But at life's outset to inform mankind,
Is a bold effort of a valiant mind."*

' These, then, are the reasons, which sufficiently explain
the shyness of medical men for embarking in the practice;
the shyness, we mean, of those who had not yet established
a firm footing in their vocation, and whose risks would be
so far greater than any advantage acquired; and he must
• Crabbe's Borough, Letter VII.
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'first be well assured of his own moral courage and independence, who would pronounce a sweeping condemnation
on such prudential regard to worldly prospects. All this
applies, however, exclusively to the rising and younger
members of the profession. The question yet remains,
.w hat is it that has hindered the leaders of the body, those
whose names are too firmly fixed to be damaged by an
unpopular novelty,-what is it that has hindered them
from giving an honest, earnest, impartial investigation to a
subject, with such large claims to inquiry, as the science
()f mesmerism ?
My own impression is, that their resistance has arisen,
.partly from their being committed to a positive and adverse
opinion, and partly from that pride of intellect which
belongs so remarkably to scientific men, indisposing them
as it does to receive any statements as true which are in ,
oontradiction of their own pre-arranged and pre-conceived I
notions.
That they have committed themselves is certain. In an
evil and hasty hour they decided with senatorial authority,
that the mesmerical representations were an absurdity,
and in the nature of things could not be true. To pass
over the declarations of Continental physicians, and the
old story of the French academies, it is sufficient to say
that the leaders in English practice at once pronounced,
ez cathedra, against the science. Without study, without
inquiry, without making a natural comparison between the
magnetic appearances and certain analogous facts which
had presented themselves spontaneously in several sickly
persons, and, being recorded by men of their own profession, might have thrown some light on the question;
with only here and there an occasional and supercilious
attendance at an experiment, the most eminent physicians
that the metropolis could produce, with -one splendid
exception, committed themselves at once to an adverse
o,9,tized
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opinion ; and all their provincial brethren followed in their
train. This was unfortunate for Mesmerism ; but in the
end has been still more unfortunate and awkward for
themselves. To retrace their ground after so false a step,
to own themselves in the wrong, to admit that if greater
care had been bestowed, a modified, if not indeed an
opposite, opinion might perchance have followed, would of
course be painful to men of professional eminence. It
would be tantamount to saying that they, the anatomists,
the physiologists par e:rcellence, had been mistaken in their
own vocation, and that ignorant and unprofessional parties
had conducted them to the truth. The natural heart kicks
against such condescension. Pride, mortified vanity, a
dread of reproach, a dread of ridicule, would all be creating
an 'uproar in the mind, and forbidding the retractation,
however desirable. A younger man might attempt it,
but not the advanced and dignified leader. To " stand
by his order," however overbearing ; to stick by his
opinions, however perverse ; to look any way but the way
that would place him in the right; to appear deaf, blind,
absent, or overthoughtful; to be too busy and too absorbed
in immediate occupations to find leisure for the study :
anything, in short, would better suit his views than a.
reconsideration of the subject, or a deviation from his
positive and primary assertions. A philosopher (says the
witty Frenchman) must part with everything sooner than
his opinions. • His mind may misgive him as to their
truth; he may feel the ground crumbling beneath his feet,
and observe signs of an approaching change gathering fast
around; no matter for the result; like an angry politician,
he must only cry out " no surrender " all the louder for
• " Panglos avouait qu'il avait toujours horriblement souffert; mais ayant
soutenu une fois que tout allait a merveille, il le soutenait toujours, et n'en
croyait rien.".- Candide, cap. 50. The same great authority says elsewhere,
" J e suis toujount de mon premier 1enlime11t : car je suis philoacpl•e: il ne me
convient pas de me dedire."- Cap. 28.
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the sight, and with a dogged determination that embraces
only one side of the question, postpone the inevitable hour
of concession to the latest possible moment, with the worst
possible grace.
In that illustrious chronicle which records the doings of
the famous doctor of V alladolid, we are told, that the hero
of Santillana, troubled in his mind at the frightful havoc
which was following their labours, just hinted to his
master, in the most delicate way imaginable, the bare possibility as to his being mistaken in his theory. "Let us
change," said he, " our practice. Let us, from the idlest
curiosity, just give our patients some different preparations,
and see their effect. The wore( that could happen would
be that they could only suffer, as they do at present, and
die in the end." Sangrado was staggered for a moment ;
for something or the same feeling had been passing in his
own mind. "My dear friend," he, however, replied, "I
would make the trial willingly; but unfortunately it would
be attended by an untoward consequence ; my opinions are
published, and surely you would not have me stultify my
own statements?" " Oh, vou., avez raison," replied Gil
Bias, " by no means give a triumph to your enemies;
they would say you had found out your error: and sooner
than your reputation should suffer by such a step, let
patients, people, clergy, and nobility perish in our
hands!" •
And even so is it with our medical friends. Their
dogmata were given forth hastily to the world ; they
asserted peremptorily, that mesmerism was an "unreal
mockery," and its followers but simple dupes; and
although we often most humbly suggest, that. peradventure, they might be mistaken; that, perhaps, they who
have studied the question may be rigltt, and that they
• Gil Bias, line 2. cap. 5.
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who have not studied it may be wrong; and, like Sangrado's pupil, we delicately propose to them, from sheer
curiosity, to re-examine the subject- the appeal is idle,
-they shake their heads with an imposing gravity forbidding all reply, for, like their prototype in Spain, their
patients may suffer, but they cannot abandon - an
opinion!
It may, however, be asked, how is it that we speak so
positively as to the feelings of certain members of the
profession, and to their being influenced by an opinion, to
which they stand thus committed? The answer is one
which carries its own proof as soon as it is heard.
Mesmerism professes to be a powerful auxiliary to the
healing art. It professes, right or wrong, to lessen the
amount of bodily pain, to induce sleep where sleep is
otherwise unattainable, to cure disease where disease is
often irremediable. Supposing, for the sake of argument,.
that the pretensions of the clairvoyant were altogether
erroneous, and that considerable abatement must be made
for the exaggerated expectations of over sanguine mesmerists - still, with these deductions, the claims of this
discovery to the possession of a large amount of beneficial
properties would yet remain considerable. What then,
it might be asked, would be the line of conduct, which,
a priori, we might anticipate from the friends of human
kind on a question of this nature? What would be the
language which a philanthropic profession might be expected to employ, to judge them by the test of their usual
demeanour? We should say, that, sceptical as they might
be as to the establishment of the fact, their uppermost
feelings would be those of a hope that it were true. On
presenting to their notice so unexpected a discovery, of
course hesitation and incredulity would be not only
natural but proper; still, if they were men-if no sinister
influences were biassing their views or warping their
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hearts,- their desire would be, that what promised to
convey so vast a boon to suffering humanity might not
prove a. mistake. • Their fears of its failure might be
greater than their hopes of its success : they might apprehend that the anxious wishes of the discoverer had been
the "father to his thoughts," and bade him arrive too
rapidly at a conclusion ; still they would listen with interest, they would examine with care, they would themselves experimentalise, and do all they could to sift the
question, and establish how much of benefit there might
be obtained from the treatment ; and if the presumed discovery resolved itself unhappily into an error, they would
sympathise in the disappointment of the suffering patients,
and feel a sincere regret for the sad frustration of their
hopes. These, do I boldly assert, would be the feelings
of benevolent men, if uninfluenced by any counter or interested motives. There would be one remedy less for
the ills of human life than men's fond expectations had
been led to anticipate ! Mesmerism would, indeed, be
overthrown, but the contemplated relief of thousands
would be overthrown also l
Has this, then, or any thing like this, been the conduct
of our opponents, medical or scientific ? alas for human
nature, the very reverse l Their aim has ever been, not to
discover the uses, but to detect any fallacies, of the art;
not to avail themselves of its resources towards the mitigation of disease, but to exercise their inventive faculties
in starting far-fetched solutions for each result ; to fasten
on each imagined failure with the most unmitigated glee,
to magnify the slightest miscarriage into a defeat of the
system itself, to neglect the most important conditions required, and then assume that these conditions were of no
moment in the trial : to tax their ingenuity in suggesting
• See, par e:remple, their conduct about ether, and their instant experiment
.
;
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explanations that a child could refute ; to assert, and reassert, and assert over again, after their assertions had been
contradicted by experiments without number;-this has
been, more or less, their line of bearing from the very
beginning; and to this, though in a more guarded way,
do they ·still adhere. The maintenance of an opinion
would seem to be of greater value than the lessening of
human ills ; and to show that their first conjecture was
correct, a nobler triumph in the fields of science than the
chance of relieving one aching throb I If really anxious
for truth, and not committed to one party-sided notion,
why is it that they do not occasionally venture on a trial?
On the contrary, is it not notorious that numbers who have
never witnessed a single experiment, who have never attempted even half a manipulation, who know nothing on
the subject more than what they have read or heard from
their fellow-opponents, pertinaciously cling to their original
as~everations, without even the apparent wish of being disabused of their error? While the sounds of victory, with
which they bail an accidental disappointment on the part
of the mesmerists, are little consistent with the character
of benevolent men, who, if not blinded by their own determined views, would readily perceive that the cause of
humanity had encountered a temporary discomfiture, and
that what was a source of exultation to themselves might
prove the death-blow to the hopes of myriads of sufferers!
The above observations apply to one class of opponents;
with a second, and, it is believed, a far larger portion, this
indisposition for the inquiry may be rather traced to that
overweening confidence in their own attainments, which
bids men often reject what they cannot explain, and as
often qualifies them, in their own jud~ment, for arriving at
a conclusion without incurring the labour of a preliminary
investigation.
It might be presumed, in the first instance, that the very
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last persons to be influenced by this species of intellectual
conceit would be scientific men. We might infer that
they whose knowledge is built upon induction and ex;.
periment, wbo~e every discovery but only carried with it
a proof of man's circumscribed acquirements, and that if
much had been learnt, far, far more remained behind ;
thv.t these would be the humblest and most modest of
mortals, and .the least disposed to fulminate their dogmata,
as though they were the omniscient high priests of nature
and her secrets. We can well understand, on the contrary,
the self-sufficient arrogance of some one-idea'd student of
theology. This branch of learning, with all its extensive
departments, has its limits ; one mind may travel over its
main points in a lifetime ; and the polemic, who is half
blind with poring over tomes of patristic divinity, and has
mastered every controversy from the dawning of Luther to
the defection of Newman, might well be pardoned for indulging in a sneer at the presumed discovery of some unsuspected doctrine in Scripture. But with nature's mysteries the thing is widely different ; here a vast illimitable
expanse lies before, here the profoundest knowledge is yet
but a "little learning;" and with all that has been disclosed to the deepest researches, we are, as has been beautifully observed, but picking up a few shells beside the
ocean of truth. No men are more alive to this fact than
·the scientific; none would more readily acknowledge it;
yet, in practice, few have more frequently forgotten it.
Experience has shown, in numerous instances, that they
have carried their opposition to novelties in science, not
only to an intolerance of the fact discovered •, but to a
• The Abbe J. B. L., in" his curious work called, " M3gnetisme devant
Ia Cour de Rome," says truly. •• Toujours Ia science ancienne a persecute Ia
scienee no,.ftlle; et jamais ceux qu'on appelle •avam dans le monde, et qui
lie pJ11isent a rept!ter Jes mots d'into)erance et de fanatisme Jorsqu'i) o'agit
de religion, n'ont O!te tolerants que pour des opinions qui ne beurtaient pas
eelles qu'ilfl avaient adoptee&." p •. 47.
.
0
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bitter persecution of the discoverer. Pride, a wounded
and angry pride, is, in great measure, the source of this ;
but there are other causes also at work. Our accurate acquaintance with the details of one department, does not
necessarily qualify for a broader insight into general nature.
The mind may be full and well stored with matter, and
yet rendered only narrower in the process. As Alfred
Tennyson remarks, in the finest of his poems,
" Knowledge comes, but wisdom lingers." •

Knowledge may be poured in upon the mind in an uninterrupted flow ; facts from every province in philosophy
may be accumulated without end, one on the other ; but
that large wisdom which generalises from the mighty whole,
which can detect a principle where a fact is but partially developed, and travel beyond habitual studies into the
analogous and the cognate ; this higher wisdom does not
necessarily belong to the accredited leaders of the most
erudite academy. On the contrary, they are often liberal
but in one line, - and philosophers but in one direction.
Out of their particular pale, or set, or pursuit, or theory,
they can be as bigoted, or as ignorant as the merest tyro
in their schools. As our incomparable Arnold most charitably expresses it, speaking of .rohnson's fondness for
biography, at the expence of a different department in
literature : " We cannot comprehend what we have nmer
studied; and history (read, mesmerism) must be content
to share in the common portion of every thing great and
good; it must be undervalued by a !tasty observer." t In
• Locksley Hall. There are parts of this noble poem, that one reads, as
Johnson said of Dryden's Ode," with turbulent delight."
t Arnold's Inaugural Lecture. See also a very beautiful sermon by \he
Bishop of Oxford, " Pride a Hind1'8nce to true Knowledge." Among other
admirable remarks the Bishop observes, " And as he (the self-satisfied phi]osophist) will not learn from others, so not even by Nature Aer••lf will Ae be
taugAt. He thinks he knows so much, that his estimate of what is to be
AMwn u lowered: • • • He_ has a theory to maintain,- a solution which
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short, this is a contradiction in the scientific character :
masters in one branch of learning, they estimate at an inferior value a knowledge in that of which they are ignorant
- they pass it over as of minor moment in attaching an
exaggerated importance to their own especial acquirements;
and thus it is, that mesmerism has been refused its " place
within the circle of medical seiences," from the usual
alliance between ignorance and pride, an ignorance that
disbelieves what it has never examined, and a pride that
will not stoop to make the needful inquiry. •
As the accomplished author of the " Vestiges of the
Natural History of Creation " remarks, " There is a
measure of incredulity from our ignorance as well as
from our knowledge; and if the most distinguished philosopher three hundred years ago had ventured to develop
any striking new fact which only could harmonise with the
as yet unknown Copernican solar system, we cannot doubt
that it would ha,·e been universally scoffed at in the scientific world, such as it then was, or at the best interpreted in
a thousand wrong ways, in conformity with ideas already
familiar." t
/ Medical men have another cause in their own minds for
this dislike of mesmerism, viz. the consciousness that it
would upset a L1.rge amount of their present presumed acquirements. Foissac tells us in his report, that when it
was proposed in the academy to publish the result of the
Committee's labours, M. Castel opposed it with energy, ex;claiming that if the facts narrated were true, they would
must not be disproved,-& generalisation which shall not be disturbed;and once possessed of this false cipher, he reads amiss all the golden letters
around him." p. 19.
,
• " Pride is but a fool," said a man of wit : " but," says Teste, "all proud
persons are not incorrigible. * * * Formerly, I had the pride of inc1·edulity,
now I have the pride of faith. Let our adversaries recollect that i11credulity
ia often mere i!JfUJrance."- Tute, Cap. 10. p. 192.
t Vertiges of Creation, p. 187.
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destroy one half of the·ir physiological knowledge. • .And
M. Castel's alarms are not confined to himself, neither
is the feeling peculiar to his own profession. At the Reformation, a dit~taste for the " new learning," ns it was
called in contradistinction to the antiquated theology of
the schoolmen, whose supremacy it threatened to displaca.,
was a powerful reason with the priesthood for their opposition to Luther's revived doctrines from Scripture. At a
certain time of life, men have small relish for returning to
school, and passing through a fresh curriculum of elementary
instruction. And so is it at the present day in Westminster
Hall. The leaders at the bar are the natural enemies of
any extensive change in matters of jurit~prudence. With a
new code, old books must be burnt, and practice and precedents sponged from the memory. And mesmerism also
would produce so much of a revolution in certain departments of physiology, and so many received theories might
have to be overthrown, that the man who has gained a position with his present stock of knowledge hardly cares to
begin over again. And so, to release himself from the annoyance, he pronounces authoritatively, that mesmerism
cannot be true, and that practitioners and their patients are
to remain "as they were."
In alliance with much that has been stated above, is the \
displeasure that medical men entertain at non-professional )
interference. On this point they are always sensitive.
Gauthier tells us, that it was a common remark in Paris at
one time, " What can we learn from the writings of men
that are not physicians? " t In a notice of the first edition
of this little work in the Medico-Chirurgical Review, it is
suggested to the author to " mind his own business," and the
• " Mais, dit M. Castel, si Ia plupart des faits mentionncs dans le Rapport etaient reels, ils detruiraient Ia moitie de nos connaissances physio·
logique•."- Foiuac'• Rapport de r Academie. .
t " Que peut-on apprendre dans les ecrits d'hommes qui ne •on.t pas
medecina'l- Gauthier, Traite Pratique, p. 3:36.
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inevitable quotation of ne sutor ultra crepidam is instructively introduced. When the benevolent Mr. Hollings took
an active part in the first painless amputation at Leicester,
by acting as mesmeriser to the patient, there forthwith
appeared in a provincial journal a letter from a surgeon
conveying " an indirect but not ungentle censure for interference with a subject in which he was in no ways
professionally concerned."• Nay, Mr. Newman, in his
" Human Magnetism," suffers the same prepossession to
escape from his pen also. Speaking of Mr. Colquhonn'a
admirable book, which he very properly terms "the best
work " on the subject, he says, it is, however, " written
by a barrister, and that before this question ean carry
weight, it must originate from a medical person. "t
Mr. Townshend's philosophical book, he says, is "liable
to the same objection," the facts " being collected by a
clergyman who might easily be deceived by the designing." My own far inferior attempt he more naturally
considers as open to the same remark. How far Mr.
Newman's own publication, assisted by all the adjuncts
of professional experience, will supersede the older
works of Colquhoun and Townshend, physiologists must
determine. But this is from the purpose. The point
under consideration is that, of which we have just
been giving a few indications, viz. the disposition oi
the faculty, if not always to denounce, in an open way,
what they consider an officious intermeddling with &
province exclusively medical, at least to hint, and that not
obscurely, at the incompetency of non-professional parties,
• See the masterly Letter of Mr. Hollings in the 2d volume of Zoist,
p. 42:J.
t " Human Magnetism," by W. Newman, M. R. S. L., p. 6. TI1e reader,
however, should go on to page I 1., and see the very curioru cluzracler given
of medical men, whom he at one time considers as the only fitting persons
to write on the subject. The contrast is singular. Mr. N. ought to know
them. I dare not quote his language, lest I should btl, supposed to adopt
hia<riew1.
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both for forming an opinion, and for instructing tl1e public.
Now, of course, it cannot be denied, that on the great
body of facts in any profession, those who have mainly
devoted themselves· to the study, would be far the best
qualified to pronounce n. judgment. Common sense
teaches it. It is for this that we so highly value the division of labour. And for almost all that is technical, or in
detail, it is to the student of his particular department, be
he an artist, a lawyer, a theologian, a surgeon, a soldier, or
sailor, that we should principally look for information and
guidance. But, in admitting this most fully, it may still
be a question, how far an indifferent spectator, or one untrammelled by a peculiar routine, may be as well, or even
better suited, for taking the more correct observation of a
perfectly new object. For he might regard it from a fresh
and different point. He might be free from conventional
usages. He might not have the prejudices of a particular
school. He might be less likely to commence with a
" foregone conclusion." He might have a calmer and more
philosophic spirit. He might look at it more in connexion
with general nature. At any rate we have high authority
for disregarding this contemptuous sneer at our incompetency. The lamented Arnold, whose opinions can never
be too often quoted, says in his Lectures, " Consider, that
no one man in the common course of things has more than
one profession; is he then to be silent, or to feel himself
incapable of passing a judgment upon the subjects of all
professions except that one? And consider farther, that
professional men may labour under some disadvantages of
their own, looking at their calling from wit/lin always, and
never from without. • • • Clearly, then, there is a distincttion to be drawn somewhere,- there must be a point up
to which an unprofessional judgment of a professional sub-:ject may be not only competent, but of high authority;
although beyond that point it cannot venture without preo'l''"ed by
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801Dption and folly." • Burke, too, says almost the same
thing in his own forcible way: "While I revere men in the
functions that belong to them, I cannot, to flatter them,
give the lie to nature. Their very excellence in their peculiar functions may be far from a qualification for others.
It cannot escape observation, that when men are too much
confined to professional and faculty habits, they are rather
disabled, than qualified, for whatever depends on the
knowledge of mankind, on experience in mixed affairs, on a
CQTTlprehensive view," &c. t Here, then, is our answer to the
medical sceptic, who tauntingly rejects our testimony as
non-professional. 1Ve cannot, to please him, give the lie to
nature. We cannot, to serve his views, suppress our own
facts and convictions. Nay, with all deference be it added,
it seems a question, according to Burke and Arnold,
whether we, perchance, may not be as well qualified as
himself for coming to an opinion. At any rate, as we have
studied the subject, and he has not, some little respect
might surely be felt for our experience, backed as it is by
the strong corroborative proof afforded by some of the
ablest in his own vocation.
Apropos of non-professional experience l The medical
eccptic, perchance, may have his excuse for thus cheaply
estimating our poor untaught judgment; but why does he
equally slight the testimony of his well-trained and talented
brethren? Turn to the pages of the "Zoist." See who
are its main and best contributors? Hospital physicians,
one especially whose wiitings are standard works of reference, and surgeons of large and general practice, giving
their cases in detail, with professional, physiological, and
ecientific commentaries. Now, why is it that none of
these cases have been brought forward and examined in
any lecture from a professor's chair ? Why is it that in
• Arnold's Lectures, p. 194.
f Burke's Reflections on French RcYolution.
c 4
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no journal or review, medical or chirurgical, any notice·
has yet been taken of any one cure of a marked and
striking character? We mean not generally, and with
some sweeping dashing sentence of contemptuous discredit,
but in detail, and with each fact and passage analysed.
and discussed in a critical and candid spirit ? Why are
not the statements denied, if they can, the symptoms
explained away, and the cures contradicted? Are the
patients unreal imaginary beings ? Are the diseases and
pains apocryphal inventions ? Are the narrators weak
uneducated · sciolists? Why is it that this silence, so
speaking and significant, reigns throughout the pages and
the lectures of the opponent ? The answer is self-evident. •
Many of us, who are non-professional, might indeed·
offer a different apology for our obnoxious appearance in'
the arena. Like Malvolio, " our greatness has been
thrust" upon us. We have taken up the inquiry because
no one else would. We have been called intruders, but
our intrusion has been into an unoccupied room. We are
carped at for meddling, but our interference arose from
regret at observing a secret of nature continue unexplored.·
Our scientific opponents bear a certain resemblance to the
ungracious animal in the fable. They neither investigate
themselves, nor suffer any one else. But, again we say,
the prominency has been none of our own seeking. Most·
of us would be willing to retire from the responsibilities of.
the superintendence, and leave the trained physiologist to
enjoy his due precedence and prer~gatives. To be administrators, not advisers, is what we rather aim at. Only
let the faculty not neglect the study themselves, and the
non-professional advocate would cease to be consulted,
and fall back into his natural and more consistent position.·
• I am told that not a single notice or examination has yet appeared in
any medical gazette or journal of the striking cures re(!orded by Dr. Elliot.wn
in the Zoist.
.
.
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One of the st~crest reasons in the world for professional disbelief of our Mesmeric cures, was once given me
in an off-hand way by a London phy~ician. As he is a
man of a certain mark, and seemed to be expreBBing the
eonventional views of his brethren, perhaps his speech may
be worth a notice. "You," said he, "are not aware of
the vis 'TTU!dicatri:e naturce. We, however, who are behind
tl~e curtain, and know how very generally cures, for which
we receive the credit, are altogether owing to the power of
Nature, have our reasons for being sceptical as to the
presumed efficacy of Mesmerism!' The reader will, I
hope, give me credit for being too well-bred to receive
the gentleman's observation with any thing else but a polite
smile. But I thought his speech funny at the time, and I
think so still. Without commenting, however, upon what
first presents itself to the mind after such a remark, let us
observe to what an argumentum ad absurdum his reasoning
arrives. Supposing that unassisted nature had been the
.10le agent in several of his own cures, would he assert that
nature, and nature alone, had been the agent in all? If
110, to what good purpose was his attendance? Cui Bono 'I
Supposing, for instance, that three or four aguish patients
out of ten had thrown off their disease without the aid of
quinine, would he deny that quinine had been the main
remedy with the remainder ? And so is it in fevers, and
80 in other diseases ; nature and a vigorous constitution, of
oourse, have often done the work, while the doctor had
been receiving the fame and the fee; still, neither the
doctor nor his doses are exploded or expelled.
For
though our friends are " behind the curtain " as to the true
cause of many of their most succeBBful results, they are
etill actively alive to the great importance of judicious
treatment, and of well-applied remedies in the sick room.
o,9,tizedbyGoogk
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And the very same reasoning, in like manner, applies to
Mesmerism. If, indeed, our cause only rested upon a
handful of cases, the subtle sceptic might talk of the coincident operation of nature, and pause before he gave in his
adhesion to our science. But again we say, what has been
said over and over again, that our argument is not built
upon one, or two, or twenty successful cures, but upon an
accumulation of them, -upon cases without number occurring in England, in France, in Germany, in the United
States, and elsewhere; and therefore it is that we reply
to the incredulous practitioner, who would refer our
success in Mesmerism to the vis medicatrix of Nature's
simultaneous action, that as neither he would allow, in his
own treatment, that all his cures were to be placed to a
lucky coincidence, the same argument holds good in
Magnetism, and that our cures are too numerous to be disposed of by such an off-hand assertion. •
Doubtless our medical friends have very reo.sonable
grounds for suspense and caution, before they lend an
over-credulous ear to the first marvels that are told them
of Mesmerism. For, in their own practice, they meet
with so much that is counterfeit,-so much that can be
traced to imagination, or is exaggerated, or laid to a wrong
cause, that, not unnaturally, they expect to find in every
startling novelty but an old acquaintance under a neW'
face. It is but Proteus, they think, appearing again with
a fresh trick and a varying form. And distrust of this
kind is not so irrational. Human nature is always the
same; and he who would delude in one case, is not likely
to be a pattern of simple dealing in another, and Mesmerism is, of course, not exempt from its own temptations
• See l\lr. Kiste's Lettl!r" Facts against Fallacies" (Bailliere), giving an
account of the interesting case of the iate Hon. Mrs. Hare, where, at p. 43.,
another favourite explanation, the pod h<H: non propter h<H:, as it regards
Mesmerism, is fully met.- As Mr. Kiste says, " It is not an isolated case
that proves the power; it is not the publication of one or two narratives that
5 ettles the question; it is the number tht;&t givea uutlwrity."- P. 44.
o,9,tized
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and its own deceits. All this is but self-evident; and we
can afford to allow that all our patients may not be free
from the suspicion of over-acting, and that many cases,
true in their commencement, have had somewhat of the
unreal and of the doubtful superadded in their progress ;
and therefore can we grant to the slowly-judging practitioner a large indulgence for circumspection and delay.
But circumspection is one thing, and uninquiring scepticism another ; and to confound the natural with the
artificial,- the simple untaught villager • with some wellexercised somnambule, whose object is gain and not
instruction, is equally unpbilosophical and uncharitable.
Enough can be spared, from our long list of cases, for the
pleasant charge of imposture, enough for imagination, and
enough for nature and its simultaneous action, and a large
residuum of curious phenomena will yet remain for the
consideration of the student; or, to employ the oftenquoted language of Coleridge, after ample deductions for
" Collusion, Illusion, and Delusion," animal magnetism
must yet continue a puzzle for the wisest.
These are the reas()ns that we venture to suggest, as explanatory in some degree of that strange reluctance for
the recognition of Mesmerism, which the leaders of the
medical profession exhibit. t And to examine their motives
• " Persons, who have been frequently mesmerised, may be charged
with having been well practised in their parts : but they who exhibit for tM
firlt tirtUJ the mesmeric characteristics, without even having heard them
previously described, stand aloof from all suspicions of the kind. There is
llt'ither habit, nor imitation, nor duplicity to be charged upon them, and,
therefore, the phenomena they display may be regard~d as eminently genuine.
But, on the other hand, it should be considered that such phenomena, if
more to be relied on, are also humbler in dfgree than th08e belongi"g to a
110re aaronced nage of 1lup waking, ~c."- Tuw111l1end, p. 92.
t I have purposely omitted another reason, which is sometimes advanced
in explanation,-viz. a fear of the trouble that Mesmerism would occasion,because I do not believe that sucb a motive would actuate men. The same
r.aron is also given for the diminished application of ether in the hospitals.
The notion ia idle. Mesmerism would scarcely give more trouble than
lllaoy of the present medical arrangements; but even if it did, the labour
would fall on the nurse or assistant,- not on the medical man. whose duty
would be limply to advile and superint~:nd the treatment
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in the manner that bas been attempted, bas, for the cause
of truth, become expedient. For so small a fraction of the
public ever actually judge for themselves, and it is, moreover, so much men's habit to receive their opinions on
medical subjects from the favourite family physician,
whom they elevate into a species of Esculapian Pope, that
it is needful to show when he is pronouncing with contemptuous sneer against the virtues of Mesmerism, that his
own claims to infallibility are not so conclusive. The
oracle, after all, may not be oracular, the judge may incur
the suspicion of partiality. This, I say, it had at length
become desirable to point out, and having thus explained
the feelings which we suppose to have hitherto biassed the
heads of the profession, we will now proceed to a more
pleasing task, and observe what is the present attitude of
the body at large, more especially that of the younger and
rising mem hers.
To use a modern and fashionable phrase, I should say
that they are in a state of transition. Their tone is no
longer what it was a short time back. With the exception
of one or two noisy writers, who placed themselves prominently forward at first, and now, for the sake of consistency, feel compelled to keep up a clamour, the language of scientific and professional opponents has, in
general, assumed an altered character. While very many
(far more, indeed, than the public generally suspect,) are
directing an active attention to the science, the larger
number are silently marking its progress, offering but a
passive spiritless resistance, or, at the utmost, venting their
feelings of annoyance with a subdued smile of cautious consideration. The loud laugh, the open, assured, triumphant
sneer, the scornful charge of ignorance and credulity, the
attempt to put the thing down at once by an overbearing
system of insolence and ridicule, all this has, in great
measure, passed away; and now we are condescendingly
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informed, if any thing at all be said on the subject, that
"perhaps there is a something in Mesmerism, that perhaps

this asserted power is not altogether a pretence, and that
though, unhappily, they themselves have not the leisure to
prosecute the study fully, they begin to suspect that we
have a portion of truth for our foundation," or, in other
words, are not the dupes and knaves that they so recently
represented us. This, or something like this, is now the
usual admission, if circumstances extract. an opinion, and
so far there is a material change; but, left to themselves,
left to their own willing and more agreeable choice, the
course that opponents now take is that of silence on the
subject, a guarded, calculating, timid, embarrassed silence. •
The above, then, it may be stated, is the present and all
but universal course of the opponent. It seems tacitly
understood to be the order of the day, and thus marks
what may be called a state of "transition." Silence furnishes. a convenient escape from untoward admissions,
prevents an awkward commitment to a premature opinion,
and enables the cautious follower of undisputed truisms
to bide his time, and wait the upshot of events. Bu~
silence, however desirable, is not always practicable, and
circumstances will occasionally occur, compelling the adversary to speak ; and then what inevitable concessions
ooze out! what faint denials! what shiftings of argument t
what a change of language to that which would have been
held but six years back ? The deep sleep, the cataleptic
• Many persons have noticed to me this significant silence which sundry
stories could be brought to prove. A t'riend was lately narrating some
Jtriking mesmeric cases he had performed, in cases that had hithel'to been
treated as hopeless. " And what do the medical men say to all this?" was
the reply. "Say,-why aay nothing at all!" Another acquaintance from a
difl'erent part of the kingdom was giving much the same statements : " and
what do the doctors say?" was the question. " Oh, they say it is most
ntraordinary; but the moment that they quit the room, they drive the
matter from their head, and toke no farther notice than if the most ordinary
occurrence had just transpired." The experience of all mesmerisers eon firms
this observation.
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condition, the alteration in the sensibility, and various
other phenomena, which lately would haYe been rejected
with scornful hardihood, are now feebly contradicted, and
oftentimes half confessed to be real; while the whole force
of the antagonist is directed against clairvoyance, and clairvoyance alone, as if that were now the sole remaining point
for discussion l Sometimes, too, a restless feeling, created
by the "pressure from without,v (as \Vas lately hinted by
Dr. Engledue to a learned professor,) will not allow the
uneasy semi-believer to sit still, but sends him, like an unhappy moth, to flutter wantonly against the light, to
retreat with einged wings and a damaged reputation. See,
par exemple, the flounderings about the truth which Mr.
Kiste, in his pamphlet, lately brought before the public
notice. • A medical gentleman at Lymington, in an unquiet state of mind at an interesting case of relief which
occurred in his neighbourhood, writes, in a hasty moment,
a. letter to the Hampshire Advertiser, with the earnest
desire of turning the science into ridicule. He there
pronounces Mesmerism to be an·" absurd innovation; " he
is "gratified to find distinguished members of the profession
entertaining the same ideas as his own on the subject.''
He offers to wager 5001. at Tattersal's, that clairvoyance
And community of sensation are not proved. Still, with
all his jestings and carpings, our anti-mesmerist knows not
how to avoia making very important admissions:He allows that " it is true " that some persons "are
capable of being put into a kind of sleep or stupor through
the medium of the nervous system."
He allows that in this state persons can hold a conversation.
And he allows, that "in this state, which can be occasionally in certain individuals produced, persons appear to
• " Filets against Fallac:ies," by Adolphe Kiste,-(Bailliere).
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be much less susceptible of acute pains, and perhaps in some
instances migltt undergo a surgical operation without being
conscious

of it."

Here nre brave admissions from a professed opponent!
here are curious proofs of the " absurdity " of the " innovation ! " " A man might undergo an operation without
being conscious of it," and this, too, before the late splendid
discovery of the uses of ether I Think of such a confession
emanating from a provincial surgeon, in the year that
Dupotet concluded his lectures in the metropolis I Why,
our practitioner, after such a letter, would have been placed
under the ban of the College. His patients would have
fled, like the thanes from Macbeth l he would have been
an excommunicated man I one of the martyrs of science!
the jest and bye-word of every Hampshire apothecary I
Mr. Kiste's opponent would have acted more wisely had
he practised the conventional reserve. But his admissions
prove the progress of tht> cause, and are only re-stated for
the purpose of instructing the reader as to the marked advancement that has been made.
Look ~aain to the undisguised acknowledgments, which
the leading quarterly journal of medicine and surgery has
lately felt itself compelled to utter. The British and
Foreign Medical Review comes forth under the auspices of
Dr. Forbes. • Our learned editor is well known, among
other things, for certain enterprising attempts to " put
down" clairvoyance-quite an Alderman Cute in his
way,-one who is hasting about the town to any spot
where a fresh somnambulist offers himself, and ever and
anon publi.'!hing the results of his visit in a small pamphlet
for the edification of the curious. This uneasy activity,
however, is useful in its way, and looks plausibly to the
spectator, but is often attended by embarrassing incidents.
• It iR said, whether truly or not, that Dr. Forbes is about to retire from
tbe management of the Review.
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Troth, in the place of falsehood, will provokingly present
itself; in the midst of the assumed imposture, strange
puzzling phenomena appear and disturb the convictions ;
an uncomfortable consciousne88 creeps in, that all is not
delusion and trick. The bold knight that had armed
himself for certain victory over a wicked sorcere88, finds a
virtue and strength in his enemy that he little expected,
and his weapons of attack recoil upon himself. And to do
the Doctor justice on an occasion of this kind, he is honest
enough "as this world goes." " An honest soul, i'faith, sir,
by my troth he is, as ever broke bread ; as honest as any man
living, that is no honester." That is, in the pursuits of
science, be loves troth after a way of his own, and will not
suppress it when he encounters it, but be does not, like a
genuine philosopher, love it with all his heart and all his
soul He loves truth, much as a man might love some
poor relation, who is apt to involve him in responsibility
and expence, not as an idolised mistress, whom he could
follow with devotion over half the globe. He will not
disown her when he meets with her, and can even give her
a respectful shake of the hand, and an encouraging pat on
the shoulder; but he will not of his own accord go to the
house where -she is known to dwell, nor to the company
where he is most likely to find her. His mi88ion seems to
be to hunt down the first mesmeric adventurer, French or
German, that may land upon our shores- to resolve
himself, for the protection of the public, into a general su~
pervisor of each advertising somnambule, -and then magnifying clairvoyance into the " be-all, and end-all " of the
whole inquiry, to lead the unreflecting into a mistaken
estimate of the value of the science, in proportion to any
blunders he detects, or any failures of the fatigued and
over-worked performer. But does he make experiment of
the art in his own practice ? Does he try its uses in private
families ? does be watch its effects among simple, ignorant
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patients? Does he study the cases of scientific and professional magnetists, and mark the progress of a cure, and
the phenomena that de!elop themselves? This, it would
appear, he does not do, and therefore he is but a one-sided
and most inefficient investigator. Clairvoyance is not
Mesmerism, but only a part of it. Still what he does, he
does in good faith. I have myself met him at a mesmeric
examination, arid can vouch for his candid straightforward
dealing, and therefore it is that his admissions are of some
value. He is a prosecutor, as it were, that pleads the
cause of the defendant, a witness who gives evidence against
himself; and more than all, his statements prove the
growing influence of our facts upon the rising medical
generation, and the successive phases, if we may so speak,
in which the science has appeared, and still advances in its
orbit. It is to this point that the attention of the reader
is now requested.
In 1839, the British and Foreign Medical Review, of
which Dr. Forbes was the editor, contained the following
statements and expressions in an article intended to put
down Mesmerism at once and for ever:" The empire of medicine has just passed through one
of those unaccountable paroxysms of credulity, to which,
from time to time, it seems ever to have been subject."
• • • "Considering the high sanction, which even a
temporary belief in the powers of animal magnetism has
obtained in this country, we look upon its recent rise and
progress, and its abrupt and shameful fall, as calculated to
degrade the profession." We then read of "the great delusion,"-"the last complete and melancholy explosion,"" dreaming physicians," and "diverting and degrading scenes."
And to crown all, comes this decisive sentence, "to elevate
an article to the consideration of animal magnetism, now
that the English practitioners are one and all ashamed of
D
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its very name, would be a work of supererogation, if the
delusion," &c. &c.
These and similar phrases are to be found in the Review,
and so triumphant was deemed the article for the confutation of the science, that it was afterwards published in a
cheap and separate form, and extensively circulated among
the medical fraternity.
Time now brings us on to the second period of our
history ; and we are to suppose that, in the interim, " all
went merry as a marriage bell " with the anti-mesmerists
and langhers, and that their ignorant ridicule carried all
before it.
In 1845, however, exactly six years after the British
and Foreign Medical ·Review had placed this final extinguisher on the subject, the defunct science is seen
walking and stalking abroad, and to all appearance in a
healthier and stouter condition than ever; and now what
is the language of the lately crowing periodical?
In the April number of that year, these are some of the
paragraphs : " Animal Magnetism, however encompassed with error, is
the abuse of a truth rather than an absolute fiction."*
" Mesmerism has hardly received fair play at the hands of
many of our professional brethren. • • • Its pretensions
are too well supported to justify an opposition made up
almost exclusively of ridicule and contempt. " " We
think it is proved, or to say the least, we think it to be
made in the highest degree probable, that there is a reality
in tlte simple phenomena of Mesmerism, meaning hereby,
tl1e sleep, the coma, altered sensibility, &c., as provoked
in certain constitutions by the manipulations, &c."t And
after a long and detailed examination of several points,
the article closes with again asserting, " that there is a
*

P. 430.

t

P. 440.

The italics are so in the Review.
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reality in some of the facts, " • • and that the writer " has
not dreaded the ridicule of his brethren, in declaring his
full belief in the reality of some of the facts, which have
been often set down as sheer delusion or imposture."•
Behold a mighty revolution in the editor',; apprehension ! What a wondrous " change has come o'er the
spirit of his dream!" Six years, six little years! and the
" great delusion" contains a " reality in some of its facts,"
and " has not received fair play at the hands of our
brethren ! "
" Quantum mutatus ab illo
Hectore !"

The Hector that in 1839 was ready to break a lance
with "dreaming physicians," and who triumphed so
joyously over the " abrupt and shameful fall " of the
" exploded " science !
Again " the magic car moves on; " again, with its
revolving wheels, time brings forward fresh admissions and
fresh views. In October, 1846, after an interval of only
eighteen months, the steady progress of our science once
more demands the notice of the Journal. In a review of
Dr. Esdaile's interesting work, " Mesmerism in India,"
and in an article written in a fair and impartial spirit,
are the following passages amongst others of a similar
character.
~· In the volume before us, we have a well-informed
surgeon telling us that, within a period of eight months,
no less than 73 surgical operations were performed
by himself, without there being any indications of
suffering on the part of the patients ; • • • and for our
own part we feel confident, that, in the instances adduced,
there exists, at the very lowest estimate, a basis of fact."t
" On every sound canon of evidence, we must admit
• P. 485.

t

British and Foreign Medical Review, October, 1846, p. 47q.
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the existence of some reality in Dr. Esdaile's facta. Let
us remember that the statements involve nothing that we
should deem to he impossible, even as natural occurrences."•

This is the language that Mesmeric writers have always
used. But formerly we were laughed at, now our very
expressions are adopted.
And then comes this crowning and atoning passage : " We conceive, that the evidence attesting the fact of
certain abnormal states being induced by Mesmerism, is
now of such a character that it can no longer be philosophically disregarded by the members of our profession,
but that they are bound to meet it. • • • Indeed, we
hesitate not to assert that the testimony is now of so
varied and extensive a kind, so strong, and in a certain
proportion of cases so seemingly unexceptionable, as to
autl!orise us, nay, in honesty, to compel us to recommend
tl1at an immediate and complete trial of the practice be
made in surgical cases." t
Such are the strong and weighty admissions which the
onward movement of Mesmerism bas extracted from our
- editor in his tltird notice of the subject, and in the teeth
of his first unqualified denouncement. And these contradictory passages are adduced, not with the paltry
purpose of earning a cheap triumph over the writer, but
to furnish the non-medical world, who seldom procure
·professional journals, with an insight as to the present .
·posture of our science, and the threatened divisions in the
,surgical camp. As for Dr. Forbes himself, so far from
.being taunted with this modification of opinions, his
.change of language entitles him to the highest credit.
Away with the old cuckoo cry about consistency and ties
cf party. Honour, all honour be to any and every man,
• P. 480.

t
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who, questioning the soundness of first impressions, gives
a subject fresh consideration in his mind, and manfully
expresses his altered views before a legion of scoffers. Be
it on politics or trade, medicine or Mesmerism, he who
freely thinks for himself, and acts on his convictions, is
worth fifty poor pretenders to wisdom, who cling to their
party for no other reason but because it is their party,
and whose narrow foreheads are incapable of estimating at
its real value a generous assertion of truth and of new
intentions.
" The slowly judging eye,- the doubting ear,The holy love oftruth,-the reverent fear,
The philosophic brain, that loves to scan,
May make a S.&GE,-but •poil a Partizan. •

But the above is not the only recantation that marks
our progress. The Medico-Chirurgical Quarterly Review,- that Journal which has been so systematically
coarse and offensive in its language and matter, shows
signs of a preparation for striking its colours, and of admitting the folly of the contest. These are its own words.
" Without agreeing with our author (Esdaile) in the
general favourable estimate he gives of Mesmerism, we
may state that we believe the cases we have alluded to
are entitled to our belief, and that the subject is one of
such vast importance as to call for a searching investigation 1" The perusal of this startling paragraph nearly
took away my breath. Those only that are acquainted
with the unworthy expressions that have sullied the pages
of this Review on the subject .of Mesmerism, can fully
estimate the force of that evidence, which could wring
such admissions from the writer. t
Mr. Allison, late a surgeon in the East India Com• "Rhymed Plea for Tolerance," by John Kenyon (Moxon), p. 114., a
work which breathes the best spirit of real religious liberty in a line poetic
ftow of masculine sense.
t Medico-Cbirurgical Review, October, IS46, p. 559.
D
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pany's service, has also written certain strictures against
the science, in a small pamphlet, called " Mesmerism and
its Pretensions physiologically considered." With the
exception of one or two unimportant passages, his remarks
are expressed in a liberal spirit, and therefore mark that
change in the language of the opponent, that the reader
should notice as one of the signs of our progress. He
admits, for instance, the deep sleep or coma, and only
differs with the magnetist as to the cause which induces
it. He admits the cataleptic condition, of which, however,
he would have spoken with greater accuracy had he
termed it " rigidity " instead, between 'vhich and catalepsy there is an essential distinction. And then he
· comes to the "curative effects of the system," of which he
appears to doubt, " because Mesmerism," he says " is inadequate to restore an altered composition and a structural
derangement, and the consequent loss of power, of which
they are the antecedents."* The fallacy of this reasoning
it is scarcely necessary to point out. It will be noticed in
its proper place. Mr. Allison may, however, he mentioned
as an honourable opponent, whom a little more inquiry
and practical experience would, in all probability, soon
range on our side.
With the above exceptions, then, and that of Mr.
Estlin, a surgeon at Bristol, who delivered to the Medical
Association " an address on Mesmerism ; " and that of
some occasional letters in provincial newspapers, principally anonymous, and often vulgar and coarse in the
extreme ; and with that of the usual tirades of the Lancet
and of certain medical and chirurgical journals, whose
character for consistency is at stake, it may be repeated
that the present tactics of the profession have led them to
a wary and general silence. It is not the silence of indifference, nor the silence of contempt, as they might
• P.so.
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pretend in reply, (for their anxious, angry manner, when
the subject is forced upon their attention, proves that our
facts have established a hold upon their memory,) but the
silence of a discreet and worldly wisdom. They are, in
short, biding their time, and watching at a distance, what
course their leaders may take, or what conduct public
opinion may compel. This, we need scarcely remark, is
not very magnanimous; and the philanthropist might
arraign this want of sympathy for a study that promises
so much relief to their suffering patients, while any
lawyer would demonstrate that sufficient evidence had
been adduced to constitute much more than a prima facie
case: still we must concede a large indulgence to their
position. It is poor human nature, and notlting else.
Those who are most hasty in condemning their caution,
should pause, and ask themselves, what might be their
own bearing, if placed in the position of many a hardworking practitioner, with prospects in life altogether
dependent on the measured opinion of a neighbourhood?
It is not every one that feels himself hom with an impulse for advocating great and unpopular truths, or for
risking the sacrifice of himself and family at the shrine of
what he deems an unwelcome novelty. Some clever lines
in Douglas Jerrold's admirable magazine but too faithfully
paint the common feelings of the far greater majority of
our species.
" Opinions current in the world
Adopt with deep respect:
New-fangled thoughts and thing• at

~>nee,

My prudent son, reject." •

Or to apply the language of Brougham, when speaking of
a favourite literary hero, "his brave contempt of received
• " The Lust Words of a Respectable Man," vol. ii. p. 395. The whole
or the little poem is worth reading, as a pleasant exp06e of that wary but
contemptible wisdom, which regards success in life as the first object of
e1ertion.
D 4
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opinionB, and his deep-rooted /whit cifjudging every proposition
by its own merits " • is the fortunate chamcterutic of a
select few. And so much for the present disposition of
the great bulk of the profession.
But a. more gmtifying statement remains to be told.
Human nature has its bright and noble aspects on every
question. Though the magnates of the College thus cling
to their original and perverse assertions, - though the
majo]." part of their brethren hold back in reserve or
affected indifference, an increasing number is passing over
from their ranks every day. Each year, each month, has
been adding fresh converts to our views, and augmented
strength to our division. The minority keeps swelling,
and advancing and spreading around ; and let it only
proceed for a short period longer in an equal mtio, and it
will soon threaten to disturb the present disparity of forces.
That love of truth, and that fearless disinterested contempt
of consequences which so proudly distinguished Elliotson
and the other first champions of the cause, have not been
without their effect, or without their reward. Society is
not so hopelessly corrupt, or so slavishly submissive to
established views, that high-minded examples are utterly
thrown away. The same independence of action, the
same conscientious expression of opinion, the same adherence to nature, her laws and her developments,
" Nature-deep and mystic word I
Mighty mother-still unknown,''t

are re-appearing at different localities and on divers occasions, and commanding observation and respect from those
around. My mesmeric friends report the names of several
recent and firm adherents. Mesmeric publications give
evidence to the same fact. Miss Martineau, in the Preface
• Brougham's " Men of Science," &c., p. 63.
Barry Cornwall, p. 194. •

t
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to her Letters, says that she "was not prepared for what
she now knows of the spread of Mesmerism." Letters
from medical men, " from various parts of the country,
each believing himself almost the only one who has
ventured upon the practice," had poured in upon her, and
given what she calls " hard work" in the answering. And
she adds that she is " persuaded that if these, and the many
more who must exist, could find some means of greeting
eaclt other, in order to put their facts together, they are
strong enough to take possession of high and safe ground,
and bring the profession, -at least the rising medical
generation,-up to their own standing."•
I am myself, also, constantly receiving letters from
strangers, and from the most opposite quarters, narrating
some interesting case, and its satisfactory effect on a
medical friend. The pages of the Zoist confirm the same
fact; and it, at length, may be confidently said, that an
impression has been made,-that the leaven is fermenting
and working into the mass ; or, to use Cobbett's homely
but expressive illustration on political subjects, "the straw
is moving," and gives e,·ident indication of a "coming
event."
Among other favourable signs may be mentioned the
recent progress of Mesmeric literature.
For instance, the increased sale of the Zoist, a Quarterly
Journal of Mesmerism, gives indisputable evidence. Some
of the later numbers have been crowded with interesting
matter.
Dr. Esdaile's " :Mesmerism in India," has come down
upon the sceptic with an embarrassing impetus. "The
experience, which he has given to the world in this
book," says the critical Forbes, "is assuredly not a little
Btartling." t
* Preface, p. viii.
t I observe that it is stated in some of the Indian Papers, that the government in India is 10 impressed with the value of the new agent, as to have
o,
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Dr. Storer's "Mesmerism in Disease," with "its few
plain facts," is found on the table of many a sick-room.
The immense demand for Miss Martineau's delightful
" Letters;' is in the memory of every one. Her appeamnce in the field marked an era in our history.
Mr. Newman's " Human Magnetism," is another important contribution. As a professional man, with extensive provincial practice, he demands a hearing from the
most incredulous.
"Vital Magnetism, a Remedy," by the Rev. T. Pyne,
is a little work that may be read with profit by the
Christian and the philosopher.
Mr. Spencer Hall's " Mesmeric Experiences " is full of
information. As a lecturer and philanthropist, this
gentleman has attained a deserved celebrity. He has,
perhaps, succeeded in producing converts to the science
almost as much as any man in existence.
"Animal Magnetism," by Mr. Edwin Lee, another
medical advocate, furnished additional evidence of progress
among the profession.
Mr. Kiste's •" Letter," containing the striking case of
the Hon. Mrs. Hare, narrated by herself, should not be
omitted in our list.
Mr. Colquhoun's " Isis Revelata, or History of Animal
Magnetism," and Mr. Townshend's "Facts in Mesmerism,"
still retain their deserved pre-eminence. The former gentleman has lately added to his many claims on our respect
by a translation of Wienholt's " Lectures on Somnambulism," a book full of curious matter.
Mr. Lang's "Mesmerism in Scotland," &c. is well
known, and has been before noticed.
•
issued an order, that "alf passed students of the Medical College should
study practical mesmerism for two months under Dr. Esdaile before receiving any appointment in the public service." What a lesson for those at
home I and what an awk.ward contrast with the interdict, enforced at the
London University I
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Some smaller Tracts could be mentioned, such as
Magnetism," by a surgeon ; - " The Curative
Power of Vital M~onetism," by Mrs. Jones, of Salisbury ;
and several lectures and pamphlets, all indicating the
direction in which the wind begins to blow.
Several little pamphlets on the Satanic and AntiSatanic question have also appeared. These prove the
progress of the science. People do not cry out about the
diabolic and supernatural, unless they are previously
persuaded of the reality of the system.
The German and French press teems with volumes on
the subject. They would alone constitute a considerable
library.
The publication of Reichenbach's " Researches on
Magnetism and certain allied Subjects," by Professor
Gregory of Edinburgh, is eo pregnant with weighty consequences, that it is impossible to foretel the results of his
experiments.
The delivery of the Harveian Oration, by Dr. Elliotson,
before the College of Physicians, in June, 1846, notes
another epoch. While his nomination to the office reflects
credit on Dr. Paris, the distinguished and talented President, -the full attendance of Fellows, and the enthusiastic
reception of the orator at the close of the speech, and as I
hear also, at the dinner, all foreshadow most significantly
the coming change. It was my good fortune to be present;
and I shall not soon forget the manly and dignified way in
which this successor of Harvey, speaking of certain
mesmeric phenomena, asserted their reality before his
distinguished brethren. " Vera esse ajfirmo," was the
proud language of the orator. To hear this uttered on
euch an occasion, and before such an audience, was no
small or immaterial advance.
These, then, it may be said with confidence, are
symptoms of progression. They prove that our facts
~·Animal
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have made no small lodgment in public opinion; they
prove that a large array of intelligence and education is
enlisted on our side. And what, therefore, can be thought
of those, who, without a moment's examination, reject a
subject thus advocated, and turn aside from so copious a
body of evidence with but a smile or a sneer? How
different, indeed, has been the conduct of two most
remarkable men of our day, in whose footsteps every one
might, in turn, be proud to tread! Coleridge, for instance,
said in 1830, that his "mind was in a state of philosophical
doubt as to animal magnetism." • He had declared elsewhere that "nine years the subject of Zoo-m~oonetism
had been before him ; " that he had " traced it historically,"
-had" collected a mass of documents" on the subject,had "never neglected an opportunity of questioning eyewitnesses,"-and "without having moved an inch backward or forward," his conclusion was, that the evidence
was " too strong and consentaneous for a candid, mind to be
satisfied of its falsehood or its solvibility on the supposition
of imposture or casual coincidence." t These, then, were
Coleridge's opinions on this disputed question; and are we
all alive to the high value that attaches itself to the views
and statements of that deep-thinking man? Southey says
in a letter to William Taylor, " I am grieved that you
never met Coleridge : all other men, whom I have ever
known, are mere children to him." Again, " It grieves
me to the heart, that when he (Coleridge) is gone, nobody
will believe what a mind goes with him."; And yet this
giant in intellect was occupied during nine years in exploring a subject, which does not take our sciolists and
sceptics as many seconds to dispose of! Oh, how perpetually are we reminded of the presumptuous ignorance
• Table Talk, vol. L p. 106.

t .Note in Table Talk, vol. i. p. 108.
f Life of W. Taylor, vol. i. pp. 455. 462.
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of small and second-rate men I Sixteen years ago, the
mind of Coleridge was in a " state of philosophical doubt;"
-he then thought that the "evidence was too strong for
a candid mind" to reject upon the usual solutions of imposture and delusion; what would he have said now, had
he lived to be an eye-witness of phenomena that have
since developed themselves, and observed the mighty ad~
vancement of the science, in its mitigation of disease, and
the extinction of pain in surgical operations ?
The incomparable Arnold was, also, warmly interested
in the question. In the most charming of modern books,
he says in a letter to Dr. Greenhill, "I shall like to hear
any thing fresh about animal magnetism, which has always
excited my curiosity." • And in another letter he adds,
" What our fathers have done, still leaves an enormous
deal for us to do. The philosophy of medicine, I imagine,
is almost at zero : our practice is empirical, and seems
hardly more than a course of guessing, more or less happy.
The theory of life itself lies, probably, beyond our knowledge. • • • We talk of nerves, and we perceive their
connexion with operations of the mind; -but we cannot
understand a thinking; or a seeing, or a hearing nerve. • • •
Here, and in a thousand other points, there is room for
infinite discoveries ; to say nothing of the wonderful
phenomena of animal magnetism, which only Englishmen
with their accustomed ignorance venture to laugh at, but
which no one yet has either thoroughly ascertained or
explained." t
In addition to inquirers like Arnold and Coleridge,
several living names could be mentioned, men high in intellect as in station, whose adherence would shed a lustre
on any cause. It would be invidious and unwarrantable
to drag their testimony before the public ; but those that
• Arnold's Life, vol. ii. p. 90,

t

Ibid. p. :37.
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are enjoying a silent sneer at our credulity, might blush,
were they but conscious whom they included in their
ridicule.
What chapters, indeed, could history unfold on the
blunders of scepticism. Barron mentions, in his life of
Dr. Jenner, that "on Monday, the 28th of March, 1808,
the following question was discussed at the British Forum,"
(a literary and scientific debating society,) 'which has
proved a more striking instance of the public credulity, the
gas-lights of Mr. Winsor, or the cow-pox inoculat.ion ? '
The result of the discussions was as usual ann~unced, and
both vaccination and gas-lights were handed over to scorn
and ignominy." • What a pleasant resemblance have we
here to the discussion by the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society, on the 22d of November, 1842!
Let the subject, then, be viewed how it may, Mesmerism
presents certain difficulties to the philosopher.
If it be false, its reception among so many able, cooljudging, close-reasoning inquirers, is a moral phenomenon,
almost as marvellous as the statements that are narrated.
If it be true, its rejection by so large a proportion of the
learned and the scientific, appears, at first sight, a phenomenon also.
There is, however, one solution to the latter puzzle.
The vast majority of disbelievers have never personally, or
with adequate perseverance, pursued the inquiry.
As men, therefore, will so rarely investigate for them·
selves, it is to the evidence of others that we must continue
to appeal. We repeat, then, that testimony in favour of
the uses of Mesmerism towards the alleviation of disease is
increasing in importance every year. Facts upon facts,
cures upon cures, from all quarters and all classes, are
being received and recorded without cessation. t I pass
• Jenner's Life, vol. ii. p. 11 I.
See the Zoist, pauim.
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by, for the present, the consideration of clairvoyance and
of the higher phenomena, as points that have less immediate bearing on the exigencies of a sick-room. For the
same reasan, the strange connexion between mesmeric
action and the organisation of the brain, may be referred
to the studies of the cerebral physiologist. The part of
the inquiry that interests myself as a minister of the
gospel, whose calling so often brings him into acquaintance
with the numerous ills that flesh is heir to, is the unquestionably vast remedial power of the art. And viewing it
in this light only, I cannot but regard mesmeric influence
as a rich provision of nature, or, to speak more meetly, as
a bounteous gift of the all-merciful Creator, for the relief
and preservation of suffering man.
Tiraboschi, in speaking of Andrea V esalio, that "great
light of modern anatomy," who flourished at Padua in the
middle of the sixteenth century, describes him as one who,
like another Columbus, discovered a " new and till then
unknown world in the human body." • Surely, in calling
to mind the mighty influences on our nervous system that
the magnetic discovery has produced, and may be made
still more capable of producing, we should rather say, that
the appellation " Columbus of the human frame," would,
with far greater propriety, be applied to Anthony
Mesmer!
In truth, what regions of fresh health and unsuspected
blessings may not this bounteous gift of Providence be
destined to disclose for the succour of the miserable I By
what boundary shall we narrow our hopes about its uses or
their consequences? For the extinction, indeed, of sensibility in surgical operations, in the case of a healthy subject,
Mesmerism may probably be superseded by the more active
• E quasi un altro Colombo scoperse un nuovo ed finallora incognito
mondo ncl corpo umano." Tiraboschi, tom. 7. p. 918. Vesalio was a
native of Brussels, though he resided at Padua. :
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properties of ether. I say, in the case of a healthy subject,
because with patients liable to affections of the heart, of the
brnin, or of the lungs, or with a constitution impaired by
long-continued illness, the deleterio~s and depreBBing effects
of ether render its inhalation extremely hazardous. Doubtless, it acts far more rapidly and readily than Mesmerism;
still the latter, I suspect, will be found, with a large
number, the safer remedy in tlte end. And even were it
not so, the inestimable powers of that science for the cure
and alleviation of. disease, yet remain unapproached; while
I still believe, that in the production of insensibility for
lengthened operations, especially where there is n. sickly
and enfeebled frame, the mesmeric treatment will retain
its old pre-eminence. •
Apropos of the inhalation of this potent drug! there is
one use to which that splendid discovery may also be converted, even if it be not so extensive a boon as we all s.'Ulguinely anticipated. t It supplies a singular a7ld une:rpected
argummt towards the confirmation of Mesmerism. Perhaps
few readers, except those that closely study the subject, are
aware of the extent to which painless operations under the
• It is now obse"ed, that ether is not so much used in some hospitals as
it was. Mr. South, the well-known and able operator, in his ." System of
Surgery," says, that he has" great doubt of the propriety" of employing it,
and " bas not made up his mind to try it at all." Dr. Pickford has published
a solemn warning against its use, stating that it tends to produce tubercular
consumption, and recording some of its fatal etft!cts in the Dublin hospitals.
In spite of all this, I cannot but believe, that for lithotomy, amputations, and
severe cases of midwifery, where the patient is in other respects sound and
healthy, etherisation must prove an inestimable boon. To my thinking,
mesmerism and ether will not clash, but rather be applied respectively to a
different class both of operations and patients.
t In the Lancet for October 16th, it is now said, in a review of Dr. Snow's
work on the inhalatiun of ether, when speaking of its "ttltimate success"
where the operation itself has 'prospered, "we think it i• •tiU quertionabk
whdlur etluriaation tend. to induce favourable terminational " Cautious language this ; especially when the editor in the same article speaks of the
" Mglt !topes, enkindled by the fUJVelly and briUiancy of the discotJery, Aavi,g
vani•hed. " - P. 410. Mesmerism, therefore, is not so much "superseded,~ as
proved by etherisation.
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influence of Mesmerism have. been carried. Mesmerists
and mesmeric publications, record about tltree hundred wellauthenticated instances. Some of these operations have
been of a most formidable kind, amputations, removal of
enormous tumours, cancerous excisions, &c., and all claiming equal unconsciousness of suffering, and equal success
with those performed under the newer system of inhalation.
The characteristics of both conditions are the same, and the
proofs common to each. Both under mesmerism and under
ether, the patients " during the operation show no sign of
resolution, neither grasp any thing, clench their hands,
close their mouths, bite their lips, nor hold their breath ;
neither talk, laugh, nor sing, make no muscular effort or
any other kind of effort to prevent themselves from attendin~ to their pain, nor display the physiognomy of
determination, but lie placidly sleeping and breathing, perfectly relaxed and motionless from head to foot."• In a
mesmeric operation that I have related, the operator said
that "there was no more movement in the patient than
there would have been in a corpse." In a proces-verbal,
which records an operation at Cherbourg for the removal
of a tumour, it is said; speaking of the mesmerised patient,
"she showed no emotion, no muscular contraction, and
even when the ·knife penetrated deeply into the ilesh, she
was like a statue." The circumstances, then, in both
systems, are identical, with this important distinction:
whilst the inhalation of ether, it is said, alters the vital
constituents of the blood, or acts injuriously upon the
brain and lungs, and impairs the power of rallying with the
debilitated when the operation is over- serious results,
which are but poorly compensated by a temporary cessation
from pain ; the mesmeric coma actually produces a healthy
influence, greatly supports the nervous energy of the
• Zoist, No. 17. p. 44.
E
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patient both before and after the operation, is capable of
repetition again and again when the wound requires
dressing, or when ease and sleep are desirable, and has
never yet been charged with causing death, or raising a fear
through any dangerous symptom !
This, then, was the state of the question before the new
mode of preventing pain by the inhalation of gases had
been introduced into the hospitals. • Time hundred surgical operations, performed when the patient was equally
insensible under the influence of Mesmerism, had actually
taken place ! Three hundred well-authenticated facts, with
competent and trustworthy testimony ! And what, it may
be asked in reply, was the notice taken of these startling
occurrences by the surgical world? Either, according to
usage, there was no notice taken at all, or, if men condescended to make a remark, it wns said that the patients
were three hundred impostors, who, to please their Mesmericpatrons, pretended to feel no suffering, when oftentimes
their sufferings must have been acute ; or that they were
three hundred cases of peculiarity of constitution, under
which, through the vagaries of nature, but a small amount
of pain or sensation were known ; or that our representation of a painless condition was childish nonsense, opposing common sense and the laws of physiology ; or,
lastly, that it was a melancholy delusion, for that the three
hundred tricksters did not stand alone, but had given birth
to many more than three hundred dupes!
Sometimes, moreover, the actual existence of the
patients was denied. A list, therefore, of such operations
as have fallen under my own inquiries, and have taken
place since the year 1841 is herewith appended. t
• Ethcri'l&tion is extensively used at the George's and St. Bartholomew's:
"but I understand not at the London or University college, unless demaoukd
by the patient. Neither is it much used in the two Borough Hospitals; at
least it was quite discarded there a short time back.
t 1 have not gone hack to the well-known operation on Madame Plantin,
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The first opemtion, however, that took place in England,
was the introduction of a seton into the back of Elizabeth
Okey, under the direction of Dr. Elliotson, in the spring
of 1838.
The second opemtion of the same kind in England, was
the division of the tendons at the back of the knee-joint in
a young lady of the age of 17, by Dr. Engledue, of Southsea, August, 1842.
Then followed the famous N ottinghamshire amputation,
under the management of Mr. Topham, of the Temple,
that case which will be the grand opprobrium of the Royal
Medical and Chirurgical Society for some years to come.
Eigltt Amputations in the Mesmeric State.
The leg of James Wombell, by Mr. Ward, at Wellow, Notting·
hamshire, October, 1842.
The finger of John Marrien, by Mr. Dunn, of Wo1verhampton,
1844.
Leg of Mary Ann Lakin, by Mr. Tosswill, at Leicester, August,
1844.
Leg of Elizabeth---, by Mr. Paget, at Leicester, November,
1844.
Arm of Mrs. Northway, at Torquay, by Mr. Jolly, May 15.
1845.
Leg of Thomas Dysart, by Dr. Fenton, at Alyth, Perthshire,
June, 1845.
Leg of Mademoiselle D'Albanet, at Cherbourg, France, October,
1845, by Dr. Loysel.
Leg of John Pepperal, at Bridgewater, by Mr. King, August,
1846.
Miscellaneous Operations.
Removal of large excrescence from eyebrow, by Dr. Arnold, of
Jamaica, August, 1842.
ror cancer in the breast, at Paris, in 1829, aa it is reported in so many
mesmeric publications; nor to an operation in the upper part of the thigh,
near the crural artery, of a farmer, which is mentioned in Chardel's P.,clu~
loJie Pl•y•iologique.
• 2
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Severe operation on the jaw of E. Gregory, at Chatham, by Dr.
Charlton, June, 1842.
Opening of large abscess, by Mr. Carstairs, Sheffield, Novem·
ber, 1842.
Venesection, by Dr. Elliotson, 1844.
Venesection, by Mr. Symes, Grosvenor Street, 1844.
Introduction of a seton by Mr. Symes, 1844.
Establishment of issue by Mr. Tubbs, of Upwell, 1844.
Excision of wen, at Upper Alton, U. S., 1843.
Removal of tumour, at Lowell, U. S., 1843.
Seton introduced, by Mr. Culledge, of Chatteris, 1844.
Incision under a nail, by Mr. Smith, of Portsea, 1844.
Incision into an abscess, by Dr. Mason, of Dumfries.
Operation for squinting, by Mr. Tosswill, Leicester.
Removal of tumour, at New York, by Dr. Bodinier, January,
1845.
Removal of tumour, by Professor Ackley, May, 1844, at the
Cleveland Medical College, America.
Removal of breast from Mrs. Clarke, by Dr. Ducas, Professor,
&c., Georgia, U. S., January, 1845.
Removal of polypus from nose, at Boston, U. S., by Dr.
Wheelock, July, 1843.
Removal of cancer from breast, 1845, by Dr. Ducas, Professor,
&c., Georgia, U. S.
Incision into tendon Achillis of Mademoiselle A. S., at Cherbourg, France, December, 1845, in presence of M. Delente,
Director of M. Hospital, &c.
Application of caustic to eye, by Mr. Parker, Exeter, March,
1846.
Removal of large tumour, Dr. Loysel, at Cherbourg, May,
1846.
Removal of large tumour, at New York, by Dr. Bostwick, May,
1846.
Removal of tumour, at Bermuda, by Dr. Cotes, March, 1846.
Removal of tumour from neck of Mademoiselle Le Marchand,
at Cherbourg, by Dr. Loysel, 19th September, 1846.
_Removal of a tonsil by Mr. Aston Key, October, 1846.
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Three operations by Dr. Loysel, June, 1847, at Cherbourg•,
with one man and two women, being incisions into the neck,
and extirpations of a bulky mass of glands, &c.

Extractions of Teeth • .
5
1
2
25
1
2
3
2
1

by Mr. Nicholls, of Bruton Street.
1841, in Paris, by M. Talbot.
184I, by Mr. Martin, dentist, of Portsmouth.
by Mr. Prideaux, of Southampton, in 1842.
by Mr. Dias, dentist, of Jamaica, 1842.
by Mr. Carstairs, Sheffield, 1842.
by Mr. Webb, Bungay, 1844.
by Mr. Tubbs, of Upwell, Cambridgeshire, 1844.
in Hinckley, Leicestershire, June, 1843, from James
Paul.
1 by Dr. Tuthill, Jamaica, February, 1843.
1 by Mr. Nasmyth, Edinburgh, May, 1843.
2 by Mr. Grattan, dentist, Newry, January, 1843.
10 at Middlesex Hospital, by Mr. Tomes, dentist, March,
1844.
.
1 by Mr. Case, Fareham, 1844.
1 by Mr. Shew, Cheltenham, 1844.
2 by Mr. Heath, of I23. Edgeware Road, 1844.
4 at Barnstaple, by Mr. Weekes, ditto, 1844.
I by Mr. Lintot, of W elbeck Street, 1844.
1 by Mr. O'Connor, March, 1844.
1 by Dr. Arnott, of Edinburgh, June, 1844.
I by Mr. Curtis, Surgeon, of Alton, July, 18·!5.
2 by Mr. H. S. Thompson, of Fairfield House, York, 1845.
1 at Plymouth, by Mr. Brendon, S.D., March, I846.
8 by Professor Bell, of King's College, London, June, 1846.
1 by Mr. Fox, of Plymouth, April, I846.
2 by Mr. Edwards, Bath, June, 1846.
I at the London Hospital, by a senior student, August,
1846.

• These operations complete the twelfth performed at Cherbourg, by
since October, 1845.
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1 by 1\fr. Bell, December, 1846; and, lastly,
94 by l\fr. Purland, surgeon-dentist, of l\lortimer Street,
eavendish Square, whose zeal and experience in the
good cause of humanity are so great and unremitting.•
Total of extractions of teeth in the Mesmeric state, 178.

To this catalogue must be added 95 operations performed by Dr. Esdaile in India, of which cases Dr. Forbes
(as before quoted) has said, that "the evidence is of such a
character, that the question can no longer be disregarded
by the profession."t
Many more extractions of teeth, and minor operations
could, doubtless, have been given, had I applied to different
Mesmerisers for their returns ; but, with the above facts,
thus stands the question: Operation by Dr. Elliotson
Operation by Dr. Engledue
Amputations
Miscellaneous operations
Extractions of teeth
Operations in India by Dr. Esdaile, principally of a most formidable character

1
1
8

29
178
95

Total of surgical operations without pain
under Mesmeric influence
312t

*

1\fr. Purland, who has been so successful in mesmeric operations, is no
bigot to one method, but has also employed Etherisation in upwards of 150
cases of teeth-extraction, without accident. From his experience we should
infer that ether, by its greater readiness of application, would supersede Mesmerism for minor operations, were there no secondary effects to dread.
t Seventy-three of these operations are recorded by Dr. Esdaile in his
work: the rest are to be found in subsequent reports sent by him to
England.
f Yet it is of a science that has produced all this benefit to man, that a
London physician lately uttered the following niaiserie.- In the Minutes
of Evidence taking before a select committee of the House of Commons on
Medical Registration, Dr. Seymour pronounced, that in patronising the
Mesmeric Hospital (where operations of the kind reported above are to take
place), " a person of great rank in the state showed a great disregard to the
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Here, then, is at least a respectable collection of facts,
-respectable from their number, from their bearing on
physiology, and from the testimony of the reporters;and yet Sir Benjamin Brodie, the great authority in
.emgery, in a recent lecture which is given in the Medical
Gazette, spoke with a sneer about this " new principle in
pathology," for the adoption of which he added that the
mei!merists had not yet furnished the H requisite data;"
and then this experienCed surgeon presumed to tell his
auditors, "thnt it seems to be in the power of almost any
one under the iTflluence of excitement or a strong moral
determination to sustain bodily suffering without any outward
e:rpression of wltat he suffers." •
If this monstrous dogma of Sir Benjamin Brodie )Vere
true, our three hundred painless operations might have
reached to three thousand, and still the " requisite data " to
satisfy an anti-mesmeric mind would have been wanting,
for every one of the three thousand sufferers might only
have been " under the influence of excitement or a strong
moral determination to sustain" pain, forth~ sake of giving
pleasure to the magnetist. The Zoist might thus have
gone on piling opemtion upon operation, like Pelion upon
Ossa, and yet the proof of our " new principle in pathology"
would have been as far off as ever! But suddenly and
happily, the merciful discovery respecting ether startles
the world with a joyful intelligence, and our loudly-contradicted assertions stand forth verified to the letter.
acquirements of the College of Physician.<, to common sense, and to eoery
tlaiag &e.''- P. 115. Qurere, what is here meant by every thing else 'I It
may mean a disregard to electric telegraphs, to Jenny Lind, or to the Bank
Restriction Act, but surely not a disregard to humanity? It is to be
hoped. for the 111ke of his patients, that our Doctor knows more of medicine
\han or logic.
• N. B. Sir B. Brodie had unfortunately (:(lnlmitted himself to an
opinion, in an article agaiJUt " Animal Magnetism " in the 61st vol. of the
Quarterly Review, p. 278., which appeared in the year 1S8S. &d rtt/OCQI'e
grodura/
1:
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From the Land's End to .Tohn O'Groat's House, one loud
shout of congratulation is heard, proclaiming the truth, that
insensibility in operations is procurable for the sufferer.
Almost every hospital in the land gives some proof of the
fact. The surgical world, and certain surgical periodicals
are in a delirium of delight. • Every leading operator in
town and country fastens on the report with avidity, sends
for the apparatus forthwith, at railway speed, and realizes
the truthfulness of the representations within but a few
days after his first notice of the plan. Whether this
consentaneous rapidity of action arose (as some maliciously
assert) from the hope of passing Mesmerism by with a
side-wind t ; or whether (as others more ttlyly suspect)
from an eager anxiety of demonstrating to the world that
the 4cwty can yield a fair trial to a new system, especially
whiii that new system happens to be so accessible of proof
to ~e meanest capacity;- or whether (as it would be far
" A writer in the Lancet (March, 1R47, p. 265.), who bad passed over in
silent neglect the three hundred mesmeric operations, suggests that " public
acts of thanksgiving" should be offered up to the Almighty for the discovery
of ctherisation. I agree with the writer that this great boon should, indeed,
call forth our deepest gratitude to the Giver of all good : but why this onesided piety? Was there no other gift which might equally have excited our
thankfulness? Mr. Liston, too, the facile princeps of modern surgeons,
writes a letter (which appears in the Lancet, January, 1847, p. fl.)" tllarcltiflg
for the early information," and adding "it is a very great matter to be able
thus to destroy sensibility;" yet Mr. Liston had been present when some
earlier information had bet>n given, but there was no thankfulness then I
In No. 1S. of the North British Review for May, 1847, there appears a
letter from Mr. Liston to Professor Miller of the University of Edinburgh,
beginniug as follows: "Hurrah!
" Rejoice I Mesmerism and its professors have met with a heavy blow and
great discouragement!" Rejoice, uot because humanity has reeeived a signal
service,- but because Mesmerism has suffered a heavy downfall And he
concludes with a second " Rejoice I and thine always, R. L." Can this
letter be really genuine?
t The editor of the Lancet says, in January, 1847, p. 16., "We suppose
we shall now hear no more of Mesmerism and its absurdities as preparatives
for surgical operations. The det.truction of one limb of the mesmeric
quackery will he one not inconsiclerable merit of this most valuable discovery." Unluckily, however, for the Lancet, Etherisation has rather eonfirmed the truthfulneas of the mesmerisers.
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more agreeable to believe) from a noble professional desire
of diminishing the amount of human misery; what was
the cause of this electric and quasi masonic movement in
favour of ether is foreign to our argument : the point to
be noticed is this,- that in spite of the philosophising
explanations of Sir Benjamin Brodie,-in spite of the
scientific argumentations of Dr. Marshall Hall•,-in spite
of the learned reasonings of one part of the College, and
the sneers and silence of the other, INSENSIBILITY TO
PAIN in surgical operations, as originally maintained by t!te
mesmeric minority, is now a confessed fact in nature, and
admitted and prooed by the chirurgical sceptics themselves.
This, then, is the argument to which the attention of the
medical world is now requested with every Jeferen~nd
respect. They are entreated to place their adverse fe
for one little moment in abeyance. They are rem'
d
that this asserted condition of insensibility to pain was but
lately flouted by themselves with scorn, -that it was
denied to be possible,- or that it was explained away by
reference to strong mental volition or peculiarities of
physique. Whether mesmerism were or were not the
medium, was not the question with them ;-the insensibility itself was the fact called in doubt, the point
previously to be proved. Now, however, this disputed
condition of nature is found to be easily procured through
a different agent, the vapour of sulphuric ether, and that
controversy is at once closed; may we not, therefore, ask
with some little confidence, whether an unexpected argument has not presented itself in corroboration of Mesmerism,
and whether the assumptions of the magnetists may not be
felt to be true ?
Be it remembered, then, that these now successful and
observing students of nature, who thus maintained before
• See Elliotaon'a Pamphlet on " Surgical Operations without Pain," and

Dr. M. Hall's" Physiological Proofs against their Truth," p. 19.
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a scoffing majority this fact of insensibility to pain -are
the same men, who equally maintain the curative powers
of mesmeric treatment, and its marvellous efficacy in
disease.
These same men equally maintain, from observation and
experiment, the truth of clairvoyance, of intro-vision, o£
community of taste and sensation, and of sundry other
phenomena.
These same men equally maintain the frequent connexion between Mesmerism and Phrenology, and the
strange action of the former on the cerebral organisation.
It is contended that their assertions now merit the
amplest credit and consideration. The data on which they
build their conclusions are the same, or similar, in quality
and •character to those on which they founded their belief
in that "new principle of pathology," which, discredited as
it was by the first operators of the day, is now as notorious
and common as any fact in physics.
For the sake of humanity, for the sake of a large proportion of their own suffering patients, the evils of whose
condition might possibly be lessened by the auxiliary hand
of Mesmerism, the medical profe1.0sion is once more urged
to cast behind them their unworthy slanders and suspicions~
and to give nature and nature's votaries the benefit of a
fresh triaL One of our most startling phenomena, insensibility to pain, has been verified by themselves; why
must the remainder be still regarded as impossible? • I£
• Dr. Radclyffe Hall, in 1845, wrote a series of elaborate but temperate
papers in the Lancet again1t Mesmerism, in which he seemed to ground his
disbelief of the science on the CQfltradiction• between mesmeric writers,- not
understanding that those apparent contradictions related to different stages
of the mesmeric condition, -or arose from the different effects on opposite
constitutions. However, in 1845, he was an unbeliever. In March, 1847, he
writes a paper in the Lancet, narrating some curious effects on a patient
from the inhalation of ether, effects corresponding in character with what I
have seen repeatedly in Mesmerism, such as freedom of manner, smartness
of repartee, increased intellectuality, &c., which in mesmeric patients have
been considered false or "assumed from some craving for efFect," but oC
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one fact be established, surely a filir inference is formed in
favour of others. The remembrance of this should, in good
truth, render the sceptic more humble in himself, and less
disposed to question the experience of his brethren.
"The secrets of Nature," says the profound Pascal,
" are hidden : although she be always at work, we do not
always perceive the results : time reveals them from
age to age, and though always equal in herself, she is not
always equally Anown." • Emerson, the accomplished
American essayist, has a passage, which the most
advanced student might read and remember with profit :
" Our life is an apprenticeship to the truth, that around
every circle another can be drawn; that there is no end in
nature, but every end is a beginning ; that there is always
another dawn risen on midnoon, and under every deep a
lower deep opens. • • • New arts destroy the old. See the investment of capitnl in aqueducts made useless by hydraulics;
fortifications by gunpowder; roads and canals by railways;
sails by steam; steam by electricity. • • • There is not a
piece of science, but itsjlanA may he turned to-morrow." t
which, in his ether-patient, Dr. Hall is "perfectly •ati•fied that 11othing is
This is mu move in advance. The Doctor then adds, " I was
formerly led to conclude, after examining the statements of the mesmerists,
that insensibility to pain, as the result of influence on the nervous system,
was possible, but not very fY"obable. The discovery of the effects of ether has
furnished additional data; and we are now warranted in acknowledging that
ICDsibility may be entirely suspended for a time by artificial means." Here is
then, a ucond move towards Mesmerism. Why, then, does this candid
opponent conclude his letter with talking of his " incredulity in the sublime
obnrditie• of clairvoyance?" Perhaps, ere long, we shall read of an etherised
clairvoyant.
... Quoique toujours egale en elle-meme, elle n'est pas toujours ~gale.
ment connue. " - Pnuet• tk Pa•cal, P. Partie, art. 1.
t Emerson's Essays, Circles, 53, 54.

jrig~~td."
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·.. CHAPTER I.
PBOORE88 OF Ja:8M.ERI8lll.- OPP081TION TO liiBBMEBIBX. -CHARGE OF
SATANIC A.GENCY.-SEBMON PBEA.CHED A.T LIVERPOOL.-REV. BUGK
M'NEILE. -MESMERISM A.ND ELECTIUCITY. -

Ja:SliiERI8lll NOT SUPER-

NA.TURA.L.-WHY GENERAL LA.WS OF liiESliiERI8lll NOT 8TA.TED. -WBY
MESMERIC
UNWORTHY

PHENOMENA. NOT UNIFORM IN A.LL PATIENTS.- SERMON'
OF llll\. lii'NEIL'8

REPUTATION. -liiE8liiERI8M

A.!(D TilE

COURT OF ROliiE.-.ME8lliERISM A.ND CHARLOTTE ELIZARETH.-" MBSliiERISM TESTED BY THE WORD OF OOD."-" DIA.LOOUE BETWEEN A..
Ja:8liiERI8T A.ND A. CHRISTIAN."- .MR. BICK.EB8TETB AND .MR. CLOSE
ON liiE8Ja:RI8lll.

THE decided advance that Mesmerism has made• in this country
within the last two years, -the number of cautious and practical
men that maintain its reality and utility,-the variety of diseases to which it has been successfully applied,-all lend the
friends of truth to hope, that the public mind has taken a turn
on the subject. In spite of the discredit under which it is often
compelled to labour, through the vanity or ignorance of
itinerant lecturers t, the good cause is making a steady and
certain progress. For it is not by public exhibitions at a
theatre, that delicate experiments on the human frame can be
conducted in due compliance with the conditions, which are
• Miss Martineau, in the preface to her Letters, says, " Of the kno\vledge
gained since these Letters were written, no part is more striking to me
than that of the great extent of tM belief and practice of Mesmerism."
t Of course, such experienced and excellent lecturers as Mr. Spencer Hall
form exceptions to this observation. Still, my opinion is, that even with so
able a man as he is, a public exhibition is the last place for studying Mesmerism. And the same reason applies to a lecture in an hospital. " Lorsqu'on reftechit aux conditions necessaire• aux succes de ces experiences, on
ne peut assez s'etonner qu'il se soit rencontre quelqu'un pour les tenter dans
cette occasion. En effect, tous les promoteurs de Ia doctrine recommandent
Ia tranquillite,l'ordre, Ia patience, Ia confiance, &c. et les salles de l'hOpital
ne presentaient ici qu'une foule inquiete, turbulente, defiante outre mesure,"
&c.- Rapport Conjidentitl, p. 44. See also L' Abbe J. B. L ., in his "Magnetisme devant Ia Cour de Rome," p. 286., in his remarks on the attacks
against Mesmerism.
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essemtial to their success. Those conditions can only be fully
appreciated by men, that are accustomed to the niceties, which
the demonstration of the simplest phenomena in chemistry and
electricity requires. The failures, therefore, that arise from
the disturbing influences of a crowded audience on the nervous
system of the patient,-the disgust occasioned by the disputes
·b et-ween the lecturer and the spectators,-the suspicion, and
perhaps occasionally the detection, of imposture, are constantly
checking, in different quarters, that tide of public opinion that
is gradually rising in favour of this science. •
Still, in defiance of these drawbacks, it keeps advancing. Men
almost universally begin to think that " there is aometking in it,"
and on further investigation they find that that small "some-thing" is a very powerful reality. No one, not even those who
make inquiries on the subject, are aware of the great extent to
-which the · practice of Mesmerism is carried on, quietly and
tmobtrusively, in private families. Having corresponded much
on the subject, I have been astonished at finding the numbers
who apply to it for relief. Men's minds are evidently ripening
for its reception. They have clearly reached that state, in
which an impression can be made. Till that state has, to a
certain degree, arrived, it matters not what may be the subjectmatter, no new truth can be successfully established. Be it in
religion, or politics, or natural philosophy, or medicine, all the
books and arguments in its favour fall unheeded on the public,
till the facts and statements have been for some time well
shaken together in men's minds, and other and external circumstances predisposed them towards its acceptance. No undue
exertions can force this period forward, nor bring it prematurely into being. Prejudice, ignorance, bad education, and
self-interest will have their triumph and their day. But when
• " S'abstenir de faire des experiences publiques a ~te un des grands prin.
eipes de M. Deleuze, parce qu'elles compromettent sou vent Ia •anti tk maladu;
mais cette raison n'a pas ete Ia seule, et il n'est pas douteux que M. Deleuze
connaissait parfaitement les causes du trouble dans lequel se trouve babituellement un somnambule en priaence de mitkcim opptnu au magn~iame. "Gautlaier, Trait€ Pratitpu, p. 548. The whole of Gauthier's 7th book, from
p. 543. to 561., deserves to be read, for its full exposition of the effects of
•t.v F""" of aflti-mumeri.tl.
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i>DCe the signs of vitality have shown themselves, we may
accelerate the growth. We may then hasten the progress very
materially.' It is my conviction that Mesmerism has at length
reached this critical point ;-that it has obtained a considerable
lodgment among reasoning people;-and that from opportunities
with which I have been eminently favoured, it is in my power
to promote its establishment very essentially. It is then the
purpose of this work to combat those arguments which are
most generally advanced against Mesmerism, to strip the
subject of those marvels with which popular ignorance has surrounded it, and to show that animal magnetism is nothing else
than the employment of a common and simple agent, which the
Supreme Intelligence has provided in mercy for his creatures,
and of which nothing but prejudice or superstition can decline
to make use.
I shall begin with that view of the question to which acci·
dental circumstances more strongly, in the first instance, directed
my attention,-! mean the opinion that Mesmerism is a mysterious and unholy power, from the exercise of which good men
and Christians ought to keep aloof. It is needful to make our
commencement hence: for the class of readers to whom I more
particularly address myself, must be first assured that the
practice is neither presumptuous nor sinful, before we can
expect them to study its phenomena, or be witnesses of its
effect as a sanative process.
The opinion, then, of the irreligious character of this science
has been mainly promoted by a Sermon, that appeared in one
of the numbers of the Penny Pulpit, and has been actively
circulated through the country, entitled " Satanic Agency and
Mesmerism," and which is alleged to have been preached in
Liverpool by the Rev. Hugh M'Neile.
This sermon, however, was not published with the sanction
of the preacher, and so far he is not responsible: but inasmuch
as its sale is a matter of notoriety in the town wherein he
resides;-and as no steps have been taken by him for a disavowal of its contents, though an opening for that very purpose
was good-naturedly afforded him;-and as the short-hand
writer, from whose notes the sermon was printed, is ready, we
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are informed, to make affidavit of the accuracy of his report,
-it may fairly be inferred, how incredible soever it may sound,
that that sermon, with perhaps some little variation of language,
was actually preached by Mr. M•Neile.
Now a sermon put forth, even in this unauthorised manner,
with the prestige of so popular a name, certainly deserves every
respectful consideration. The i number, moreover, of Mr.
M' Neile's admirers, and the zeal • with which they distribute
this publication among the thoughtful and the religious, give
additional importance to its pages ; -and it having come to my
own knowledge, that several parties had been prevented from
adopting or witnessing the curative effects of Mesmerism,
through scruples of conscience raised by this very discourse, I
was prepared to bestow upon it a much more careful perusal
than intrinsically it requires.
Believing, then, as I do most firmly, that Mesmerism is a
mighty remedial agent, mercifully vouchsafed by the beneficent
Creator for the mitigation of human misery- a remedy to be
employed, like every other remedy, prayerfully, thankfully, and
with a humble dependence on the will of Him who sent the
chastisement, and can alone remove it,-having daily reason,
too, to bless God for the introduction of this very remedy
within the circle of my own family, it is difficult for me to
express the amazement, the regret, the feelings akin to something like shame, with wbich I first read this most deplorable
publication. And knowing the delusion under which so many
labour on this question-a delusion which the unfortunate
language of this sermon has tended so greatly to strengthen
amongst the ignorant and the superstitious, I feel it to be
nothing short of a sacred Christian duty laid upon me to use
• My readers may judge of the activity with which anti-mesmerists and
their emissaries circulate this sermon, when they learn that some thousand
eopies have been sold, and a reprint called for. It was sent, for instance, to
my own house by some aiiOftymo~~& neighbours, with the intention, it is presumed, of deterring us in our course at the very moment we were receiving
the most providential benefit; and it was in answer to this well-meant
impertinence, and to the weak or wicked nonsense that was elsewhere
muttered about a minister of the gospel permitting diabolical practices
under his roof, that I was originally induced, somewhat in self-defence, to
take up the subject.
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my endeavours to lessen the error. And if these pages should
be the means of removing the prejudices of but one family, or
of alleviating the pains of but one a.fflicted sufferer, through
his adoption of Mesmeric aid, the knowledge of it would give
me a gratification which I would not exchange for many of the
most coveted distinctions of eloquence and power.
To much, however, of the earlier passages of this sermon no
Scriptural reader can offer any objection. Where it presents
from the Bible a digest of the evidence for Satanic agency, and
of the condition of the fallen angels, and of their power over
the race of man; where their fearful spiritual influence on our
depraved nature and deceitful hearts is laid bare in all its
deformity; to all this the well-instructed Christian tremblingly
subscribes. When, therefore, Mr. M'Neile is alleged to state
"not only that there did exist such a thing as Satanic agency,
but that it continued to exist after the incarnation of Christ;
that it continued to exist amongst men after the resurrection
of Christ ; that it is predicted to exist until the second coming
of Christ;" to all these and similar positions I am not prepared to express any dissent. But when, from these premises
be goes on to assert that certain peculiar facts, recorded in
Chamhers' Edi.nhurgh Journal, and of the reality of which he
does not appear to doubt, are"', "beyond all question, beyond
the course of nature," or, in other words, supernatural and the
result of some miraculous or diabolical agency, what thinking
mind does not see that such a conclusion is most illogical and
absurd? Is there no other alternative? Is nothing else
possible ? Is nothing else probable ? Before so strong and
momentous a decision were thus peremptorily pronounced,
should not a fair and candid man at least stoop to inquire, to
• Meric Casaubon, son of the learned critic Isaac, says. well in a work
called " A Treati.e concerning Enthruiasm, m it is an E.tfect of Nature, but u
mistaken by many for either Dit>ine Inspiration or Diabolical Poueuion,"
" When in matter of diseases, we oppose natural causes to supernatural,
whether divine or diabolical, as we do not exclude the general will of God,
without which nothing can be, so neither the general ministerie and inter·
vention of thll Devil who, for ought I know, may have a hand in all or most
!liseases."- Cap. s. p. 61. This whole treatise should be read by the
religious opponents of Mesmerism. Meric Casaubon died 1670.
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investigate, to consider calmly, whether some better explanation
were not admissible? Should a lover of truth-should a friend
to whatever might alleviate suffering humanity, thus hn.stily,
and, ez cathedrtz, deliver an adverse opinion upon a science
which, to say the least, is at present only in its infancy? If
we cannot admire the reasoning faculty that this sermon
evinces, can we on the other hand, praise its charity? "In
forming a judgment of this," says Mr. 1\l'Neile, "I go, of
course, on what I have read. 1 have seen nothing of it•, nor do
I think it right to tenu>t God by going to see it. I have not faith
to go in the name of the Lord Jesus, and to command the Devil
to depart." Really, any one would suppose that he were
reading ~he ignorant ebullition of some dark monk in the
middle ages, rather than the sentiments of an educated Protestant of the nineteenth century. What is this but a revival
of the same spirit that called forth a papal anathema against
the "starry" Galileo? What, but an imitation of the same
objections which pronounced the doctrine of Antipodes as
incompatible with the faith, and maintained that the theory
of Columbus threw discredit on the Bible? Verily the University of Salamanca, which opposed the dogged resistance of
theological objections to the obscure Genoese, and the Inquisition at Rome, that condemned the philosopher of Pisa, might
claim a kindred associate in the minister of St. Jude's ! For,
according to Mr. 1\{'Neile, Mesmerism must be "nothing but
human fraud for gain sake," or something "beyond the power of
unassisted man to accomplish." Is my brother-divine, then,
so intimately versed in all the mighty secrets of Nature? Has
he so thoroughly fathomed her vast and various recesses,
• In the time of Elizabeth, there was a strong feeling and prejudice
against the use of forks. One divine preached against the usc of them as
"mo ;,..ult on ProfJidnrce, not to touch one'I meat with one's finger•." Probably
the eloquent preacher would not enter a room where a fork was laid for
dinner, in order to boast that "Ae hod •een rwthing of one." The ''Illustrated
London News," for May 24. 1845, from which the anecdote is taken,
unfortunately does not ·give the text, on which this sermon was preached.
The text for one of the famous sermons against inoculation was Job, ii. 7.:
" So Satan went forth from the presence of the Lord, and smote Job with
sore boils." Mr. M•Neile's text against Mesmerism was, 2 Thess. ii. 9, 10.
Forty years after the sermon against forks, they were still a novelty.
F
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that he ventures to pronounce everything that may be contrmy
to, or beyond:his own knowledge and experience, as the invention
of evil spirits, or the contrivance of evil men? Is there
nothing new to be discovered ? Are the regions of light and
life exhausted and laid bare ? Have we at last reached the
ultima Thule of art and science? "It is not in nature for any
one to bear to be so treated," says Mr. M•Neile authoritatively;
introducing at the same time and in the midst of the same sentence
this evasive and contradictory exception, "so far as we have
get learned.". And having previously astumed the sinfulness
of Mesmerism, and rather regretted that he had not "the faith
to bid the Devil to depart," he again goes on, and says "there
mag be some power in nature . .•• some secret operation •• ••
some latent power in nature, which is now being discovered
•••• something like the power of compressed steam ..•. or like
electricity." Whg, this is the very point in question. This is
the very subject of the controversy. This is the very fact
which the large and increasing body of believers in Mesmerism
confidently assert. And "if there mag be such a power in
nature," why does he prematurely denounce it as diabolical,
and the act of Satan, before the truth has been fairly and fully
established? Wby not wait, and examine, and patiently and
prayerfully study the statements, the experiments, and the
results that present themselves, and with a serious thinking
spirit revolve the evidence of the whole matter, and say whether
perchance it may not be "the gift of God?" (Eccl. iii. 13.)
"Be not rash with thy mouth (says the royal preacher), and
let not thine heart be hasty to utter any thing before God; for
God is in heaven and thou upon earth ; therefore let thy words
be few." (Eccl. v. 2.) Surely it were the part of a wise and
sober Christian, who remembereth that "nothing is impossible
with God," to weigh a great and curious question like this in a
humble posture of mind, and not rashly to pronounce of his
fellow-men, who, for their faith and their attainments in grace,
may, for aught he kno'.'fS, be as acceptable with the Saviour as
himself, that they are agents and instruments of the evil one.
Washington Irving• tells us, that when Petro Gonzales de
• Life of Columbus, vol. i. book 2.
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Mendoza, ,Archbishop of Toledo and Grand Cardinal of Spain.
became first acquainted with the views of Columbus, he feared
that they were tainted with heterodoxy, and incompatible with
the form of earth described in sacred Scripture. • But we read
that "farther explanations had their force," and "he perceived
that there could be nothing irreligious in attempting to extend
the bounds of human knowledge, and to ascertain the works of"
creation; " and the great cardinal therefore gave the obscurenavigator a "courteous and attentive hearing.'' Even Mr.
M'Neile, with all bis Scriptural attainments, might find a
wholesome lesson for instruction in the example of this great
Roman Catholic prelate, when listening to the novel theories of
the unknown Columbus. For, with one breath to say, that
there may "be such a power in nature," and with another to
describe men, who simply make use of that power, as those
who deal with "familiar spirits," does appear the most monstrous instance of inconsistent condemnation we ever met with :
it is a begging the whole question with a vengeance; it is a
summary judgment without appeal; it is a decision affecting
papal infallibility. And yet this competent juryman says, "I
have seen nothing of it, nor do I think it right to tempt God
by going to see it."
After certain criticising observations, however, as to the
scientific character of some Mesmeric proceedings, on which we
will speak presently, he refers to the well-known "magnetic experiment" of the operation for a cancer in France, which a
• How sad it is thus to ue religious minds shrinkin~ from the exposition
of facts, and placing all the stress on a theological mterpretation t The
same feeling still lives. We must all remember the late explosion on
geology by the Dean of York, before the British Association, and the
admirable rebuke from Mr. Profe!sor Sedgwick. In the memorial of the
Roman Catholic Bishops of Ireland, of May, I 845, presented to the Lord
Lieutenant upon the subject of the Government Bill for Colleges and
Education, they professed a willingness to co-operate with the Legislature,
pro,.ided " certain means for protecting the faith of the students were
secured ; " and they state that " pupils could not attend lectures on logic,
g~. or anatomy, without exposing their faith or morals to imminent
danger, unless a Roman Catholic professor be appointed for each of those
ehairs. • Thus it is that men do not so much seek facti, as c011clusion1 from
those facts,- conclusions, as in Mesmerism, to which they had arrived by
preconceived notions.
F
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lady underwent without feeling any pain in its progress, nnd
mentions it as "recorded in a report made by the Committee
of the Royal Academy at Paris." And so determined is he to
discover the evil spirit at work in the business, that he sr.ys" If this be a falsehood, there is something almost supernatural
in the fact, that we have a whole academy joining to t~ll the
public this lie. If it be a truth, if the fact be so, then here,
beyond all question, is something out of the range of natureout of the present power of man, unless this is a new science.''
In this age of discoveries and marvels, surely a thinking mind
need not deem it so very incredible•, that some large addition
to scientific knowledge, or even a "new science," as he calls it,
should be brought to light. 'Ve have of late seen so many of
the wonders of God's providence made manifest to our viewwonders, of whose existence our forefathers had not the shadow
of a suspicion, that the Christian, while he contemplates them
all with thankfulness and awe, might rather be expected to
adopt the apostolic language, and say," we know but in part,"
and we "see but through a glass darkly." "Lo!" (said the
patient Job, while he was acknowledging the power of God to
be infinite and unsearchable)-" lo, these are parts of his ways;
but how little a portion is heard of him? but the thunder of his
power who can understand?" (xxvi. 14.) But, says 1\fr.
J\.1'Neile, on the contrary, "we know what sleep is, and we
know what pain is! " Does he, indeed, "know" what sleep is?
Is he so accurate a physiologist that he is acquainted with all
its varietiest, its appearances, its modifications and actions, ac• This was written before the recent discovery of the merciful properties
.oGfethcr. By Mr. M•Neile's logic this must be satanic also,-" something
.Dut of the range of nature, or the power of man I" As Miss Martineau
..obsenes, " while we have hardly recovered from the surprise of the nc'v
;jights thrown upon the functions and texture of the human &arne by
.Harvey, Bell, and others, it is too soon to decide that there shall be no
more as wonderful, and presumptuous in the extreme to predetermine what
-,they shall or shall not be." - Letter•, p. 2.
t Does :Mr. M•Neile, for instance, who so well "knows what sleep is,"
iknow and understand the nature of somnambulism? Can he explain its
•peculiarities or its catues jl Yet this is sleep under one of its variations;8>ut hmv strange, and with what singular di,·ersity of effect I Still it is not
so uncommon but that most persons, at some period of their lives, have
known an example or two of It among• I their neighbours; and we con·
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cording to the changes and conditions of the human frame ?
Does he too " know " what pain is ? Is he so deeply read in
pathology that he is prepared to state unerringly its effect upon
the body of man under every possible contingency? Why, he
himself says-" We do not know all the properties of matter
certainly, and there may be some occult property in matter which
these men have discovered, and which may have the effect, when
applied to the human frame, of rendering it insensible to pain."
.Again, I say, this is the point at issue. Why may there not be
such an "occult property In matter," the beneficent "gift of
God" for the use of his creature man, without calling up a diabolical machinery to explain the difficulty? In an admonition
that lte gives to the medical profession, he quotes Shakspeare,
and begs respectfully to suggest to them, that there are " more
things in heaven and earth than are dreamt of in their philosophy." They might, with a beautiful propriety, fling back upon
him his own quotation, and request him to apply it to this very
question. A Christian minister, however, would rather go to
stantly meet with a paragraph in a newspaper, beaded " Somnambuli.,.,"
giving a tale of wonder for the curious. AR Mr. Townshend says in his
" Facts," " there are many who remember to have heard tell of some sleepwalker, who has been known to rise from his bed, and to display in slumber
even more than his ordinary activity, balancing himself where the waking
eTe would sicken. Who does not believe in the existence of such a state?
Doctors have descanted upon it with the precision of medical lore; metaphysicians have examined it as a curious feature of humanity; and the light and
gay, regarding it as a mere matter of amusement, have flocked to see its
mimicry in dramatic representation, enhanced by all the charms of music,
and the fascinations of genius."-(P. 190.) No•v, can Mr. 1\l•Neile explain
this state of natural somnambulism? Can he doubt its occasional existence?
Has be studied its very singular phenomena? And if he have studied them,
will be deny that they bear a close, nay, the very closest resemblance to the
phenomena of Mesmerism,-so much so, that they appear to arise FROM
TH& SAHE STAT& OF THE HUMAN ORGANISM,- with this difference, that the
former arises spontaneously, and that the latter is produced artificially by
the magnetic process?
The reader is referred to that most philosophical, yet strictly practical
work. the "Isis Revelata" of Mr. Colquhoun. The student, who wishes to
investigate this very. peculiar state, should also consult the " Traite du
Somnambulisme et des dilierentes Modifications qu'il presente," par A. Bertrand, Docteur de Ia Faculte de Medecine de Paris;- a curious work, full
of singular and well-authenticated facts. See also the " Instruction Pratique" of Deleuze, cap. 5. ; and see also an account of a very striking case
in the " Encyclop2dia Britannica," lll't. Sleep- WalAer•
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the inspired Volume, and fillY- "Who is this that darkeneth
counsel by words without knowledge '! Gird up now thy loins
like a man, for I will demand of thee, and answer thou me.
Where wast thou when I laid the foundations of the earth ?
Declare, if thou hast understanding • . . . . • Have the gatel
-()f death been opened unto thee ? or hast thou seen the doors
of the shadow of death? Hast thou perceived the breadth of
the earth 'I Declare if thou knotcest it all. Where is the way
where light dwelleth? -and as for darkness, where is the
place thereof? That thou shouldest take it to the bound
thereof, and that thou shouldest know the paths to the house
thereof?" (Job, xxxviii. 3, &c.) The Almighty Father,
whose judgments are unsearchable, and whose ways past
finding out, hath hidden from the curious eyes of man the
reasons and explanations of many of his gifts, and left us to
grope ignorantly in the dark upon subjects the most familiar,
and which are for ever present around us. But is this outside
and superficial acquaintance with the works of nature • to shut
out from our remembrance the ever-present agency of the hand
of God? To condemn Mesmerism as an abomination of the
devil, because little or nothing is yet known respecting it, is a
line of argument which, if pressed to its absurd conclusion,
would ascribe half the wonders of creation to the care and con·
trivance of the spirit of evil. What, for instance, is our life·the bodily life of man? In what does it consist? What is its
-immediate and secondary cause? What produces it-what
terminates it- what gives it vitality and continuance? I
believe that the best physiologists are not prepared with any
positive opinion on the matter. Some consider (and with great
show of probability) Electricity to be analogous to the principle
• The eloquent author of the " Vestiges of the Natural History of
Creation H says truly, " How does this reftection comport with that timid
philosophy which would have us to draw back from the investigation of
God's works, lest the knowledge of them should make us undervalue bis
greatness and forget his paternal love ? Does it not rather appl'ar that our
ideas of the Deity can only be worthy of him in the ratio in which we
advance in a knowledge of his works and ways ; and that the acquisition
of this knowledge is consequently an available means of Ol!r growing in
a genuine reverence for Him ? " p. 233.
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cf life. Some consider Electricity to be the principle of life.
We are aware that all nature abounds with electric matter-it
is here and everywhere; perchance, under God, in it we "live
and move and have our being." We hear of Galvanism and
and Magnetic-electricity, or Electro-magnetism, and its efficacy
through machines, upon the human body, in relieving paralysis
and rheumatism, and different neuralgic disorders. Why might
not Mesmerism, or Animal-magnetism, as it would appear to be
appropriately called, be Electricity under a different character? •
Its results are oftell the same, or rather very similar. Why might
not the electric fluid of the operator unite itself under various
modification11 with the electric fluid of the patient, and thl18
act with a curative influence upon the principle of life within
us? It is Mr. M'Neile himself, who in this very sermon has
referred to Electricity, and to the shock of the Galvanic battery;
and I would, therefore, just remind him, that in the study of
• In our present imperfect knowledge of Mesmerism, and before its facts
are generally admitted, it may be premature to adopt a theory : still I cannot
help expressing an opinion that electricity, under some modification or other,
is the immediate agent to which the Mesmeric action must be referred. The
Germans are so satisfied of this fact, that they have given to Mesmerism
the new and appropriate name of" Electro-Physiology." Kant, it is well
known, in one of his earlier works, gave it as his opinion, that the causes of
common magnetism, of electricity, of galvanism, of heat, &c., were all the
product of one common principle, differently modified. To these, of course,
might now be added the immediate cause of Mesmerism. And thus we
should have one simple and single principle uniting animated and inanimate
nature in one common and connected operation, cl communi vinculo. There
are several facts which show this strong analogy between Electricity and
llesmeri~m.
Here is one: the electric fluid escapes most readily from a
poirot. Dr. Lardner, in his treatise, introduces several illustrations to prove
this fact. He says, " the increase of electrical density, at the angulQ,r edge
of a conductor produces still more augmented effects at its corners : . ..•
this effect is still further increased if any part of a conductor haYe the form
of a poinL~ (Lardner's "Cabinet Cyc." Electricity, p. 329.) Now all
mesmerisers have found by experience that the mesmeric medium is most
powerfully conducted by the tip• of the finger•, analogously to Lardner's
illustrations. In regard to the resemblance between animal magnetism and
mineral magnetism, I have seen, over and over again, the hand and head of
the sleeper following the hand of the mesmeriser, in the same way as the
needle follows the loadstone. This subject is treated most ably in the Rev.
Chauncy Townshend's admirable work, " Facts in Mesmerism," in the
chapter on the Mesmeric medium. See also Colquhoun's '' Isis Revelata."
Bee also a clever letter in No. li. p. 169. of " The People's Phrenological
Journal," by Mr. F. S. Merryweather.
F
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this very subject there is yet much darkness ; that there is yet
much to learn ; that we do not yet know how far its action is
connected with the principle of life- and certainly we would
defy him to prove that Mesmerism or Animal-magnetism is not
an essential portion of the system.•
And this brings us to Mr. M'Neile's main argument, upon
which he appears to plume himself most confidently, for he re•
peats it over and over again under various phases : - " I would
wish (says he) that the professors of this science should state
the law1 of nature by the uniform action of which this thing is
done••••. Let them put forward the elements of the science in
a. scientific manner••••• It belongs to philosophers, who are
honest men, and who make any discovery of this kind, to state
the uniform action•••.• We hear of these experiments- but
hear nothing of a scientific statement of the laws••••• Let us
have the laws of the science••••• I consider that no Christian
person ought to go near any of these meetings, or hear any of
these lectures, until a statement shall be made, grounded on a
scientific assertion of the laws by which this thing is said to
act." And so on passim to the end of the sermon.
Now this argument, perseveringly as it is repeated, may be
disposed of very easily.
First, in regard to his demand, that cc the laws of this science
be stated'' clearly and " in a scientific manner." To this there
can be no objection. This is a just and legitimate challenge.
Nay, we would say in his own words, " Science is open and
above-board to all who will examine it-it courts flxamination;
let us not listen to it, so long as they keep it secret, and hide the
nature of it." True, most true. But who keeps it a secret?
Who hides the nature of it? The believers in Mesmerism are
earnestly solicitous that the most open, public, free, and full
examination of the subject and its details should be constantly
• See in 12th eap. of" Magnetisme devant Ia Cour de Rome," a good
deal of information collected on the analogy between the two systems, l'rom
the experiments and "Etlllk1 Phynqm•" of M. Charpignon. Baron Von
Reichenbach's important treatise on " a supposed New Imponderable," and
the most recent researches of l'rofcssor Faraday, relating to electricity and
magnetism. introduce us to a new class of facts, and show, as Professor
Gregory observes, how " much remains to be discovered" on these subjects.
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taking place. They invite its enemies and impugners to be
present. They call upon the most prejudiced and the most
partial to come with their prejudices and partialities, and witness
facu. All they require, on the other hand, is an honest and
candid conclusion out of an " honest and good heart." But are
Mesmerists to be blamed for not stating the laws and principles
of this system, when they do not know them themselves ? Does
Mr. M'Neile remember, that Mesmerism is yet but in its cradle?
That, practically, it has been but little known except within a
few short years ? In saying this, we are of course aware, that
those who have looked farthest into the question, maintain tha~
for centuries back, the Egyptians •, and, perhaps, the Chinese,
have been acquainted with it ; and that, at intervals, it has been
always more or less known. To me the great wonder is, tha~
an art within the reach of everybody, -should have remained so
long a secret: however, the fact is, that publicly and philosophically the system has only been recently studied. t At this
very moment, numbers of cautious, observant men are noting
down facts as they arise, with a view to a safe and surer conclusion. On the great Baconian system of induction, they are
recording the experiments, the variations, the modifications, as
they present themselves; and when these shall be well established, they will come to the theory. Would Mr. M'Neile
have the theory first declared, and the facts collected afterwards
to prove it ? This might be convenient, but hardly philosophical.
Our opponent must be content to wait patiently a few years, before his demand of having the general laws of the science scientifically stated, can be properly complied with. Mesmerism is
yet in its infancy. We cannot yet state "how a pass of the
• In Mr. Warburton's interesting work, "the Crescent and the Cros.o:,''
it is said, " Magnetism appears to have been well understood by the
Egyptian Hierarchy ; not only from some of the effects we find recorded,
but in one of the chambers, whose hieroglyphics are devoted to medical
subjects, we find a priest in t.he act of rnesrnerising. • • • The patient is
seated in a chair, while the operator describes the mesmeric passes, and an
attendant waits behind to support the head, when it has bowed in the
mysterious sleep."
t Only recently in this country ; but in Germany there haw been many
admirable and philosophical works published some time , for example,
Wienkolt's, wbo died in 1804.
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thumb •, or a movement of the fingers, acts on human flesh"we cannot yet state " how it stops the circulation of the blood
so as to resist the strengthfulness of the human frame " - we
cannot yet state "how it prevents the delicate touch being felt
in the cutaneous veins." But because we cannot yet give a
scientific statement of the matter, are we to forbear its use as a
remedial agent, or to ascribe these unknown properties to the
" devices of the devil ? '' In the cognate or analogous science
of mineral magnetism, the peculiar cause of union between
magnetic pyrites and iron had been for years altogether inexplicable -and perhaps, with all our knowledge of electricity, is
not even yet satisfactorily explained. But was the mariner to
deny himself the use of the compass in the stormy and trackless
ocean, or to attribute the influence of the loadstone to the contrivance of Satan, because the "how," and the "tchy," and the
f' wherefore" had not been philosophically accounted for ?
.All
he could say was, that the needle was guided by the finger of
that Divine Being, whose ways were in the great deep, and
whose footsteps are unknown. And all we can say is, that
Mesmerism is the good "gift of God" for the use of his creature
man, though its immediate and secondary causes are at present
inexplicable-the good gift of that merciful and Almighty
Father, who is" always, everywhere, and all in all."
And, secondly, as to his expectation that the laws of this
science should act "uniformly."..••• " It is a part (says he) of
all nature's laws that they shall act uniformly..••If it be in
nature, it will operate uniformly, and not capriciously. If it
acts capriciously, then there is some mischievous agent at work."
Of course in this implied charge of capriciousness, or want of
uniformity, he refers to a variation of the symptoms or phenomena exhibited respectively by different patients. And in
consequence of this variation, which must be admitted, his
hearers are taught that the " sin of witchcraft" has ensnared
the operators, and that some mocking, juggling fiend has taken
possession of the patient. Now in regard to nature's laws, we
at once agree that they are fixed, consistent, and unalterable.
• See the Sermon, p. 152.
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The· physical world abhors " capriciousness." " Comets are
regular," and nature "plain." It is for this reason that
sciences are called " exact." To take an instance or two at
random, we know that in the process of crystallization, certain
bodies invariably assume certain specific forms; and that in
electro-magnetism, the mutual attraction or repulsion of electrified substances is directly proportional to the quantity o£
electricity conjointly in each of them. All these facts fall
under the category of general laws. .And does Mr. M'Neile
imagine that the laws which govern Mesmerism are not equally
fixed, consistent, and uniform, though phenomena vary when
the accidents differ 'I Does he imagine that a seeming "capri..
ciousness," or eccentricity, is not in reality a sure unalterable
result of some unknown or inexplicable cause? We would lay
it down as an unequivocal position, admitting of no exception,
that where the accidents are the same, where the relative
circumstances of the operator and the patient are precisely
similar, the effects or phenomena would be as certain and
regular as in any of those sciences termed exact. But the
difficulty is to find this precise undeviating resemblance-this
absence of all difference, and hence the apparent want of
uniformity. In so sensitive, delicate, varying a frame as the
human body, so subject to "skyey in1luences"-so affected by
diet, clothing, lodging, and climate-so changed by a thousand
minor incidents, could the same uniformity of action be ex.pected as in inert matter or mechanical substance? Is it proba.-.
ble, that a patient, wasted by years of depletion and violent
medicines, and with whom blisterings, and cuppings, and
leechings had gone their round, would exhibit the same symptoms as some robust and hearty sportsman, whose constitution
had been tried by nothing of the same order ? Would not a
diet of port wine or porter produce a very different habit of
body from that created by blue pill and Abernethy's biscuits ?
We are taking certain extreme and opposite conditions; but
when we reflect that the circumstances of constitution, of
custom, of food, of disease, admit of as many varieties as the
human face divine ; that these varieties form the habit of body ;
and that it is upon our bodies so modified, that Mesmerism acts,
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common sense must see that perfect uniformity of result is
hardly probable. • For instance, with one party, the mesmeric
sleep is obtained at the first sitting; with another, not for
several days or weeks. One patient recognises the hand of the
operator, and cannot endure the touch even of a relative; with
another, to be touched by either is a thing indifferent. One
only hears the voice of the operator; another, without preference, answers any speaker. Nay, with the same patient the
symptoms vary at various sittings.t Still, in spite of all this,
we say, that in main essential points, the resemblance or
uniformity is very remarkable; that the properties, as thus
developed, have an evident affinity ; but if Mesmerisers are not
able to lay down broad general rules, predictive of positive
results, the fault is to be found in our imperfect acquaintance
with a new study, in the difficulty of the science and the
delicacy of the human frame, '!hich is its subject. But is there
any thing strange in this? Surely we might find something
very analogous in our favourite illustration from natural philosophy. The nature of electricity, for instance, is not so
perfectly known, that a law could be laid down by general
reasoning, so as to foretel of a certainty the manner in which
electrified bodies would act, in any position, in which they
might be respectively placed. Do we, therefore, say that there
is no uniformity; or, as Mr. M'Neile might say, that therelis
no electricity, or rather, that the whole is determined by the
accidental caprices of Satan? No: we answer, that the distance
• The pages of the " Zoist" confirm this observation. See some remarks
in vol. iii. p. 52. by Dr. Elliotson in a " Cure of Hysterical Epilepsy."
The Report of the French Commissioners, signed by Bailly, Lavoisier, and
Franklin, says, " Les malades offrent un tableau tre1-tHJrii par Ia diffiret&ta
€tats ou ils se trouvent. Quelques-uns sont calmes, tranquilles, et n'eprouvent rien; d'autres toussent, crackent, sentent quelque Iegere douleur, une
chaleur locale, ou une chaleur universelle et ont des sueurs; d•autres sont
agitCs, et tourmentes par des convulsions." ( P. 5. )
f The effects of Mesmerism, however, are not more various than are the
effects of etherization. The Lancet say~ that the latter " varies considerably
in different individuals" (January, 1847, p. 75.); and a lengthened description is there given of the very great difference in the results on different
parties. The passage in question should be consulted by those medical men
who reject Mesmerism on account of" its want of uniformity in ita action on
the patient."
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of the positive and negative bodies being known, and no
derangement arising from other or accidental causes, their
uniformity of action is certain; !but we add, that as philosophers could not determine a just theory of all this from the
physical principles of electricity, it was necessary to proceed by
observation and comparison of phenomena before the law of
variation could be fully established. And so it is in Animalmagnetism ; it will be by observation, by induction of various
and numerous particulars, as exhibited in individuals of various
constitutions and habits, that any approach to a consistent theory
of action can be established. All this will require much time,
and many and tedious experiments ; and my own opinion
certainly is, that in the operation of this system on so sensitive
a subject as the human frame, it will be almost impossible to
lay down specific and positive rules of its effects, in all eases,
and under every modification of temperament. •
And this, forsooth, is the foundation on which the weighty
charge of Satanic agency is attempted to be built! These the
reasons on which Christian men are warned against going near
Mesmeric meetings, or hearing any Mesmeric lectures! I would
not speak with harshness of any language or conduct that
appeared to take its rise from motives of piety, however misdirected; but where so mischievous a delusion has taken root,
both justice and humanity require us to say, that never in the
history of the human mind has an idle and miserable bugbear
been created from more weak and worthless materials. If there
be any thing supernatural in the matter, it is that a man of
Mr. M'Neile's acknowledged abilities could have given utterance to such puerilities; and that when they were published,
any parties could care to distribute them to their neighbours ;
and that when read, any single mind could have been influenced by the perusal. I have felt sometimes ashamed at
encountering this solemn trifling with earnest argument-but
even since this work has been commenced, I have met with
• Mr. Townshend says, admirably, " The reader surmises that the new
science is not in unity with itself, confounding diversity with ducrtpancy.
While there is much that is different in our facts, there is nothing whatever
that is eotltradictory."- Introductory Epilll~, p. 9.
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several additional instances, in which a superstitious awe on
the subject of :Mesmerism, produced exclusively by this sermon,
had seized the minds of the unhappy sufferers, and deterred
them from employing a remedy peculiarly adapted to relieve
them. It seems incredible-yet such were the facts; truth is
stranger than fiction; and so I resumed my pen with an increased
desire of doing some little good in abating the folly. I hoped
to remind the admirers of Mr. M'Neile, that powerful as be is,
his power rather lies in the command of language than in the
strength of argument-that he carries more sail than ballast;
and, certainly, that when he scattered around him such words
as "witchcraft" and "necromancy," and called down, as it
were, a fire from heaven on the heads of benevolent lecturers,
the minister of St. Jude's had altogether forgotten" what spirit
he was of. "•
But there are ignorance and bigotry with men of every
creed ; and a few heated fanatics are able by their noise and
gesticulation to raise the semblance of a serious resistance, and
thus rouse the scruples of a numerous following. We have
seen what occurred at Liverpool, with the leader of a section in
the Church of.England. The Church of Rome can also present its alarmists; and thus show, for the hundredth time, bow
extremes and opponents are constantly uniting.
As the Heads of the Romisb Church have acted with much
prudence and reserve respecting Mesmerism, and as much misapprehension still exists in the minds of many Roman Catholics
as to what their duty may forbid or permit, the real history of
what has occurred shall be briefly unfolded.
• Mr. Close of Cheltenham, who is a rival authority with Mr. M•Neile
in the same theological school, and whose words, therefore, will obtain a
hearing from the admirers and auditors of the other, says in his Lecture on
Miracles, " he was certain that there was no interference of the evil spirit in
Mesmerism. Satan had nothing more to do with Mesmeri&m than he had to
do with us in every thing else. ·Never would he grant this vantage ground
to the prince of darkness, or suppose that he had exercised mesmeric power.
True, we could not explain the phenomena; but therefore to conclude that
they are diabolical, appeared to him the most inconclusive argument," &c.
- Lecture, p. 25.
This language is very straightforward and manly on the part of Mr. Close,
and, we hope, will obtain the attention that his character deserves.
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Mesmerism, it is well known, has taken extensive hold in
different parts of the Continent. At first, it only occasioned
disputes between the faculty and the believer, as to the truth of
certain phenomena; but when those points were, in great
measure, determined, the religious consideration, as usual,
stepped in. In different places, one or two over-anxious members of the hierarchy addressed a petition to the Court of Rome
to learn what their conduct should be, in the direction of souls,
in reference to magnetism; It would appear that one of those
applications emanated from Belgium, and another from Piedmont ; though this is uncertain : but that which is certain is,
that the answers from the General Congregation of the Roman
Inquisition were cautious documents, carefully eschewing an
opinion as ·to the nature of a remedy, on which their Eminences, the Referees, knew little or nothing,- dealing princi• pally with hypothetical conditions, and stating expressly in one,
that the "aimple act of emploging physical means, provided
that there was nothing wrong in the intention or in the manner,
and that no evil spirit, &c. were called in with its infiuence,was not moraUy prohibited."
Either these two answers were not generally known,- or, if
known, were not deemed satisfactory, for in the course of a few
months a third application followed, and as the answer to that
application is supposed to settle the question definitively, as far
as Roman Catholics are concerned, it is desirable, for their
satisfaction, to explain the real meaning of the letter.
It appears, then, that in Switzerland a young ecclesiastic
raises the cry of "magic," or "satanic agency," in consequence
of certain mesmeric benefits that had occurred in his neighbourhood. He communicates his feelings to his diocesan, the Bishop
of Lausanne and Geneva, desiring to learn whether a confessor
or curate might safely permit his penitents and parishioners to
exercise the art as supplementary to medicine. The Bishop,
instructed by the cure as to all the marvellous details, directs
his qhancellor, M. Xavier Fontana, to apply to the Sacred Penitentiary at Rome for information. A long missive, therefore,
is sent forth from the Episcopal palace at Fribourg, on the 19th
of May, 1841, in relation to this "new witchcraft,'' as the Tablet
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terms it. This epistle contains a lengthened enumeration o~
mesmeric effects. And the Bishop, having given it as his
opinion, that he "saw valid reasons for doubting, whether such
effects, the cause of whick is shown to he so little proportioned
to them, could be simply natural,"•-prays to know whether, ·
"assuming the truth of his statement," he might permit animal
magnetism thus characterised (illis caracteribus aliisque similibus prreditnm) to be practised in his diocese?
Among the facts, on which the Bishop grounds his argument
that the agency seemed supernatural, was the insensibility to
pain in the patients, their sleep being so deep that " a violent
application of fire or the knife was unable to arouse them."
This also is a Liverpool argument: "who has power over the
flesh of man's body, to place it in such a condition as that the
ordinary applications which cause pain, produce no pain '! "
(Sermon, p. 149.) Mr. M'Neile and his coadjutor, the Catholic
Bishop, must now direct their attention to the diablerie of
Etherization : but this is by the way.
The Sacred Penitentiary, assuming Mesmerism to be what the
Bishop describes it ("thus characterised"), returns the following cautious and brief reply through his Eminence, the
Cardinal Castracane : " The Sacred Penitentiary, having maturely weighed the
above statement, considers that the answer should be as it nowanswers:
"The use of Magnetism, as set forth in the case (prout in casu
exponitur ), is not permissible. t
"Given at Rome, 1st of ,July, 1841."
Nothing could be more temperate and guarded than this
response. No violence of language, no ignorant vituperation,
no pandering t{) vicious prejudices. The decision amounts
simply to this. "We know nothing more of Mesmerism than
such as you describe it, and we come to no general conclusion
•r••Validas cemens rationes dubitandi an simpliciter naturale•. si~ tales
effectus, quorum occasionalis causa tam parum cum eis proporticnuzta demonstratur."

t " Sacra Pamitentiaria mature perpensis expositis respondendum censet
prout respondet : usum magnetismi, provt in cam e:rpmitur, non licere."
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on its merits. But if it be, what your exposition represents it,
i. e., if the apparent cause be not proportioned to the effect, and
that something out of nature be at work in the action,- why,
then, in that case, the use of the remedy, 'so characterized,' is
not permissible." In other words, if Mesmerism be satanic and
preternatural, it is a treatment which every Catholic Christian
is forbidden to employ : -if it be simply a newly-discovered
action in nature, the court offers no opinion whatever as to its
use.
The Roman Catholic reader, therefore, who may have been
misled by certain statements in the Tablet newspaper •, and
elsewhere t, in reference to this decision from Rome, may perceive on examination that the general question of Mesmerism
is still left open, and that the Holy See has only pronounced
hypothetically, and as to a particular case.
But there is much more for the guidance of the obedient
Catholic, than the negative evidence which the above correspondence offers. In July, 1842, the Archbishop of Rheims
also consulted the Holy See, forwarding several explanatory
• About the time that Miss Martineau was publishing her " Letters on
1\Iesmerism," the " Tablet" newspaper came out with two articles on the
subject. the one contradicting and upsetting the other. On December 14.
1844, the " Tablet" hastily said that "so much of Mesmerism as is not
positive deceit or the work of an excited imagination, is really and truly of
a diabolical nature." " No person, who was not mad, would have anv
connexion with it." • • • " But this is not all ; the Archbishop of Laussnne
applied to Rome for information whether Mesmerism was allowable under
""Y circumatancta, and received for answer, a mo.t emphatic negatit1e." As
this was rather a strong way of interpreting the circumspect reply of the
Grand Penitentiary (prout exponitur), on the following week the editor
showed himself better informed. " That there is any thing diabolic in
Mesmerism, that we know what it is, or what it is not, we are very far froni
affirming." • * "We do not positively say that this Mesmerism is an
unholy act ; we do not say that this response of the Sacred Penitentiary is
actually binding in England; we are not competent to speak on these
points," &c. In fact, the retractation in the number for December 21. is as
complete as could be fairly expected after the startling assertion of the week
before ; and the " emphatic negative " of Rome dwindles down to a recommendation from the editor to consult a spiritual director berore the
remedy be adopted.
t Miss Martineau has unintentionally added to the misconception, for
abe says, " the Pope has issued an edict against the study and practice of
Mesmerism in his dominions," p. 59. It will be seen that the Pope has
done nothing of the kind.
G
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documents, and desiring to know whether, without reference to
any abuses with which it might be charged, the use of the
system itself was a thing permissible ?
No official judgment was returned to the Archbishop: but
the Cardinal Castracane answered by letter in 1844, saying that
"the general question had not been decided yet, if ever it
would be : that an opinion had only been given as to particular cases (a quelques cas particuliers): and that a premature decision on the whole bearing of such a subject could
only compromise the honour of the Holy See."
The Archbishop placed this letter in the hands of the Vicar
General of the diocese, that those interested in the question
might know how to proceed.
Here, then, is a complete refutation of the erroneous opinion
entertained by many members of the Church of Rome, that the
practice of :Mesmerism has been forbidden by the Supreme
Pontiff, on account of its satanic character. The Pope has not
been guilty of any such absurdity. He has been too wise to fulminate oracular sentences on a physical question of which he
knew but little ; and too charitable to censure his fellow-men
for the study of an art, which they exercise in the humble hope
of being serviceable to their brethren. .All that has occurred
comes simply to this: certain questions are raised by young
and officious zealots; and an imperfect representation is for~
warded to Rome, and the very point at issue assumed in the
statement. On that statement and those representations a conditional judgment is given; but beyond that, the answers neither
advance nor decide. Abuses in this, as in every other science,
are naturally forbidden,-but the use itself remains free for the
conscience of the individual. Satan is to be expelled in any
shape that be presents himself; but that Mesmerism is satanic
is a point not yet concluded.
The Catholic, therefore, who feels anxious to introduce tho
healing powers of Mesmerism within his household, may venture
on the practice with an assured conscience. For if such were
the wise and benevolent decisions of his Church under the
presidency of the late Pope, who can doubt what judgments
would be given by his enlightened and admirable successor?
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for Italy is, indeed, breathing the air of life and regeneration ;
and science, and truth, and freedom are hoping to meet once
more, in harmonious strength, on its classic and delightful soil! •
But the Bishop of Lausanne and the eloquent preacher at
Liverpool are not the only parties who have seen something
preternatural in this useful science. A lady has mingled in
the melee, and added to the confusion. The late Mrs. Tonna,
better known under the appellation of " Charlotte Elizabeth,"
the authoress of some religious works, and the editress of the
" Christian Lady's Magazine," stepped forth as an opponent in
1845, and addressed a letter to Miss :Martineau. Several
papers, also, on the topic have appeared from her band in the
Magazine. And her opinions have, unfortunately, carried
considerable weight with a numerous section in the religious
world, especially with her own timid and excitable sex.
This letter has been so completely answered, in a cheap
pamphlet, by a gentleman resident at Brighton, that it is scarcely
needful to analyse its contents. t It is assertion and assumption from beginning to end, without a pretence at an argument
or a proof. She says, in the first page, that " her business" is
not " with the medicinal effects," but " with the supernatural
manifestations." And she adds, that she calls them " supernatural," because "the effects produced are beyond the scope of
any existing agencies in nature, unless operated upon by some
power altogether superhuman." For this assertion she offers
not the remotest reason : she gives no evidence why such
" agencies " cannot exist in nature - all this is taken for
granted ; and having thus settled the very point at issue to her
heart's satisfaction, she uses this assumption as a convenient
peg, whereon she may hang up the remainder of her observ·
ations.
• Most of the above facts are derived from a recent work, " Le Magn~
tisme clevant Ia Cour de Itome," &c., by L'Abbe J. B. L. Copious
infonnation on other mesmeric points is also to be found in the book. As
the French works on this subjPct contain too often a substratum of irreligion,
it is ple3S811t to be able to recommend this volume for its piety and right
feeling.
t " Mesmerism,- A Reply to a Letter addressed by Charlotte Elizabeth."
(Sampson Low.) .
a2
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There is, however, such a strange and self-refuting inconsistency in the following passage, that it merits consideration :
" I am ready to admit, that so far ds the simple phenomenon is
concerned, of alleviating bodily pain, and of so lulling into
repose the nervous system as to induce a torpid state, there may
be nothing supernatural ; influences not yet fully discovered by
the investigations of philosophy may exist, and be communicable
from one individual to another, operating perhaps by elec'tricity, to an extent hitherto unsuspected. The marvellous
conformation, the surprising power, acting by deliberate
volition, in the electric eel, confirm this theory ; but I beseech
you to mark the limit of my admission, - i t is strictly confined
within the boundaries of physical and mental operation." (p. 8.)
And why this admission? And why stop here, and go thus far,
tmd no farther? It is a merely arbitrary line, drawn by Iter oum
will and fancy, without rule or reason.
What ground has she for terming one phenomenon "simple''
and not another? What does she know more about the one than
about the remainder? If the writer " admits that influences
not yet fully discovered by philosophy may exist, and be communicable from one individual to another," it is no more than
what the staunchest Mesmerist advances. Her admissions, she
says, are "confined within the boundaries of physical and
mental operation." Good : - but Mrs. Tonna forgets to tell us
what those boundaries are; she forgets that this is the point
under discussion ; she forgets that the " simple phenomenon of
lulling pain " was regarded as supernatural and beyond the
boundary but a year or two back ; and she forgets that " the
unsuspected influences" of which she here speaks may also be,
in the most natural way, the causes of those " superhuman and
diabolical" manifestations which frighten her readers now. No
boundary line can be drawn by her on the subject. For, to
apply her own language, the whole action of Mesmerism is, at
present, "utterly inexplicable," one part as much as another.
Phrenology tells us truly, that it would be a waste of time to
attempt to reason with a brain that could be influenced by the
unproved and unsupported assertions of this letter. The hapless
man or woman must be so organized as to suffer from a cerebral
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disqualification for apprehending an argument. Facts alone
could produce an impression: and with a fact, and that a very
curious one, shall the asseverations of Charlotte Elizabeth be
now met.
Lord Mahon, in his agreeable History of England, mentions
in a note, that " a project to connect Madrid and Lisbon by
water-carriage had been formed under Charles the Second ; but
the council of Castile, after full deliberation, answered, that if
God had chosen to make these rivers navigable, be could have
done so, without the aid of man, and that therefore such a
project would be a daring violation of the Divine decrees, and
an impious attempt to improve the works of Providence." In
the opinion, therefore, of the Castilian council, to make an unnavigable river navigable was to pass the "boundaries" of a
becoming " physical operation." Change the date and the
scene, and the people and the subject; and what is mesmeric
treatment to similar minds but an " impious attempt to improve
the works of Providence,"- not a pious and bumble acceptance of a merciful gift! *

Of a somewhat different character to this last " letter " is a.
small pamphlet called " Mesmerism, examined and tested by
the Word of God." This tract is published at Sidmoutb, has
circulated t largely in the Sooth-west of England, and is supposed to be written by one of the Plymouth brethren. Its religious effect in some parts of Devonshire is stated to be considerable.
In regard to its tone and spirit, there is not much to condemn ;
and it also possesses a better claim to be considered argumentative, than all the other productions which have appeared on that
side of the question; still, on a close inspection, it follows .the
fate of its predecessors, and its more formidable objections fade
away into nothing.
It takes Mesmerism as it is described by some eager, ill• Vol. i. p. 466. Lord Mahon refers for this fact to" Letters" by Rev.
E. Clarke, 1763, p. 284.
t It bas reached to a fourth edition. This at least shows that the
believers in Mesmerism must be numerous in that district.
Q
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judging enthusiasts, raises up an imaginary and unscriptural
monster, and then demolishes by a copious collection of texts
this creation of its own brain, or of the brain of some wild and
unrecognised advocates.
For instance, its main and longest argument is taken to prove
~hat Mesmerism does not bring man to a know ledge of Goc4
nor restore him to that image of his Maker, which he had lost
by sin, as it would appear, that some ardent " practitioners "
pretend that it does.
In answer to this, I would first say, that '' the high standing
here assumed, and the exalted place thus given to Mesmerism"
(p. 4.) is a position that I have never yet heard advanced, nor
remember to have seen put forth in any mesmeric publication
whatsoever. The doctrine is a chimera, and one not generally:P
if at all entertained.
Secondly, the passage which is quoted in proof (p. 4.) does
not, to my apprehension, assert the above doctrine very clearly.
"God in his goodness has given man Mesmerism, to help him
the better to discern himself (God).'' At the best, this sentence
is very vaguely expressed : and, perhaps, is not intended to
mean more than · that the Almighty Being has purposed by
this gift, in common with his other gifts, to bring man to a
fuller knowledge of his goodness and love. But if it do go the
length of upholding an anti-scriptural knowledge of the great
Creator, who is the writer ? Where is the context? Is the
writer or lecturer a fair sample of the mesmeric public, that
such serious importance should attach itself to. his notions, and
that a page or two of arguments and quotations from Scripture
should be drawn together to refute them?
That some Mesmerists believe in the doctrine of man's ad·
vancing perfectibility, and that Mesmerism is considered one of
the signs of its approach, is probable; but this it shares in
common with the other marvellous discoveries of the day.
Steam, railways, etherisation, electric telegraphs, nnd other
modern wonders in nature and art are all named by a particular
school as evidences of progression on the part of man towards
some utopian existence of complete knowledge and power; but
who rejects the assistance and application of those other gifts
to the purposes of life, from disbelief in the day-dreams of a
o,
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handful of visionaries? And why is Mesmerism to be reprobated any more than those other discoveries on account of the
idle fancies of a few imaginative "practitioners?"
If, then, it be said, as this writer assumes, that any number
of Mesmerists entertain the opinion that their science is capable
of superseding the " one only way," whereby a guilty world may
be brought to a "knowledge" of the great God and Father o£
all (p. 5. ), it can only be stated in reply, that the thing is not
true, that such an opinion is not generally held, and that a long
array of texts to controvert it, is a fighting with an unreal ideal
enemy, and an uncandid attempt to load Mesmerism with an
obloquy that ought not to belong to it.
The more serious charge, therefore, of this pamphlet, that
the science is " directly contrary to the Word of God" (p. 1. ),
falls to the ground : the science has not been elevated on the
unchristiiUl pinnacle which this writer imagines.
Of a similar character is the charge, that it must be by
" some superior intelligence," i. e. supernatural and diabolical,
that the "mesmerised person becomes so gifted in his sleep,
that with precision and promptness he answers learned and
scientific questions: " that " untaught persons in the trance explain the causes of earthquakes and volcanoes- say what electricity is, and its effects on the sun and planets," travel in
thought "many billions of miles to the stars Sirius, and Aldebaran," and state" with confidence what God did in this globe
many thousiUlds of years ago." (pp. I, 2. and 11.)
Is this a fair description of Mesmerism ? Supposing that
a narrative were to be published of the improvement and effects
of modern gunnery, could Captain Warner's "Long Range"
be correctly set forth as a leading instance of w!Iat has been
accomplished? Could the historian build up his tale of artillery
achievements from the promised result of that invention ? And
so in Mesmerism ; that certain patients led on by a growing
love of creating wonder have, in their excited state, pretended
to " dream mighty dreams, and see marvellous visions," is
perfectly true, and much to be lamented : but are their nonsense, or impostureR, or hysteric credulity just specimens of the
effects of lll8e'"'Detic influence ?
G
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Would the writer of this Pamphlet deem the vtstons of
Swedenborg and his "actual obseMJatiom of what was occurring in Heaven and Hell" any argument against that pure
creed of the Gospel, which walks "by faith and not by sight ?"
or that the monstrous worship of the bones of dead men
militated against a worship "in spirit and in truth" of the
Father of light and love ?
The real point is, how does Mesmerism appear, as delineated
by the best authorities and its sober-minded advocates,-not
what is its character, if estimated from some extreme and
isolated cases ?
That there is, in certain peculiar constitutions, a very remarkable tramference of thought from the Mesmeriser to his
patient, (out of which the extravagant pretensions, narrated
above, have taken their birth,) is true, and is also one of the
most striking things in the science. But there is a. limit to
this action. That which is in the mind of the Mesmeriser, or
ma.y be latent in his bra.in, is communicated by some connecting
and sympa.thetic medium, most probably of an electric character•, to the mind of the sleeper, and developes itself by outward manifestations, more or less perfect. Sometimes this
communicated knowledge mingles with some older information
that is lying dormant in the mesmerized bra.in, and brings out
a result that partakes still more of the seemingly mira.eulous.
• In e:rpressiug my belief in the electric theory, or in that of some
cognate "imponderable," I am aware that I am somewhat contradicting a
previous observation as to the imprudence of a premature hypothesis. But
Dr. Jenner says truly in one of his letters, " If there were no theorists in
the world, how slow would be the advance of science ! • • • Such is the
nature of the animal economy, that there are a thousand processes going
furward, which can never be stared full in the face ; but there is no harm in
a plausible guess." Baron's life of Jenner, vol. ii. p. S69. Th., most
learned Bishop of St. David's says kindly, when speaking of the curliest
philosophers, in language that may apply to mesmerising theorists: " It is
ecarcely possible to refrain from smiling at the boldnes5 with which these
first adventurers in the field of speculation, unconscious of the scantiness of
their resources, or of the difficulty of the enterprise, rushed at once to the
solution of the highest problems of philosophy. But, to temper any
disdainful feeling, which their temerity may e:rcite, it should be remembered
that without the spirit which prompted this hardihood, philosophy would probably never hafJe riaeoa from its cradle." - Thirlwall's History of Greece, vol. ii.
p. ISS.
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Still nature is at work, and nothing more. Not rarely too, the
wonder-loving somnambule superadds certain marvellous
creations of his own to the former reflected images, and thus
exhibits in the end a sad mixture of falsehood and reality.
But there is a line to be drawn, to which the actual power
extends, though that line is established with difficulty:- but
it is confined, in my judgment, to the active or latent knowledge, that is pos.'lessed by the Mesmeriser, or the patient, or
some parties present or in connexion. All this is wonderful
enough, and proves the strange influence of the mesmeric fluid
"on the chambers of the brain ; " but there is a wide difference
between the possession of this rare and circumscribed action and
"an intuitive discernment'' about volcanoes and earthquakes,
and as to what is now taking place "in Jupiter and the sun.''"
But, argues our opponent next, "Now let us suppose, that by
some sudden transition, an ignorant man is thrown into a
position, where he instantly becomes learned: he is ever afterwards learned. This must be so: it would be absurd to
conclude o~herwise. We may as well assert that nature has a.
retrograde tendency, &c. But this is not the case with those
who have undergone the mesmeric influence : all their wonderful
knowledge departs with all their wonderful sleep; therefore
the learning cannot be the unlettered individual's own acquired learning," but the whisperings of some "superior intelligence " (p. 3. ). The argument is, that because the knowledge exhibited by the sleeper in his sleep is forgotten by him
when he wakes up, the knowledge so conveyed is not "according to nature," and "cannot be supported by sound philosophy,"
but mnst be communicated by some extra-natural agent, -or,
in other words, by an evil spirit. "When the sleep is over, he
is precisely the same man as before." What he once knows,
" he ~er wsea." Now it so happens that our friend is wrong
as to the "soundness of his philosophy,'' and in his knowledge
of nature, setting l•fesmerism and Mesmerisers altogether aside.
• To show that the above is the confined and practical view entertained
by Mesmerists in general, respecting this power, it may be as well to add,
tbat it is commonly called" thought-reading," and by the French penetratitm
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Analogy and observation lead to a very opposite opinion. The
natural Sleep-walker, who in his trance has been performing
some marvellous feats, and frightening or amusing his relativea
and friends, knows not/,ing of all that he has said or done on
returning to his waking state. He had passed into a new and
different world, and is oblivious of all that had occurred whilst
he was there. This is invariable: and so also very constantly
under etherisation. Medical men report, that their patients,
on restoration from the intoxicating or benumbing eff.!ct of
ether, have often shown themselves utterly unconscious of what
had taken place under its influence. Now the mesmeric condition is an abnormal one, the same, or very similar to that,
into which the natural somnambulist spontaneously falls. And
therefore, oblivion or ignorance of what occurs in the magnetic
sleep, is precisely a state of things which we should be led to
expect from comparing it with its kindred condition, and so
far from being a proof of the extraordinary influence of a
diabolic spirit, is rather a satisfactory and conclusive argument
as to the natural action of the whole proceeding.
The condition, indeed, of double consciousness, as it is terme~
with instances of which Piedical and physiological works aboun~
is a complete refutation of this writer's argument. Dr. Dyce,
of Aberdeen, has detailed a remarkable case in the Edinburg4
Philosophical Transactions. Dr. Abercrombie, in one of his
admirable works, mentions a similar instance, where a young
girl, in a state of somnambulism, " showed astonishing acuteness;'' but was, "when awake, a dull awkward girl, and did
not appear to have any recollection of what had passed during
her sleep." • Mesmerism had nothing to do in producing these
cases. And the author of this pamphlet, if he enter more
deeply into the inquiry, will find that his views on this point
are based on an error, -for that this cessation of "the perceptive or reflective faculties" is strictly "according to
nature," and agreeable to "sound philosophy and good common
sense." t
• Abercrombie" On the Intellectual Pou:er•," p. 296.
t Dr. Moore, in his "Power of the Soul over the Body," mentions a Dr.
Haycock, professor of medicine in Oxford, who would give out a text, and
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The only other argument in the Tract requiring notice, is
the assumption of the satanic character of Mesmerism from
the perversion of its use (p. 9.). When the writer shall have
specified which of God's gifts are not perverted to evil purposes by evil agents of some kind, we will enter on the objection,
Our health, our strength, the best faculties of our understanding
are often so employed, that "the result is only evil" (p. 10.);
would the writer have us therefore infer, to use his own
language, that "it must be evil to practise " or employ them ?
(p. 11.) In a certain sense, indeed, Satan may be said to be
the "secondary cause " of much that exists in the world, by
his permitted use of divinely-created materials to his own
malicious ends : and Mesmerism, of course, forms no exception ;
for I agree with a writer in the British Magazine, that "whether
this power originally be satanic or not, Satan has often learned.
to turn it against men.'' •
The writer of " Mesmerism tested by the Word of God,"
has not written in an unfair or illiberal spirit; and with very
many of his observations I cordially concur: but he has not
shaken me in my firm faith, that this power, against which he
contends, is yet " of God :"-and in spite of the earnest and
important nature of hi8 arguments, his Pamphlet will be found,
on close examination, to be in the words of the poet," Like a tale oflittle meaning
Though the worth are strong."f

Another specimen of these "paper bullets of the brain,''
under the charitable title of "A Dialogue between a- Mesmerist
and a Christian +• " has also been forwarded to me by some
anonymous opponent.
The writer of this diatribe, "founded on actual conversation," has taken care to have the lion's share of the argument,
and to put his adversary at all convenient disadvantage.
The tirade is founded on the old unproven affirmation, which
deliver a good sermon on it, in his sleep, but was incapable of 1uch discourse
when awake."
• See a short but sensible Letter on Mesmerism, in " British Magazine "
for September 1844, p. SOl.
t Tennyson," Lotos Eaters," vol. i. p. 184.
f Published by Nisbet and Co., Berner Street. ,
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is here affirmed over and over again, that " Mesmerism is sopernatural because it must be supernatural;" a short and easy way
of disposing of a question.
It is penned in such an illogical style, and proceeds so
benevolently on the assumption implied in the title-page, that
a Mesmerist cannot be a Christian, that an examination of such
melancholy bigotry would be an abuse of reason.
For instance, to apply his own weapons of offence, what
would the writer say of a " Dialogue between a Vaccinator llJld
a Christian ? " - " A Dialogue between a Student of Scripture
and a Student of Astronomy? ''-"A Dialogue between a.
Disciple of the Lord Jesus and a Practiser of the Devilish Art
of Inoculation?" as if the two things were incompatible. Yet
we know what feelings have once existed against these different
subjects.
I have a pamphlet by me, published in 1754, of 195 pages
in length,-which speaks of inoculation as a "practice inconsistent with the duty to the Creator,"-as "an audacious
attempt to take ourselves out of the hands of the Almighty,"
-as "an unnatural practice,"-" insulting our Maker,"-and
as "a human invention,"-" throwing" the party inoculated
"into a state full of presumption and rebellion against God." tt
The language of this ignorant pamphlet against inoculation
so completely the language of this present writer against
Mesmerism (the date of its publication being tnk.en into consideration), that, mutatis mutandis, its arguments might be
borrowed by our very original opponent for the next edition of
his " Dialogue."

Mr. Bickersteth, the truly admirable and pious Rector of
Watton, has been represented as one of the opponents. In his
" Signs of the Times from the East" he had hastily observed,
that he was "compelled to view it as possible that a supernatural, and therefore diabolical, power may be engaged in
producing some of the wonders of Mesmt!rism, and that he
would not for any supposed benefit have any thing to do with

* " A Vindication of a Sennon, entitled ' Inoculation an Indefensible
Practice, &c.' " by the Rector of St. Mildred's, Canterbury.
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it." In a most honourable and Christian-like letter, however,
to the editor of the Zoist •, he" frankly admits that his language
was unguarded and improper ;"-that his "words conveyed an
idea far from his mind,"-and that he "has seen enough to
make him think that though Mesmerism may be fearfully
abused, it may yet be one of those powers which God gives for
the benefit of the human race." Similar, too, is the language
of Mr. Close of Cheltenham in his "Lecture on Miracles,"
before referred to. When, therefore, the scrupulous Christian
perceives two such able and evangelical exponents passing
over to the other side, his conscience may surely feel more at
ease respecting a remedy, from which he once turned away in
.superstitious dislike under the teaching of those that ought to
have known better. A division of opinion, at least, exists in
one influential section of the Church. And if the authority of
Mr. M'Neile and "Charlotte Elizabeth" are relied upon by
one side, the honoured names of Mr. Bickersteth and Mr.
Close may be quoted as far more than a counterpoise on the
other.
After all, the whole controversy lies in a nutshell. Omnia
immundis immunda: "unto the-pure all things are pure"-as
the Apostle teaches; "but unto them that are defiled and unbelieving " is nothing pure:" t- and Mesmerism is satanic or
otherwise, according as we receive it or use it.
• " Zoist, No. 17. p. 71.

t Titus, i.
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CHAP. II.
HESliiERIC AGENT INVISIBLE. -GRA.VITATION.-ANECDOTE FRO)[ WEST
INDIES.- NEW SYSTE)[ OF REMEDIES MARVELLOUS.- POWER OF CLERGY,
AND

SPIRITUAL

TYRANNY.- WITCHCRAFT.- BARK INTRODUCED

BY

JESUITS.- INOCULATION.- VACCINATION.- SIN OF ARRA.IGl!oo"lNG GOD's
BOUNTIES.- WHAT SCRIPTURE DOCTRINE OF EVIL SPIRITS.- CHARGE
BROUGHT AGAINST li!ESMERISERS. -LINES " ON HEARING liiESlllER18Jl
CALLED IMPIOUS."

DEPLORABLE as are the rhapsodies which the last chapter ex·
amined, there is nothing new in the state of feeling, of which
they are but the index. There is a tendency in the human
mind to refer every thing that cannot be explained to the influence of Satan ; and though this idea of the supernatural has
been refuted over and over again by subsequent discoveries,
men still continue haunted with the same restless fears of the
mysterious, and suppose the man of science to have signed a contract with the spirit of evil. But the one thing in Mesmerism
that so especially disturbs the imagination of the timid, and
produces so much of painful feeling, is the fact, that the immediate agent is invisible. It is this that throws so mystical a
character over the subject. Superstition then comes to the aid
of ignorance; for when men cannot perceive all that exists, it
is an easy way of solving the difficulty, by assuming that the
whole transaction is beyond the boundary of nature. " If I
could but see what causes all this," said a fair disciple of
M'Neile's one day, "I should be easier." "The devil," observes the sermon, "works here unseen." • These reasoners

• Maxwell, a Scotchman, and the famous predecessor of Mesmer, in his
treatise " De Medicina Magnetica," published in 1679 at Frankfort, asks,
" how men can refer the best gifts of God to the worst of creaturP.S, the devil,
because the secret nature of them is not perceitJed ~" " Anne maxima Summi
Boni dona, in pessimum creaturarum diabolum, tanquam auctorem rcferre
requum putatis? Verum hoc humani errantis ingenii proprium est, ut Iatentis naturre sureta non perspecta condemnet. "-Preface. This remarkable
treatise will be noticed again : it is in the British Museum.~
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require a visible patent fluid to pass before their eyes to clear
the practice of its sinfulness. In demanding this, they forget
that there are other agents .in nature which are outwardly im·
perceptible. For in accordance with this argument the evil
spirit must be at work in the air we breathe, and in the wind
by which our navies are wafted, for it is only through thei1'
tjfects that we discern them ;-and the Christian passenger
should refuse to embark on any vessel but a steam-ship ; and
enter a solemn protest to the captain, if he presume to consult
his compass as a guide to the destined haven.
But the power that thus directs one of the extremities of the
magnetic needle to the north, is not the only invisible influence
in nature. " We may suspect," says an able French writer •,
"that there are in the world several subtle fluids, and certain
concealed properties, of which we have yet no notion; and this
is the reason why we find many phenomena inexplicable.'' But
I cannot do better than give the words of a friend on this subject, in one of his powerfully written letters:-" How senseless
(says he) is the objection of those who demand the explanation
of a cause, as though there were one power of any description
that ever was or ever can be explained. We register effects,
and the course of these effects ; of the nature of a cause we
know nothing. Gravitation is perhaps of nil powers the most
universal and the best understood, but who can explain this?
We see the stone fall to the ground, and smoke rise up aloft,
the storm rushes by, and the mountain torrent dashes over the
precipice into the gulf below-but of the cause of all these
various and apparently opposite effects, we know nothing- but
that the power is simple and uniform ; it is attraction, a sym.
pathy between bodies, but whichis no explanation. We cannot
see it, for power is an action beyond the sphere of our perceptions ; we know it in the effect of matter on matter, and can
trace the course of these effects through all material nature, but
nothing more- we observe the conditions under which each
effect is made manifest, but beyond which all is mystery; of the
cause we know nothing. It is the same with the phenomena of
animal life which we perceive through the action of Mesmerism,
• 1\I. Virey, in " L' Art de perfectionner l'Homme."
o,9,tized
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the results of which are uniform under similar conditions, but
vary with all the changes observable in the living body ; and so
far as we are acquainted with these changes, can we calculate
upon the result of Mesmeric action ; and it is the same with the
effects which follow in the course of every other power by which
the living body is influenced ; the laws of action are but the
recognised material conditions under which any effects take
place, and nothing more. Could we even perceive a medium of
communication between acting bodies, as the wire which conveys electricity, or the air which communicates all the exquisite
harmonies of Round to the sensitive nerve, or really witness a
visible tangible fluid passing out from one body into another,
the ~difficulty and the mystery would be the same ; for a fluid is
not a power, nor a medium of communication a cause of the
influence which it communicates ; these are but the different
chains in the links of material appearances, which for con·
venience we call causation ; but which in truth explain nothing;
they are but means to an end, the filling up of the links in the
chain. Gunpowder explodes by the near approach of flame,but which the circumstance of the slightest damp will prevent.
Now, who can the least explain these phenomena; or tell us
what is light, or heat, or the nature of this repulsive power,which is the explosion ? In all matters on which we are ig·
norant, we should suspend our judgment; for experience alone
can lead to knowledge, and the wisest of men have ever been
the most humble before truth, and the most careful in giving
judgment; for their experience has shown the folly of human
wisdom in giving judgment without knowledge; that knowledge
which is power : for the ignorance of the indolent is not bliss:
'for though all knowledge,' says Lord Bacon, 'is valuable and
-connected, the knowledge of man to man is the most important,
and ought to be the foundation of every system of education.'
Let us then, with pure humility and an earnest spirit, seek to
know ourselves, that we may be wise unto salvation,- praising
God for all that he may reveal to us, and not in the pride o£
intellect, without inquiry, presumptuously reject the light which
is from Heaven, and ascribe the ways of God to the agency of
Satan."

.,.
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After all, this dread of the mysterious depends altogether
upon the accident of our experience. Habit reconciles us to
every thing. • What is as a miracle in one century, is a matter
of course in another. And if our eyes be but accustomed to a
particular result, though the cause may transcend our senses,
it never enters into the thoughts of the large majority of men
to ask whether the actual agent be unseen or visible. There
is a curious story mentioned in that amusing little work,
"Six Months in the West Indies," which strikingly illustrates
this remark. When a steamer was first started at Trinidad,
Sir Ralph Woodford took a trip of pleasure in her through
some of the Bocas into the main ocean. " When they were in
the middle of the passage, a small privateer WtlS seen making
all sail for the shore of the island. Her course seemed unaccountable; but what was their surprise when they observed
that, on nearing the coast, she ran herself directly on shore,
her crew at the same time leaping out over the sides of the
vessel, and scampering up the mountains!" This was so strange
a sight, that, to discover the cause, Sir Ralph went on board of
the privateer, and found only one man there with a broken
limb, in a posture of supplication. "He was pale as ashes,
his teeth chattered, and his hair stood on end, and ' Misericordia,
Misericordia,' was his only reply." The explanation at last
was, that " they saw a vessel steering without a single sail,
directly in the teeth of the wind, current, and tide; that they
knew no ship could move in such a course by human means;
that they concluded it to be a supernatural appearance,"-" and
that when he himself heard Sir Ralph's footsteps, he verily
and indeed believed that he was fallen into the hands of the
evil spirit." Here, now, was a state of terror, as in Mesmerism,
the result of novelty alone. This Spaniard had been accustomed
• Merie Casaubon, whose "Treatise concerning Enthusiasm" has been
already quoted, says in another work, " On Crtdulily and IncreduUtg,"
" Another great cause of wondering is the power of uae and CtUtom, which
they, who by the report of others, or by their own e11perience, have not been
acquainted with, must needs ascribe to magic and '"~noatural catlltl many
things which are merely natural."- p. 14. This was written about two ceoturin back ; strange, that with all our discoveries, we should have yet advanced 10 little I
H
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all his life to steer his little vessel through the aid of an unseen
magnetic power, and by the invisible action of the wind; and
there was nothing wonderful to him in these ordinary properties
of nature;- but when a ship was propelled by the means of
human machinery, by paddles, and boilers, and steam that
were open to the eye, this unusual spectacle filled the poor
sailors with a dread of approaching evil,-they "concluded it
~o be a supernatural appearance,"-while the real object of
mystery remained unheeded in the cabin through the simple
effect of daily habit.•
The turn, however, which the fears of the superstitious so
frequently take, is in an uneasiness on the subject of medical
treatment, and at the application of some new and unwonted
remedy. This fact can be corroborated by writers without
number. It is not the· disease that so much alarms, as the
cure that subdues it. It is hence that the populace takes
affright ; on this that preachers preach, and the learned bestow
their wisdom. Old Burton, in his well-known work, the
"Anatomy of Melancholy," has a whole chapter on the" rejection of unlawful cures." He gives us a catalogue of writers,
who affirm that cures are perfected by diabolical agency.
"Many doubt, saith Nicholas Taurellus, whether the divell can
cure such diseases he hath not made, and some flatly deny it,
howsoever common experience confirms to our aston~shment,
that magicians can worke such feats, and that the divell
without impediment can penetrate through all parts of our
Podies, and cure such maladies by meanes to us unknown.''
"Nothing so familiar," adds Burton, "as to hear of such

* Sir Joshua Reynolds, in one of his charming " Discourses," says, "It is
very natural for those, who are unacquainted with the cause of any thing extraordinary, to be astonished at the effect, and to consider it as a kind of
magic. • * * The travellers in the East tell us, that wl:ten the ignorant inhabitants of those countries are asked concerning the ruins of stately edifices
yet remaining amon~st them, the melancholy monuments of their former
grandeur and long-lost science, they always answer, that they were built by
magicians. The untaught mind finds a vast gulph between its own powers
and those works of complkated art, which it is utterly unable to fathom, and it
supposes that such a void can be passed only by supernatvral powE-rs."Disc. 6., p. 147. How completely this applies to Mesmerism, which the untaul(ht mind, in its routine practice, finds itself " unable to fathom," and
therefore calls it, in one moment, impossible, and, in the next, preternatural!
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cures:"-" we see the effects only, but not the causes of
them:"-" sorcerers are too common, who in every village will
help almost all infirmities of body." "Many famous cures are
daily done in this kind," he adds again, " and the diveU is an e:x:pert physitian." And after a little farther discussion of the question, he decides, that it is " better to die than be so cured." •
Galen, who bas been termed the Prince of physicians, and
whose name is as a proverb in the profession, was accused of
sorcery by his cotemporaries in reward for his unequalled
success. " They turned against him even the credit of his
cures, by the charge of having procured them through magical
means." t Paracelsus, his distinguished successor, was subject
to the same imputation. A physician named Sennert, born at
Breslaw in 1572, suspected that Paracelsus, bad tampered in
the black art, and seriously asserts that extraordinary cures
can only be performed by a compact with Satan. For he says,
that "the devil has a competent knowledge of physic, but as all
his favours and promises are deceitful and destructive to soul
and body, no benefit, but much evil was to be expected." He
then admonishes physicians rather to acquiesce with resignation
in t/,e death of their patients, than preserve them by impious
means."+ And the part that" enlightened'' Europe has acted
in regard to witchcraft is only too notorious; thousands of un·
happy wretches have suffered at the stake on this accusation,
not always as a punishment for a presumed injury, or to gratify
revengeful feelings, but in consequence of cures effected by the
simplest herbs and through the aid of nature, after repeated
failures of the faculty.
All this is melancholy enough ; and a sad answer to those
who talk of the dignity of human nature. But bad as it is,
something worse remains behind, viz., that the clergy § of all
• Burton. "Anatomy Mel," part ii. p. 220. edit. 1632.
t " lis toumerent meme contre lui I'eclat de certaines cures, en )'accusant
~ le. obtenir par des moyens magiques."- Biographie Univer., art. " Galien."
f " Quanquam vero negari non possit Diabolum rerum medicarum satia
esse peri tum."- Sennert, tom. i. p. 234. De Paracelso.- See Moore's
.. History of Small Pox," p. 184.
$ In making this statement, I seek not the worthless distinction of liberality at the expence of my wiser and far superior brethren. But there
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persuasions have too generally led the van in these abominable
persecutions.
Religion has been well termed, by one of our best living
writers, "the medicine of the soul;"-" it is," he says, "the
dt'signed and appropriate remedy for the evils of our nature ;"•
-but this medicine, unhappily is not only easily polluted by
the poison of superstition; but the dregs of human passion and
lmman vanity too readily and too often mingle with the cup.
The object, which the ministers of the gospel have in view, is
of so momentous a nature, of an importance so above and
beyond every other consideration, that it may seem, to zealous
minds, almost to justify the adoption of any means towards its
attainment. If the soul be but saved, what matter the process,
says the carnal reasoning of the sophist. But, happily, we are
forbidden by the highest authority to "do evil that good may
~ome : " and even the salvation of sinners is not to be accomplished by unrighteous ways. Still, this golden rule of Scrip-ture is too frequently forgotten by the young and by the ardent.
Anxious to carry on the great work that is before him,-eager
to enlarge the number of his proselytes, our enthusiastic teacher
is not always sufficiently careful as to the quality of the argu·
ment he adopts in his persuasions. A little " pious fraud " he
trusts may be very excusable. Not content with denouncing in
·words of gravest censure the ungodly and the vicious,- not
:satisfied with "reasoning on righteousness, and temperance,
and judgment to come," he must needs travel a little aside into
·the region of the doubtful and the imaginative. And if he be
;a man of talent as well as of energy, he soon perceives the
points on which a well-known proverb must be brought to memory. Truth,
especially gospel truth, ought to be dearer than factitious claims. And when
religion is exposed to the scoffs of the unbeliever, through the injudicious
advocacy of its own supporters, it is necess3ry to show that the conduct which
does the mischief is no part of the system, but the reprobated superaddings
of a mistaken friend. This is essentially a scientific age; and the more
needful is it to be understood that there is no other hostility between re};gion and science than what arises out of the grossest ignorance. God's
\Vorks and words speak but the same language.
• Archbishop Whately, "Errors of Romanism traced to Human Nature,"
cap. i. p. 75., a book which every one that feels dispo"E'd to cast a stone at
his brother-religionist, should read, not once, but once a year•.
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result. He sees his congregation perple~(!, alarmed, and
anxious. He finds out that fatal secret,-'f~al:I..mean to the
happiness of others,- the pleasure of wieldini. ~~er. He
learns the power of the strong mind over the we~;-:-.::.. of the
crafty over the credulous,- of the fanatic leader ·'m·er the
bigoted follower. And this power, once tasted, is far ·"toQ.
delicious to be laid down: it must now be maintained at '-api. · ·
cost. One preacher promotes it by enforcing :the most puerile · · ·
and superstitious ceremonies ; another by confounding things in ·
themselves innocent and indifferent, and only blameable in their
excess, with things positively sinful and forbidden in Scripture ;
- a third thunders forth his anathemas against the philosophic
inquirer, and places on a level the man, who humbly searches
into the wonders of Providence with one who is living without
God in the world. And the more supple and complying that
they find their people, the more exacting and progressive are
they in their demands. This then is Priestcraft•, be it exercised by what persuasion it may. It is that intolerable spiritual
tyranny, that lording it over men's minds and consciences,
which has done more injury to the pure evangelical faith,which has more retarded the course of the everlasting Gospel,
than all the writings of all the deists from Bolingbroke to Voltaire. It is in fact one of the very evils that have created
deism. It belongs not in particular to one body of Christians
more than to another, though the church of Rome has been
taxed unjustly with an exclusive attachment to its use. Those,
however, who look into the annals of the church, and analyse
the springs of human action, will find it a feeling all but
universal. Pope and Presbyter, Wesleyan and Baptist, have
alike displayed it. The High Church movement at Oxford, and
the Free Church schism at Edinburgh, are equally emanations
of the same principle, though the accidents of their two systems
may be widely opposite. Our evangelical party have, in their
• " Under the name prieat," says Hartley Coleridge, "we comprehend all
creatures, whether Catholic or Protestant, clerks or laymen, who "ither
pretend to have discovered a bye-way to heaven, or give tickets to free the
legal toll-gates, or set up toll gaJu of tkir own."- Biographia Borealis,
p. 241,
B
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own peculiar. way;:\hown the warmest predilections for this
power ; no .~ti nave more domineered over the weak and
ignorant;N)a~:have they;-and the ministers of dissenting
congr~fioits, in spite of their loud professions to the contrary,
hue, whire the occasion has been offered them, been as little
free"·11s any from the same hateful practice. And thus have
·:::~y" all succeeded in spoiling the simplicity of the Gospel
:. :·.··through " vain deceit after the rudiments of the world, and not
· ... ·. · after Christ," and rendered its pure and blessed morality of none
effect through their additions. But the strangest thing in the
matter is the fondness of the people for wearing the yoke. Be
the doctrine or discipline what it may, the laity seem always
ready to receive the most monstrous statements, and to uphold
the pretensions of the most ambitious, if the teachers themselves
appear but in earnest. Affection for priestcraft would almost
seem an inherent principle in the human heart. Populus vult
decipi : or as the Prophet said of old, " the people love to have
it so, and the priests bear rule by these means." Moderation
never was and never will be popular. Bitterness, bigotry,
extreme and extravagant opinions, these are the things that are
palatable with the vulgar. And hence it has been that in all
ages of Christianity, those who by their education and position
ought to have taken the lead in promoting the claims of science,
were the very parties that sought a reputation for sanctity by
heading the outcry against it : and hence it is, that in· the case
of Mesmerism, in other towns of England besides that of Liverpool, some of the clergy have succeeded in tightening the
ehains with which they have enthralled the weakest members of
their flock, by second-hand denunciations on the wickedness of
the system, and by mourning over some of the most virtuous
practisers of the art as the hopeless victims of satanic cruelty ! •

.

· *

This is not asserted from a loose assumption. Those who disbelieve in
Mesmerism, and have not given attention to its claims, have no conception
of the strong language used on the subject, for the sanction of which appeal
is made to the authority of Mr. M•Neile. Not many months since, I was
staying a few days in one of our midland counties,-and on spending an
eveRing with a friend, part of the family remained absent. I afterwards discovered that they refused to make their appearance, as a mesmeriser was in
the room, and the conversation might turn on the practice. A short time
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These things are matter of history; and it may be a useful,
though humbling lesson to bring forward a few instances in
proof. It may encourage a spirit of caution in those who
teach ; it may check the leaning towards credulity in those who
hear. And without alluding to the well-known examples in the
study of astronomy, of geology, and other branches of natural
philosophy, I shall confine myself to a few remarkable cases
taken from the practice of medicine, as bearing an · affinity to
the curative power of the mesmerist.
I begin, therefore, with witchcraft, for the charge of witch•
craft, as was before stated, too commonly arose out of the
medical success of the offender ; and on this point, what a tale
of horror has the conduct of the clergy t~ call up.
The persecutions for witchcraft did not commence in Europe
till towards the close of the fifteenth century; that is, when
what are called the dark or middle ages were rapidly passing
away. ln'1484, at the time of our Richard the Third, Pope
Innocent VIII., in his conclave of cardinals, denounced death
.to all who should be convieted of. witchcraft. The succeeding
popes, Alexander VL, and even Pope Leo X., the polished and
.enlightened Leo, lent their aid in this fearful persecution. About
.1515, just before Luther commenced his career, 500 witches
were executed in Geneva : 1000 were executed in the Diocese
of Como. In Lorraine 900 were burnt. · In France the multitude of executions is called " incredible." In Germany, after
the publication of the Pope's bull, the number of victims stated
is ~ portentous, as to lead to the hope that there must be some
mistake in the calculation ; and we are told that the clergy went
about preaching what were called " Witch Sermons," and inspiring the people with a fanatic ardour in the pursuit.•
pre\'iously to this visit, the clergyman of their parish bad collected the most
obedient members of his congregation together, and, addressing them in
awful language, entreated their prayers for some lost brethren and sisters.
These lost brethren were some benevolent and Christian people who had been
·devoting their days and nights to the relief of their suffering neighbours•
. And this in the 19th ct>ntury I
• I have abridged the above facts and figures from Combe's admirable
work on the " Constitution of Man," and rely on his accuracy for their cor.rectness.
H
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In England the executions were frightfully numerous, especially at the period when the Presbyterian and Independent
clergy were in the ascendant. During the puritanic supremacy
of the famous Long Parliament, 3000 victims euffered.
But it was in Scotland, after the Reformation, and more especially after the triumphant establishment of the Presbyterian
·Kirk, that some of the darkest scenes were enacted. The
General Assembly passed an act for all ministers to take
note of witches and charms, and over and over again pressed
upon parliament a consideration of the subject. In following up
the accusations, the clergy exhibited the most rancorous zeal,
and were themselves often the parties who practised the worst
cruelties. We may rail against Torquemada and his Dominicans,
but it may be a question whether the Inquisition of Spain inflicted more real domestic misery than was endured under the
galling bondage of John Knox and his· platform. True, there
was no auto-da-ft ; but, in its stead, there was a system, of espionage, of informations and visitations, which carried dismay
and unhappiness to every household hearth. In fact, the spiritual tyranny of the Kirk of Scotland was often intolerable.
Documents show that no habits of private life were left untouched by its meddling jurisdiction. And those in the present
day, who are abetting the recent Free Church measures, should
well consider what they are bringing upon themselves ; for
there can be little doubt, that the leaders of the secession, in
spite of the apparently popular character of their proceedings,
are aiming at a return to the old ecclesiastical domination, and
to the prostration of the purses and persons of their people,
under the iron rule of an ambitious presbytery.
Some curious books have been lately published which throw
a valuable light on the old conduct of the Kirk. I allude to the
Miscellanies of the Spalding Club. They ought to be well
studied by the present admirers of spiritual discipline. In the
first volume, there is a document published, called " Trials for
Witchcraft," which contains no less than fifty papers relating to
different trials before the kirk sessions for that offence. A second volume is called " Extracts from the Presbytery Book of
Strathbogie,'' in which we may read how the clergy took fearful
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cognizance of each action of private life, and accused and punished the "suspected " for their mllgical skill. A few samples
may be instructive. There is a trial of poor Helen Fraser, who
was convicted before the " presbeterie of Foverne," among other
charges, for promising one "Johne Ramsay, who was sick of a
consuming disease, to do quhat in hir lay for the recoverie of his
health; " but it was to be kept secret, for the "world was evil,
and spake na gude of sic medicines.'' Janet Ingram had also
sent for Helen to cure her.
There is a narrative ot a meeting held at the kirk of Caldetane, and a poor victim is brought forward, who was accused
of calling on George Rychie's mother, and promising to take oft'
his sickness.
·
Mr. John Ross, the minister at Lumphanon, and the parson
of Kincardine, O'Neil, send in documents to the sessions,
accusing of witchcraft nine or ten persons.
At Belhelvi(l, one Janet Ross is accused of witchcraft, and
denies it, but she confesses to prescribing to a patient, sick of
fever, an egg with a little aqua-vitro and pepper; she had used
the same for herself in her own disease.
One George Seifright is summoned before the kirk, and rebuked for consulting about his wife's sickness, and bringing
some poor woman to cure her.
Issobel Malcolme is accused of charming and curing a child's
sore eye••
Isabel Haldone, of Perth, confesses upon accusation to having
given drinks to cure bairns.
Three poor women are executed in 1623 at Perth for doctoring; and the kirk session called up and censured the parties
who had sought cures at their hands.
In short, as the editor says in the preface, these charges were
"generally connected with cures wrought or attempted for some
1t11ere disease.'' The ignorant prosecutors could not explain
what they saw: it was a paradox to them, how an old woman
by the administration of simples could cure diseases, which had
resisted the wisdom of the professor; and so cutting the knot,
which they could not untie, they trumped up a charge of sorcery
as a salvo and excuse for their own folly.
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William Perkins, a learned and pious divine of Marton, in
Warwickshire, who died in 1602, wrote, amongst a number of
other works, a "Discourse of the Damned Art of Witchcraft;" in
which be says, that the healing or "good witch is the worser
of the two."
" Of witches there are two sorts," be adds, " the bad witch;
and the good witch.••. The good witch is he or she that by con·
sent in a league with the devil, doth use his help for doing good
only. This cannot hurt, but only keal and cure•• •• Now,
howsoever both these be evil, yet of the two, the most horrible
and detestable monster is the good witch. • . • For in healing
him, the good witch bath done him a thousand times more harm
than the former. For the one did only hurt the body, but the
devil by means of the other, hath laid fast of the soul, and by
curing the body, hath killed the spirit." •
If the learned Mr. Perkins had been living in these days,
what powerful " Discourses " be might have put forth against
Ether and Mesmerism under a horror of their healing and pain·
subduing virtues ! "
Let us come to another instance. When, in 1649, the Jesuits
imported into Europe the Peruvian bark, and for this -act and
for their philanthropic exertions in Paraguay made atonement
to society for much of that conduct which has rendered their
name a proverb, the most wonderful effects were produced in
Rome by its use. Geoffroy, in his Materia Medica, states, that
Cardinal de Lugo and his brethren distributed gratis a great
quantity among the "religious," and the poor of the city,
.Agnes and intermittent fevers were cured as if by enchantment.
Geoffroy says that the cures were thought too rapid ( trop
prompt). And hence, as we learn elsewhere, not only did physicians interfere, but "ecclesiastics prohibited sick persons from
using it, alleging that it possessed no virtue but what it derived
from a compact made by the Indians with the devil." t And
thus this useful, this invaluable drug was, on its first introduc·
.tion, treated as Mesmerism is now, and ascribed to the invention
of the father of all evil. And of course the spiritual guides of
• Perkins, W., Fol. vol. iii. p. 6S7.
f See Colquhoun's " Isis Revelata."
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those days thought, with old Burton, that it was " better for
the patient to die," than be cured of his ague by such a
remedy!
When, in 1718; inoculation for small-pox was adopted in this
country, the greatest uproar was stirred up against it. Not
only was the whole medical world opposed to it, but farther,
as Moore tells us in his amusing work on Inoculation, " some
zealous churchmen, conceiving that it was repugnant to religion, thought it their duty to interfere. • • • They wrote
and preached that Inoculation was a daring attempt to interrupt
tAe internal decrees of Providence." (p.237.) Lord Wharncliffe,
in his life of Lady Wortley Montagu, says, that the "clergy
descanted from their pulpits on its impiety.'' Oh! if Mr. Paul
and his Penny-Pulpit reporters had but been living in those
days, what gems of reasoning and rhetoric might have been
preserved to us ! Fortunately a few Folia Sybillina are yet
extant. A Mr. Massey preached in 1722 in St. Andrew's
Church, Holborn, that "all who infused the variolous ferment
were hellish sorcerers, and that inoculation was the diabolical
invention of Satan." • And one of the rectors of Canterbury,
the Reverend Theodore de la Faye t, perhaps exceeded this in a
eermon, preached in 1751, for he denounced with horror inoculation as the offspring of atheism, and drew a touching parallel between the virtue of resignation to the Divine will and its practice.
Similar minds see similar objects under a similar view. And it is
hardly necessary to observe the strong resemblance that exists
between the arguments delivered in Holborn and Canterbury
at the beginning of the last century to the expressions so
recently uttered in the pulpit of St. Jude's at Liverpool.
But the zeal of Mr. De la Faye was not content with one
explosion. In 1753, two years only after hie first discourse,
he published a second sermon, called, " Inoculation an In..
defensible Practice," -in which, if possible, he out-Heroded
• See a sermon by the Rev. Mr. Massey, against the sinful practice o£
IDOculation. July 8th, 1722.
t A Discourse against Inoculating; with a Parallel between the Scripture
Notion of Divine Resignation and the Practice of Inoculation. 1751.
,r
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Herod, leaving all former declamations completely in the
shade.•
The effect on the public mind t was so mischievously great,
that, to counteract the evil, the sermon was answered by Mr.
Bolaine, a surgeon at Canterbury, in a short and judicious
"Letter."
This summoned our hero for a third time into the field ; and
in a long Pamphlet, called " A Vindication cif the Ser111()11,''
(which I have already referred to in the last Chapter,) he
ransacked the regions of folly and intolerance in search of
arguments to maintain his doctrine. The consideration of this
melancholy invective is thus far useful, that it unfolds an in"
structive page in the history of the human mind, by the curious
parallel it presents between the former horror of inoculation,
and many of the present notions respecting Mesmerism. It is
impossible not to smile at the strange coincidence between the
respective reasonings. A few instances shall be given.
l\fesmerism, we know, is constantly described as a quackery.
Inoculation is here termed " an unsocial quackery,"-" an
irregular practice, made to promise more than it can perform."
(Pamphlet, p. 5.)
Mesmerism is called immoral. Inoculation is here repre"
sented as a " complicated immorality, exposing the soul to more
important peril than what men dread from the disease," (p. 85. );
- " a device so immoral," as to be utterly "inconsistent with
the duty we owe our fellow creatures." (p. 61.)
Mesmerism is laughed at as ridiculous. Inoculation is here
called "a practice extremely absurd in a physical view,"" irrational" (p. 81. ), and directly contrary to the nature of all
physical means ( 192. ).
Those who employ :l\fesmerism as a remedial agent, are said
to exercise unlawful means for the benefit of their health. The
r • Inoculation an Indefensible Practice, a Sermon preached at the United
Parish Churches of St. Mildred's and All Saints, in the City of Canterbury,
on the Sd and 24th of June, 1753. Second Edition.
t Mr. Cradock, in his gossiping " Memoirs,'' says, " At a very early age I
was inoculated. At that time the prejudice ran so strong against such an
innovation (p>·e&umption it was called) that my father could •carce in •afety
JJenture from Ilia ho&UJe f1Jr fear of the mob."- p. 6.
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sermon calls inoculation " doing evil that g~ may come,"
(p. 3.).
Mesmerism is called satanic. Inoculation is described as
"irreligious"-" a dati,ng presumption against the Almighty,"
-"an impious machination,'' "which nature recoils at, reason
opposes, and religion condemns," (p. 191. )-"a presumptuous
exaltation of oneself into the high dignity of the supreme, allknowing Creator," (p. 15. ). •
On reading these monstrous paragraphs, and remembering
that within a few years after their publication the practice of
inoculation became generally prevalent, and prized indeed as a
a divine" gift '' most conducive to the welfare of man, one feels
humiliated and shocked at the grovelling superstition of the
Canterbury controversialist.
And yet our preacher might have been better instructed, had
ne condescended to look beyond the pale of his own miserable
pi't'judices; for good and pious men had not feared to lift up
their voices on the other side, and to attempt to lessen, in some
degree, the fanatical follies of their benighted people. Dr.
Doddridge, the excellent and learned Doddridge, a short time
before his death, took up his pen on the subject. A friend of
his early years, the Rev. David Some, a Nonconformist divine
of Harborough, had written in 1725 a tract called, " The Case
of receiving the SmaU Pox hy Inoculation impartially conlidered, and especially in a Religious View." This pamphlet
Dr. Doddridge published in 1750, with a Preface by himself.
In this Preface he says, that "the chief objections against the
practice were of a religious nature;"- and that it was to confute the mistaken application of Scripture to the remedy that
the treatise was written.
The author mentions the usual objections, such as, that
Inoculation "usurps the sacred prerogative of God, who
wounds and beals as He pleases " ( p. 18.) ; -that there " is a
great deal of danger in it" (p. 20.) ; that it "came from the
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given these several quotations at length, from the feeling, that
unless they were plainly placed before the eyes, the reader would not believe
the lengths to which the anti-inoculation frenzy had reached. And what a
leseon they also furnish to the anti-mesmeric crusader I
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Turks,"-men "of a different religion" to ourselves (p. 37.);
that " some learned divines are of opinion that the practice
comes from the devil" (p. 37.); and that others consider the
assaults of the evil spirit upon Job as an instance of satanic
inoculation !
These objections Mr. Some answers successively, taking high
and religious ground in defence of the practice.•
When vaccination made its appearance, the same hubbub
arose. Again was the medical profession up in arms ; again
did the pulpits resound with denunciations. Some of the
clergy discovered vaccination to be antichrist. Moore, in his
History of Vaccination, says, that "the opposition to vaccination
was much more violent in England than in other countries,"
(p. 115. ). He says again, " the imaginations of many femala
were so much disturbed with tales of horror concerning it, that
they could not even listen to any proofs of their falsehood."
(p. 122. ). The learned author of the "Principles and Practice
of Medicine'' says, that when vaccination was introduced, "it
was said, that it was taking the power out of God's band ; that
God gave us the small-pox, and that it was impious to interrupt
it by the cow-pock. When I was a boy, I heard people say that
it was an irreligious practice, and that it was taking the power
out of God's hand, forgetting that it is merely using that power
which God has given us. Sermons were preached against it;
and handbills were stuck about the streets. I recollect seeing
it stated in a handbill, that a person who was inoculated for the
cow-pock had horns growing in consequence of it,'' (p. 479.).
These now are the annals of small-pox : and thus in a few
years hence, when Mesmerism shall be firmly established,and when it will be as much a matter of course for a neuralgic
patient to apply to its influence for a cure, as it is now for a
mother to have her infant vaccinated, the future historian will
relate, among the curiosities of the subject, that two sermons
were actually preached one Sunday in Liverpool, denouncing as
. impious and satanic the practice of so simple, so common, and
so natural an act as the exercise of the mesmeric manipulations.
• This pamphlet is now scarce, I found it in the library of the Norwich
Literary Institution.
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Truly this satanic agency is a clever actor of all work! N umberless are the difficulties that are removed by it. " All the
world's a stage ; " and one and the same interpretation "plays
in its time many parts." For,
Satanic agency first comes forward in the character of an old
woman, curing the sore eyes of a boy by an infusion of dockweed.
Satanic agency next appears in the character of a Jesuit,
acowling darkly around, and curing a tertian ague by the Peruvian cinchona.
Satanic agency again appears in the character of Lady Wortley Montagu, importing inoculation from Turkey, and arresting
the fearful ravages of small-pox I
Satanic agency again appears in the character of Doctor
Jenner, convulsing the College of Physicians with his novelties,
and saving myriads of infants by the process of vaccination!
Satanic agency lastly appears in the character of a modern
Mesmerizer, healing, by his soothing power, some of the most
distressing diseases, and expelling a whole train of neuralgic
pains, which had defied the skill of the faculty !
And they, who utter these denunciations, think that they are
doing God service!
Rather do they throw a serious discredit on religion; rather
do they inflict on it material disservice. They make the infidel
and barren spectator laugh, and the judicious and thinking
Christian grieve. They overload the Gospel with a weight that
does not belong to it. They affect the mind in the same 'Vo'&Y
as the legends and false miracles of the church of Rome, "in
leading captive" the silliest of women through a grovelling superstition, but disgusting men of sense ·by their absurdity, and
converting the philosopher into half an infidel. Enjoined to
believe all these statements, men end in believing none. • In
this respect, then, these pious frauds are a mistake, if we may
so speak. They do not accomplish the object aimed at. They
do not increase, but rather lessen, the amount of real Christianity. But they are not merely a mistake,- they are far
• See the Life &c. of Mr. Blanco White, which strikingly confirms this
obaenation.
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worse,- they are positively immoral and sinful. In asserting
this, we are far fro~ singling out Mr. M•Neile as the object of
our remarks. His views are but an indication of opinions that
are afloat. He is but one out of many. We rather regret to
see a man of his abilities lending the sanction of his name to
such absurdities. He is a person of weight in the religious
world; and therefore do we appeal to him, and ask,- if, in
giving currency to these dogmata, he bas well considered his
responsibilities as a teacher. To speak of the bounties of
Providence as the temptings of the evil one,- to treat a
blessing a.'! if it were a curse,- to condemn a benefit before it
be examined,- as is the wont of the religious opponents of
Mesmerism,-seems to me the conduct of a thoughtles3 unthank·
ful spirit. • "If the Lord would make windows in heaven,
might this thing be ? '' was the speech of the unbelieving Lord
at the promised plenty to Samaria. (2 Kings, vii. 2.) " He
doeth these wonders through Beelzebub, the chief of the devils,,
-was the answer of the hardened Jews to the works of our
Divine Master; and what are the marvels of Mesmerism,-but
equally the works of God,- equally flowing from the same
heavenly fount as the miracles of the blessed Jesus,-the one
indeed effected immediately at His word,-the other through
those secondary agents of which He is the first and only source.
We therefore say, that it is our DUTY AS CHRISTIANS TO SEE
THE HAND OF GoD in the work,-that it is our duty to recognise so good, so merciful, so healing an influence, as a proof of
the Almighty's care for his people. To do less than this argues
a want of faith, and a lowering and an undervaluing of the Divine attributes. Our bodily frame may indeed be full of complicated and mysterious movements ; but what is that to faith?
a mystery is no mystery to the eye of faith. The Psalmist hath
told us, that "we are fearfully and wonderfully made; " that it
is God " who hath fashioned us behind and before,"- that it is
"God who laid his hand upon us,"-and that" in his book all
• " Such notions are mere emanations of false pride and ignorant prejudice. He who conceives them, little reflects that they, in reality, involve
the principle or a contempt for the works and ways of God."-Vestiges of
Natural History of Creation, p. 235.
-·
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our members are written." To say therefore, that "the flesh
of man's body cannot be placed in a Mesmeric state, except by
supernatural means," is to show a forgetfulness of God. "Be
ye sure that the Lord He is God ; it is He that hath made us,
and not toe ourselves ; " -we are but clay in the hands of the
potter. The Divine Creator forms one vessel to honour, and
another to dishonour ; -he divides severally to each of us our
separate qualities,-to some he gives spiritual gifts,-to others
physical,-to others a union of both: "He will have mercy on
whom He will have mercy, and whom He will He hardeneth,"
-but whether they be gifts of grace, or gifts of nature, they
all flow from Him,- for "of Him, and through Him, and to
Him are all things,'' and "by Him do all things consist."
Let pot, then, the Christian misunderstand me. In thus
opposing the main tenets of these anti-mesmeric pamphlets, do
I make void the doctrine of satanic influence ? Do I deny its
truth? God forbid! yea, rather would I establish it. My own
painful experience tells me, that in our religious warfare, we
wrestle not with flesh and blood, but with the unseen powers
and principalities pf hell, with spiritual wickedness in high
places. Firmly do I believe, with Holy Scripture, that the
"devil goeth about like a roaring lion, seeking whom he may
devour." Wherever is seduction or wickedness, there is Satan
in the midst of us ; -wherever is falsehood, imposture, and
deceit, his kingdom reaches also ; - wherever are unjust and
railing accusations against the brethren,- wherever are "lying
wonders," and claims to a false and pretended power, his pre·
sence may be known ; and my daily prayer is, after the
teaching of our blessed Master, to be delivered not only from
evil,- but also from "the Evil One." This is a creed of which
all the wisdom of this world will never make me ashamed ; - I
am only anxious to place this doctrine on a scriptural and
legitimate footing. With the apostolic Heber, I believe that
" no slavish fears, no trifling superstition can fo\low from these
views, when regulated :by reason and by Scripture." And
while, with that lamented Bishop, I think that the "notions
which God's word has taught us to entertain of evil spirits, are
sufficient to discredit the ordinary tales of witchcraft," with
I
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him also do I believe, that our tempters to sin are "mighty
and numerous," and that the name of the great adversary is
" Legion." •
But if no satisfactory reason can, after all, be advanced in
maintenance of this charge of satanic agency, and if that
position be abandoned ·as forlorn, our fanatical opponents shift
their ground, in the next place, to an uncharitable imputation
against the men themselves. The slavery of mind must be
secured at any cost ; and so the world is instructed, that the
thing itself must be wrong, because the creed of its supporters
is dangerous and unsound. The leading :Mesmerists, they say,
are deists, sceptics, materialists ; and what good fruit, it is
demanded, can grow or be gathered from such a stock ? And
who are they that thus join in the accusation against the
persons and principles of the Mesmeric school? Many, who in
their daily habits of domestic life are visited by practitioners,
entertaining and avowing the very same views on religion to
which they object. And to be consistent, therefore, tlrey who
make the charge should be careful that the rule applied to
every other therapeutic novelty and invention in surgery. But
granted, that their sweeping denunciation be correct, it were
surely a new ordeal, wherewith to test the merits of a medical
discovery. For, after all, the real question is, how can such a
charge affect the truth of the science itself? H all geologists
were .atheists, the fact would still remain, that the imbedment
of certain fossils in certain strata does determine the relative
succession of the latter, and throw considerable light on the
structure of our globe. If all phrenologists were materialists,
the fact would still remain, that an habitual train of thought, of
feeling, or of conduct does act through the brain on the external
conformation of the skull, and furnish a faithful manifestation of
the moral character. And so if all Mesmerisers were deists,
the fact would still remain, that that Supreme Being, who
formed man out of the dust of the earth, and breathed into his
soul the breath of life, did impart in his organization a sym• See Heber's Sermon on the Existence and In8uenc:e of Evil Spirits;
and a Sermon by Bishop Hurd on James iv. 7.: "Resist the de,·il, and he
will fiee from you."
-
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pathetic susceptibility to magnetic action, and that through
this process a curative influence may be evolved of the highest
value to suffering humanity. And is it, then, the fact, that this
healing, this merciful power is alone exercised or adopted by
the scriptural unbeliever? Shame, then, on Christians who
can so neglect it! Shame, then, on men who can thus arraign
~he bounties of Providence, and extract from the very gifts of
creation the poisoned materials for their own uncharitable
assumptions! But that the disciples of Mesmer belong so
exclusively to the school of materialism, if we must not call it
a libel, is at least a strange exaggeration of facts. That there
may be some among them, is probable ; for in what department
of knowledge, where a consciousness of intellectual power leads
men on, has not the light of revelation been too often overlooked
and forgotten ? Whether it be, as Bacon says in his Advancement of Learning, that "in the entrance of philosophy, when
the second causes, which are next unto the senses, do offer
themselves to the mind of man, if it dwell and stay there, it
may induce some oblivion of the Highest Cause;" whether
this be correct, I know not ; but it is a common remark, that
they, who by the habitual course of their studies, have been
more accustomed than other men to look into the immediate
causation of things, have been too generally found amongst the
followers of Pyrrho and Epicurus ; -but I have yet to learn,
that the observation applies with greater force to the students
of Mesmerism than to those of any other science. Many there
are amongst them, whom no Christian community need blush
to own ; many, who by their faith and practice adorn the doctrine they profess;- some, with whom I have walked to the
house of God in company ; and all of them with whom I am
acquainted, are less deficient in that most excellent gift of
charity, the very bond of peace and of all virtues, than those of
their impugners, by whom the wanton cry is raised of in-:fidelity and materialism.
What, then, is the state of mind with which "wise, prudent,
and Christian men should meet the present state of the question?" • I would not have them, from a disgust at .• the
• See M•Neile's sermon towards the close.
1
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tendencies of this sermon, join the ranks of the infidel, and
laugh to scorn the doctrine of Satanic agency, as the invention of
men • - holy Scripture teaches it; experimental religion confirms it : but I would have them be cautious not to confound
the ways of Providence t with the works of the Evil One ; I
would have them remember " how little a part" of God's
wonders are yet laid bare to his creaturea ; I would have them
look into the subject with a devotional spirit, anxious for trut~
not rashly condemning that of which they are ignorant, lest
haply, in their presumption, "they be found to be fighting
against God." t " Christian men " need not fear to be present
at scientific lectures or physiological experiments, if they go in a
Christian spirit. Hard words are no argument. Accusations
of" morbid curiosity," and "foolish novelties," and "devilish
devices," carry no proofs of their truth to the thinking pious
believer. If he goes, he goes with prayer- he goes with the
Bible, if not in his hand, yet in his heart ; he goes to study the
book of God's works by the book of God's word; he goes with
the full remembrance that " no science can save a soul," no
natural knowledge bring us nearer to God. But if, on the
other hand, it be sickness or bodily pain that hath entered into
the Christian's dwelling, and that his knowledge of the healing
properties of Mesmerism should lead him to make experiment
of its power, what are the feelings with which he would commence a trial of this unknown and unseen remedy? He would
• " Whilst we endeavour to reduce divers ecstacies to natural causes, the
ignorance of which causes we shall show to have been the cause of many
evils, we would not be suspected to question the truth and reality of things
supernatural, for which having the authority of the Holy Scriptures, no man
can deny them, except he :first deny the truth and reality of these as divine."
-~bare CAsAUBON, Treatise on Enthusia8m, cap. S. p. 60.
Since the above was written, I have met with a clever paper, full 'of
curious matter, called " Witchcraft rmd Mesmerism," in the London Polvteehnic Magazine, No. 2, by Dr. T. Stone. The facts therein stated are ve~y
instructive.
·
f " Science, it is said, :fills the soul with uneasiness and curiosity, and removes us from God. A1 if there tcere ang lcit:flce tcithout Aina, as if the
divine eft'ulgence, reftected in science, had not a serene virtue, a power
diffusing tranquillity in the human heart, and imparting that peace of eternal
truths and imperishable laws, which will exist in all their purity when worlds
will be no more."-MtcHELEr, Priesta, Women,[and Familiu, p. 19.;
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"walk by faith and not by sight." He would regard it as only
one out of many thousand gifts, bountifully bestowed upon us
in this life by a merciful Creator ; he would value it as a
blessing sent to cheer and comfort him, when other and more
customary means were failing to relieve him. He would turn
to its use with prayer, with humble hope, with pious confidence;
he would feel that the issue was yet with God, and the divine
will would be his own. He would not, like the impious king
recorded in Scripture, forget the Lord, and seek only phySICians. No: the great Physician of the cross, the healer of
our leprosies, bodily and spiritual, would, after all, be his main
and only refuge. To Him would he look at morning, at noontide, and at the evening hour. Yea, he would feel that it was
good to be afllicted, if his afflictions and their earthly remedies
made him better acquainted with his own heart, and brought
him to a closer and more abiding communion with his Saviour
and his God!
All, however, that I have been saying in the above pages,
has been so much more happily expressed in the following
charming lines by that gifted poetess, Miss Anna Savage, that
my readers cannot but thank me for introducing them to their
notice.
ON HEARING MESMERISM CALLED IMPIOUS.
CALL not the gift unholy; 'tis a fair-a precious thing,
That God hath granted to our bands for gentlest minist'ring.
Did Mercy ever stoop to bless with dark unearthly spell?
Could impious power whisper peace the soul's deep throes to quell?
Would Evil seek to work but good,-to lull the burning brain,
And linger in some scene of woe, beside the bed of pain,To throw upon the o'erfraught heart the blessing of repose,Untiring watch the eye of care in healing slumber close,And as the agony of grief fell 'neath the Spirit's will,
O'er the wild billows of despair breathe tender! y- Be still ?
Speak gently of the new-born gift, restrain the scoff and sneer,
And think how much we may not learn is yet around us here;
What paths there are where Faith must lead, that Knowledge cannot share,
Though still we tread the devious way, and feel that Truth is there.
Say, is the world so full of joy,-hath each so fair a lot,
That we should .corn one bounteous gift, and scorning, use it not,
Because the finite thought of man grasps not its hidden source?
Do we n>ject the stream, because we cannot track its course ?
1
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Hath Nature, then, no mystic law we seek in vain to scan?
Can man, the maater-piece of God, trace the unerring plan
That plaees o'er the restless sea the bounds it cannot pass;
That gives the fragranee to the flower, the "glory to the grass?~,
Oh! Life with all its fitful gleams hath sorrow for its dower,
And with the wrung heart dwell the pang snd many a weary hour:
Hail, then, with gladness wh:1t may soothe the aching brain to rest;
And call not impious that which brings a blessing and is blest.
The gladden'd soul re-echoes praise where'er this power bath been;
And what iu mercy God doth give, 0 " call not thou unclean ! " •
• " God hath shewed me that I should not call any man common or unActs, x. 28.
These lines have since appeared in a pleasing volume of poems by the
same authoress, called Angela' Vilit1. (Longman & Co.)
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CHAP. ill.
UNBELIEVERS IN IIIEBHERISM.-A.UTHOR'S OWN EXPERIENCE.-REMA.Rit•
ABLE CASES. -HESMERISERS · IN ENGLAND. -CURES AND OPERATIONS
L~ ENGLA.ND.-PROGRESS IN SCOTLAND-IN GERMANY-IN FRA.NCEXN UNITED STATES. -IIIESIIIERI&M PROVED TO BE A. POWERFUL REMEDY
L~ P A.IN A.ND DISEASE.

BUT all this t~n of argument appears childish in the extreme
to a second class of opponents. It seems like fighting with the
wind. A medical friend, who for his ability and various attainments in science stands by common consent among the heads _
of his profession, says in a letter, " It amuses me much to see
two grave clergymen making a serious debate on the subject o£
Mesmerism." The editor of the Lancet says much the same
thing; "We cannot but smile at each theologian for seriously
attacking and seriously defending the practice." And a religious
periodical has made a few observations on the subject which require some little notice.
The· Christian Observer • says, that they agree neither with
Mr. M'Neile nor with his opponent, for they believe Mesmerism
to be nothing else than the result of credulity or imposture. But
we will put the charge in their own language. " We believe
that the work is strictly human,- being in part imposture for
morbid vanity or sordid gain, and in part the irregular action
of an excited imagination, &c." Dr. Elliotson was " duped by
some artful patients, who pretended to respond to his magical
control. We calmly say, duped." He" exhibited his deluded
or deluding patients, suffering or affecting to suffer." • • • •
" In some ,instances the patients and exhibitors may be confederates; in others they may deceive the exhibitor ; but that
there is deception upon the part of one or of both, we make no
question." Hard words tbese,-if not somewhat coarse and
• Christian Observer for September, 1843, in notice of" Mesmerism, the

sit\ of God."
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unbecoming! It might have been expected that the editor of
a religious publication would have known more of that evangelical virtue, which "believeth all things, and hopeth all
things" favourably. "Charity never faileth." Charity always
adopts the best interpretation. Such words as "dupe" and
"imposture" are easily written, and save the writers unfortunately much laborious investigation. My original purpose was
to treat of the religious aspect of Mesmerism,- or rather to
show, that its practice was not so unhallowed as the timid
Christian might deem. But in the position in which I have
been placed,-and with the facts in my possession of which I
have been a witness, such a narrow view of the subject appears
to be inconsistent. And when a periodical of such deserved
reputation as the Christian Observer can thus encourage its
readers in their error by the most unjust aspersions; when the
leaders of the medical profession (for the larger part of the
junior members are happily an exception) can obstinately persevere in terming this valuable discovery a delusion and an absurdity ; I should be wanting in my duty towards God, if I did
not thankfully announce that which I have experienced ; nay,
I should be even wanting to my own character among my fellow-men, if I did not show that in thus advocating Mesmerism
I had reasonable grounds for my conviction, and spoke but the
words of truth and soberness.
, It may be then desirable to state that I was an unbeliever in.
:j'desmerism: perhaps it would be more correct to say, that I
scarcely thought on the subject. A few years back I went. to
the Mesmeric exhibitions of the Baron Dupotet in Wigmore
Street, and returned from them disgusted and incredulous ; and
from conversations that I subsequently held with medical men,
I was led to resolve the whole appearances into "monotony,"
" imagination,'' and " nervousness." All this is stated, to show:
iny previous state of mind. The change, then, that ns wrought
in me,- the change from scepticism or indifference to earnest
conscientious conviction, was no sudden hasty impulse, but the
result of cautious observation, and slow and gradual in its'
growth. I was placed in such circumstances, that in my own
despite, I was compelled to be present and witness facts. l
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watched them, however, with the most anxious jealousy. I
trusted to my own eye-sight alone, and took nothing for granted.
I have gone from case to case, and from one patient to another,
and seen them all under different states of mind and body, and
studied all the effects with the most unwearied diligence for
months.• And if plain common sense, untrammelled by the
jargon of science, may be allowed to give an opinion, my conelusion from the whole is, that there is no one fact in nature
more unquestionable, than that in certain conditions, hitherto
unascertained, of the human body, one person is capable of
producing a powerful action on the physical system of another,
and that through some medium perfectly independent of the
imagination of the recipient: and this position I propose «>
prove in the following statements.
The patient, to whom I shall first refer, had been for many
years in an anxious state of health. Palpitation of the heart,
aevere neuralgic pains, intense continuous headaches, had been
a few of the more urgent symptoms ; and though she had enjoyed the benefits of the very first advice both in London and
the country, and often with advantage, yet still the constitution
had at length become so enfeebled as to be little equal to meet an
additional shock upon the system. Let it be sufficient to state,
that the worst symptoms of her case were at length fearfully exasperated. The most agonizing pains succeeded. For seven long
and tedious weeks, sleep, which is "often the last to come when
wanted most," literally came not at all. Opiates not only failed
to ease, but even tended to aggravate. Till at last, when a.
crisis was rapidly approaching; when the hopes of the patient's
family were almost gone ;-at that moment, when it was least
expected, were their prayers heard; -a change was happily
obtained; a new system of treatment was adopted; -and from
that hour the;r saw the hand of God leading them on to health
and to hope; they saw a gradual steady progressive improvement setting in, attended by circumstances of relief, which
no language can express.
Mesmerism was that fresh treatment : but as a few facts
• I may now add, "for years."
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will throw stronger light upon the action of this newly-dis·
covered power, we will proceed to relate certain incidents in
the case.
First let it be stated that this was not a ease of confidence,
or where faith in a fresh remedy brings about a realization of
its own wishes.
The very opposite was the fact. The
patient's disbelief in Mesmerism amounted even to dislike: and
when the medical friend, but too much alive to the necessity of
a few minutes' sleep after such a fearful duration of wakefulness,
caught at the idea of the Mesmeric action, and suggested its
adoption, the proposition met with a peremptory repulse. And
it was only through the firmness and intelligent explanations of
the excellent friend that undertook the treatment, that this
strong reluctance was at last overborne.
At the first seance, which lasted an hour, small apparent
effect was produced ; but on going to rest, the patient who had
been in the habit of requiring the nightly aid of fomentations
to lull the intolerable severity of her sufferings, lay perfectly
still, and said that "the pain had been endurable." Sleep,
indeed, did not visit the pillow : but much was thus far gained.
At the few next sittings sleep was obtained,-deeper too on
each occasion,-and the effect of which continued after the
patient retired to bed. And though this sleep was very short
and much disturbed, still there was sleep ; an effect, which for
weeks "all the drowsy syrups of the world " had failed to
procure. The patient soon declared that she bad passed a
refreshing night. All this was very encouraging, and called
forth many expressions of gratitude ; still nothing had hitherto
occurred to convince me that the monotony of the passes was
not the producing cause, -nothing, that is, of an extraordinary
or unusual character; sleep with a gradual mitigation of pain
were the blessed results; and we "thanked God and took
courage,"-and only trusted that this simple treatment would
not lose its effect, as we went on.
It was about the fourth evening, as I was sitting at a distant
part of the room, silently watching the patient in her slumbers,
that my attention was suddenly arrested, by observing .her
band following the hand of the Mesmeriser, as by the force o£
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attraction. • Never shall I forget the feeling with which I
started from my chair, ejaculating to myself, "there is then
something in ?tlesmerism.'' A new light burst upon me. Here
was a fact which no imagination could explain ;-here was a
case where no collusion was possible. The act was marked,
clear, decisive. In what way, the unbeliever can account for
this sympathetic movement, or into what solution it may be
tortured, I know not. , Common sense simply replies, that here
is a plain evident action, in which the eye could not be deceived. This effect too, it may be as well to add, was not
temporary, but was produced daily for weeks and weeks. The
hand and the head invariably moved with the hand of the
Mesmeriser; and certainly in witnessing this magnetic action,
we could not avoid adopting the conclusion, that the term
"Animal Magnetism" was not so inappropriate.
:. It is unnecessary to enter further into this case, though other
phenomena might be mentioned, except to add, that the most
essential benefits continued to be obtained ; and that although
with a patient of such an impaired constitution, a complete
restoration to health was not to be expected, the action of
Mesmerism has never on any occasion been employed on her
behalf (and this is said after the experience of twelve months)
without producing a relief and salutary effect, such as medicine
fails in any measure to accomplish.
But my experience can give attestation to a very affecting
case,-some of the events of which occurred under my own '
roof.
Anne Vials is the daughter of Samuel Vials, of the Abbey
parish in St. Alban's, who formerly drove the mail cart from
thence to Watford. For a short time this poor girl gained her
livelihood by working in a silk factory; from the scrofulous habit
of her constitution she was not always equal to full employment;
but, in 1837, when she was only sixteen years of age, she was
compelled to give up work altogether. For her mother fell
sick, with a long and pining illness, under which, after much
suffering, she finally sank; and during which she was confined
• See how this fact is confirmed in Reichenbach's " Researches," p. 12.
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to her bed, and required the constant presence of a nurse.
Poor Anne, therefore, left her calling at the factory,-took
her place by her mother's couch, and was her unwearied attendant night and day. So feeble indeed wall the patient, that she
could scarcely be quitted for a moment; and for a long year,
therefore, did this anxious and affectionate child sit by her
parent's bed the whole night through. When death at length
released the sufferer, a fatal discovery was made. The mother•s
disease had taken strong hold of the daughter, for the overwrought exertions of a twelvemonth had now too clearly
brought out the hereditary taint. Anne Vials in fact required
a nurse herself; for not only was the general state of her
health broken down, but the left arm, which for three or four
years had been giving her much pain and uneasiness, became
now in so diseased a condition, as totally to deprive her of its
use. She was placed under the care of several medical men in
succession ; the best attendance in St. Alban's was provided
for her; but the arm every day grew more and more painful.
Through the kindness of some charitable friends, she was now
admitted into different hospitals one after the other. She was
first removed to Hemel Hempstead Infirmary,-thence to St.
Bartholomew's Hospital .in London, where she remained nine
months,-thence to St. Thomas's in the Borough, and thence
to Hemel Hempstead again, in none of which places did she
obtain any effectual benefit. The state of her health at length
became so serious, that to save her life some decisive measures
were necessary ; and she was taken up to London again to
Guy's Hospital, where her arm was amputated by Mr. Morgan
the 22d of March, 1841.
At the end of three months, when the wound was healed, she
returned back to St. Alban's. After she had been at home
some little time, a violent convulsive action commenced in the
stump. This movement grew rapidly worse and worse. In
fact, the stump moved up and down, night and day, unceasingly,
-and much quicker, to use her own expression, than she herself could~move the other arm. HeJ: sufferings became intense,
and her general health was affected in proportion. She was
now removed backwards and forwards, as before, to the difo,9,tized
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ferent hospitals, but without any relief. .At the infirmary in
Hemel Hempstead, they actually strapped the arm down with
the hope of lessening the movement ; but the confinement made
it, if possible, worse, and they were compelled to unloose it.
She was at length carried to St. George's Hospital ; here she
remained three months; her health gradually getting worse and
worse, and the epileptic :fits, from which she had been suffering for a twelvemonth, increasing in violence and duration ;
-when, with the only hope of saving her life, a proposition was
mooted of taking the stump out of the socket. My readers may
judge by this simple fact of the desperate state, to which this
poor girl had now arrived ; for with her shattered health, it
could hardly be expected that she should survive even for a.
short time so serious an operation.
Fortunately for poor .Anne, she had several benevolent
friends, who, knowing all the circumstances of her history, had
watched the fearful progress of her sufferings from the :first ;
and by subscriptions and various little Christian kindnesses had
done much towards lessening her load of sorrow: Mr. Basil
Montagu, in particular,-that excellent man, whose long and
useful life hi'S been devoted to the benefit of his fellow-creatures,
took the warmest interest in her fate;- she often went to his
bouse ; and there she received from Mrs. Montagu, that
sympathy and consideration . which woman alone is able to
bestow. One day the thought struck both these kind friends,
that if any thing could be of service to .Anne in this extremity
of misery, it might be Mesmerism. It was but the faintest hope,
'for they bad but slight knowledge or belief of its power; -still
they mentioned the case to their friend Mr. .Atkinson, and
suggested to him the idea of making a trial of what could be
done.
Mr. .Atkinson is not a member of the medical profession, but
has devoted himself to philosophy and science. His acquirements are of the very highest order. He is well known among
.the advocates of Phrenology and Mesmerism ; in the former
science he bas added much to our stock of knowledge; and in
Mesmerism he is eminently successful. Whether in relieving
deeply-seated pain, in arresting disease, or in subduing morbid
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excitement, his power is equally strange and wondrous.• He is
so calm, so gentle, and yet so firm, that it is a perfect study to
watch him in the management of a case.- Hour after hour have
I seen him with the most unwearied patience, devoting the
whole energies of his powerful mind to the amelioration of
suffering, watching the various symptoms as they arose, and
undisturbed by any change that might occur. Never were philosophy and humanity more beautifully united. And in the
instance before us, those who have the happiness of being
ranked among his friends, require not to be told his answer to
Mr. Montagu's suggestion. In spite of the feeling against
Mesmerism, and the almost hopeless state of the patient, he at
once on his own responsibility undertook the case ; and seeing
that it would require for months the most unremitting attention,
he procured a nurse from St. George's Hospital, and had the
poor girl removed to his own house.
It was in May, 1842, about fourteen months after the
amputation, that Anne Vials quitted the hospital to make trial
of Mesmerism ; and this is Mr. Atkinson's description of the
state in which he found her. " She had sometimes three or
four fits in a day, of a most violent nature, which continued for
more than an hour; the stump moved up and down without
cessation, not a merely nervous twitching,- but violently up
and down ; she suffered continuous excruciating pain in the head
and back,-and at the end of the stump too the pain was most
excruciating ; - she had pain too in all her limbs and joints,
particularly in the elbow of the remaining arm, just as she
had before amputation in the other. Masses of sores were constantly breaking out in different parts of the body; palpitations
at the heart, pains in the chest, suspensions of the functions of
nature, and a spitting of large quantities of blood accompanied
by solid matter, were some of the other symptoms." In short,
• Among his other qualifications for the practice, Mr. A. possesses a
peculiar sense of feeling, by which he detects the existence and locality of
pain in the patient. This is occasionally the case with Mesmerisers. M.
de Bruno, one of the earliest French Magnetizers, speaks of himself possess·
ing this susceptibility. The passage will be found in Gauthier, " Traite
Pratique," p. 235.
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a more terrible complication of evils have seldom been united
in one sufferer.
I shall leave it to Mr Atkinson at some future period to give
to the public the interesting details of his success. Let it be
sufficient to state, that the process was most painfully laborious,
and occupying a large portion of his time, and that she remained in his house more than twelve months. At the first
few sittings the epileptic fits were brought on, as if by the
Mesmeric effect• ;-but this prevented their recurrence in her
ordinary state. At the fourth or fifth seance, the deep sleep or
trance was superinduced,- when tlte action of the stump
suddenly stopped,-and from that moment it never moved
in that way again ;-the fits too ceased; the pains in the
back of her head were almost immediately relieved;- and
a gradual improvement ;in her general health set in. Upon
the wonderful results of the Mesmeric treatment in this case,
I shall make little comment ; my readers can think for themselves ;-they will see here a poor girl, carried to and fro from
hospital to hospital, enduring the most exquisite torture, and
her life placed in such a state of jeopardy, that the only hope
of preserving it was recourse to a second and horrible operation. The arm was to be taken out of the socket ! an effectual
mode, in truth, for a prevention of its movement ! But from
this operation was she spared by the action of Mesmerism ; and
by its continued and regular application was a relapse prevented, and an improvement in her health obtained. Who
does not see the goodness of Providence in vouchsafing such an
agent? Who can deny that Mesmerism to her was the precious
gift of God? The facts of her case,-of her sufferings,-of
• When a pstient is treated by Mesmerism for epileptic fits, it is considered a favourable sign, if the manipulations bring on a paroxysm ; and,
from what I have seen, I am of that opinion. But to the inexperienced
magnetizer, it has a formidable effect; he appears to be inducing the very
d~ which he wU.hes to cure.
The case of Anne Vials is one in point;
and Teste, in his practical treatise, having described a remarkable cure of
epilepsy, says, " this case characterises the ordinary mode of action of
magnetism in epilepsy. An incna1e in the number and 1n1erity of the fits
eonstitutes almost always the jirlt effect of the treatment. llut these crises
soon diminish in frequency and severity, and ultimately disappear altogether.,.
-Spillaa'• Trantlation of Tute, p. 267. We shall recur to this aubjectin
the laat chapter.
·
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the amputation,-of the movement of the stump, and of the
other attendant evils, are known to numbers,-to medical men
in St. Albari's,-and to the surgeons and nurses at the hospitals; and it is also known, that all the remedies suggested for
per benefit were fruitless;-the best surgical advice was of no
avail :-but the fifth day, after the application of Mesmerism,
the stump ceased to move, and the other fearful symptoms of
the case began to disappear!
.
But these are not all the marvels th~t accompanied the
treatment. With the improvement of her health the most
beautiful phenomena step by step developed themselves, -so
beautiful indeed as to attract the admiration of a large number
of inquiring spectators, who came to watch and study the case.
She became what is called an ecstatic dreamer. Her nervous
system had fallen into so peculiar and extremely excited a
state, from the effects of this long and painful disease, that the
Mesmeric action brought out an exaltation, and a great spiritual
activity of the higher organs of the brain. And all these effects
appeared spontaneously and unlooked for. Not only did she
become a somnambulist,-i. e. not only were the common
results of the sleep-waking state produced,- but an ecstasy,a spirituality,- a rapt devotional feeling, such as appeared to
draw a veil over the scenes of this lower world, regularly came
on.• To make myself understood, I will describe the effects as
they occurred on my first visit. A few minutes sufficed to
.throw her into the trance by the simple application of the hand
held over the head without contact. First, would there come a
slight nervous action of the stump, which was suddenly
arrested,-a peculiar movement of the eyelids followed,-the
eyes closed,-and she fell back in a deep stupor. From this
state she could not be areused by any application whatsoever ;
she appeared insensible to pain, and to the action of ammonia,
or of lucifer matches burning under her nose. Mter the lapse
of some minutes, she began to move uneasily,-when, on being
• " Not only have mesmerised pers!)ns been shown to reason with a
perspicuity of which they were incapable at other times, but to display a
prace and freedom of gesture wholly different from the con•traint of their
habitual deportment."- TowNsHEND's Facts, p. 208. second edit.
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. !!Wdressed by her Mesmeriser, she answered, and sat up in a
sort of sleep-waking state, conversing freely, though unaware
of the presence of strangers. Suddenly she fell back again
into the stupor. In this she remained a short time ;-when
slowly rising from the recumbent position, and gradually lifting
up her arm, and pointing as it were to heaven, she opened her
eyes, looking upwards with the most intense expression of
adoration. The effect was truly sublime. It approached the
character of what we may conceive of the devotional rapture
of the seraph. Prayer,- veneration,- an admiration of the
unseen world,-a contemplation of the divine and the celestial,
seemed to absorb every faculty of her souL Her features,
which in her natural state are most homely, were lighted up
with a spirituality almost angelic. Though she is nothing but
an ignorant factory girl, and accustomed to the most menial
occupations, her gestures in this state were beautiful in the
extreme. In short, so striking, -so extraordinary was the
whole appearance of this poor one-armed girl in her dream,such a combination was it of the graceful and of the sublime,
.-that even a Siddons might have made her attitudes a study
for the Drama, and Raphael himself not disdained to borrow
many a hint for the highest flights of his pencil. Domenichino's
Sybille in the Palazzo Borghese at Rome may give some idea
of the elevated beauty of her devotions. In fact, I cannot
describe the effect better than by adding, that one of the
spectators, whose name on matters of taste is of the very
highest authority, after witnessing the scene walked from the
bouse down several streets preserving the most profound
silence ;-and upon his companion at length inquiring of what
he was thinking, - " Thinking," he answered, " of what could
I be thinking, than of what grovelling creatures we are,wbile that poor girl seemed a being of another world!"
Of certain important conclusions •, to which this case gives
. confirmation, I shall speak by and by : at present my readers
may doubt how far two or three visits to l'tlr. Atkinson's house
entitle me to the character of a competent witness as to the
• See Seventh Chapter, with history of &C\'eral rcstatic cases, and of
presumed miraculous appearances.
K
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reality of what I saw ; I shall proceed, therefore, to describe
some future circumstances in this history, in which I myself
took part.
After a patience, an expense, aad a labour of no small duration, and such as few men would be willing to bestow,
:Mr. Atkinson brought this suffering girl to a state of com.parative health and comfort ; all the formidable symptoms had
completely disappeared ; the nervous movement of the arm
was cured ; and there only remained at times a good deal of
pain at the end of the stump, the effect probably of something
that took place during the amputation. Anne Vials therefore
returned home to her native town ; and here we might have
lost sight of her altogether. It so happened, however, that I
passed last summer in Hertfordshire.• And so vivid was the
impression that the touching scene I had witnessed left upon
my mind, that in one of our earliest drives into St. Alban's we
determined to find out our ecstatic dreamer. What, however,
were our feelings on being directed to her dwelling ! Wben last
we had seen poor Anne,-she was the observed of all observers;
-surrounded by the scientific and the curious, there she was
secure from want and toil ; and with all the freshness of restored health· in daily communion with the seraphic beings of
her ideal world ! Wbat a contrast met our eyes ! We found
her in a miserable lodging in a back lane, with all the usual
accompaniments of poverty. Distress was marked on her countenance. She was neatly and cleanly dressed,- but everything
else looked bare and miserable. Toil bad done its usual work.
A few weeks' necessary employment in seeking her daily food
had brought back some old and forgotten symptoms. The
stump was causing her great suffering, particularly at the extremity : the right arm was again beginning to be painful above
the elbow ; her health was giving way; and the expression of
her features was indicative either of bodily or mental anxiety.
For her father had lost his situation, and was unable to contribute to her support; her Union, which piques itself upon the
strictness of its rules, refused any out-door relief; and desirous
" This was written in January, 1844. ·
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of doing all that she could, and ofkeeping out of the workhouse,
_she strained her powers of exertion beyond what nature would
allow. With but one arm, her choice of employment was
.limited ; and so she carried about the town a basket with goods
for sale, the weight of which pressed too heavily on her nerves,
and was bringing back her pains in the diseased parts. Had it
not .been for the assistance of some charitable friends, her case·
would have been pitiable in the extreme. We took her at once
to the house I was occupying ; for I determined to try how flU'"
Mesmerism, with my inferior powers and experience, would be
able to check the relapse with which she was threatened. My
pleasure, then, was great on perceiving all the usual phenomena
successively presenting themselves. There was the fluttering·
of the eyelids,- the stupor, the insensibility to pain, the strangeand fanciful colloquy, the manifestations of the phrenological
organism, and, lastly, the ecstatic dream, with all its varyingappearances,-the rapture, the prayer, the uplifted eye, the·
extended arm, the bended knee, and all the usual signs of theprofoundest adoration. The difference that existed between
the effects produced by Mr. Atkinson and myself was this, that
with him the dream was of a far more elevated and beatificcharacter ; with myself the cerebral responses to the touch
were more pronounced and striking. However, the main thing
to be'noticed is, that the health of the patient improved under
our management ;-of course her freedom from daily toil was or
no slight assistance ; still she was benefited by her Mesmerie
sleep ; the pains in the head were removed, and those in th6
stnmp greatly lessened, and a countenance of health and serenity reappeared. She stayed with us, backwards and forwards,
several weeks: we had the best opportunity of judging ·her
character ; and we found her an honest, well-conducted, rightprincipled girl ; and this opinion was confirmed by many in
the neighbourhood who had known her long. But we did more
than this: -we determined to sift the case to the bottom; we
. determined to find out how much of truth there was in these
startling phenomena. Undeniable as was the benefit to her
bodily health by the action of Mesmerism, there were many who
thought that the subsequent manifestations of the dream were
It
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all assumed from some interested motive; and I will not conceal that some such suspicions did occasionally lurk in my own
mind. But o.s Bacon says iu one of his undying Essays, " There
is nothing maAes a man suspect much, more than to know little;
and therefore men should remedy suspicion by procuring to
know more, and not to keep their suspicions in smother." We
resolved, therefore, to probe the matter thoroughly. We had
every facility for the work ; leisure and retirement were not
-wanting; and we had no interest, moreover, in the decision one
way or other. Fortunately our circle had been joined by a
friend whose varied talents and acquirements rendered him a
competent judge on nny philosophic question. Mr. Mitford's •
inquiring mind was determined to be satisfied as to the truth of
.our so-called science. He assisted us, therefore, daily at each
seance. In fact, he often took the principal part. In conjunction with my wife and myself, he tested the case in every
possible way. Experiments of the most opposite kinds were
udopted by him. It would be tedious to relate them ; it is
enough to say, that we repeated them over and over again, and
were satisfied at the conclusion as to the only inference to be
.drawn. And what then was that result? That not a shadow
..Qf a suspicion even for a moment could remain as to the reality
:..and truthfulness of what we saw; that the poor girl was an
,honest unpretending person ; that the phenomena produced
were far beyond her powers of acting either to assume or to
-.sustain ; that the force of imagination could not explain them ;
-that the suppositjon of hysteria or nervousness was only
.solving one difficulty by another ;-and that, in short, the
.whole scene, strange and pregnant with mighty truths as it
-;appeared, was nothing else than the simple effect of this
!lewly discovered agent, the effect of the nervous system of one
human being acting on another. It is impossible to say how
,_strong was the . satisfaction we all felt at the close of our in·
• My accomplished friend, the Rev. John Mitford, the leamed editor of
Gray, :and the author of many deligiJtful and popular works, is the last ma_n
to sacrifice his judgment to the love of a new and startling theory. Let 1t
'be sufficient to say, that, originally a sceptic in Mesmerism, he is now a
.
·.fum believer.
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quiries into this most curious case. It was an opportunity for ·
searching into truth that never might be offered to us a second .
time. And when the morning of our departure from the neighbourhood arrived, and poor Anne with tears in her eyes attended
us to the carriage, we took leave of her with feelings of real
regret, and drove away with many an anxious foreboding nbout
her future fate. •
But I was also witness to a third case of Mesmerism, that '
occurred in my house during the summer we passed in Hertfordshire,-which is interesting, not only from the benefits that
resulted to the party mesmerised, but nlso from the corroboration .
which it gives to the truth of a similnr eTent, of which the
newspapers have been lately full. I allude to the case of the
sleeping boy at Deptford. James Cook t was there thrown ·
• It ought to be mentioned in explanation of the circumstances of distress
lUlder which we found Anne Vials, that her kind friends in London had
gone to great expense on her behalf, as she was supported for some time
through the benevolence of 1\fr. and Mrs. Basil Montagu, and subsequently
by Mr. Atkinson, during her reeidence under his roof; and when she
returned to St. Alban's, they entertained the hope that her former charitable ,
neighbours in that place would not omit to renew their benevolent aid.
But such was the strong opinion maintained by several in regard to the
Satanic character of Mesmerism, that it produced an adverse feeling against
the poor helpless girl. Others, too, disbelieving the powers of Mesmerism,
were disposed to consider her in some measure an impostor, and assumed
that her health, which bad defied the skill of the ablest practitioners, had
CI17M round of itaelf.
It was, therefore, to postpone to as late a day as
possible her final reception into the workhouse, that the poor girl economised
the alms which she had brought with her from London in as chary a way as
possible. Among the friends, however, who remained firm to her, there is
one who ought especially to be named. Mrs. Wilkins, of the Verulam Arms
Hotel, has acted towards her with all the kindness of the good Samaritan.
When staying in that neighbourhood, too, Mr. Mitford kindly set on foot a
little subscription, which was most charitably responded to by some of the
most influential families in the vicinity. I lately: had a letter from Mrs.
Wilkins (Feb. 22d, 1844), saying that the poor girl had been very ill again,
but was now something better.
It ought to be added, however, that though she has often been subject to
attaell.s of illneas, and to great pain in her arm, the convulsive movement of
the stump, and the violent epileptic fits, have ne~>er returned.
Since the above was written, Anne Vials has occasionally been seen in
London at several private houses. Her health bas varied, but she has
always derived the greatest relief and benefit from Mesmerism. (1847.)
t This boy slept about three days. See a very interesting letter in
No, :nii. of the ·• Zoist,' from Mr. Smith of Deptford, giving an account .
II:
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into the mesmeric trance by his master's son, and remained in
that state for so long a period, that one party collected round
the house with fearful apprehensions at the dangerous condition ·
into which he was plunged ; -while a surgeon, from his
oapparent ignorance of physiology, deems the thing impossible,
.and writes a letter to the newspapers, pronouncing the whole a
delusion. The sleep, as we have since learnt from the best
.authority, was neither assumed nor alarming ; and I am able to
~onfirm the probability of the narrative, from the almost similar
circumstances that took place in my own household. A maidservant of the age of eighteen, of a pallid complexion, and in
delicate health, came to live with us in Hertfordshire, her
mother being in hopes that country air might have a bracing
effect on her constitution. But no such result was produced :
she remained weak and languid, and unequal to any exertion.
One day Anne Vials mesmerised her ; and the next morning
she expressed herself as much benefited by its effect. This induced a friend, who was staying with us, to repeat the experiment. And the result was so deep and prolonged a sleep •,
that his endeavours to awaken her were for many hours unsuccessful ; we tried every plan we had seen adopted in similar
cases, and referred to different works on the subject,- but in
vain. This state of somnambulism lasted for nineteen hours,
nt the end of which she awoke, and was perfectly ignorant of all
that occurred during her sleep. It may be as well to state for
the benefit of the sceptic, that this young girl was artless and
inexperienced, and perfectly unequal to acting any part, or to
resist the various plans pursued by ourselves and her fellowservants to rouse her from her slumbers. It was an interesting
of this cue, called, " Me111tmrm not to be trijltd with, tho"ffh it llilU nobody;
or, Jamu Cooll alirJt and hearty."

• This prolongation of sleep is not so very uncommon, and is only
alarming to the inexperienced. I was pres~nt when Martha Price, a
patient of Mr. D. Hand's, awoke after a sleep of more than 48 hours. Dr.
Sigmond published in the " Lancet" for 1837, a very curious case of
lengthened Mesmeric sleep (nearly 24 hours), when much unnecessary fear
was experienced. The " Popular Record" contains a spontaneous case of·
prolonged coma, No. lvii. p. 280. I shall return to this subject in the last
chapter.
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sight, with which some anxiety was mingled, owing to her
delicate constitution. But I have the satisfaction of stating
that within a few days afterwards the beneficial results surpassed all our expectations ; the bloom of health returned to
her cheeks,- the blood seemed to be circulating through her
veins, her whole system was renovated, and she became lively
and active. In short, so great was the alteration in her appearance, that on her return to London a few weeks afterwards, her mother, surprised and delighted, exclaimed, " Matilda, you are changed indeed,- I should not have known
you!"
Since the above occurred (in 1843), my experience, of course,
has very greatly increased. I have employed the treatment
successfully with several of my parishioners, have often relieved severe pain, and made the science the subject of continued practical study. Among the different cases, however, in
which I have assisted, there are none that have given me more
pleasure than two, which happened in 1844, from the remarkable refutation they afford to the favourite anti-mesmeric
theory of imagination. I sent the account to Dr. Elliotson, who
published it in the Zoist •, from the pages of which the following
is extracted, and the reader, it is hoped, will not find the narrative uninteresting.
" H. B., aged 20 years, the daughter of a labourer in Flixton,
was obliged to return from service last year on account of ill
health, and early this spring was attacked with rheumatic in:ftammation and swelling in one of the knee-joints. She is of a
scrofulous habit, and the ' family are constitutionally subject to
rheumatism. Her sufferings were intense, and the inflammation
and the pain increased almost daily. The usual remedies,
leeches, cupping, blisters, were in vain applied. Opiates were
administered, but with no effect. I often went to read and
pray with her; and in my whole ministerial experience, have
never seen a human being enduring such frightful and continued agony. The neighbours in the adjoining cottage were
unable to sleep at night from the screams and cries of the poor
• Vol. ii. p. SSO. for 1814.
JC
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girL When she was moved in bed, her shrieks were as if she
were stretched on the rack. Her miseries bad now lasted for
three or four weeks : she slept neither night nor day : and at
last the able and kind surgeon who attended her began to think
that amputation of the limb would be inevitable, to lessen the
torture and save her life.
"One morning in April, I went to pay her my usual visit.
As I drew near the garden gate I heard the fearful cries of the
poor sufferer most audibly. A lodger who lived next door~
said to me as I was walking in, ' Sir, this has been going on all
night, and we have not been able to close our eyes.' I walked
up stairs to the bed·side, and what a sight was before me! The
miserable creature was writhing about under the intolerable
agony, screaming and almost slu·ieking out, her face frightfully
flushed by fever and distorted by the pain ; and this, the mother
said, had continued for several hours. Her daughter, she said,
had not slept for a week ; and the paroxysms of pain had been
often as excruciating as wbat I was then witnessing. I attempted to address and comfort her, but of course fruitlessly.
She was in too excruciating agony to heed wbat was said. I
sat down by the bed-side in silent horror. The spectacle was
oppressive. Here was a fellow-creature in a hopeless extremity
of torture, and not a prospect of alleviation !
" Suddenly the thought struck me that I would try Mesmerism. I bad never attempted it as yet beyond the walls of my
own house, partly from having no great faith in my own power,
partly from an unwillingness to perplex my parishioners with an
unpopular novelty ; but as I had known some cases of great
success in its alleviation of severe pain, I thought I would make
a quiet experiment. I said nothing, therefore, to the mother
or the sufferer on the subject (they had never even heard of
such a thing before) ; but standing up by the bed-side, and
addressing and comforting the afflicted parent all the time, I
moved my right-hand gently before the patient's face. I continued to speak to Mrs. B. during the process, for this reason,
that as I bad no great hopes of success, my wish was, that
if I failed, they should not remark the action, but simply think
that I was a little more emphatic and earnest than usual. This
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is tlte noticeable 'point in the story ; because the parties have
both stated since, that when I began they were quite unconscious of any thing uncommon in what I was doing.
"At the end of about four minutes I was almost certain that·
there was an effeca The writhing on the bed seemed less
violent, the cries had settled into groans, and there was somewhat more of composure in the. face. I left off speaking,begged the mother to be still,-and pointed the fingers of both
bands steadily before the face. In less than ten minutes from
the time that I first commenced, the poor suffering girl was in a.
deep sleep!
"Here, then, was a sudden change from the late horrible
exhibition! Here was, indeed, a. present mercy for which we
bad to bless God! The room was now silent ; the groans had
ceased, only an occasional moan being slightly heard ; tht: limbs
so lately tossed to and fro in anguish lay perfectly still; the
face was gradually becoming less flushed and looking more
tranquil, and the distracted mother, who had been wiping her
tears and wringing her hands, stood looking at me speechless
and amazed; I was thunderstruck at my own success. Much
as I had known, and seen, and read of the healing virtues of
Mesmerism, here was an actual living fact which appeared to
equal them all.
" Wltere was imagination· here ? The poor ignorant mother
and daughter, in their humble cottage, had never heard of Mesmerism•.••• It was in consequence of a. sudden thought that I
commenced the manipulations; and while I was· proceeding
with them, they did not even know what I was doing, or, in fact,
that I was doing any thing ; qnd in less titan four minutes tltere
was a decided effect.
"I continued the passes for about an hour. She now and
then started, and cried out from a sudden pain, but she did not
awake; the face had gradually become tranquil; the whole
frame seemed comfortable, and I left her asleep. In about a
quarter of an hour after my departure she awoke; and though
the pain soon became again extremely severe and the fever
high, yet there was a. decided mitigation of suffering as com-
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pared to what it had been; she no longer screamed out from the
agony; her night was better, and she had a little sleep.
"The next day I put her into a deep sleep in five minutes ~
in less than a week, by the surgeon's own admission, she went
to sleep in two minutes and a half; for he occasionally attended
with me to watch the process (of which he had hitherto seen
and known nothing); the severity of the pains also greatly
abated, and she began to enjoy a refreshing night's rest. In
fact, from the time of the first mesmeric visit, there commenced
a gradual, though slow, amelioration ; after each 1eance she was
the stronger and better, and the idea of amputation was abandoned ; but inasmuch as medical treatment was going on contemporaneously, I must not attribute the whole benefit to the
magnetic power. But this fact is undeniable, that as I was
often called from home at that period, at each interval of my
absence the poor girl relapsed, and gave me great additional
labour on my return. However, be the present far happier
state of the patient owing to what it may, my medical friend
most candidly admits that a great amount of suffering has been
spared to her by this sleep,-that Mesmerism was so far an
auxiliary to him, and that probably the improvement in her
health has been greatly accelerated by its means. This is
taking very low and inadequate ground; but even with this
admission, what a blessing has Mesmerism proved to the unhappy sufferer !
"Though her general health has since very greatly advanced,
and she is able to walk about on crutches, it is doubtful if she
will ever recover the complete use of the limb, for it is feared
that anchylosis, or union of the upper and lower surfaces of the
bones forming the knee-joint may have supervened.•
" One point in the treatment is deserving of notice. She
was generally mesmerised for half an hour, and would then
continue to sleep about an hour longer. Occasionally, however,
my time would be so limited, that I was only able to put her
into the sleep and continue the passes for a short period, and·
" The knee, as was feared, has become stiff-jointed ; but sbe is able to
walk without a stick ; aad though not equal to bard labour, is in the
enjoyment of tolerable health.
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she then awoke in about ten minutes after my departure. One
might infer from this that the merely putting into a deep sleep
in the first instance was not enough-that the battery required
to be well charged-and that without a sufficient amount of
power communicated, the effect would be but transitory. If
this fact be observed in other cases, it would go far to confirm
the theory of a fluid.
"I shall not weary you with the phenomena that were manifested in the case ; such as the touch of gold causing a strong
rigidity in the arms, the application of a sovereign on either
side of the knee acting, like a galvanic battery, by moving the
limb, and relaxing apparently the sinews and muscles: all these
results are familiar to you. The important point in this case is,
the utter a!Jsence of all aid from the imagination, as the party
was not only in an extremity of agony, but absolutely unaware
that any process was going on.
".And now, what do you suppose that our would-be philo- ·
sophers reply to these facts ? What is the class of objections
with which the Suffolk sceptics meet this plain statement?
They say that the patient is a woman I A poor, nervous, hysterical woman I .And instead of praising Providence for placing ·
within the reach of the sufferer such a merciful gift, they magisterially pronounce, that ' These girls are always up to such
tricks, that there is no trusting them ; ' and then dismiss the
subject as unworthy of enquiry I Come we, therefore, to the
other sex ; and let us learn how the everlasting 'hysteria' of
the opponents is to explain the following fact :
"It was on Monday, the 26th of last August (1844), that I
rode to inquire after the health of an old couple, whom I had
missed the day before at their accustomed place in church.
This is merely mentioned to show, that what occurred afterwards
happened without design. On reaching the cottage I found the
old people well, but one of their sons was very ill in bed, and.
had been suffering dreadfully for more than a week. I proceeded at once to the bed-side.
"James P., the patient, is a strong stout man, of the age of
thirty-three, partly a fisherman and partly a farm labourer, and
as little likely to be a subject for the imagination to play with,
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as a president of the College of Surgeons himself. About
twenty years ago, he had a sharp attack of rheumatic fever,
which lasted more than four weeks and confined him to his bed
still longer. About thirteen years back be had a second attack
of similar duration ; but his health since that period has been
robust and vigorous, and he is a good specimen of a hardy
English peasant. He was engaged in the mackarel fishery in
the summer, and had returned to his village for the harvest;
but during the first days of reaping bad caught cold from the
heavy rains that set in, and bad returned to his father's cottage
seriously ill.
" The poor fellow was now stretched on his pallet, in a severe
state of suffering. It was an attack of his old complaint, acute
rheumatic fever with a swelling of the joints. Large drops of
perspiration were standing upon his face. He was evidently
enduring great agony, hardly bearing the bed-clothes to touch .
him ; and though he did his utmost to suppress what he suffered,
the enemy was too strong for him, and be groaned out occasionally from the intolerable anguish. His mother said, that all the
sleep that he had had for the last week, put together, scarcely
amounted to an hour's length. He himself said, that the sleeping
draughts that he had taken had done him more harm than good ;
for if he went to sleep for ten minutes from the effect, he awoke
up afterwards feeling worse than before. It was a distressing
scene ; and had I not made a successful trial of my mesmeric
powers with the other patient, I should have taken leave of poor
P. after the usual conversation was over.
"As it was, I determined to make another experiment, and
saying nothing whatever to the patient, I held my hand before
his face, and in less than five minutes he was fast asleep! you
shall not be wearied with an account·of the mother's astonishment, or of my own gratification. Here was a sturdy unimaginative labourer, who a few minutes back bad been in too
great agony to converse, cast into a deep composing slumber,
through the simple agency of our vituperated art! as the poet
to beautifully expresses it, "that sweet sleep which medicines
all pain," had steeped his senses in forgetfulness of this world's
miseries. He was, comparatively speaking, in elysium,- and
o,9,tized
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all the work of a few minuteS. I continued to make passes
down his limbs for h:Vf an hour. Once he woke up suddenly,
from pain ; but instantly fell off to sleep again. After I left
him, he slept the greater part of the afternoon, waking at times
from a sudden pain, and then again dropping off; and he had
the best night since his attack.
"'Vhen I called to see him the next day, he told me ihat
though _he was still very full of pain, the violent intolerable
agony had quite subsided since that first sleep ; an'd it may be
as well to mention, that it has never returned since. He has
had a good deal of suffering, of course, but different altogether
in degree. In fact, the acute anguish of the rheumatic ·fever
seemed to be cut short at once. I asked him now how he felt,
as I was beginning, he said, 'It fared (seemed) as if something
cold was walking over his brain.' He has described the same
sensation several times in almost the same words. I then put
him to sleep in three minutes, and when I pressed his forehead
with my fingers, he snored out. I have since generally put
him to sleep in a minute and a half; the last time he went off
in half a minute. He says that when I begin, 'he cannot
possibly keep awake.' It is unnecessary to add, that he
never heard of Mesmerism.
" The touch of gold or silver seemed to give him pain, and
he instantly awoke. The movement of my fingers near his
hand would set his own fingers in a slight magnetic movement, causing a sort of twitching.
" As medical treatment has been going on at the same time,
I do not place the whole abatement of the fever to Mesmerism. P. was greatly benefited by bleeding. But the
1iurgeon, hitherto an unbeliever, in spite of what he hnd witnessed with our former patient, was astonished at the result,
and admits that the way in which sleep was induced and pain
overpowered, is something quite beyond the customary means
~f the Esculapean art. To which of the two systems, themes. meric or the medical, the main improvement be owing, I do
not decide, though I have my opinion. I rather wish Mesmerism to be regarded, not as an isolated panacea, that holds
no communion with other remediee,- but an adjunct, an
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auxiliary ; one out of many means, only simpler and leas injurious than the usual narcotics. But the point in this case,
as in that of H. B., is this, that imagination could bave no
part in tile matter: the patimta were hotn ignorant of what
wa& taAing place, and their faitn or fancy gave no a&lillance
whatsoetJer.
" How the learned of your profe8sion will explain the above,
I pretend not to guess. They must find some other theory
than that of imagination. They have ridden that horse to
death, and it will carry them no longer. Neither does the
system of Mr. Braid meet the difficulty. The patients did not
stare at me. They did not fix their eyes stedfastly at my
fingers, and so drop off to sleep : they did not even look at me,
-or know that anything was going on. I therefore send these
two cases up to you, not as proofs of the curative influence of
Mesmerism, (for of that there is already abundant evidence,)
but as an unequivocal, undeniable illustration of the wondrous
sympatny that ezists between man and man. They prove that
a sympathetic union does exist,- be the connecting chain
either a fluid, or electricity, or any other undiscovered agent:
and again I call upon our antagonist in your profession to
enter upon the subject in a calm philosophic tone. Let them
discard their vulgar jokes, and· their affected silence, and meet
the question openly like men. It is really sad to see the shifts
and the interpretations that they employ ; to see the rapture
with which they pounce on a failure, and the smooth plausibility with which they forget a fact. It is melancholy to see
this, and remember, that the inquiry is not about some unreal
point in abstract science,-but whether there be a provisiQn
in nature's storehouse,-the soothing gift of a merciful
Creator,-by which a vast amount of human suffering may be
spared, and even the duration of human life occasionally
prolonged."
Here then are a few remarkable cases. And what is the
reply of the unbeliever? That the writer is a prejudiced, incredible witness? For I pass by as unworthy of notice the
common charge of deception and "morbid nnity,'' with simply
demanding, what reason I could have for upholding Mesmerism
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except conviction of its truth? But I am an incompetent
testimony,- it is meant ; I have received no diploma from the
College of Surgeons, and know nothing of the action of hysteria
and of nervousness. There is a homely proverb which will
admirably apply to these reasoners,- " An ounce of motherwit is worth a pound of clergy.'' A little practical common sense
is all that is necessary; and it is possible for an educated man,
-even though he may not have received a medical degree,to form a legitimate opinion of the appearances of Mesmerism,
after a daily observation for several months. But setting all this
aside,-and for the sake of argument admitting myself to be
in error and the above a delusion, are these cases isolated ones?
Is my experience a rare instance? Is nothing else producible?
At this moment, hundreds and hundreds of cases, out of England
alone, can be brought forward. A mass of evidence quite
astonishing is in my possession. Cures and relief effected in
an infinite diversity of diseases can be named. Not that it is
pretended that Mesmerism is a universal specific. There are
many disorders, which it does not seem to touch. There are
many patients to whom it does not seem to be of use. Still a
host of cases can be produced, in which a service, beyond all
expression valuable, has been wrought; in which pain of the
most intense agony has been removed ; in which long chronic
diseases have been subdued; in which sudden attacks have been
mastered; -cases, too, in which medical men have been at
fault, or which they had pronounced incurable and hopeless.
In the metropolis alone a considerable number of Mesmerisers
can be named. There is hardly a county in England, where
it is not now practised. From York to the Isle of Wight,from Dover to Plymouth, there can be produced a chain of •
evidence and a list of cures. Our Mesmerisers are not ignorant
practitioners;- not hot-headed cracked-brainedenthusiasts, but
men whose standing in society is a guarantee for the correctness
of their information,- temperate, slow-judging, careful thinkers,
and as little likely to be led astray by a false light as their opponents themselves. Clergymen, military men, barristers,
physicians, surgeoos, ladies high in rank, and men of a distinguished position in the world could all be named : their
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practice of the art is well known in their respective circles; and
by many I have been favoured with information that is surprising and interesting in the highest degree. The details oC
their respective success are so copious that they would fill a
thick volume. Of course, I am precluded by the brief nature
of this little work from doing more than glancing at the leading points. If I selected a few eases for insertion, the choice
would be most perplexing; and if I began, I should not know
where to stop. They can only, therefore, be noticed in the
most cursory manner. But even with this limited allusion,
and with the addition of the names of some who have previously
appeared before the public, but of whom many of my readers
may not have heard, I shall be able to produce, what the
lawyers would call such a mass of cumulative evidence, as nothing
but the scepticism of science could prevent men from admitting
to be at least a startling and important phenomenon.
:Mr. Atkinson, then, of whom mention has been made before,
has been eminently successful in his treatment of numerous
diseases, some of which too generally defy all human skill. He
has accomplished three cures in that most fearful of maladies,
tic doloreux : one case was of ten years' standing; and the
other two of several years' duration. He has cured several
cases of fits, of hysteria and want of sleep, and of those determined nervous and sick headaches, which seldom yield to
remedial action. He has been successful in various acute
nervous pains and contractions of the limbs, in asthma, fever,
long-standing cough, affections of the heart and spine, injured
sight, and deafness, in melancholia, rheumatism, toothache,
indigestion, and different functional obstructions. He has
found Mesmerism efficacious to a most valuable extent in subduing cerebral excitement. He had a patient under his treatment, whose irritability of brain was becoming a source of
much anxiety. By the application of Mesmerism every day for
a fortnight all the formidable symptoms disappeared ; the head
became cool ; the paroxysms ceased ; and the functions of the
brain were restored to a calm and healthy state. The efficacy
of Mesmerism in maladies of this description is almost incredible. Its soothing influence has so speedy an effect. Mr.
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Atkinson 'has indeed such copious and invaluable information
to communicate, that the public have reason to hope that one
day he may place the results of his experience before them.
Captain John James, of Dover, has great experience in the
practice, and bas contributed much towards its full appreciation. His patients have been numerous. He bas found Mesmerism most efficacious in nervous disorders ; -and in several
other complaints, he bas greatly alleviated the sufferings of his
patients.
The late Mr. Chenevix, a well-known name in the literary
world, the author of a beautiful article in the Edinburgh Review on " France and England," and a man of considerable
scientific attainments, as his communications in the Philosophical Transactions show, was preparing a work to demonstrate
the results of his experiments and observations on 442 persons,
when an acute disease suddenly terminated his own existence.
In the course of six months he once mesmerised 164 persons,
of" whom 98 manifested undeniable effects. There was hardly
one instance where disease existed, that relief was not procured." His efforts· were immense ; and his success proportionate. To mention a few instances,-he cured a case of
epilepsy and spasmodic pain of six years' standing in twentyone sittings. He succeeded completely in three other cases of
the same disease, and procured immense relief in eight. He
cured a man far advanced in a rapid consumption. He cured
seven cases of worms ; and produced a most powerful effect on
some men in the Goldstream Guarrh. He was of service, also,
to several inmates in Wakefield Lunatic Asylum. The reader
is referred for further information respecting this lamented
man to the first number of the Zoist.
The cases reported by the Reverend Chauncy Townshend in
his philosophical work, called " Facts in Mesmerism," are
remarkable from the answer they afford to the common opinion,
that the effects of Mesmerism are limited to a few nervous and
fanciful persons, chie1ly of the weaker seL While he has
adopted Mesmerism extensively in cases of sickness, he mentions that when he first took it up, "out of twenty-three individuals, in whom he induced sleepwaking, more or less perfectly,
L
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8iz only UJere UJomen, one only a decided invalid." He gives
the account of seven or eight young men "in perfect health,""in good and robust health," who were mesmerised by him.
His description of his power over some sceptics at Cambridge
is so curious and convincing, that it should be read by every
candid inquirer. In respect to Mesmerism as a curative agent,
he says himself, after much experience, " its capacity to serve,
either as a calmant or a stimulant, according to the exigencies
of the complaint, would alone give it the highest rank as a
remedy. In this point of view, how valuable appear its offices,
how unmatched by those of any substance in the Materia.
Medica." " Of all remedies, this alone pours its benefits direct
upon the very springs of sensation." " In cases of deafness and
blindness, which depend on nervous weakness, we possess a
subtle means of acting efficiently upon the fountain-head of the
calamity." Though "insulated cases of benefit,'' he adds,
" might seem suspicious, benefits on so large a scale must
finally vanquish distrust." And be concludes his notice to the
second edition of his work, "with a deep regret that prejudice
should yet stand in the way of so much alleviation of human
suffering as it is calculated to afford, and with a humble hope
that truth and time will lead to a discreet and grateful use of
this wonderful gift to man."
Colonel Sir Thomas Willshire, commanding at Chatham, has
practised Mesmerism extensively, and with great success. It
is no new thing to see the gallant profession of arms lending
the warmest aid to the cause of humanity: and many military
men, with a zeal and benevolence that reflect the highest
honour upon them, have taken up our science. To Sir Thomas
Willshire, in particular, occupying as he does so distinguished
a position, the highest admiration is due;- and while very
many interesting particulars could be related by him, one is so
striking that it cannot be too often laid before the public.
.A nursery servant, who had been for a long time suffering
pain in her upper jaw, of a most excruciating kind, was compelled to undergo a. sefJere operation on its account. The pain
was so intense, that she could scarcely bear a touch on the part
affected. Sir T. Willshire put her into the Mesmeric trance,
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and the surgeon commenced the operation. It lasted more than
five minutes. She did not feel it the least. Not a muscle or '
nerve either twitched or moved. When Sir Thomas awoke
her, she was not conscious of having gone through the ope- ·
ration.
It should be added that the sympathy of taste was developed ·
in this case. When Sir Thomas took wine, the patient said
she tasted it. The same experiment was tried with biscuit,
and she "tasted biscuit." And though she felt not the pain of the ·
operation, when Captain Valiant pinched Sir Thomas's hand,
she immediately felt it, and said she diu not like it.
Among other cases, Sir Thomas Willshire has cured a
servant, named Catharine Cocks, of a pulmonary complain~
with which she had been very ill and affected for years. She
is now perfectly restored to health and strength, and is " robust
and well ; " " though the medical gentleman, who had attended
her for some years, had, previously to the Mesmeric operation,
assured her parents that she could not survive the ensuing
winter."
Earl Stanhope, whose philanthropy and Christian kindness
are so universally known and admired, is a practiser of the
science. This excellent nobleman is not deterred by popular
prejudice, or by the ridicule which some newspapers have en-deavoured to cast upon him for his zeal in the cause, from.
appearing as the advocate of truth. In a letter, of which he
bas permitted me to make use, the noble lord mentions several
cases, in which he had been of signal service to some of his
sick and poorer neighbours. In particular, he mentions the
case of a young man, aged twenty-seven, who had been obliged
to give up his place on account of a nervous affection, which
produced syncope upon every trifling excitement. After being
mesmerised a few times, he was perfectlu cured. Another wasthe case of a young woman, aged twenty-two, the daughter of
a day-labourer, who was afflicted with such violent epileptic
fits, that she also was obliged to retire from service. After a
treatment of a short duration, she was pronounced quite weD,
and returned to her situation with her former master. Other
:t.ll
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very interesting particulars could be added, if the limits of this
w.ork allowed it. •
Miss Wallace, a most benevolent lady in Cheltenham, whose
exertions are unremitting in everything that can be of service
to the cause of humanity, can give the strongest attestation to
the truth of the Mesmeric power. She has had several most
extraordinary cases under her management. She has cured ·
two cases of decline,- the only two of the kind that she has
attempted. She has cured sciatica,-the mo1t violent cramps,
·epilepsy, head-aches, tooth-aches, ear-aches, -and some without
sleep being induced. Several of her other cases are very
remarkable ; and I hardly know any one more able to give
valuable evidence and information connected with the science,
than this amiable and active-minded friend of truth.f
Several other ladies and gentlemen in Cheltenham and the
neighbourhood have been for some time practising the art ; and
·could speak in the strongest way of its beneficial effect with
their patients.
Captain Valiant, of Chatham, who a short time ago was a
·''thorough sceptic," as he called himself, is now a most powerful
and successful Mesmeriser. Numerous cases could be related
in which he has relieved pain, reduced swellings, and obtained .
ca· complete cure. His power seems unusually great. He
·writes, " I have myself mesmerised many persons of both sexes,
-and have seen others succeed with a great many more. I have
also, in many cases, without putting the patient to sleep, removed head-aches, tooth-aches, sore-throats, and several other
pains, not only in women, but strong men, merely by manipulating the parts affected." Space is wanting for an insertion
of some interesting facts connected with a few of his patients;
but the attention of the reader is invited to the following : "In
my practice 'o f Mesmerism, I have met two curious cases which
perhaps may be worth mentioning. In both of these my
subjects were powerful men, brother captains in the army,
• The details of these cases have been since published in the " Zoist,"
vol. ii.
· t See also "Zoist," vol. iv. p. 458., for report of many more cures by this
excellent and kind friend.
·
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whom I bad repeatedly tried to mesmerise, but could only
succeed in closing their eyes, without being able to put them to·
sleep, so that they could not posaiblg open them, till I de. mesmerised them. I could close their eyes in about twominutes, even by giving them a glass of magnetised water.
I had also the power of catalepsing the limbs of one of them by
making passes over them." Captain Valiant's testimony, like
that of Mr. Townshend's, is a most valuable answer to those
who think that Mesmerism applies only to patients that are
" highly nervous and hysterical.'' •
Mr. Baldock of Chatham can bear most useful testimony )o
the curative powers of Mesmerism. " SetJeral cases," he says,
"have presented themselves to him, in which relief has been
given to the parties." In palpitations of the heart and severe
head-aches, he has been very successfu1. One of his cures is
so remarkable, that I shall give the particulars. It is that of
Robert Flood, now residing at Caistor in Lincolnshire. Mr.
Flood had for several years suffered most severely from disease
in one of his kidneys. He had been under the care of different
medical men,-and had been placed in a London hospital. His
pains were so acute, that he cou1d not leave his bed until the
day was advanced ; -and even then it was necessary for him
to recline several times before retiring for the night. He had
· been in this state for several years. Mr. Baldock was the
happy instrument of restoring him to health, after a Mesmeric
treatment of three months. This poor fellow, great part of
whose time was spent in bed from pain and weakness, "is now
in such robust health that he can throw a quoit." Mr. Baldock
has several other most valuable instances of cure and relief:
and as he keeps a journal of his Mesmeric proceedings, we may
hope that these interesting particulars will be placed more fully
before us.t
Mr. Majendie, of Hedingham Cas,le, Essex, has practised
Mesmerism with great advantage to the health of several
• Captain Valiant'1 statement is given more full7 in " Zoist." TOL ii.
p.241.

t Since the above was written, Mr. Baldock has furnished several other
cues to the Zoist.
L S
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persons. He says in a letter, " I have seen much of the
curative effects of Mesmerism." Several of his cases are most
instructive. Invalids, who had been incapable of any exertion
or labour, through a deranged system, have been cured or
. restored to comparative health. One of the facts that he
mentions, is so corroborative of the electrical theory of AnimalMagnetism, that it deserves to be recorded. " Without the
slightest suggestion or prompting, the patient said she saw the
sparks of fire pass from the points of my fingers into the water
which I magnetised for her." This same phenomenon has been
observed by other somnambulist patients. Mr. Majendie has
given great attention to the subject of Mesmerism; and his
opinion on all matters connected with it is of much value.
Mr. Topham, of the Temple, whose services in the wellknown case of poor W ombell were so invaluable, and of whom,
therefore, the Chirurgical Society seem to entertain a professional jealousy, has much experience in the practice. It
may be useful to record one of his cases ; that of a young man,
aged 18, who, for four years and a half, had been subject to
epileptic fits,-at least three a week, and each of two hours'
duration. He suffered also from incessant pains in his head.
Upon being mesmerised, the pains immediately ceased altogether;
his natural sleep became sound and regular ; and he had two
fits only in the space of three months. The 1\Iesmeric treatment was unavoidably discontinued in this case- before the
cure became perfected; but the change in the young man's
health is something quite remarkable.
Mr. Thompson, of Fairfield House, near York, is a. very
successful Mesmeriser. After much experience, he speaks in
the strongest wa.y of the utility of the science, a.nd of the
benefit that may be derived from it. He is often able toremove acute pain without producing sleep. He says, that he
·has tested this repeatedly " with almost invariable success ;
mitigating, and very often altogether removing, toothache,
headache, rheumatic pains, and pains occasioned by contusions,
· burns, and any inflammation ; "-and in some few cases, of a
severe or acute character, he has been able to afford great relief.
One of his cases is such a beautiful illustration of the power
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of Mesmerism, that I regret my inability, from want of space,
to give the full particulars. It is that of John Bradley, a boy
near York, -aged nine years, who had suffered for fifteen
months from a diseased knee,-evidently of a scrofulous character. When Mr. Thompson first saw him, "the child had
been suffering intense agony, -was unable to rest day or
night, had a total want of appetite; there was great in1lammation extending above the knee,-the knee was enormously
enlarged, and it was evident that extensive suppuration had
taken place in the inside of the knee." " The child was in a
high state of fever, a deep hectic flush was on his cheeks,
attended with quickness of breathing and a short cough." Mr.
Thompson determined to try the " experiment of making
passes over the knee for half an hour. Before the time had
nearly expired, the child became calm and still, then began to
smile, and said he felt awarmlu!atcomeoutof Mr. Thompson's
fingers, which had taken away the pain. He seemed a little
drowsy, but no sleep was produced." After a certain period
of treatment, the child's health rapidly improved,-the infiammation of the knee subsided, absorption of the matter took
place, and in a month he was able to put his toe to the ground.
After many other particulars, Mr. Thompson adds, " that it
was in May that I commenced mesmerising him ; by the latter
end of August the recovery was as complete, as I thought it
possible for a knee, so deformed from long-standing disease,
could be." He has great use of the limb ; is able to walk
about very well,-suffers not the slightest pain or inconvenien<!e,- and his health is very good. One fact is too
curious to be omit~ed. " During the process of recovery, he
never but once went to sleep under the operation ofMesmerism."
Here is another valuable proof of the remedial power of
:Mesmerism in Mr. Thompson's hands. A gentleman who had
been suffering for nine consecutive daya from severe rheumatic
fever, with acute pain in the shoulders, arms, hands, loins,
legs, and knees; with the fever excessive ; profuse night sweats
caused by the agony of pain,-and loss of sleep and of appetite,
placed himself under the management of Mr. Thompson. These
are his own words : " In less than twenty minutes you had
L
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nearly charmed away all the pain and restored warmth and
feeling to my feet. You then put me to sleep: the delightful
sensation of that sleep, after such extreme pain, I can scarcely
describe. When you awakened me, I felt like another person.
The fever was reduced: and the pain was gone. InJour days
I was down stail'S: every time you mesmerised me, I felt as it
were new life."
Mr. Thompson gives a description of three cures of severe
and long-standing neuralgic pains of the head. One of the
parties had been under the first medical advice in London ;
" had a great horror of Mesmerism without any faith in iU
curing her." One day, when much worse than usual, she asked
for its application : in less than ten minutes she was relieved ;
and awoke up entirely free from pain ; and her general health
has been very good ever since.•
Captain Anderson, of the Royal Marines, who is resident in
Chelmsford, is another very powerful Mesmeriser. His last
case is so very striking an instance of the merciful power of
Mesmerism that I shall give it somewhat in detail. Mrs.
Raymond, a lady residing at Chelmsford, had suffered for nine
years from a spinal complaint, being confined to her sofa, and unable to be moved day and night; she had also lost the use of her
voice. Her sufferings were dreadful. Blisters, caustic plasters,
leeches, setons, medicines of all descriptions, were tried in
succession, without any substantial good. These are her own
words: " During the nine years I was unable to be moved
from my sofa night or day; I was never free from pain ; sometimes the agony was indescribable : the three last years I have
been entirely speechless. I had given up all hope of recovery,
and almost prayed for death." " At the very time that I had
resigned myself to my fate, and begged that my sufferings
might soon be ended, God in his great mercy made me acquainted with Captain Anderson, who offered to try the effect
of Mesmerism." "I laughed at the idea; but from his account
of the cures he had performed, I complied,- being anxious to
• Mr. Thompson, who is one of the most successful of Mesmerisers, has
sent a large number of cases to the Zoist. His power in tDiUi11g, withou,t
the manipulations, is most striking.
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·grasp at ~y thing which wou;Icl do me good." Without following out the details, this is the result. . " I am now able .to
walk out daily, alone and unassisted. I am regaining my
·sPeech ;-~d I am free from pain, sleep soundly, and take no
medicine, and am now seldom mesmerised." Well may this
·excellent lady, when comparing" her past sufferings with her
present happineBB," say, that she " feels thankful to God and
grateful to Captain Anderson." For here is a case, which
·alone would be able to substantiate the healing virtues of this
blessed gift.•
Dr. Engledue of Southsea practises Mesmerism in his profession, and is a warm advocate in its cause. Whoever has
studied the fine intellectual forehead of Dr. Engledue, and
watched his clear eye, and calm, thoughtful countenance, must
acknowledge, that there stands a philosopher in the truest
acceptation of the word, and one little likely to be led astray
by the unreal fancies of a heated imagination.
Dr Sigmond, whose position in the scientific and literary
world giv~s the greatest value to his testimony, published in
the Lancet, for December, 1837, a most remarkable Mesmeric
case of his own.
Mr. Weekes, a surgeon ·at Sandwich,~ has "for two years
devoted a large portion of his time and attention to the great
remedial powers proceeding from the judicious application of
Mesmerism;"- and for this independent and noble-minded
conduct, he has been, of course, traduced by the ignorant and
the malevolent. He has, however, the satisfaction of knowing,
that the alleviation of pain, and the removal of disease, under
the Mesmeric treatment, and through his management, has
been considerable. His professional success has been great.
With him, Mesmerism has proved of use, " after the usual
·modes of treatment, and, in some instances, abundance of
quackery to boot, had utterly failed, and rendered the case
more inveterate and distressing." Among the eases that he
mentions, are some of " dyspepsia, habitual and obstinate constipation, paralysis, sluggish condition of the hepatic system,
• This case bas been since published in the Zoiat, vol. ii. p. 82. ,
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and hypochondriasis, muscular contractions,·stubborn and otherwise hopeless cases of chronic rheumatism, local pains, and
several severe forms of neuralgia, cases of general languor and
debility without manifest cause, as also a case of deafness,the removal of two teeth without the knowledge of the patient,
besides several affections of an anomalous character." Mr.
Weekes is proceeding firmly and actively: his name ranks
high with all parties ; and he is reaping an abundant reward.
Mr. Gardiner of Portsmouth is a powerful supporter of the
truth of Mesmerism. He gives a valuable account of the extraction of two teeth, attended by most painful circumstances,
without the consciousness of the party. " During the whole o£
this trying operation not a groan or complaint escaped the
patient." Other severe operations have been performed by
him "without an!/ manifestation cif feeling" on the part of the
patient.
Mr. Prideaux, of Southampton, is another great practical
Mesmeriser. He reports three remarkable cases of the cure
of St. Vitus's dance,-in which the "twitchings" diminished
perceptibly from day to day, under Mesmeric treatment. From
five different patients he hns extracted teeth without their consciousness. His description of their demeanour under this
usually painful operation is most curious. " The patient sat
with the hands quietly folded in the lap,-the countenance
was placid and serene,-and the whole attitude that of repose."
" The insensibility was perfect " of the three other patients.
The fifth "allowed me to operate for two hours with the 11101t
passive indifference." .Mr. Prideaux, himself a medical man,
says of one of his patients, " a case more conclusive of the
power of Mesmerism ns n remedial agent in the cure of disease,
it would be difficult to conceive." "If imagination," says he
again, " can work such wonders, she should be placed at the
head of the Materia Medica." With many . such enlightened
practitioners as Mr. Prideaux, the well-attested facts of Mes·
merism will soon force their way on the mind of the public.
Mr. Janson, of Pennsylvania Parli, near Exeter, the President
of the Exeter Literary and Philosophical Society, and a gentle·
man well known in that part of the world among Bcientific
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men, is also a Mesmeriser, and can bear his valuable testimony
to the therapeutic virtues of the science. He has been par·
ticularly successful in the treatment of tic-doloreux.•
Mr. Kiste, a most intelligent gentleman from Germany, and
who has been resident some little time in Plymouth, has devoted much of his attention to the science. Among the cases
in which he has found it efficacious, one alone can be particularly mentioned, which by itself would confirm the unspeakable value of Mesmerism. It was a severe case of
spasmodic asthma. The patient had been subject to it for
twelt1e years. She says herself, that such were her sufferings,
that for " many days she was obliged to sit with a pillow on
her lap to support her stomach." "The paroxysms were so
violent that she was obliged to sit on the floor for four-andtwenty hours at a time." " To describe half my sufferings
when the spasmodic breathing came on, is impossible." She
had been attended by eight or nine medical men in succession.
Cnpping, blistering, hot baths, were tried, but without any
important effect. In short, her own description of the periodical
pains which returned every fortnight-of their severity, and
of other attendant evils, is painful to read. A clergyman, well
acquainted with the family, now writes to the Mesmeriser, and
says, "It is now at this moment (Jan. 29.) nine weeks since
she was subjected to the Mesmeric influence, and she has been
entirely free from asthma. her general health is improved, and
she is gaining flesh." I shall not enter into the further details
of this very striking and interesting case; as we have reason
to hope that Mr. Kiste will himself shortly bring them before
the public. t
Mr. Holm, of Highgate, who, in a most philanthropic manner,
devotes much of his time to the benefit of his fellow-creatures,
has found Mesmerism a most efficacious remedy. He has
obtained some very remarkable cures. He generally has a
large number of Mesmeric patients under his management.
He tells me that he has proved Mesmerism to be most valuable
• Zoist. vol. iv. p. S41.
t Thia case has since appeared in the Zoist, vol. iL p. 465.
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in epilepsy, rheumatism, brain fever, diarrhrea, headaches, and
many neuralgic disorders. Mr. Holm bas large experience in
phrenology, and bas tested with great success its connection
with vital magnetiem.
Mr. Charles Childs of Bungay " was tJery muck indisposed
to receive the phenomena of Mesmerism as facts,"-" but be
was constrained to admit their reality, unless be would deny
·the evidence of his own senses." He says, " I have practised
Mesmerism above four years ; in this period, I katJe protJed itB
unquestionablg ben,eficial results on SetJeral of tke most aJ!lictitJe
maladies." In corroboration of the above, I can state, that I

called on the mother of one of Mr. Childs's patients, and heard
from her own mouth the details of a very remarkable cure of a
·child that had been frightened in a fearful manner. Every
·other remedy, but Mesmerism, seemed to fail in this case.
Mr. Childs generally has about four patients at a time under
·his hands. Much attention has been awakened in his neighbourhood by the following operations. I quote from the very
able letter which Mr. Webb, the operating surgeon, addressed
to the editor of " The Medical Times." Mr. Webb says, that
he does " not come forward to support the theory of any man.
He desires only, as an unprejudiced observer, to record facts
which he had himself tested." The cases are these: "Two
young women, Mesmeric patients of Mr. Childs, who bad suffered from toothache for some time past, consented to have
their teeth extracted while in Mesw.eric somnolency, but were
not apprised of the time at which this was to be done. That
they might have no reason to suspect what was about to take
place, I was not sent for until Mr. Childs had put them into
the Mesmeric condition, when I went and extracted for one a
.very troublesome stump, and for the other, a double tooth in
the upper jaw. I am morally certain. that no means were
employed to produce this state of unconsciousness except the
Mesmeric." • • • • "After a short time they were awakened,
and were both wholly unconscious of all that had taken
place."
"Nor was this all; for neither at the time when they were
awakened, nor on the following day, did they experience either
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pain in the jaw or tenderness in the gum." • Evidence; like
this, coming from the surgeon himself, has a twofold strength.
A similar operation took place at Hinckley in Leicestershire,
last June, upon a young man, named Paul. The tooth was
extracted during the Mesmeric sleep, without consciousness.
Paul told a correspondent of mine, that " he did not feel any
pain whatever.''
Mr. Nicholles, of Bruton Street, bas extracted two or three
teeth from patients in the Mesmeric sleep, without their knowledge. In this last case, he says, "The pulse was 108 under ,
the Mesmeric influence, and rose a little during the operation.
On being awakened, she expressed the most lively gratitude
and delight at having lost her troublesome companion.''
.Another striking case of this kind was the extraction of a
tooth from W. Gill, at Edinburgh, without pain, on May I.
1843, by Mr. Nasmyth, Surgeon-Dentist to the Queen. Several
medical gentlemen were present. Mr. Craig was the Mesmeriser. Gill had no feeling, when the tooth was being
extracted,-but after he was awakened, he felt a soreness and
pain in the gums.t
Mr. Carstairs, of Sheffield, who practises Mesmerism, has
extracted teeth from parties who were not aware of the operatjon. He has also performed several minor operations, such as
opening an abscess and dressing the wound ; cutting a large
wart from a patient's hand ;-inserting a seton, without the
parties feeling the slightest pain or suffering any inconvenience.
-Other medical men in Sheffield have employed Mesmerism
as a medical auxiliary, and could bear testimony to its usefulness.
Mr. Chandler, a surgeon of Rotherhi the, has much experience
of the ~eficial effects of Mesmerism. Among other cases, he
has had one of insanity, in which his Mesmeric power was invaluable. He " produced a cure, rapid and perfect, when
• Mr. Charles Childs has had some still more interesting cases, wh.ich I
have enjoyed the opportunity of witnessing, the aocount of which is published
in the Zoist, vol. iii. p. S6.
t See Introductory Chapter, for the report of extraction of teeth by difFerent dentists.
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bleeding and powerful medicines, and medicines given powerfully and perseveringly, had all been unavailing."•
Mr. Purland, of Mortimer Street, Cavendish Square, offers
an honourable instance of the triumph of truth over prejudice
and preconceived opinions. I met Mr. Purla.nd last July at
the house of a friend : his opinions against the existence of
Mesmerism as a fact were most decisive ; I had much conversation with him,- but did not shake him in the least. He
consented, however, to witness some Mesmeric experiments;and after giving them a due and patient investigation, he
became a convert,· and is now a valuable ally, -and has practised the art with great success. He has cured his father in a
dreadful and most distressing malady, in a case where no relief
was procured from medicine. He has cured cases of asthma,
hysteria, lameness, and deafness. At various times he has
relieved patients of headache, toothache, pains in the chest, &c.
He calls Mesmerism, in a letter I lately received from him, " a
science of much importance;" and this from a gentleman, who
a few months back was a determined sceptic I Such, however,
is the force of truth, where straightforward and honourable intentions go hand in hand with the inquiry.t
l{r. Boyton, a surgeon of Watlington, in Oxfordshire, is
another honourable example of a manly independence of mind.
His acknowledged reputation in his profession gives value to
what he states. He has cured a severe case of fits ; and another serious case of injury, accompanied by much pain, and
general ill health. He says, " I do not mean to recommend
the indiscrimate use of this agent in every case, nor substitute
it for acknowledged remedies. But in some cases I should not
hesitate to employ it ; it Btrengtltens the nervous sy1tem, improves the digestilJn, and tranquillises the mind." This is most
important testimony.
Dr. Wilson, of the Middlesex Hospital, is so well known by
• A large number of most interesting cases, under the treatment of this
able and indefatigable Mesmeriser, has appeared in the later numbers of the
Zoist.
· t The preface has already recorded the large number of teeth which Mr.
Purland bas extracted in the Mesmeric state.
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his publications on the subject, to be a firm supporter of the
truths of Mesmerism, that it is only needful to allude to his
name. Some readers may, however, be interested in learning
that Dr. Wilson has cured a case of insanity, or intense melancholy, by the aid of Mesmerism.
Dr. Ashburner, of Grosvenor Street, and lately physician to
the Middlesex Hospital, is a most energetic friend to Mes•
merism. As was also the lamented Dr. Buxton, of Brownlow
Street.
Dr. Storer, of Bristol, bas published a valuable little treatise,
recommending the practice.
Dr. Simpson, of York, has been one of the earliest friends to
the science.
Dr. Arnott, of Edinburgh, is another advocate.
The names of several other medical men can be added. Mr.
Symes, of Grosvenor Street. Mr. J. Hands, of Duke Street,
Grosvenor Square. Mr. Decimus Hands, of Thayer Street,
Manchester Square, a most successful and benevolent promoter
of the good cause. Mr. Morgan, of Bedford Row. Mr. Flintoff, of Great Tichfield Street. Mr. Clarke, of Kingsland Road.
Mr. Case, of Fareham. Mr. Adams, of Lymington. Mr. Chater,
of Norwich. Mr. Weddel, of Scarborough. Mr. Nixon, of Wig•
ton, Cumberland. Mr. J. B. Parker, of Exeter. Mr. Sargent,
of Reigate, Surrey, &e. Most of these gentleman have sent
papers to the Zoist.
Mr. Johnston, Surgeon, 22 Saville Row, bears honourable
testimony to the efficacy of Mesmerism in a remarkable ease,
recorded in the second volume of the Zoist, p. 42.
Mr. Newnham, Surgeon, of Farnham, the well-known author
of "Human Magnetism," has proved himself a valuable and
unexpected ally. He was requested to "write a paper against
Mesmerism, and furnished with materials " for the purpose :
but the very inquiry convinced him of its truth. The result
has been as honourable to Mr. Newnham, as it must have been
mortifying to his sceptical prompter : " For 'tis the sport, to have the rngineer
Hoist with his own petard."

Mr. Luxmore, of Alphington, Exeter ; and Mr. Hollings of
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Leicester, are amongst our most unwearied friends. Mr. Vivian,
of Woodfield, Torquay, is another supporter.
The readers of the Zoist must also have noticed the benevo·
lent exertions of Mr. Briggs, of Nottingham Place. (No. 14.
p. 226.)
Mr. Mulholland, of W alsa.II, is a most earnest and successful
Mesmerist. He has reduced a wen of eleven years' standing,
and of the size of a goose's egg, so completely, that it requires
acute observation to detect it.
Mr. Stenson, of Northampton, is another valuable supporter
of the cause. He has cured cases of fits, melancholia, &c. &c.
He says that he looks forward with well-grounded hope to
Mesmerism being more generally applied as a curative means.
Mr. Summers, of Chatham, has.acted successfully upon a case
of obstinate hernia by Mesmerism.
Dr. Cryer, of Bradford, states a case where a young girl,
named Louisa Taylor, who bad lost the use of her arm and leg
by paralysis, was materially benefited by the Mesmeric treatment of Mr. Prest of that town.
Mr. Brindley, of Stourbridge, has cured various diseases by
this power : an affection of the heart, of seven years' standing ;
a case of general debility of the nervous system ; and several
cases of fits and rheumatic pains, &c. &c.
Mr. Tubbs, of Upwell Isle, in Cambridgeshire, has proved
the reality and efficacy of Mesmerism in the treatment of many
diseases. Delirium from grief, muscular pain, chronic rheu·
matism, and several other cases could be named, where he
found the Mesmeric treatment most successful. This earnest
friend to the cause of humanity has found Mesmerism most
efficacious in several operations,-in the extraction of teeth,
&c. :-Mr. Tubbs has had some most interesting patients under
his care.•
Mr. Donovan, the able phrenologist, can give very valuable.
testimony as to the powers and virtues of our science.
In W olverhampton, Mesmerism is making vast strides in.
popular estimation. Dr. Owens, of Stourbridge, a medical
; A number of other cases, by Mr. Tubbs, have since appeared in the
Z01st. He is a most steady and able practitioner.
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gentleman, lately made many com·erts, by the following ope..
ration : "A young woman, suffering dreadfully from toothache,
was thrown into the Mesmeric sleep, for the purpose of having
the tooth extracted. A sceptical dentist happened to be
present and undertook the operation. There was much difficulty in the case. The key slipped from the tooth twice; and a
splinter, nearly an inch and a half in length, was broken from
the alveolar portion of the jaw. Still there was not the
slightest manifestation of pain ; and the patient, on being
brought to herself, had not the slightest idea that the operation
had been performed." The dentist said, that " there was no
more movement than there would have been in a corpse."
About eighty persons were present.
Mr. Gibbon Wakefield, who is so well known in the political
world, and was such a staunch unbeliever in the science, is
now " satisfied of its truth, and has since mesmerised many
hundred persons."
The names of several clergymen could be given ; in fact,
they would furnish a long list. Mr. Pyne, incumbent of Hook,
Surrey, has published a most useful little book (Vital Magnetism), in which he has communicated the results of his
experience. The Rev. John Edwards, of Prestbury, Cheltenham; and the Rev. L. Lewis, of Gateacre, Liverpool, have
both sent papers to the Zoist.
Mr. Spencer Hall, the original magnetiser in Miss Martineau's
case, and the author of " Mesmeric Experiences," is a most
successful practiser of the art, and well entitled to the confidence he has so invariably received. Some of his patients
have exhibited 'iery interesting phenomena.
A long catalogue of non-professional advocates yet remains to
be mentioned. Among them are Mr. Fradelle, of Percy Street;
Mr. Holland, of New Cross; 1\:lrs. Jones, of Salisbury;
Mr. Davey, of Devonshire ; l\lr. Edmund Fry, of Plymouth;
:Mr. Parsons, Marine Library, Brighton; Mr. Reynoldson,
Renshaw Street, Liverpool; Mr. Brown, Low Leyton, Essex;
Mr. S. Selfe, Bridgwater ; Mr. Hayman, of Sidmouth; Mr.
Vernon, the promoter of the Mesmeric Institute ; Mr. C.
Caillard, of Leicester; !Ir. Hicks, the well-known and able
)[
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Lecturer; Mr. Saunders, of Ivy Cottage, Bath; Mr. W.
W arenne, of Hull ; Mr. H. Hudson, of Liverpool; Mr. Alexander Walker, Bainsford, N. B.; Mr. Bailey, &c.
In Scotland Mesmerism has taken a firm root. Its remedial
power has been tested over and over again. And Mr. Lang's
useful little work on " Mesmerism, with a Report of Cases
developed in Scotland," should be read by every person
solicitous of the truth.
Dr. Elliotson's eminent success in the practice is too well
known to require notice. All, who really seek for valuable
information on this head, should consult his Papers in the
Zoist. They will there see the cases reported in detail,-and
enriched by medical observations of the highest value. Let it
be sufficient to state that he has cured cases of insanity,cases of St. Vitus's dance, of palsy, of loss of voice,-of
deafness and dumbness, of epileptic and other fits ; cases where
every other medical treatment had utterly failed. The increasing circulation of the Zoist has placed these wonderful
facts so completely within the reach of the medical student,
that this brief allusion to them is no otherwise necessary than
to make our list of leading Mesmerisers complete.
Here, then, is a train of witnesses in favour of our science!
Here is a succession of evidence from men of ability, of
education, of honourable standing in society, from whose report
alone, the existence of Mesmerism as a fact in nature might be
confidently predicated!• And this list might have been
swelled to any extent! What an amount, moreover, have we
here of happiness conferred ! What a mass of pain, of sickness,
of sorrow, lightened or removed! Here at length are a few
pleasing pages in the long sad chapter of human life! Here,
at last, is a delightful study for the philanthropist and the
Christian ! And all these blessings communicated by means of
a power that is derided, or dreaded, or disbelieved ! We have
confined our testimony to what has occurred in this country
alone and within the last few years,-but what a pile of
narratives could have been added to it, if the limits of a
• See Miss Martineau's Preface on this point, p. 8.
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humble work like this would have allowed it. It might have
been added, that on the Continent Mesmerism has been
received as a fact (un fait accompli) for years: that in
Germany it is studied and practised to a considerable extent •;
that in Prussia many physicians make use of it under the
authority of government; and that in Berlin in particular the
greatest success has attended its use ;-that in Stockholm
degrees are granted in the university by an examination on its
laws ; that in Russia, the Emperor appointed a commission of
medical men to inquire into it, and that this commission
pronounced it "a very important agent,"-that the first physician of the emperor, and many others at Petersburgh, speak
in favour of its utility ; and that at Moscow a systematic
course of treatment under the highest auspices has been employed for years. In Denmark, physicians practise it under a
royal ordinance, and by a decree of the College of Health. In
Holland, some of the first men take it up. In France, the
extent to which it is practised is considerable indeed.t A
commission of the Royal Academy of Medicine there recommended that Mesmerism should be allowed a place within the
circle of the medical sciences ( comme moyen therapeutique
devrait trouver sa place dans le cadre des connaissances medicales ). Some of the first physicians in Paris, affixed their
signatures to this report. I might mention the cases related
by Foissac in his reportt: I might give extracts without
number on the subject from different French and German
works. I might quote from De Leuze, Puysegur, Wienholt,
Treviranus, Brandis of Copenhagen, &c. usque ad nauseam.
The great name of Hufeland, of Berlin, is a host in itself.
I have a curious little French work by me, called " La
Verite du Magnetisme prouvee par les Faits," in which the
list of cures effected by a lady in Paris is quite marvellous.
• The famous Jean Pan! Richter practised Mesmerism f<>r the sake of his
friends, when they were ill.- See his Life, vol. ii. p. ISO.
f See "E:rpose dn Cures operees en France depuis Mesmer jusqu'ii 1WI Jour•"
1826), with attestations by more than two hundred medical men.
f Rapports sur les l\Iagm!tisme Animal, par M. P . :Foissac, Doeteur en
:\ledccine.
)( 2
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In the United States the same mighty progress has been made.
Mr. Buckingham, the distinguished traveller, told me, that it
is there practised to a very great extent. In his amusing
work on that country he mentions several curious Mesmeric
cases and phenomena that he witnessed in Philadelphia, at the
Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb, tried upon children in the
presence of several physicians and legal gentlemen, when it
appeared proved beyond suspicion, to the satisfaction of all
present, that " there was a complete suspension of the susceptibility of pain during the state" of Mesmerism. Dr. Mitchell,
an eminent physician of Philadelphia, mentioned an operation
performed by him in the extraction of a tooth under most
painful circumstances, when no feeling was experienced,- and
no recollection of the fact existed afterwards. • And who and
what are the men that have thus advocated Mesmerism ? I
shall answer in the words of the celebrated French physiologist,
Dr. Georget,- who sayl!,-" It is a very astonishing thing
that animal magnetism is not even known by name among the
ignorant classes : it is among the enlightened rmllu that it
finds support. It is men who have received some education
who have taken its cause in hand: it is partly learned men,
naturalists, ph,1Jsicians, philosophers, who have composed the
numerous volumes in its favour." t And what is the reply of
our opponents to this pyramid of facts ? That they are all
cases of delusion? Granted, for the sake of argument, that
very many might be so, -that in several instances the ablest
men might be deceived: what then? still, even with the
largest deduction under this head, what an accumulation of
evidence would yet remain ! As Mr. Colquhoun observes,
"Upon what evidence are we permitted to believe any series
of facts? What amount of proof is required?" The host of
competent and hi~;hly qualified men who have narrated their
experience, forbid the supposition of a universal delusion.
Some other theory must be adopted. Mesmerism is a science
of facts. To facts we appeal : and we do not believe, as has
• Duckingham's "America," vol. ii. p. 1 H>-125.
t Apud "Isis lle\·elata," vol. ii. p. 45.

BELIEF IN CLAIRVOYANCE.
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been well observed, that " nny science rests upon ex:petiments
more numerous, more positive, or more ~asily ascertained." •
To facts, then, it is repeated, do we appeal. What the
nature of those facts is, it is superfluous to mention. I presume
that most of my readers have a general notion respecting them;
that they are aware, how that after certain manipulations a
deep sleep comes on;- how that this is followed by the phenomena of attraction, of sympathy, of insensibility, of phrenomagnetism, and other singular manifestations, all varying
with various sleepers; and how, that when the patient is
awakened, a sanative or soothing effect is generally experienced.
To the higher order of phenomena, such as clairvoyance,
internal vision, and so forth, I have made little allusion. Not
that I disbelieve, or have not witnessed something of them.
But this work aims strictly at a practical character. I have
no wish to astonish or amuse. Those wondrous facts of
clairvoyance t, which cause the faith of so many to hesitate,
have no necessary bearing on the therapeutic qualities ,of
Mesmerism. They might all be false, and yet the healing
virtues of the magnetic slumber remain unquestioned. At the
same time, it may not be useless to mention, that there is not
one single phenomenon of the higher order of Mesmerism,
which has not been found to exist in a natural state, and
spontaneously, in some recorded cases of extremely-diseased
individuals. The annals of natural somnambulism are full of
them. Mesmerism simply brings out in the process of cure,
and by artificial means, what nature throws forth in the actioq
• " II a l!te etabli en Franct>, et dans presque tous les pays du nord, des
traitcmens magnetiques, ou dt.>S millier• des maladu ont trouve Ia sante. La
relation dctaillee d'un grand nombre de guerisons a ett! publiee, soit par les
particuliers, soit par les socictes de l'barmonie. " - FoissAc, Rapports, p. 500.
1l1is was said by Foissac, a medical man himself, more than ten years ago,
-in ISSS, before the practice of .Mesmerism was much known in England.
If F oissac could say in 18SS that there were thou.ands of sick persons who
haLl received benefit from the art, what might he not state now? This, let
it be remembered, is the main question; that the number of &ucceuful
provt.>S the power.
t One of the most succt.>Ssful cast.>S of clairvoyance occuned at Plymouth,
in the house of Mr. E. Fry, with a patient of 1\Ir. Lundie, the well-known
lecturer.-See the report in Zoist, vol. iv. p. 82.
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of disease. Take the staggering fact of reading with the eyes
closed, through, what I believe, an electric communication.
This has occurred in a natural state. • The report is to be
found in the 38th volume of the French Encyclopredia, on the
authority of the then Archbishop of Bordeaux. It was the
case of a young ecclesiastic, who walked in his sleep, took pen,
ink, and paper, and composed and wrote his sermons, and read,
with his eyes closed. To test him, the archbishop held a piece
of pasteboard before his face to prevent his seeing, -but he
appeared to see equally well. Now, we repeat, that this case
had no connection with Mesmerism,- that it is quite independent ofit,-that it occurred spontaneously and in a natural
state, and is established on as high authority as any sing~e fact
in science. It was simply the effect of a morbid action on the
nervous system of the young man. And so of all the other
strange phenomena of Mesmerism ; there is not one of them
but has its parallel in some instance of common somnambulism :
and I know no study that would so well prepare the mind of
the student for a due apprehension of this question, as a perusal
of the marvellous facf.s that have be.en recorded in the histories
of many natural sleepwalkers. However, a further allusion to
these singular manifestations is foreign to our purpose. My
<>bject is wholly utilitarian. And my endeavour hilS been to
prove by a copious body of statistics, that there is a state into
which the human frame can be placed, from whence the most
powerfully remedial results may be obtained, even in cases of
extremest suffering.
• See

Appendi~

for several instances.
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CHAP. IV.
ARGUMENTS AGAINST TRUTH OF MESMERISM.- MONOTONY.- HYSTERIA.
- DIITATION.- FAITH.- DIAGINATION.-" MESMERISE ME. AND I
'WILL BELIEVE YOU."- FIRST FRENCH REPORT. -SECOND l!'JlEIICH JlBo
PORT OF MEDICAL MEN ALONE.- XB. W AXLEY. -LONDON UNIVERSITY.
-ROYAL J(E])ICAL AND CHIBUllGICAL SOCIETY.- BRITISH A880CIATI0l(
.AND XB. BIUID.-BRITISH ASSOCIATION AND PHRENOLOOY.-BRITISH

ASSOCIA.TION AND ETHER AND MESMEBISM.- GBE.A.T NAMES AXONG
BELIEVERS IN MESMEBISX.

Aim what is the reply of certain medical men, who presume
ez cathedra to give an opinion on the subject without condescending to look into it,-what, we demand, is their reply to
ihe representation of this state? Simply, that it is impossibleJ
the thing, they say, is in itself impossible ; -and consequently
that no farther investigation is requisite for the student. To
say that facts are extraordinary,- are difficult to conceive,are contrary to previous experience, is but the duty of a philosopher, who should suspend his belief till every reasonable
doubt be done away.• But to begin with asserting, that a thing
is impo..Wle,- and that it is contrary to the laws of nature,
because it differs from our early opinions, is irrational in the
extreme, and eminently absurd in days like -our own, when
every year we see thing• accomplished, which in our youth
were deemed impracticable. The real question is,-what are
U.e law1 ofnature. 'I Are they all known and established? But
inasmuch as to set limits in this way to the operations of nature,
and call a thing which is occurring every hour "impossible,,
• 'Vienholt in his Lectures says, " Philosophers. when they have once
deduced a number o( general principles from a certain range of experience.
are not easily brought to admit of exceptions from these general laws, when
once established to their satisfaction. TM!I extkaooKT to red- all ftb«.

14••·

']"nttly npen7naing fad•, Aoloever anomaloa, •>Ukr ••bjectiOt& to tllue
They twilt them in all directions, until they get them-t&Ointe• fiOlerttuaccommodsted to their theory ; and if they do not succeed, they consider

this circumstance as a perfectly good ground for throwingthem aside; and,
accordingly, they are at once struck out of the category of facta."-Colp4oan'a WieMolt, p. 41.
H4
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is not quite satisfactory to the philosophic inquirer, a few ingenious theories are propounded by the faculty to silence the
unreasonable questionings of the "impertinently curious."
One gentleman will tell you, that " Monotony '' is the secret.
The constant movement of the hands before the face •, ~a continued friction by passes down the arm, has, they say, such a.
dull, deadening effect, that the mere monotony of the action
induces somnolency. All this is granted : many a restless
invalid has been lulled into slumber by some such soothing
process. The tickling of a feather, or the reading of a dull
book in a drowsy tone for a prolonged period, will often persuade to sleep. But this explanation will not meet the difficulty.
It applies but to a few isolated instances. And first we ask,
how many times would this experiment answer in the case of a
feverish patient? For days ? for weeks? for months? A
daily repetition of the trial would, I fear, soon break the charm.
Not so with Mesmerism. The mesmeric sleep is obtained only
the more easily and more quickly at each renewal of the process.
But with some patients, these monotonous movements, made by
parties unskilled in Mesmerism, not only do not soothe, but
have even an irritating effect ; -to whom, however, the mesmeric action, applied in a judicious way, succeeds at once. I
can speak to this point from my own experience. Rut this i~J
not all. Many Mesmerisers scarcely use monotonous movements
at all. The mutual contact of the thumbs, the application of
the points of tbe fingers near the eyes, the pressure of the hand
upon the crown of the head, are the plans that I have seen most
usually adopted, and which I have found most successful mysel~.
Often and often have I seen patients in a state of cerebral ex-:citement put to sleep in two, in three, in four minutes, by the,
contact of the balls of the thumbs. A lady has told me that
oftimes from the moment her thumb touched the thumb of the
:Mesmeriser, a leaden weight has settled on her eyelids, making
resistance to sleep impossible,- and this in a case where every
~ther soporific method had been worse than idle. No : mono• " To the wa11ing motion nf the hands, in what are tenned the "passes,'' I
attribute all the phenomena which animal magnetism is said to induce in
patit'nts who submit lo this mummery."- U11ity of Disease, by Dr, Dickson.p. 9J.
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tony will not explain the difficulty. In fact, so little has monotony to do with the effect, that none but those who have seen
\ittle or nothing of mesmeric action could invent this theory for
its solution.
Driven from this post, our opponents next establish them·
selves behind the entrenchments of " Hysteria." This is the
explanation, that is for ever being advanced in anti-mesmeric
works and lectures at the hospitals ; and I think it more especially worthy of answer, as I have hea1·d it made by some
able and enlightened friends. The patient, they say, is "highly
nervous and excitable ; it is simply an hysteric action,- nothing
else.'' Now there is much plausibility in this representation.
Its vagueness catches the ear. The undefined character of the
word "nervousness" includes almost every thing in common
parlance. Merely say that a patient is nervous, and all difficulties are removed. But we must pin our philooophic friends
down to something more specific. These loose generalities carry
no meaning in them. And first we would observe, that it is
not nervous patients who are always the most susceptible to
mesmeric action. The idea is convenient ; but the fact is often
the reverse. Stout, strong-minded men have been mesmerised;
8nd I have seen patients who were termed " highly nervous"
resist the influence altogether.• But let UlJ analyse this explanation more closely. What is hysteria ? 1.'1 it hyster~
when a pin is forced into a delicate female's hand, far enough
to draw blood, and she feels no pain, and exhibits no change of
expre~sion? Is it hysteria, when a brute strikes a sleeping
boy a violent blow with a walking-stick, and no movement or
consciousness results from it? Is it hysteria, where excitement and strong cerebral irritation are soothed and cnlm.e d
down into tranquillity and repose? Is it hysteria, when intolerable heat and throbbing in the head are carried off and leave
not a vestige? Is it hysteria, wh~n racking, torturing paia is
relieved or completely taken away ? And all these effects not
~appening once and accidentally, but over and over, and over
• Teste says, " I would almost venture to say there might exist an obGIDcle
to wmnambuli8m in excessive se1Ulibility." (p. 41.) l\fy experience quite eonlirms
tl.Jis view, in opposition to what is vulgarly entertained.
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again? According to common experience, these effects would
rather result from hysteric action than be removed by it ; and
certainly it is a novel doctrine, when we are taught, that an
abatement in feverish or cerebral irritability is the product of
hysteria. However,-it is now said, that all these states are
the effect of hysteria. Hysteria includes every thing. Whatever may be the condition of the human body,-be it unusual
repose or unusual excitement,- be it exquisite sensibility to
pain, or an utter unconsciousneBS of its presence, hysteria is the
cause. Be it so. And how much nearer are we now towards
resolving the difficulty ? For again I ask, what is hysteria 1
Do the medical men know themselves ? Can they explain it ?
Can they say what are its causes, proximate or remote ? Are
they not confessedly in the dark on the subject ? To explain
Mesmerism, therefore, by hysteria, is but to exchange one difficulty for another. It is but a shifting of position, not an aPproximation towards the truth. It is a moving of the feet, not
a marching forwards. With far greater judgment did one of
the most superior and rising members of the profession observe
to me, that " Mesmerism, if true, rather threw a light on h,.
teria, than hysteria on Mesmerism." It would rather lead them,
he said, to a solution of their very difficulties on that question.
But be this as it may, to explain one difficulty by another is a
most unphilosophical proceeding,- and one through which no
approach whatever is made to an illustration of the truth. But
on the other hand, if Mesmeric action be nothing but hysteria•,
-as perhaps it is,- then we assert, that hysteria, when produced artificially and intentionally, ceases to be a disease,- but
becomes a condition full of medicinal and healing virtue ; as
the inexhaustible catalogue of cures accomplished by its power
incontrovertibly proves.
" lmTATION" t is a favourite explanation with others ; and certainly imitation is a key which interprets many facts
• See a cure of Hysteria, by Mr. Spencer Hall, and some nry judicious
obsenations.-" Mumme Ezperien~•: p. 55.
t Imitation is one of the explanations given in the Dictiomtain du Scien«
de Mtdicalu, t. vi., p. 594. ; and also by M. Virey in his article on Aaimal
:Magnetism.
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in the science. Imitation is one of the most powerful agents
for working on the human mind ; -much that is good or
wicked in human conduct is the result of imitation alone;and it may be a curious study for the physiologist to trace the
secret springs of imitation to their native source. But though
imitation may explain many parts in the conduct of a Mesmeric
patient, -it goes but a small way. How can we explain this
fact, that young and artless girls, - the deaf,- the dumb,the blind, - patients who had never heard of Mesmerism •,who knew not what process was going to take place, have all
equally exhibited the same class of phenomena ? Imitation is
often used, too, for a synonym of lmpo1ture. But when em·
ployed in this sense, it assumes that the capabilities of the
human mind are great indeed, and that the histrionic talent is
far more common than is suspected. The lovers of the drama
complain that the days of tragic and comic excellence are
departed, and that not an actor remains to tread the stage.
Unfounded regret! If the charges of our opponents be correct,
and imitation (or imposture) be the clue to Mesmerism, then
indeed actors and actresses of the highest talent abound in
every district, -artists, before whom the genius of a Garrick
'Would grow pale, are making the circuit of the country in every
direction,- and the art of Roscius is now at its zenith. I have
seen ignorant, uneducated, simple persons transformed by the
touch of the Mesmeriser into the most finished performers.
Yes,- if imitation (or imposture) be the solution, then is a
greater wonder established than the supposed discoveries of
)tesmer,-and the histrionic powers of the human mind proved
to be something beyond the range of old experience. Either
way, "the laws of nature " must be remodelled ; -old systems
are not sufficient; for mentally or physically, a new and wondrous power has been detected, which henceforward must find
a place amidst the schemes and divisions of the philosopher and
metaphysician. t
• See Spencer Hall, p. 6.
t See Wi.,nholt, 1. ii. p. 57., on the fact of the somnambulist, "conducting
himself as perf.,ctly in his first sleep aa in his tenth." Practice does not
make more perfeet.
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FAITH or confidence in the power, and a desire to be healed
by the process of Mesmerism, are again suggested by others as
a cause to which we may nscribe some of the cures of which
we have spoken. On this theory, how are we to explain those
instances, where the patient had a positive aversion to the
practice; where, so far from the existence of faith, disgust and
disbelief were the strong predominant feelings ; -and where
the remedy was adopted almost by compulsion, and yet the
cure and the benefits have been most marked and unequivocal ?
Here I can again come forward with my testimony. •
Again, therefore, is a fresh interpretation needed, and all is
resolved by another party into the large, the comprehensive
phrase of "Imagination." Truly has it been observed, that
this reference of all these difficulties to the influence of imagination is but " a cloak to cover ignorance.'' That imagination
hns a most powerful effect on the habit of the body, we all
know. Numerous striking events can be clearly traced to it.
Several wonderful cures have been produced by it. It is a
. valuable, a useful auxiliary. None but an idiot would deny its
power. Still, imagination, with all its vehement effects, has a
limit. There is a time when its influence wears off. An inv.alid often " imagines" that a new medical adviser has been of
service, -that a change of medicine has done good, -that a
different treatment has been beneficial; and repeatedly bas a
healthier action been brought about by this power of the mind
upon the nervous system. But much too generally the spell is
dissolved at an early day. Before the tedious week shall have
run its round, a relapse has occurred, and the benefit is forgotten~ Not so, again we say, with Mesmerism. The longer
it is tried, the more powerful is the hold. A patient may be
sent to sleep by imagination two or three days in succession ;
but would the same method succeed day after day for several
months? Here is a point on which I can speak with confidence.

• So far from " Faith" being an active cause, it sometimes bas worked
prejudicially by over-exciting the patient through the expectation of benefit.
" From my excessive nervousness, and being full of faith, I expected soon to
jind myself spell-bound, and subject to its slet>py infiuence," writes a patient
in Zoist, No. 19, p. 3'27. But days and weeks pa:;l;ed over without an apparent
effect. " It seemed to banish sleep," he says.

IMAGINATION.·

The process, which was comparatively feeble in its effect upon
a patient in my family during the first week is now, at nearly
the expiration of a year, more efficacious than ever. Look
again to its influence on pain. We hear at times of pain disappearing suddenly through some operation of the mind. An
individual, suffering from a raging toothache, has been known
to walk to a dentist's door, when the simple ringing of the bell
has so wrought on his system as to stop the pain and change
the condition of his body. But who believes that this power of
the mind would be continuous ? Who supposes that the daily
experiment of a walk to the operator's house would suspend the
agony, if the pain recurred every morning ? The unlucky
tooth would in the end require extraction. Not so with Mesmerism. Pain is removed only the more speedily by a repetition of the manipulations. The oftener they are tried, the
quicker are their effects. This notion of " imagination " will
not therefore get rid of the difficulty. It is a convenient mode
of explanation, and a courteous ; when, in reality, the insolent
charge of fraud is really meant, and is the only alternative.
Either certain facts are true, or they are false ; for the mind
has nothing to do with them. • Is it imagination, when the
hand of the sleeper follows the hand of the mesmeriser ? Is it
imagination, when the touch of any one but the mesmeriser
throws the sleeper into extreme and convulsive agitation ? Is
it imagination, when the sleeper hears no other voice but that
of the mesmeriser? Is it imagination, when what the mesmeriser tastes is recognised by the sleeper, be 'it bitter or sweet,
or water or wine ? These questions might be multiplied in·
definitely ; but here are sufficient: and what is the answer?
We reply, that there is a physical impossibility that the mind,
according to what we understand by that term, should have
any thing to do with such effects. The sleeper is fast asleep,
and knows nothing of them. Either they are the result of some
newly discovered power on the nervous system, or patients, as
honourable and virtuous as the opponents themselves, are as• See two Mesmeric cases of my own, recorded in Sd cap. p.ISS. 139.,
where the theories of " monotony," and of " imagination," are at once upset
by the facts.
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. auming an appearance for which they have no earthly inducement. " Imagination," in the usual acceptation of the word,
can afford no explanation to these phenomena in any way
whatever.
A few other facts may be stated on this point. Children
are often easily magnetised. Foissac mentions the case of a
child, aged twenty-eight months, that he placed in somnambulism. Deaf and dumb persons, and some that were blind •,
have been thrown into this sleep, without being aware at the
time of what was intended or what was going on. Animals
have been powerfully affected. Dr. Wilson's experiments on
the brute creation are most conclusive.t Several sceptics, and
those men of powerful intellect, have ·been mesmerised. Mr.
Townshend, in his " Facts," gives some remarkable instances
of what took place at Cambridge with some unbelieving adversaries.t Professor Agassiz, of Neufchatel, in Switzerland,
was put to sleep by Mr. Townshend, according to his own
statement, after he had done every thing in his power to resist
the influence. But there is one point more decisive than any
which we have just mentioned,-and which, as Colquhoun
states, is well known to aH practical mesmerisers,-viz. "that
if we attempt to manipulate in contrary directions, the usual
effects will not be produced, whilst others of a totally different
nature will be manifested."§ In short, of all the explanations
that have been offered, the least tenable is that of "imagination."
Still, what is in a name? If the phrase be more acceptable
than that of Mesmerism, let it be adopted. All we ask and
want is, that the system itself be not neglecied. " If imagination," says Mr. Chenevix, "can cure diseases, then cure by
• See the very interesting case of Captain Peach, "a gentleman perfectly
blind for eleven years," recorded in 5th volume of Zoist.
t See "Wilson's Trials nf Animal Magnetism on the Brute Creation." (Bailbiere.) Dr. Wilson is physician to the Middlesex Hospital.
t See Townshend's "Facts," book ii. sec. 2., for these interesting cases.
§ Teste, p. 156. mentions the bad effects of magnetising 11pward•. Gauthier, p. IS. of his "Traitc Pratique," gives a strong caution against it, and
quotes D'Eslon, who says, "Ia tete du malade s'embarrosserait, et on pourrait lui donner une commotion funeste au cerveau; peut-etre une apoplexie. a
But if it be nothing but imagination, how could there be a disturbing
effect by ascending passes?
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imagination, and the sick will bless you."• We have no wish
to supersede the labours of the faculty in their important department : what is rather desired is, that the treatment of the
mesmeric process should be under their direction and control;
-as is the case in many countries on the Continent. In
Russia, in Denmark, in Prussia, none but medical men, or those
onder their superintendence, are permitted to exercise the art.
Let, then, the profession take the practice up, and we will
sacrifice the name. Let " Imagination " be placed on the pbarmacopooia; let " Imagination " be written on their prescriptions;
let the students at the hospitals be instructed how to exert
the ideal faculty: only, as Dugald Stewart so sensibly observes,
let them not" scruple to copy whatever processes are necessary
for subjecting diseases to their command." Let them not culpably refuse to increase the resources of their art ; and I, for one,
would gladly consent that the management of ·this mighty
agent should be left mainly in their hands, and that the name
of Mesmerism should be discarded and forgotten !t
But our concessions and explanations fall unheeded on the
ear. The grand coup de theatre yet remains ; " Mesmerise
me, and I will believe you." Often have I heard the most
conclusive answers presented to these objectors; every misconception has been disposed of by argument, by facts, by
analogy, when the unbeliever suddenly escapes from the controversy by a demand that the experiment be tried upon himself. And if, as is almost certain, the experiment fail, the
question he considers as finally settled. I was attending a mes• Mesmer !laid from the beginning, that medical men were alone competent to superintend the treatment. (See Gauthier, Traitc, p. 697. See
Elliotson, Zoist, vol. iv. p. 877.) We have entered on this point in the
Introductory Chapter.
t Let us note what M. Bertrand, a physician himself, says:-" 11 est de
toute evidence que si les savans et les medecins veulent guider et faire tourner
au profit de l'humanite et des sciences Ia nouvelle decouverte qu'on leur
·.annonce, il faut qu'ils commencent par s'en em parer. A que! titre voudrontils Ia juger, s'ils sont convaincus de ne pas Ia connaitre? Et n'est-ce pas
une chose honteuse pour ceux qui s'occupent de !"art de gucrir, de voir le•
mag,.ltueur• le plu ig1WN11• u mtmlrer plus inatruit• qu'eux sur un grand
notnbre de phenomenes qui apparticnt aIa connaissance de l'homme malade?"
-BnT&AND, Traite doc Somnambulisme, p.4Sl.
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merle lecture one day, when a gentleman present sat down on
the chair, and requested the lecturer to try his skill upon him.
The usual manipulations went on for a certain period ; much
interest was felt by the spectators; when after· a given time
our unsusceptible gentleman rose up,-looked round the room
with a triumphant smirk of self-satisfaction, declaring that he
"felt nothing," and then left the company with the air of a
philosopher who had refuted the claims of Mesmerism once
and for ever ! • and this is called experiment! as if certain
eondition& were not indispensable. What all those conditions·
are, we are not prepared to show ; but common sense might
teach us, that some conditions were at least required. In
chemical experiments on impassive material substances certain
conditions are demanded ; how much more so, on the delicate
human frame, where the mind can in addition offer a resistance,
and the party himself strain his utmost to reject the sleep?
Those who have been present at lectures on Galvanism or
Chemistry must have observed how slight a cause will disturb
the simplest experiment. A change of atmosphere will affect
the machinery and spoil the electric action in u moment. If
a conductor be overcharged, a result different from the one
expected will be evolved. If a body be saturated with any
ingredient that it holds in solution, the effect will not be the
same, as when the substances are united in more congenial
proportions. In some experiments, the presence of a small
quantity of water appears always necessary to develop certain
acid properties. And thus we might go on ad infinitum.
And why are not similar laws equally applicable in the practice
of Mesmerism? And why is it that the parties, who, more
than any others, know the necessity of such conditions in regard to natural philosophy, are the very men who dispense with
their presence in the analogous experiments on the human
frame. My own opinion on the subject, after much observation,
is, that sick and delicate persons are more susceptible of the
• Dr. Esdaile says tntly, "a person in health resisting the influence is no
proof that he will remain insensible to it in an altered state of the body, when
there may be a craving from the nervous system for this sustenanc~ from
"·ithout. "-Mumuiam in l11dia, p. 13.
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magnetic influence than those in robust health. Not but what
cases can be produced, where the healthiest individuals have
been readily mesmerised, and the delicate invalid remained unaffected : but these are the exceptions rather than the rule. •
Where there is any unequal nction,-any irregularity in the
system, any improper or feeble circulation,-any extreme or
overwrought activity of the cerebral or nervous temperament,
there the Mesmeric influence seems to produce an effect. Its
tendency appears to be to restore the equilibrium of a disturbed
or irregular distribution of the nervous power. t Such an
irregularity may exist, unknown and unsuspected, in the system
of a robust man, and explain his readier susceptibility to the
equalising power; while a more delicate patient, from the
absence of some other condition, which is equally necessary,
may resist the influence altogether, although the general state
of his organisation and temperament might, but for this one
and unknown circumstance, have rendered him peculiarly alive
to the magnetic force. However, all this is but conjecture-and
touches not the truthfulness of the facts recorded.- It ought,
moreover, to be added, that sleep is not the only or a necessary
symptom. Great effects may result,- and no sleep take place.
• If mesmeric inlluence be, as I believe, a means of communicating
energy, or of equalising the circulation in an impaired system, one must
expect, prima facie, that a per110n in health could not be affected. It seems,
therefore, absurd to make the attempt. Yet occasionally it succeeds. Mr.
Townshend bas mesmerised eight young men in robust health. Mr. Atkin.
son bas mesmerised several. Mr. Kiste bas done the same. I saw a lady
put a gentleman in the full vigour of manhood into a deep sleep in less than
ten minutes. Captain James "found a ~tout recruit in his late regiment
more susceptible than any female that be bad ever seen." I never malu the
trial mytelf, belieoing it to be a foolitla and improper wa1te of time and Btrengtla.
Reichenbach, speaking of his experiments with crystals, says that the "sen.
aitiveness of healthy subjects is 10 limited as not to be sufficient for the
investigation." p. 20.
t Mr. Newnham says, "It may be remarked as a general rul(', that tbe
constitution with the highest order of intelligence and in the best health, is
the least susceptible of magnetic influence,-while the feebler nervous systems,
and those in inferior health, are the most susceptible; and that is perfectly
consistent with our supposition, that magneti~rn is the medicine of tuJture, and
consists in imparting the exuberant life of the healthy to relieve the feeble
life of the disordered:- while the strong and healthy, not requiring th'!
ag.. ncy of such medicine, are not susceptible to its impre<..sion. "-Human
Magntti~rn,

p. 82.
N
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Sleep is only one out of many symptoms, though of course the.
most general and intelligible. Among the other conditions, a..
physical sympathy between the parties seems the first requisite;
what that sympathy may be is a difficult question; but it is a.
known fact, that a patient yields to the influence of one Mesmeriser rather than another. • A superior state of health, or
of muscular energy, or of mental power, on the part of the
Mesmeriser over the patient, seems another condition ;-and
yet this is by no means invariable or without exceptions.
Again, it should be borne in mind, that an apparent external
effect is not always to be expected at the first sitting. Sleep
may not be produced for a week, for a month,-for three
months ; but it may come at last, and a cure be effected. In
the case of individuals in good health it is especially less
probable that somnolency should come on at the first trial; and
in fact, few things are more ridiculous or misplaced than the
exhibition of a vigorous muscular man offering himself to the
manipulations of the Mesmeriser. Would the loss of the same
quantity of blood, -or the administration of the same amount
of medicine,- have the same or equal effect on two opposite
constitutions or habits of body ? The abstraction of ten ounces.
• The best practical writer on this subject is Deleuze : his experience has
been great. I refer my readers to what he says on this point-as to a safe
authority:-" Tousles hommes ne sont pas sensibles !'action magtu~tique,
~t les memes le sont plus ou moins, selon les dispositions momentanees dans
lesquelles i1 se trouvent. Ordinairl!ment le magnctisme n'exerce aucune
action sur les personnes qui jouissent d'une sante parfaite. Le meme homme
qui etait insensible au magnetisme dans l'etat de sante, en eprouvera des etfets
]orsqu'il sera malade. II est telle maladie dans laquelle !'action du magnctisme ne se fait point apercevoir ; telle autre sur laquelle cette action est
evidente. On n'en Bait pas encore assez pour determi11er Ia cauBe de cu anomalies, ni pour prononcer l'avance si le magnetisme agira ou n'agira pas;
on a seulement quelques probabilites ii. cet egard ; mais cela ne saurait
motiver une objection contre Ia r.!alite du magnetisme, attt!ndu que ]es
trois quarts des malades au moins en resentent les etfets.
· " La nature a etabli un rapport ou une sympathie physiqu,e entre quelques
indi vidus ; c'est par cette raison que plusieurs magnetiseurs agissent beaucoup plus promptement ct plus cfficacement sur certains malades que sur
d'autres, et que le meme magnetiseur ne convient pas cgalement tous les
malades. II y a meme des magnetiscurs qui sont plus propres a gucrir certaines maladies. Plusieurs personnes sc eroient insensibles
l'action du
magnetisme, parce qu'elles n'ont pas rencontre le magnetiseur qui leur convient."- DELEUZE, Instruction Pratique, cap. i. sect. 21, 22.
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of blood might hardly be felt by a strong athletic yeoman,
while the depletion would be far too reducing for his feeble
attenuated daughter. One man has been known to swallow
with impunity more than twenty of Morison's drastic pills;
while two of the same precious preparation have induced a.
distressing and painful result upon his apparently healthier and
more enduring brother. And why is there this difference?
simply,-because mert's constitutions are different. And is.
Mesmerism to be an exception to this general rule? Be the
party mesmerised delicate or robust, the same l\Iesmeriser only
throws off a certain amount of Mesmeric influence (whether
through the medium of some electric fluid weknow not),-and
why therefore should the same effect be expected in these
opposite conditions within the same period of time? However,
upon this point we arc as yet in the dark. The above observations are rather meant as suggestions for consideration, than
the exposition of actual knowledge. And though the question
is not one quarter exhausted, enough has been said to show
the unreasonableness and absurdity of those who demand an
immediate effect on themselves as a test of this power. • What
I always reply to medical men, who request to be placed under
the process,-is,-" Do not ask to be mesmerised yourself;
go and mesmerise your patients,- and depend upon it, that
you will not only accomplish much benefit, but you will soon
have a proof of the truth of my words." But far better would
it be to quote the language of Bacon in his Essay on Seeming
Wise. " It is a ridiculous thing," says he, " and fit for a
satire of judgment, to see what shifts men have•••••••
Some think to bear it by speaking a great word, and being
peremptory, and go on and take by admittance that which they
cannot make good. Some, whatever is beyond their reach will
8eem to despise, or make light of it, as impertinent or curious,
and so would have their ignorance seem judgment."
Here, then, is the position on which I take my stand, and to
which I respectfully invite the consideration of the scientific
• Teste thinks that "all nun may become by turns, and according to the
physical or moral conditions in which they may be placed, magnetiser1 and
magnetised."- Cap. iii. p. :35.
N 2
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world,-that be the exciting or immediate cause, imitation,
monotony, hysteria, imagination, or so forth, this accumulation
of evidence, out of Germany, out of France, out of England,
and many other countries, proves beyond a doubt, that a strong
curative effect in a certain class of diseases can be produced by
what is called Mesmerism, -so strong, indeed, that the
physician and the philanthropist are alike bound, for the sake
of humanity alone, to give the subject the fullest and fairest
trial.
But, says the "Christian Observer," all farther investigation
is needless,-for the French commissioners have long ago
decided the question. " Their report," it adds, " was fulJ~
candid, elaborate, and satisfactory." And the" commissioners
proved that no magnetic influence was evolved,''- and that.
"Mesmer stood convicted of being a conscious impostor."
Often as this statement has been rebutted, it is still necessary
to go over the ground again. For not only must such a representation have its effect, but there is, moreover, a general
impression afloat, that the decision of the French savans has
been adverse to our system.
The Reviewer says,-" We are not aware whether the
report of the commissioners has been reprinted, since the
revival of these follies."• And from the manner in which he
treats the question, it may be doubted, whether he has read the
report himself, and has not taken his opinion, second-hand,
from some careless or prejudiced writers. At any rate, I have
read the report, or rather reports. Before I ventured to
express an opinion, I went to the British Museum, and read
them carefully and analytically through. And the attention of
my readers is requested, not only to the real representation as
to how far the reports go,-but also to the important resolutions of a second and far more valuable Commission.
It may, perhaps, be desirable that this statement be preceded
by a slight sketch of Mesmer and of the proceedings of his
opponents.
Animal magnetism, it is generally supposed, has been always
" The report is reprinted in Bertrand's " 1\Iagoetisme Animal."
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more or less practised by a select class, who, through some
means or other, had arrived at the discovery. Many names
could be mentioned under this head. But be this as it may, it
was about 1776, that Anthony Mesmer, a native of Switzerland, and a .physician and resident of Vienna, who had been
for some time making use of the common magnet in his medical
practice•, perceived that he was able to produce a variety of
phenomena of a very peculiar character without the magnet at
all, and by the influence of some power proceeding from his
own body. Repeated experiments confirmed him in this
opinion: he applied this new treatment extensively among the
sick ; great success attended him ; and his name became notorious. He now removed to Paris, as to a wider theatre for .his
labours. After a time considerable progress was made by him
there in the dissemination of his views ; patients of all ranks
1locked to his house ; he began to accumulate a large fortune;
and the French government even offered a very handsome
pecuniary remuneration for the communication of his secret.
Not satisfied with his success, Mesmer must needs put forth
a :theory.t He contended that there was a subtle fluid pervading the whole universe, which was capable of being put
imo motion, and through which the most powerful effects could
be obtained. He went at great length into an examination of
this theory, on which it is now needless to dwelL But it is
important to add that this theory was an essential part of his
system,-tbat be pressed it strongly upon the attention of the
learned ;-and that tbis assumed Rubtle matter he designated
by the name of the magnetic fluid, and his treatment of his
patients he called animal magnetism.
But this was not all. His enemies say that Mesmer was not
• Reichenbaeh's Researches go far to prove the use of the magnet, and,
.as Professor Gregory observes, to "restore to the statements of the early
magoetisers the credit of which they had been unjustly deprived."- Preface.
f Colquhoun, in his introduction to Wienholt, says, "Whether the theories,
by means of which Mesmer and others attempted to explain the fact, be
accounted satisfactory or not, is a matter altogether of inferior importance ;
the fact itselfremains, and stands quite independent of our theory," p. 18.
I have already quoted Dr. Jenner and Bishop Thirlwall in justification of
thow who prematurely put forth their theories.
; .
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a really philosophic inquirer. Truth, for its own sake, and for
the good of his species, was not his single aim. According to
their statement, he invested his practice with a dramatic and
"llnreal character;- he assumed a mysterious demeanour,·clothed his experiments with a magical obscurity,- assumed a.
masquerading costume, and was as much of the cltarlatan as of
the scientific disco'l"erer. All this, however, is as strongly
denied by his partisans and followers. •
These proceedings, however, attracted the attention of the
wits at Paris. His medical brethren were in an uproar; the
public journals attacked him ; the philosophers were disgusted ;
and few besides the sick were on his side. Yet l\Iesmer grew
bolder and bolder : he asserted that "there is but one health,
one disease, and one remedy; " and this remedy, he said, was
alone to be obtained through l1is magnetic subtle fluid.
Government at length took the subject up. The amiable
and unfortunate Louis the Sixteenth issued a mandate in 1784,
requiring a commission to investigate the matter. The com•
missioners appointed were some of them members of the
Academy of Sciences, some of the medical faculty, and others
of the Society of Physicians, and contained in their number a
few remarkable names. Among them were Lavoisier, who
might almost be called the father of moden1 chemistry ; Bailly,
whose subsequent fate in the French Revolution was so memorable and melancholy; Guillotin, who in the same revolution
obtained such an unfortunate distinction from his recommendation of that slaughterous engine which was called after his
name ; .Tussieu, the illustrious botanist ; and, lastly, that great
statesmM-philosopher of the other hemisphere, to whom has
been so happily applied the line of the poet, " Eripuit crelo fulmen, sceptrumque tyronnis."
• The cautious and conscientious Deleuze said of Mesmer, "that it is
impossible not to recognise in him a distinguished metaphysician and a
profound obse,.,er." (Histoire Critique, tom. ii. p. 20.) Bruno spoke of
him as "a genius entitled to the gratitude of tbe human race, as one to
whose memory every honest and virtuous man owed a tribute of veneration
and respect." (Discours Preliminaire, p. 2.) Those who wish to see a
candid statement respecting the character and conduct of l\Iesmer may turn
to the Abbe J, B. L., chapters 6. and 7. See also the In• Revelata.
o,9,tized
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Of course, to men'like these, to say nothing of the other able
names that were included 5n the commission, the profoundest
deference is due. T.hough authority cannot overthrow facts,
yet still authority is to be heard with grave attention in a report on those facts ; - and here the question is, how far these
commissioners have decided, or intended to decide, against the
facts of Mesmerism, - and how far their opinion goes in
subverting the reality of the cures effected by its power.
The answer is, that they decided nothing on the subject : the
facts they have left untouched ; the cures in great measure
undenied ; their main drift and aim was against the tlteory.
It has been said,- in opposition to one of the statements of
the " Christian Observer" in regard to the " candid " manner
of their inquiries,- that the commissioners behaved most
unfairly, -that their examination was incomplete and superficial,- and that they took but small trouble to observe. All
this I cannot bring myself to believe ; their names are a guarantee against any such imputations. Men like Bailly and his
colleagues must have intended all that was fair and candid.
But that their examination was "full or satisfactory," I· deny.
That ·they entered upon the subject with strongly-formed
prejudices is well known. Their experiments were not continuous enough, -were not followed up closely by the same
parties, and were not conducted in compliance with the rules
required for their success ; and with Lavoisier, the great chemical philosopher at their head, their object was to detect the
presence of Mesmer's subtle fluid, and failing in that, they
considered the real labours of the commission virtually at an
end.
The idea of " utility" was not lost upon them ; and one
might have thought that such a view of the question would
have interested Franklin, and secured a careful investigation.
" Le Magnetisme Animal," says the Report, " peut bien exister
sanil etre utile, mais il ne peut ctre utile, s'il n'existe pas." But
the fact is, Franklin was not in good health at the time; and
from the language of the Report, it would appear almost
certain that l1e was not present at Paris during any of the
experiments. The commissioners all went one day to his house
N4
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at Pnssy; there a few experiments were made; there he himself
was magnetised, and felt no sensation ; and this imperfect
examination and personal trial seems to have satisfied him.
He signed the report ; and his name therefore is always quoted
as an authority on the subject •; but the world must judge
how far the opinion of a man, whose energies and bodily
activity were at that time in abeyance, can legitimately be
claimed as decisive, especially after so brief and unsatisfactory
an inquiry.
But the other commissioners, though, doubtless, all in good
faith, omitted, in their experiments, many conditions, which
they were told were indispensable. They were not steady in
their attendance; and the experiments, moreover, were not
conducted in the presence or under the superintendence o£
Mesmer himself,- but of one of his pupils (D'.Eslon), who
afterwards protested against their reports t (for there was more
than one) as incorrect and unsatisfactory.
And what did these reports at length declare? Did they
.deny the facts? Rather they established their reality. They
speak-of "a great power influencing the sick." :1: They say that,
having ascertained that an animal fluid cannot be perceived by
.any of our senses (les commissaires allant reconnu que ce jluide
magnetique animal ne peut etre aperfU par aucun de nos sens),
they come to the conclusion that nothing proves the existence
of this magnetic animal fluid ; - that, therefore, not being in
' • I met lately at Paris in the BibliotMq"~ Royak a characteristic bllkt
&om Dr. Franklin to Madame Helvetius, which is here copied for the
amusement of the reader. " M. Franklin n'oublie jamais aucune partie ou
M• Helvetius doit etre. II croit meme, que s'il etait engage d'aller a
Paradis ce matin, i1 fl!rait supplication d'ctre permis de rester sur terre
jusqu'a une heure et demi, pour recevoir l'embraaaade qu'elle a bienvoulu
lui promettre en le rencontrant chez M. Turgot."
t There were four reports altogether. The first, signed hr.~Bailly,
Lavoisier, Franklin, &c. 2. The medical one, signed by Poi110nnier, Coille,
Mauduyt, and Andry. S. Jussieu's, who had belonged to the medical seotion, but did not sign . with them. 4. The Secret Report, signed by all
together (excepting J ussieu ), relating to "danger tU to morau,''- not denying
facts, but doubting the utility as to medical treatment. The three first are
in the Rritish Museum; all four, however, are to he . found reprinted in
Bertrand's " Magnetisme Animale," which is now becoming a scarce hook.
· t " On ne peut s'empecher de reconnaitre, a ces effets conatans, une gra~ttk
Olliuan« qui a$ite les malades, les maitrise," &c. p. 7.
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existence, it cannot be useful ; - (que rien ne prouve l' eziste~lce
du jluide magnetique animal; que ce jluide, sans existence, est
pa# consequent sans utilite, &c.); and, consequently, they decided that some other theory must be brought forward to
account for the facts ( les effets).
The existence of many of these facts they acknowledge; they
describe some of the most important phenomena ; they mention
many singular convulsions, involuntary movements, and sym;.
pathies (rien n'est plus etonnant que le spectacle de ce(commllions ••. des sympatkies qui s'etablissent.-Rapport de Bailly):
but Mesmer's theory they consider null and void ; - and declare that the reality of the fluid "Could only be proved by its
curative effects; as if those curative effects were not, after all,
the most essential point towards which the commissioners could
look (son existence ne peut etre detpontree que par lea ejfets
curatift dans le traitement cles maladies).
And what is the theory they otf~r in opposition? " Imagination,'' " Imitation," and " Touch;"- these they asserted
were the causes of all that occurred. (De ces experiences, les
commissaires ont conclu que l'imagination fait tout, que le
magnetisme est nul. Imagination, imitation, attouchement,
telles sont le11 17raie11 causes des effets attribues au ltfagnetisme
. .Animal).
It is unnecessary to enter upon a refutation of their hypothesis ;-all the commissioners attempted was to pull down
one theory, and build up another;-and this their Report~
inconclusive, unsatisfactory,- and, if we may so speak of such
men, unphilosophical in the extreme,-is declared by the
" Christian Observer," and other writers, to be decisive of the
question, and as having convicted Mesmer of being a conscious
impostor.
We next come to the Report of their colleagues, the medical
oommissioners, who equally attack the existence of a fluid, and
the theory of Mesmer, but scarcely utter an opinion ns to the
unreality of the facts alleged; and they sum up the result of
their labours with two resolutions.
" There exists no evidence,'' they say, " of the existence
of an agent or fluid, that is supposed to be the principle of
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Animal Magnetism (p. 23) ;" this is their ;first and grand
conclusion:-" the theory is altogether wanting in proof."
Their second resolution relates to the utility of the discovery,
as a curative means, which they pronounce to be vnluele£1$,
except in certain ''ery peculiar cases.•
The process, however, by which they arrived at these conclusions, is so amusing in itself,-so na£vely told,-and so
indicative of the feeling with which they entered on the inquiry,
that it ought not to be forgotten. " We have not thought it
necessary," they say, "to fix our attention on rare, unusual,
or extraordinary cases which appear to contradict the laws of
nature !''t Can anything equal the absurdity of this conduct
nnless it be the sweet simplicity of the confession ? As if the
whole subject had not been "extraordinary!" They were
actually appointed commissioners, because it was " extraordinary," and yet they decline to investigate itR most " extraordinary" part! Verily, these commissioners would ha-ve
been fitting associates of the Medico-Chirurgical Society on
that memorable night when the latter refused to examine into
the amputation of Wombell's leg, from the absurd pretensions
of the man to an "extraordinary" insensibility to pain .
.As to all that the Medical Commissioners next remark about
the dangers of magnetism (pp. 36-40); about its action on the
brain, and its being the source of great evils of a physical and
moral nature (p. 46); the whole may be dismissed without
consideration. Their original bias peeps out in every paragraph.
If a body of turnpike-trustees had been converted into
railway commissioners, and required to send in a report on
the practicability of the new system of transport, we should
naturally have expected resolutions as to the dangers and
injustice of the proposed novelty : but even these gentlemen
would scarcely have declined to witness an experimental ex"
• "Nous pensons en consGquence, Ier, que Ia tMorie est une systeme
absolument denue de preuves ; 2de, que ce pretendu moyen de guerir reduit,
&c. &c.,- est au moins inutile pour ceux dans lesquels il ne s'ensuit," &c.
t " Sur des cas 1rares, insolites, extraordinaircs, qui paraiuent contredire
toutes les loix de Ia physique."-p. 25.
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cursion of a few miles, on the grounds of the " unusual and
extraordinary " nature of the conveyance !
The case is precisely in point.
Be this, however, as it may, the reader should know, that
the Medical Report, like the one from Bailly and Franklin, did
not conclude the question as to the unrealities of magnetism,but confined itself to objections against the theories of Mesmer,
and the assumed utilities of his system; and it is to be hoped,
that, after this full exposition of their proceedings, we shall
hear no more of the decisive report of the French Commissioners.
But, inconclusive even as this Report was, there is yet a
more noticeable shortcoming. One great name i~ wanting to
the signatures. The virtuous and intelligent J ussieu,- he
who in the study of botany is an authority of the first rank,paid the closest attention to the proceedings ; and, " notwithstanding the pressing solicitation of his colleagues, and the
menaces of the minister, the Baron de Breteuil," refused to
subscribe his name, and actually drew up a special Report of
his own. In that Report he states that the " experiments he
has himself made, and those of which he has been a witness,
convince him that man produces upon man a decided action by
friction (frottement), by contact, and, more rarely, by an
approximation at a little distance ;-that this action seems to
belong to some animal warmth existing in the body;-and
that judged by its effects, it occasionally partakes of a tonic and
1alutary result;-but that a more extended acquaintance with
this ' agent' will make us better understand its real action and
utility. "•
... Que lcs experieuces qu'il a faitcs, ct dont il a etc temoin, prouvent
que l'homme produit sur son !ICmblnble une action sensible par le frottement,
par le contact, et plus raremcnt par un simple rapprochement
quelque
distance; que cettc action, attribuee une fluide universellc non demontree,
lui semble apartenir a Ia chaleur animale existante dans lcs corps; que cctte
chaleur emane d'eux continucllement, se porte ~ loin, et peut passer d'un
corps dans un autre; qu'elle est developp(-e, augmentee, ou diminuee dans
un corps par des causes morales et par des causes physiques ; que, jugee par
des effets, elle partici pe de Ia propril!te des remedes toniqucs, et produit
eomme eux des effets salutaires ou nuisibles, scion Ia quantitc de chaleur
commuuiquCe, et selou les circonstauces ou elle est employee; qu'entin uR
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Jussieu further says, "I have frequented the apartments of
M. Deslon ;-to avoid mistakes, I have been anxious to see
much and operate often myself;-and I have given considerable
time to the experiments." (p. 10.)
Having thus examined v'!ry many cases himself, he divides
his facts into four orders; and admits that a large proportion
of them may be explained away by." Imagination," &c., without
the assistance of any external agent.
At last he comes to his fourth section, and here he asserts,
that he has a different class of occurrences now to record.
"These facts," he says, "are small in number, and with
little variety,-because I was anxious only to enumerate tlwse
that were well establuked, and on whwh I had not the smallut
doubt. They are, however, sufficient to make us admit the
possibility or existence of a fluid or agent, which is communicated from one man to another,-and sometimes exercises on
the latter a sensible action." (p. 37.)
A large part of Jussieu's Report is full of "Reflections"
(as he calls them), aud attempted explanations and reasons of
his " Facts." Perhaps these " explanations" weakened the
effect of his statement with the public. He comes, however,
to the conclusion at last, that warmth (chaleur animale) is
the principal source of the magnetic treatment and success.
(p. 78.)
· J ussieu blames the course adopted by Mesmer and his
followers, in aiming so much at the promulgation of a theory,before the facts themselves have been fully established :-but
he shows the utility of the system as a remedy.
Upon the whole, the Report is a very cautious, wellconsidered document,- not llSSerting or predicting too much
-nor running wild with enthusiastic approbation. It is the
evident production of a safe and sober man.
Here, then, is a significant fact in the history of this science,
which ought to have arrested the conclusions of the faculty.
But Jussieu's counterstatements were laughed at and set aside.
usage plus ~tendu et plus rclt.!chi de cet agent fera mieux connaitre sa
"~<eritsble action et son degr~ d'utilit~. "- p. 50.
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It was everywhere reported that the commissioners had put the
matter to rest; and that large body of the public who never
think for themselves, or care to distinguish, assumed that the
refutation of the theory was a refutation of the facts ; and so
Animal Magnetism was considered as extinguished and buried
for ever. While the stirring scenes of the approaching Revolution, and its sad and tragical horrors, and still more the
wonders of Napoleon's reigp •, so diverted meu'a minds from
the subj~ct, that to the great mass of the French people the existence of Mesmerism was a forgotten fact in history.
But truth is eternal, and the triumph of its enemies but shortr
lived and inglorious. Though a passing cloud may overshadow
it, and appear to darken the prospect hopelessly, it is only that
it may shine forth with greater brightness than ever. .As one
of our most glowing writers says of certain favourite principles,
~· Though they fall, it is but to rebound ; -though~ they recede,
it is but to spring forward with greater elasticity; though they
perish, there are the seeds of vitality in their very decay;" and so it is with truth and with the facts of :Mesmerism. This
exploded science "lived on,"-" brokenly," indeed, as the poet
says,- and " showing no visible sign " of existence ; -still it
"Ih·ed on,"- and after a time gradually began to increase, and
then to flourish, and at last to lift up its head only higher than
before. The " crushing report " of the commissioners had not
killed it.t Numbers of able and learned men still adhered
pertinaciously to its cause. Schools were formed, - societies
established for its promotion. The Marquis de Puysegur, a
gallant soldier, devoted his whole soul and time to the treatment.
• See Scobardi.- Preface, p . 2.
Great facts in nature or art are not so easily got rid of by one slashing
article, though their course may be somewhat retarded. Many of us remember the appearance of the " Excursion." The Ettrick Shepherd wrote
to Southey : " I suppose you have heard what a crushing review in the
Edinburgh Jeffrey has given Wordsworth." "He crush the Excursion I
Tell him he might as easily crush Skiddaw I" was the Laureate's answer to
Hogg.. And so with Mesmerism. The article in the Quarterly, 'vhicb
is well-known to have proceeded from the pen of Sir B. B., was reported
everywhere to have •ettled th• q~•ti~m: but Mesmerism, it is well remarked,
"i• lilu the polypiU: the knife may mutilate it, but it spreads again stronger
&ban ever."- Rapport Conjid. 4.

t
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His success was immense. The cures performed by him were
numerous. In Germany, in France, more especially at Strasburg and Paris, the subject was taken up with as great zeal as
previously; and what is more to the purpose, with a. judgment
and sober consideration, and an utter absence of all charlatanerie
and mystery. •
So signal was the progress, that a decided sensation was now
made on the medical world. A young physician at Paris, the
amiable and learned Foissac, made a stirring appeal to his
brethren in its behalf. In 1825, he addressed a memorial to
the members of the Royal Academy of Medicine, pointing out
the necessity of a fresh and more satisfactory inquiry. Without
entering upon the details, let it be sufficient to state, that a
SECOND CoMMISSION was appointed; that this commission consisted exclusively of medical men, some of them of very high
standing in their profession ; -that a most careful and scientific
investigation took place;- and that in 1831 a Report on their
Magnetic Experiments was laid before the Academy. And
what was the nature of this Report? Was it evasive, cold,
neutral, condemnatory? It was satisfactory and decisive in
the highest degree. After having given a most interesting and
circumstantial account of their proceedings, they finish with a
series of conclusions, to which they had arrived: they are thirty
in number, and ought to be read, as well as the Report itself,
by every one interested in the subject; space can only be afforded for a few extracts, but these are decisive enough. They
say:• " Magnetism is a betise that is dead and buried," said M. Renauldin, a
member of the Academy of Medicine, in 1825. "In one sense, our
honoured colleague is right," observes the preface to the Rapport Confidential. " Magnetism was condemned first, then tried in the year I 784 by the
scientific and the doctors; but it is notorious, that, since that epoch, the said
magnetism, far from regarding itself as dead, has not ceased to spread itself
in a deplorable man_ner in France, in Gc~many_. in Prussia, &c., to the great
satisfaction of the s1ck, and the great d1sappomtmcnt of the faculty, who
know not what to make of these sort of resu.rrecti011s!" (p. 2.) I am
indebted to Mr. Newnham's work for my acquaintance with this verv clever
production, which professes to be a translation from Scobardi, an· Italian
jesuit, in his report to the Grand Master of the Society of Jesus. The
richest vein of irony runs through every page. All who love Mesmerism
and sarcasm should read it.
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8. A certain number of the effects observed appeared to us.
to depend upon Magnetism alone, and were never produced without its application. These are well established
physiological and therapeutic phenomena.
29. Considered as a cause of certain physiological phenomena,
or as a therapeutic remedy, Magnetism ought to be aUowed
a place 1cithin the circle of the medical sciences; and
consequentlyJ physicians only should practise it, or superintend its use, as is the case in the northern countries.•
And they conclude with saying,-" We dare not flatter ourselves with the hope of making you participate entirely in our
conviction of the reality of the phenomena, which we have
observed, and which you have neither seen, nor followed, nor
studied along with us. We do not, therefore, demand of you a
blind belief of all that we have reported. We conceive that a
great proportion of these facts are of a nature so extraordinary
that you cannot accord them such a credence•...We only request that you would judge us as we should judge you,- that is
to say, that you be completely convinced, that neither the love
of the marvellous, nor the desire of celebrity, nor any views of
interest whatever, influenced us during our labours."
This Report was signed by nine physicians. The two who
did not sign did not consider themselves entitled to do so, from
not having assisted at the experiments. The Report was laid
before the Academy, who resolved that manuscript copies
should be taken of it (faire autographier le Rapport). To this
no objection was made: and the adversaries of Mesmerism resigned themselves, as far as the Academy was concerned, to an
absolute silence on the subject. And from that hour, Mesmerism has been gaining ground in France, with such an im• 8. Un certain nombre dl'S elfets observes nous ont parus dependre du
magnetisme seul, et ne se sont pas reproduit sans lui. Ce sont ries phenomenes physiologiques et thfrapeutiq ul'S bien constates.
29. Considere comme agent de phenomenes physiologiques, ou comme
moyen therapeutique, le magnctisme devrait trouver sa place dans le cadre
des connaissances medicales; et par consequent les mfdecins seuls devraient
en faire oil en survei!ler l'emploi, ainsi que cela se pratique dans les pays du
nord.- Fouuc, Rapport•, p. 200.
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petus, that, as I have heard, a fourth of the medical men in Paris are stanch upholders of the science.•
" But," says the "Christian Observer," with a pertinacity
worthy of a .better cause, " if the French Commissioners have
not decided the question, Mr. Wakley has." " Mr. W ak1ey
laid bare some of the impositions to the conviction of unprejudiced observers."t. "The wary coroner quietly slipped the
wonder-working talisman (a piece of nickel) into a friend's
hand, and substituted for it a piece of Queen Victoria's vulgar
copper coin.'' " It was impossible that the hopeful young
lady," -as the writer unbecomingly terms as respectable a
person as himself,-" could have exhibited such oharacteristic
indications of Mesmeric influence if she had not been duly
nickelised.'' And the editor of the "Lancet" is for ever referring his readers to those identical proceedings, and assuming
that there is no appeal from his infallible tribunal. It is a new
sight to behold Mr. Wakley and the " Christian Observer"
yoked together in the same ear of " compact alliance." Misery,
they say, makes us a~uainted with strange companions; and a
bad cause appears to have much the same result. Not that
Mr. Wakley's opinions are undeserving of attention. Mr.
Wakley has "done the state some service." His first establishment of the " Lancet" was a useful act ; it emancipated the
minds of the junior members of his profession from a sluggish
deference to official authority; and it often threw considerable
light on some more than questionable proceedings within the
different hospitals. In fact, it furnished an abundance of
valuable information for all classes. · Mr. Wakley's conduct -in
• In 18S7, there was a third investigation in Paris, composed almost
entirely of the members of the Medical Academy, who were most hostile to
Magnetism, and who of course returned an unfriendly report. It related
only to two female somnambulists who had manifested some phenomena, and
did not bear on the curative question. This report is notorious for its flagrant
dishonesty in one or two points, and for its auppreuio r>eri. The particulars
will be found in the preface to the third edition of the Isis Revelata,- in
Mr. Newnham's Human Magnetism, -and the recent French works. As
the Abbe J, B. L. observes," though the commission only made half a dozen
experiments on two somnambulists, they have embraced the whole of magnetism
in their conclusions." (p. S97.) This report was completely refuted by M.
Husson, and l\:1. Berna in their replies.
t In the article for September, 184S.
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PIU'pament, in spite of his political ultraism, has been often
marked by an honest detestation and exposure of abuse. .And
as a coroner, though occasionally officious and meddling, he has
brought the reluctant authorities to a better knowledge of their
duty. Still Mr. Wakley is no' oracular on every subject.
Clever as he is, he may, like other men, occasionally be mistaken, especially on points which he has little studied, and to
which he comes for a novel and first experiment. He has so
often enlightened the world with a description of what he tried
in the cases of two of Dr. Elliotson's patients, that it is needless
to repeat the story. It may be as well, howeve:.:, to state, that
it was in a set of experiments with nickel and lead, and which,
he says, most egregiously failed, and proved the falsehood and
imposition of the pretended sleepers. Those who have read
Mr. Wakley's strictures should know that every charge has
been again and again successfully answered. Dr. Elliotson, in
the Letter to his Pupils on resigning his chair in U Diversity
College, has entered fully into every part of the subject. Those
who adopt the accusation should, at least, look into the reply.
They will there find it stated, that some part of the proceedings
were " entirely suppressed." They will there see how necessary it is in an experiment with metals on the human frame to
proceed with the greatest caution and observation. They will
there learn what slight disturbing effects change the nervous
condition of the patient, and alter and affect the result of the
experiment. "He acted,'' says Dr. Elliotson, "as though
Mesmeric susceptibility is always present, and always the same;
whereas the reverse is the fact; and experiments with water
and metals frequently repeated so derange the susceptibility
that we are often obliged to desist." .Many a school-boy has
made the trial of tasting, with his eyes bandaged, alternate
glasses of white and red wine, till at last his palate has become
so disordered, that he has been unable to detect the difference,
and know the one from the other. In Mesmeric experiments,
whether in phreno-magnetism or with metals, it is indispensable
with most patients that the action of the first experiment be
removed, or wear off, before a second and different one be
attempted. They will otherwise clash and injure each other.
0
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Time and the greatest nicety are requisite. The slightest circumstance may upset and disturb the patient, and so produce a
real failure in the experiment, and a seeming imposture on the
part of the !fleeper.• With some somnambulists the trial with
metals is complete ; with others it is most uncertain. This is
mentioned as a caution to those who quit a public lecture with
their scepticism only the more strengthened, because the mes•
merised metals have not obtained the promised effect.t But
waving all this for a moment, let us suppose that these two
most respectable patients of Dr. Elliotson,- patients with
whom the editor of a religious periodical might not be ashamed
to be acquainted, -let us suppose that these two patients were
"deluding," and" affecting to suffer," and, for" sordid gain,"
" pretending to respond to the magical control" of the magnetist. What then ? does the cause of Mesmerism depend upon
the truthfulness of one or two cases? Granted that they were
false, it would be rather a strong inference to assume that
every thing else were a mistake. What yet becomes of the
thousand-and-one cases that could easily be counted up, if a
careful statistical body of evidence were collected from all
quarters ? It is to facts without number that we appeal ; to
facts confirmed by experiment and observation ; and a hundred
failures, or a hundred cases of imposture, would detract but a
small amount from the actual heap :
" Suave est ex magno tollere acervo."

But we must inform these cruel and thoughtless writers,
who, for the sake of a pungent sentence, care not what libels
they scatter against amiable and unoffending women, that these
two sister-patients of Dr. Elliotson were not impostors. One
"' " People are not very acute in distinguishing the causes of failure," says
a clever article in the Examiner newspaper, "and the tide of fashion runs
indiscriminately against a scheme," which appears to miscarry.- July 5th
184.'i.

t To show how neees•ary it is to proceed most leisurely, and with intervals between experiments of every kind, the reader is referred to Zoist, No.
19. p. 244., for the interesting case of Mrs. Snewing. I was myself present
on the day mentioned by Dr. E. p. 242., when the Archbishop of Dublin
and Mr. &•arlett assisted in the experiments, and can bear testimony to the
accuracy of the doctor's statement.
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of them is most respectably married ; and both have secured
the good opinion of all who know them. But as one test of
sincerity is better than fifty assertions, let us state an actual
fact, and see how far it will serve as a set-off to Mr. Wakley's
charges. Mr. Gibbon Wakefield, " as hard-headed and little
credulous a man as exists," had often excused himself, when
invited, from going to University College Hospital to witness
the Mesmeric phenomena in the cases of these two sisters. At
last be went, and was astonished ; but still would not make up
his mind to believe what he saw. "When the experiments
were over, and he WW! passing through some part of the hospital to leave it, he accidentally noticed one of the sisters with
her back to him, hanging over the balusters carelessly, and
looking down, still in the Mesmeric delirium, and therefore
highly susceptible. He thought this a favourable opportunity
to test her, because he was satisfied that she could not see anything that he did. He made a pass behind her back at some
distance with his hand directed to her, and she instantly was
fixed and rigid, and perfectly senseless. He bad sense enough
to believe his senses,-and was now satisfied of the reality of
all he had beheld."• This was a convincing fact; and might
satisfy the brother-editors of the " Lancet" and of t.he " Christian Observer" of the truthfulness and honesty of the calumniated sleeper. A similar thing occurred tQ a friend of mine,
as clear-headed and strong-minded a man as any of my acquaintance. He made a pass behind the patient's back (one of the
sisters Okey), at Dr. Elliotson's house, when she WW! occupied
in conversation with some one else, and was unconscious of his
presence and intention. In truth, he was hardly conscious of
the intention himself; for it. was the thought and act of a
moment. But the poor girl was instantly seized, and fell back
in a state of torpor. The gentleman who told me this is no
believer in Mesmerism : he merely mentioned it as a circumstance that occurred within his experience. Facts, however,
such as these will receive the attention of the candid and the
impartial; they refute the imputation of deception ;-and it is by
• Zoi•t, No. I. p. 83.•
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such plain statements that we reply to the ungenerous slanders
of Mr. Wakley and his new ally, the" Christian Observer."
But if Mr. Wakley did not succeed in disproving the honesty
of two excellent sisters, there was one thing in which he was
eminently fortunate. The thunders of the " Lancet'' had their
intended effect on his medical brethren. Though anything but
a favourite With them before, he henceforward became their
pet authority. And strange to say he also became their terror.
Fearful of being hitched into a line of the next week's "Lancet,"
as believers in the so-called absurdity, some gentlemen straightway swallowed their rising convictions with wry faces and
reluctant hearts ; -while the remainder, almost to a man,
refused for the future to be present at any Mesmeric demonstration whatsoever. Like Mr. M'Neile at Liverpool, they
carefully retreated from the evidence of their own senses, but
fl'Om a different reason altogether. My clerical brother judged
that there was something supernatural in these cases;- he
regretted that he had not faith to play the part of exorciser
and bid the devil depart •, and from want of this faith would
" see nothing of it." But the fears of the liberal profession
were of a different order. It was not of an evil spirit that
they stood in awe; it was of Mr. Wakley, - of the evil genius
of the " Lancet,"- of the gibes and jeerings of a substantial,
corporeal editor, before whom they shrank rebuked. This was
the demon whom they dreaded : and though we might have
expected better things from such a body of men, it is a fact,
that mainly through an apprehension of having their names
brought forward before the public in the pages of a clever
periodical, very many gentlemen turned their backs on the
subject, and from that hour declined all invitations to visit and
examine the phenomena for themselves. And thus it went on
for a few years. The progress of Mesmerism was seemingly
suspended in this country. It appeared stifled in its birth, an
unlucky abortion, of which nothing more would be heard.
But silently and steadily was it making way. A change was
gradually coming on. Day by day fresh accessions were
• See Sermon, p. 147.
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counted in its train. The leaven was fermenting ; and even
from the ranks of the faculty a few adherents occasionally
dropped in. I hope that I may now say confidently that a
better spirit has decidedly sprung up among them. In that
noble profession, which is alike distinguished for its humanity,
its ability, its love of science, its love of truth, its large and
comprehensive philosophy, I believe that the far greater
number would be ready to give, even to the hateful study of
Mesmerism, the benefit of a faithful and dispassionate . inquiry.
I am sure that there are many who would cheerfully admit
that the field of usefulness is enlarged by it, and the means of
lessening human ills considerably extended. I know that there
are several, who, at the risk of damaging their worldly prospects,
do not ltesitate to step forward fearlessly and manfully, as
believers in, and practisers of, the calumniated science. More
especially from among the younger members of the profession,
there are to be found many zealous and talented men, taking a
high and independent position, anxiously devoting their attention to the study, gathering facts as they arise, and prepared to
employ the aid of this new power among the means of cure at
their disposal. 0 si sic omnea! For there are others, and
particularly among the leaders • in more than one metropolis,
who, to judge from their conduct and their language, would
seem to have the same horror at being witnesses of Mesmeric
phenomena, as the hat has at the approach of light. They
sneer or smile when the subject is brought forward, according
to their own turn of mind, or rather according to the temper
of those with whom they argue. But to he present, - to
• Apropos of ltader1 in a profession: Hume says that " Harvey is entitled
to the glory of having made, by reasoning alone, without any mixture of
accident, a capital discovery in one of the most important branches of science.
He had abo the happiness of establishing at once his theory on the most
eolid and convincing proofs; and society baa added little to the arguments
IUggested by his industry and ingenuity. • • • It was remarked that •o
playriciat1 i11 EIITOpt, tDM lkld re~lud forty gear• of age, eoer to tlae e..d of lai1
life, adbpted Haroey'• dodriNt of t/i.t circrdati011 of tlu blood, and that his practice in London diminished extremely, from the reproach drawn upon him
by that great and signal discovery. So slow is the progress of truth in every
~eience, even when not opposed by factious or superstitious prejudices I He
died in 1657, aged 79."- HMmi• Hi1tary of £,.gland, cap. 62.
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have their names bruited about as testimonies of a fact, to be unable to resist their own convictions, -to be unable to remain in the bliss of ignorance, - this is a position
from which they fall back with a secret dread of approaching
danger. They can be sharp-sighted enough in detecting
narrowness of spirit in any other quarter, -advocates for
freedom of conscience in theology, -ameliorators of our criminal code in matters of jurisprudence, -liberal, tolerant, and
haters of abuse ; - but the moment that Mesn1eric influen~ is
proposed as an auxiliary to their practice, that instant they are
as sensitive, as angry, as staunch adherents of what is old,as stout opponents of what is new,-as though the charter and
privileges of their order were being jeopardied for ever I •
Doubtless, in all experiments of a strange and novel character,
the public do expect from the medical profession the most
cautious, slow, and deliberate frame of mind. They expect
from their closer cognisance of subjects of this nature the most
searching, scrutinizing, hesitating conduct. Nay, they would
not even be displeased to see an inquiry carried on in a seep~
unbelieving spirit. But still they do expect inquiry of some
kind.t They do not expect to see a subject of this important
• Miss Martineau observes, " The systematic disingenuousness of some
medical journals on this subject, and the far-fetched calumnies and olfensive assumptions with which it is the regular practice of the faculty to assail
every case of cure or relief by Mesmerism, loolud oery much tu if they tcere it~
conflict with potMrjul tTvth, and IU if they knero it. "-Preface, p. 7.
t It would be unjust not to acknowledge, that many medical men, and
some with whom I have the pleasure of being acquainted, have made a
most fair and straightforward inquiry into the subject. But we too often
meet with much of a contrary character. A letter was read to me from the
West of England, saying, "We have had a lecturer on Mesmerism here; all
our medical men were present, and behaved in the mORt brutal and outrageous way." A lady, where I was on a visit lately, said, "We have bad a
Mesmerie lecturer in our town : Mr.--, a surgeon, behaved in the most
bulll{.ing manner., and did all he could to intimidate the parties. • In Norwich a Mesmeriser was recently giving a lecture.
A most intelligent
inhabitant of that city told me that many of the medical men "were furious"
on the occasion. One of them, who was present, suddenly took out a laucet
awl rau it deeply into the patient's finger under the Mil iNto the qt~icA; a part
most exquisitely sensitive, as we all know : no expression of pain was evident at the time ; but the poor boy sulfered a good deal after be was
awakened. I neither know nor wish to learn the name of the party who
was guilty of this unmanly outrage. A strong feeling, I understand, bas
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nature treated with the vulgarest vituperation and ridicule ;
its supporters stigmatised as credulous, its operators defamed
as fraudulent, its patients mocked at as impostors. They do
not expect to see the heads of a profession which piques itself
pre-eminently on its liberality, exhibiting the bigotry of the
priest, and the special pleading of the lawyer. Look, for
instance, at what took place a few years back at the London
University through the instigation and promptings of certain
members of the faculty. Often is the world invited to sneer
at the blind prejudices that disfigure the banks of the his;often have the venerable doctors of Oxford been satirized for
their love of the useless and the obsolete to the prejudice of
some nobler branches of knowledge; but in spite of all the
faults of Alma Mater, - in spite of all her past and present
absurdities, I would contrast her conduct on a memorable
occasion in academic history, with- the intolerance and hatred
of novelty that recently marked the more modem institution.
Are the circumstances, for instance, under which Locke was
expelled from Christ Church one whit more disgraceful in
themselves, than the treatment which induced Dr. Elliotson to
withdraw his name from the Professorship in the University of
London ? Was the temple of science more liberal than the
hall of logic ? was the new foundation more friendly to
enlightened investigations than the old ? What, in short,
were the respective circumstances of the two cases? In the
ancient seat of learning, the timidity or servility of a deaa and
chapter expunged the name of the philosopher from the books
been entertained respecting him. But these are the ways in which an
inquiry is conducted,- if conducted at all, rather than with a calm, patient,
philosophic temper, solicitous of truth. A most acute observer, though no
believer in Mesmerism, lately remarked to me: - " From what I read in
different provincial papers, and from what I have heard from other quarters,
it seems to me, that medical men attend these meetings, not with the b~ane
desire of discovering a valuable auxiliary, but solely with the hope or detcc~
ing imposture." It is too nearly the truth. I have also read some curious
accounts of what took place lately at Bedford and at Exeter. The conduct
of certain parties to Mr. Vernon at Greenwich must be fresh in every one's
memory. See also in Miss Martineau's letters another " brutal assault," by
a surgeon, who " violently seized the sleeper's arm, and shouted out that the
house was on fire," p. 85. The whole story is worth reading.
0
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of his college at the mandate of an arbitrary sovereign ; James
the Second was the real cause of the expulsion of Locke,
though the University of Oxford had long endured a most
unjust opprobrium on the subject, till Lord Grenville cleared
the matter up • : while in the model institution, the vacancy in
the Professor's chair was the result of an opposition to physiological experiments on the part of soi-disant friends to scientific
inquiry,- an opposition that was set on foot by Dr. Elliotson's
own colleagues, and carried out to its completion by the
despotic members of a liberal council!
But this subject will bear a little further examination.
The University of London, or, as it has since been designated,
University College, was originally formed on the most liberal
principles. No tests,- no subscriptions were admissible;but to promote the largest amount of knowledge amongst the
largest number of students, was the projected theory of its
friends and founders. The stare super antiquas vias,-the
clinging to old usages,-the rejection of new truths,-this was
the f~ourite charge against the elder Institutions ; but with
the rival establishment in Gower Street, an order of things was
to arise which would lead men forward to fresh fields of knowledge. Nay, so liberal were they, that the very name of Religion was not to pass their threshold ; each man was to do
what seemed right in his own eyes; and worship his Creator
(or not) after the fashion he liked best. "But," says a clever
article in the Spectator Newspaper, "there are few, even among
the most liberal, who apply their liberalism to every point.
Some are liberal on commercial, some on theological, some on
political, and some on juridical questions ; -but beyond the
pale of their own peculiar subject, they are often as intolerant
as ignorance can make tltem."t And thus, in the University of
London, though every one was to be his own theologian, the
same latitude was not granted in the matter of medicine. Here
all was by precedent and prescription ; here the conventional
customs of the faculty were deemed sacred as the Thirty-nine
• See" Locke and Oxford," by Lord Grenville.
Spectat<.r, NoT. lith, 184$.
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Articles elsewhere; here, whatever was not stamped with the
orthodox seal of the College of Surgeons, was shunned as a
heresy, to be burnt by the hands of the common hangman. As
for the spiritual state of the students,- for their immortal and
better part, no matter what was the result, these young men
might become Budhists, Mahometans, Atheists, or Muggletonians ; - any thing they pleased, so long as their freedom of
choice was not interfered with;- but for the perishing bodies
of the sick, all must be done selon les regles; cure or relief was
unimportant, so that the prejudices of the practitioner were not
offended. Accordingly, when Mesmerism was introduced into
the Hospital by their most distinguished Physician,-though
the patients themselves were willing recipients,-though the
most signal benefits were being daily experienced,- though the
academies at Paris and Berlin had not thought the question
beneath their notice,- this new,- this liberal,- this consistent
University stepped forward to aim a blow at a science in its
birth. The free-thinking Council met and passed the following
Resolution : "Resolved,- That the Hospital Committee be instructed to
take such steps as they shall deem most advisable to prevent
the practice of 1\fesmerism, or Animal Magnetism, in future
within the Hospital."
No sooner was this Resolution passed, than Dr. Elliotson sent
in his resignation. It ought, however, to be made known that
four Members of the Council, true to their own principles and
to the great cause of humanity, constituted an honourable minority in a vote on a proposition that Dr. Elliotson should be
invited back to resume his chair. These four were Lord
Brougham, Sir L. Goldsmith, Mr. Tooke, and Mr. Bishop.
But the Council rejected the proposition.
And so much for the liberal University of London!
Turn again, for a second example, to the proceedings of the
Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society on a late occasion. •
See the alarmed and almost frantic feelings with which certain
• See " Numerous Cases of Surgical Operation.\ without Pain," &c., by
Dr. Elliotson. (BaillierE',)
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parties discussed the remarkable report of the amputation of a
man's thigh during the Mesmeric state. • See how anxious
they were to put the matter down, and bury the fact in oblivion.
A Bible thrown into an old Spanish convent could not have
more convulsed its inmates, than did this unfortunte t~tise
that learned assembly. Mr. Topham has much to answer for.
The conscience of Mr. Ward must be weighed down with bitter
self-reproach. True, these gentlemen established a great fact
in physiology: true, they assisted an unhappy sufferer with unexampled relief during a formidable operation ; -but they
cannot be otherwise than painfully mindful of the bile and bad
blood they engendered amongst the members of the society on
that unlucky evening. Poor W ombell, indeed, enjoyed a composing sleep during the horrors of amputation; but contrast
that with the sleepless feverish nights of the angry opponents,
and then what has humanity gained in the matter? The thing
was "irrational,"- was "ridiculous,"-was "impossible," and
so what need was there for the Society to discuss the subject?
Like a country bench of double-barrelled squires assembled to
convict a suspected offender against the game laws, this philosophical audience arrived at a " foregone conclusion," before the
merits of the case had even been opened. The Mesmeriser
and the poacher must both be silenced : -the one has no
licence to kill, nor the other to cure ; and so defence or explanation are alike inadmissible. One gentleman declared that he
would not believe the facts had he witnessed them himself.t
Another expressed his perfect satisfaction with the condemnatory reports made by others, and par consequent, the needlessness that he should be present and examine tltem himself I
Really, in passing through the account of this debate,- in
noting the anxiety of certain members to expunge all record of
the proceedings from their minute-book, I could have fancied
that I was reading the discussions of a knot of mendicant friars
"' Sec " Account of a Case of successful Amputation of the Thigh during
the Mesmeric State, without the Knowledge of the Patient." Read to the
Royal Medical and Cbirurgical Society, November, 1842, by W. Topham,
Esq., and W. S. Ward, Esq. (Bailliere, Regent StreeL)
t Etherisation bas since proved the truthfulness of these facts in Mesmerism.
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terrified at the dawn of the Reformation ;-I felt myself transplanted, as it were, into the Vatican, where was a letter from
Luther, frightening the holy conclave from its propriety. All
the time that I was reading the speeches of certain opponents,
there kept involuntarily rising up in my mind the outcry of
Demetrius, the Ephesian silversmith, " Our craft is in danger
to be set at nought : and, Sirs, ye know that by this craft we
have our wealth.'' (Acts, xix. v. 25. 27.) One would suppose
that these gentlemen would remember the treatmeu.t of Harvey,
the circulator, as he was termed ;-the averted eye that at first
was turned on Jenner; and the disbelief with which many
great and mighty discoveries have been received, and be more
cautious and circumspect for the future. Oh ! if a love of
ancient usages,-if a hatred of new and unpalatable truths is to
bear away the bell, Oxford may now hide her diminished head,
- Salamanca "pale her uneffectual fires,"- the doctors of the
Sorbonne part with their old pre-eminence, for competitors are
stepping in from the " liberal professions," able and willing to
take the lead. And yet we are all aware of the sarcasms with
which "the faculty'' and the "philosophers" treat the "learned
ignorance " of the clergy, and their presumed dislike to scien·
tific inquiry ; and perhaps we are too often a fair subject for
such animadversion, more especially if many such sermons as the
one preached at Liverpool are delivered by us: but I can tell
"the profession," in return, that I should often have more hope
of bringing home a new and important truth to the minds of a
simple ignorant peasantry than of combating successfully the
bigotry of the philosopher, and the prejudices of an educated
and scientific assembly.• Yes: save me from the credulity of
the sceptic,- from the intolerance of the tolerant,- from the
tyranny of the ultra-liberal! Experience has shown us some of
the bitterest opponents of real freedom of conscience amongst
the stanchest sticklers for religious liberty ; we daily see men,
who will believe nothing, even upon the strongest testimony, in
contradiction to their preconceived systems, believing everything
• " Rarement uo savant, qui a recueilli, compare beaucoup d'idm.trouvees
avant lui, pol et 11eta eompreodre un ordre de t~bitu ROIItteUu." -Magnetisme devant Je Cour de Rome, 45.
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against the veracity and competency of' the most credible witnesses • ; - and here we have bad a free-thinking council opposed to freedom of inquiry,- and a body of gentlerpen, whose
whole professional career is based on experimental evidence, on
one occasion declining to witness facts, and upon another,
thrown into a confusion, worse than that in King Agramont's
camp t, from the recital of a case, which, even if attended by a
few erroneous conclusions, was at least deserving of a candid
investigation.
Look, for another instance, to what occurred not long ago
in Manchester. When the British Association, in one of its
erratic flights, was preparing to visit that city, and by aid of
railway excursions in the morning, and concerts and conversaziones in the evening " cram " its money-making population
with the arcana of science, Mr. Braid:f:, a surgeon of that
place, who had long devoted his attention to Mesmerism, offered
a paper on the subject to the medical Section, and proposed
" to produce as many of his patients as possible in proof of
the curative agency" of his particular system. He thought
that "gentlemen of scientific attainments might thus have an

*

"I would rather believe," said a surgeon to a friend of mine, "that all
and their patients were impostors, than give credit to one of
their facts, however well authenticated." "You must rather believe," said
an anti-mesmeric lecturer, "that all your wives and sisters and children are
faJ.e, than think any of these case8 true."
t The wild and fanciful poet describes Discord u hastening with her
be/lout. to blow up the strife : " La Discordia • • •
Corre a pigliare i mantici di botto,
Ed agli accesi fochi esca aggiungendo,
Ed accendendone altri, fa satire
Da molti cori un alto incendio d' ire."
Orlando Fur., canto Xllvii. S9.
From all account~ there were no bellows wanted that evening in Berners
Street. The fire was kindled before the match was applied.-Gibbon sneers
about the " Monks of Magdalen," and the " port and prejudice" they imbibed. The monks of Magdalen, with their venerable president, may now
tum the tables against their liberal scoffers.-What is the favourite beverage
ofthe Chirurgical Society, I know not. A friend, more witty than wise
suggests that, to judge from the temper of the meeting, the potations that
night must have been gin and bitter•.
t See Braid's "Neurypnology, considered in relation with Animal Mag·
netism : illustrated by numerous eases of relief and cure of disease."
M~merisers
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opportunity of investigating the subject, unbiassed by local or
personal prejudice." He himself " hoped to learn something
from otlters, on points which were mysterious to him, as to the
cause of the phenomena." And when we know the character
of some of his alleged cures,-when we learn that many successful cures in paralysis,-in tic-doloureux, and in rheumatism,
and of improvement in sight, where amongst them, the public
might naturally conclude that these savans would gladly accept
the offer, and bring their scientific knowledge to bear upon
the subject. Here was a concentration of talent and philosophy met together; and now was a golden time for going into
the question, and of putting down for ever a ridiculous pretension, or of satisfying their own minds as to the truth of the
practice. But no : " The committee of the medical section
declined entertaining the subject." As the professor at Padua
refused to look through Galileo's telescope at the moon ;-so
these gentlemen at Manchester were unwilling to look at Mr.
Braid's patients, for reasons that can only be known to themselves. Either they had some secret misgivings, some fears
touching their own conversion, some dread of having to unlearn
much of their former acquirements, or the rules of the Association would not permit the arrangement, or their time, perhaps, at this important juncture was not quite at their disposal.
As a committee of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science could scarcely be afraid of meeting facts,-let us
see how the matter stood with them in respect to time. On
turning, then, to a record of their proceedings•, we find, that
the" section was thinly attended,"-that several tedious papers
were read, most of which could have been studied more profitably at home, -and that out of the six days on which the
Sections met, there were two on which no business at all was
transacted before the one for medicine, some part of which
time might at least have been surrendered to Mr. Braid and
his experiments, even if the rules of the society forbade a more
formal lecture. These "learned Thebans" had flitted from
their homes and travelled many a long and weary mile, and
• See Literary Gazette and Athenseum for 1842.
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what was their object? Was it not the detection of error, the
discovery of truth, and the good of human kind? and might
not Mesmerism or N eurypnology fall under one of these classes?
Oh I let us not be too severely critical :-the visit to Manchester was not wholly without fruit. While one party was
listening to a learned treatise on the " Palpi of Spiders/' by
which the arachnologist " would be prevented from falling into
the too common error of mistaking young spiders for old ones •,"
another Section was instructed by certain " microscopic researches in fibre," and on the " therapeutic application of airtight fabrics." Released from these arduous duties, and this
strain on their cerebral functions, our professors could only
find repose by a promenade through the adjoining gardens ;
here where Flora and Pomona vied with their most tempting
gifts, and the eyes of beauty smiled reward on the learned
labours of the lecturert, who could expect even an anchorite to
tear himself away, and fiud leisure for Mesmerism with all its
cures ? And then came the banquet with its venison and its
wines ;-and then the self-applauding speecheP, where one
Section bepraised the other; and then followed music and the
charm of song, till at length wearied out with this train of
endless occupations, "Section E" could only recline their heads
upon the pillow, with the self-satisfied assurance that they had
not, like Titus, lost a day ! To be serious, there is something
melancholy in the state of mind here exhibited. These papers
have their uses, and are valuable. But after all, the " proper
study of mankind is man ; "-the pal pi of spiders are not so
interesting as the nervous system of a patient; and when a
subject like Mesmerism professes to mitigate the maddening
throes of pain,-to give relief to thousands,-and to effect
a cure, where a cure had been pronounced impracticable, to
see men of education like those at Manchester pass over to the
other side with offended dignity rather than be spectators of
the fact, is a scene both painful and humiliating. The question
ran counter to all their previous views,-and so with sullen
• See the reports in the Athena>um.
t See Times Newspaper and Literary Gazette.
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silenoo they declined to witness an art which promises to
multiply their remedial resources to an extent, at this moment,
beyond calculation.
Though Section E, however, declined to countenance Mr.
Braid by their medical presence, a large body of visitors did
not think his curious experiments beneath their notice, and
his lectures were attended by a numerous and scientific
audience.•
The above, however, is not the only occasion, on which the
British Association has flinched from free investigation. Nitor
in adversum is evidently not its motto. It loves the popular
and the fashionable, and to run along the smooth road of acknowledged and prevalent studies. Prima facie, one would
ignorantly assume that an association for the promotion of
science would seek truth wherever it could be found, and love
facts in nature at all price, and from any source. Primafacie,
one would assume, that the object of such an institution would
be to extend the frontiP.rs of knowledge in every direction of
physics, with the feeling that the atmosphere of examination
and opposition was one that it must often expect to breathe.
But no: such assumptions argue a rustic unacquaintance with
erudite corporations. The subject must first be scientifically
orthodox, approved of in high places and academic bowers, and
then the views of its promoters may be pushed to any extravagance and any length. " The bounded reign of existence " is
then too narrow for our soaring and enlightened lecturer, who
has "exhausted old worlds" with his theories, and must now
"imagine new" ones for the edification of his auditory. .All
this is legitimate and pleasant enough. But why need the
very same man be blind to facts, in a different province of
nuture, that lie within his arm's length? Why does he not
examine truths that are accessible to his very touch ? Why
• These searching Sectionists had a narrow e!Cape from extinction at the
Cambridge meeting in 1845. Their utility was actually called in question
by their more active brethren ! But a .mezzo termine was discovered, which
has saved and, it is hoped, will enlarge their services. A new name wa1 gitllem I
Section E is no longer the " medical" but the "physiological"
Macte nova virtute. Noul l:trrOnl.
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does he spurn the easiest of all information, the evidence of his
own senses? the
"que sunt oculis subject& fidelibus, et que
Ipse Aibi tradat spectator ? "

Alas for philosophy ! The study, perchance, is full of thorns,
not yet admitted within the circle of inquiry,- unpalatable in
leading quarters,-" opposed to the philosophy of ages," and
apt to involve its advocate in unpopularity and rebuke. The
advancement of heretical truths in science might be damaging
and difficult ; the advancement of tlie views of a friendly
confederated majority is a far more pleasing and easy occupation.
The respective fates of Mesmerism and of Ether, of Geology
and of Phrenology, within the halls of the British Association
for the advancement of science, may furnish a commentary on
the above observations.
Geology, not many years back, occupied the !!lame position
in the intellectual world that Mesmerism does now. It was ·
the pursuit of an unpopular minority. Those who adopted
its more extreme doctrines were regarded with coldness from
the assumed danger of their theories, - if not frowned down
upon as atheists and impugners of revelation. The tables are
now turned. Geology is a favourite study ; and to quote
"Lyall" and "Murchison," and dilate on rocks "primitive"
and " tertiary," an indispensable part of a finished education.
Accordingly, when in 1844 the Association assembled at York,
and a· "Cathedral Doctor" (to use Ben Jonson's phrase)
fulminated his feeble notions against certain views in the
science, a splendid castigation was inflicted on the spot, for,
in a reply that "annihilated both space and time " from the
extent and liberality of its opinions, the great Cambridge
Professor championed forth the claims of his beloved study
against the assaults of an obsolete bigotry, and Geology shone
out, amidst an applauding crowd, enthroned upon a free and
fearless philosophy I "'
• Some person~ thought that the reply, able as it wa1, showed more tnrtnc•s than was necessary, that it smacked of the wormwood that occasionally is
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" Look here upon this picture, and on this ! "
Mr. Hewett Watson tells us in his useful work on Phrenology'*, that when "the British Association held its annual
meeting in Edinburgh, about a week previous to their assembling, Mr. Combe addressed a letter to Mr. Robison, one o.f the
secretaries, offering to give a demonstration on the national
skulls in the collection belonging to the Phrenological Society.
Mr. Robison forwarded the letter of Mr. Combe to the
committee, and the gentlemanly courtesies of the persons
olficially concerned will. be apparent from the following notice
of the matter, borrowed from the ninth volume of the "Phreno.
logical Journal:" 'Mr. Combe was duly admitted a member of
the .Association, and attended meetings of several of the Sections ; but he was not honoured with any reply whatever to
his communication. From Mr. Robison he received the most
polite attention; and the reason of the silence of the committee
became apparent at the first meeting. Mr. Sedgwick, the
• president for last year, before resigning his office, addressed
the Association in a speech, in which he urged most strenuously the necessity of keeping in mind the objects of its institution, and of confining their researches into deatl matter,
without entering into any speculations on the relations of
intellectual beings ; and he would brand as a traitor that person
who would dare to overstep the prescribed boundaries of the
Institution.'" Strong language this for a philosopher and
invesugator, if it be rightly reported! "Dare to overstep the
prescribed boundaries!" What boldness in one science! what
caution in another ! The uninitiated mind of Mr. Combe (a
true philosopher himself, and a genuine lover of truth), assuming in its ignorance that a collection of crania came under the
category of " dead matter," offered to give a public demonstration: but he was soon disabused of his error. However,
round in articles of the great" Northern Review,~when a popular author, and
original and inconvenient theories, are to be got rid of and silenced. Upon
this I am not competent to offer an opinion.
• Statimu of PlareJu>logy, p. 42. Mr. H. Watson has the credit, in some
quarter., of being the author of a recent popular and scientific work, which
bas already passed through several editions. Is this the tase? •• Vestiges"
of his opinions, it is thought, may be clearly traced in it.
p
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as 1\lr. Watson remarks, "it is of small importance to any one
wishing to instruct others, that be should be ' branthd a• a
traitor,' in return for his good wishes. But we apprehend
that a demonstration of the peculiarities of national skulls was
completely within the 'boundaries' of the institution. • • • Besides, part of the time of the Association was occupied with
subjects of very trifling importance, when compared to this one,
the description of fossil fishes, the colour of chamelions, and
the circulation of tortoises ; and surely the anatomy of the
human head was a matter of as much consequence to mankind
as ' such questions.'" But the explanation is easy. There
are popes in science, as well as in theology ; and the articles
of " prescribed " belief are as carefully guarded in the one
school as in the other. Canon law rules elsewhere than at
Rome.•
Again, when the British Association assembled this year
at Oxford, the same exclusiveness and self-induced ophthalmia
appeared in their proceedings. "None are so blind as those
that will not see." And Sir Robert Inglis, the president,
addressing our friends of Section E., rejoicing then under
their new appellation of the " Physiological," spoke most
appropriately of the great blessings of Etherisation, and of the
well-recorded instances of operations under its influences, "as
a subject eminently deserving the attention of that division "
of the philosophers. Nothing could be more just and becoming
than every syllable that fell from the lips of the amiable
epeaker : but to read what he said, the ignorant would scarcely
suspect that an insensibility of the same nature had ever been
before attainable, or that upwards of 300 t operations under
the Mesmeric influence had been previously registered in chi• See also in Zoist, No. 16., a letter from Mr. Prideaux, with an account
of the proceedings of the B. A. on another occasion before the EtlrM/ogit:Gl
Section, when, on certain developments in the foreheads of some old skulls
being pointed out, the chairman called to order, as " Phrenology was a pro·
hibited study." What truth-loving philosophers 1- to prohibit the study
of the brain in an examinstion of the diversities between different peoples I
The omission of the "character of . Hamlet," as in the Irish play-bill, -m•
no longer an invention.
t Sea Summary, given in Introductory Chapter.
,.,
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rurgical annals. But luck is every thing in this world ; and
Mesmerism has not yet been fortunate enough to secure the
sanction of scientific magnates. In the words of the favourite
ballad, " Oh, no, they never mention it ; its name is never
heard " within their committee-rooms and dining-halls ; and so
they hope, that, by appearing themselves thus ignorant of its
influence, the knowledge of its very existence may escape the
recollection of their audience. But "Leviathan is not so
tamed," nor so readily disposed of. The absence of all allusion
to the topic shows the animus of those who gave the cue to the
discourse : for prejudice itself must admit, that when the
subject-matter of an oration is insensibility to pain during the
operations of surgery, to pass over a cognate condition of the
human body, under which more than three hundred cases of a
similar character had actually been recorded, marks an intentional omission in the argument more significant in its silence
than a thousand bold allusions. •
In observing the cold-blooded indifference to human welfare
with which science could thus "remember to forget" a fact in
nature, because it happened to contradict a preconception, I
am almost tempted to exclaim in the indignant language of
Festus," Thank God I I am a man,
Not a philosopher ! "t

It is, indeed, a common remark, that no great reform or
improvement in a profession has ever proceeded from its own
members. One or two may have origi~ated the idea;- but
• Every one knows, that on this occasion the good-natured member for
the University of Oxford was confessedly the mouth-piece of a learned professor, an early and unforgiving opponent of Mesmerism. But surely the
"prescribed boundaries of the institution were overstepped" when the professor "dared" to prompt an allusion, in the president's speech to the "eflects
of ether on the nervous system " (if we decide according to the speech of a
former president, before quoted). The subjects for a surgical operation are
not yet "thad mo.tter," the strict line for investigation drawn at Edinburgh,
although if ether be injudiciously applied, they would be very apt to become
so. We must leave the two professors to decide between them, as to who
ought to be "brand#d cu a traitor to science," the man who intentionally
omits, or the man who interdicts, or the man who introduces, a subject for
inveat~tion.

1 Festus, p. 84.

1
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"the adoption of the piau has generally been forced on them
from " without." This is eminently true in regard to ecclesiastical matters. They were not the clergy but the laity that
led on the movement in Church reform. The same may be
said in regard to law. The illustrious Romilly commenced his
parliamentary career with propositions for an amendment of
our criminal code ; but it is notorious how unpopular In
Westminster Hall were his suggestions ; and it was public
opinion alone that carried out his views. Again, may the
same remark be applied to the medical body. Men of a certain
standing in the profession are unwilling to depart from the old
routine ; they are afraid of losing caste; they care not to
unlearn their early teaching, and to begin with some fresh
laws of nature, of which they were unaware; and so, sooner
than sacrifice themselves, they sacrifice truth. It is thus in
the instance of Mesmerism. It was a medical man that first
discovered it ; but they were not medical men that took it up;
-and their attention,-must we say their unwilling attention,
was at last obtained, only through the firm attitude that their
own patients often displayed on the question. And yet, even
if Mesmerism had been an unreal phantom,- there were
reasons why they need not have felt such shame in looking it
impartially in the face. Great names could be numbered
amongst its adherents. Some of the first men of our day,the first in science and philosophy, have not blushed to express
their strong convictions of its truth. That can be no common
delusion upon a subject, on which La Place, the most profound
and exact of mathematicians, could state, that " on his own
principles he could not withhold his assent to it ;"-and on
which he could write, that " it would be unphilosophical to
deny the existence of the phenomena, because, in the present
state of our knowledge, their operations are yet inexplicable to
us."• That can be no weak fancy, when Cuvier, by common
• Mr. Chenevix states, in the London Medical and Physical Journal,
that he had more than one conversation with La Place upon Mesmerism,
about 1816 and 1817, and that the expression of that great philosopher constantly was, "that the testimony in favour of the truth of Mesmerism,
coming with such uniformity from enlightened men of many nations, who
had no interest to deceive, and possessed no uos~ible meanA of collusion, was
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cojlsent the first of modem naturalists, could say, that " the
effects produced by Mesmerism no longer permit it to be
doubted, that the proximity of two living bodies in certain
positions and with certain actions, has a real result, independent of all participation of the imagination."• That can
be no vague notion, of which a Hufeland,-if not the first, in
the very first rank of German physicians, bas expressed
himself a firm and conscientious supporter. The catalogue of
able and superior men that could be found among the friends
of the science would run on to " the crack of doom." t From
my own experience, I assert that those of my acquaintance
who are its known and confessed believers, are as clear-headed,
as strong-minded, as sober-thinking, as free from that wild
enthusiastic feeling which prompts men to catch at the newest
fancy, as any individuals in the kingdom. All of them, I
think without exception, were strong unbelievers, if not opsuch that, applying to it his own principles and formulas respecting human
evidence, he could not withhold hi• tUient to what WtU 10 atrongly aupported."
The following are his own words, in his Essay on Probabilities : " Les
phenomenes singuliers qui resultent de !'extreme sensibilite des nerfs dans
quelques individus, ont donne naissance a diverses opinions sur !'existence
d'un nouvel agent, que I'on a nomme magn~tisme animal : • • • II est nature}
de penser que )'action de ces causes est tres..faible, et qu'elle peut etre facilcment troublee par des circonstances accidentelles; ainsi, parceque dans quelques cas, elle ne s'est point manifestee, on ne doit pas rejeter son existence.
Nous sommes si loin de connaitre tous les agens de Ia nature, et leurs divers
modes d'action, qu'il scrait peu philosophique de nier les phenomenes, uniquement parcequ'ils soot inexplicable dans l'etat actuel de nos connaissances. ~
- LA Pucz, E.,ai PhilosophiqUI! l'llr lu Probabilitu. Paris. 4th edition,
p. IS!.
• This is Cuvier's own language : " Cependant les effets obtenus sur des
personnes deja s.tns connaissance avant que )'operation commens:at,-ceux
qui ont lieu sur les autres personnes apres que l'operation meme leur a fait
perdre connaissance, et ceux que presentent les animaux, ne permettent
gueres de douter, que Ia proximite de deux corps animes dans certaines
positions et avec certains mouvements, n'ait un effet reel. independant de
toute participation. de )'imagination d'une des deux. 11 paroit assez clairement aussi que ces elfets soot dus
une communication quelconque qui
s'etablit entre leurs systeme nerveux ."- Cuvll!a, An11tomie Camporee, tom. ii.
p. 117. "Du Systeme nerveux consider.:! en action."
t I have already mentioned Coleridge and Arnold in the preface, and
quoted some passages from the " Letters " of the latter. Here is an additional extract from one of his sermons: " In our own times the phenomena
ofanimal magnetism have lately received an attestation, which, in my jrui9meut,
establishes the facts bryond lJUUiiPII. "-Sermon, ,·ol iii. p. :.?15.
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ponents, till they practically and experimentally looked into
the question. Verily, if we are mistaken, we belong to a
goodly company! We have plenty of comrades to keep us in
countenance. We can bear a laugh at the number or quality
of our friends. Let the wits, then, exhaust their raillery at
our expense ; let the prejudiced shake their heads and sneer;
let the timid and the cautious hold back for a season in doubt.
Truth, eternal truth, must be our motto. The mor.. we dive
into the subject, the more shall we have to learn; the more
the science is practised and employed, the more will the
philanthropist have reason to rejoice at the virtues of the
discovery : -and the more will the humble and thankful
Christian be enabled to exclaim, " It is the gift of a. pJ.erciful
and allwise God!"
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CHAP V.
DANGERS OP l!llESl!llERISH, PHYSICAL AND HOIU.L. -DANGER OP HEBllllER•
ISING TBE HEALTHY FOR AliiUSEMENT.-CALIINESS, A QUALIFICATION
FOR A liiESliiERISEJl.- DANGER FROH IliiPEilFECT WAXING. -

CROSS·

liiESHERISH.- OB.JECTIONS ON THE GROUND OF liiOlULITY ANSWERED.
-RULES FOR l!llEBHERIBING.-ATTACBliiENT TO llllESHERISER,-WHA.T
IT IS. -

"HORROR" OF l!llESllllERIS.H. -DIFFICULTIES OF l!llESliiERISJI(.

-HINT FOR YOUNGER l!llE)[]IERB OF THE FACULTY,

,

BuT we have another and a third class of opponents, widely
different indeed in the quality of their objections from either of
the two parties with whom we have been hitherto contending,
whose antipathy to Mesmerism professes to arise from a consideration of its dangers. It is not on the irreligious character
of Mesmerism that they dwell ; at that view of the question
they shrug their shoulders and sneer, as if they themselves had
never advanced it. It is not that they nre unbelievers in
Mesmerism : the facts brought home to their kBowledge are so
staggering, that they are ashamed to remember that they ever
had their doubts. It is of the dangers of Mesmerism that they
now speak: "It is so fearful a power," they say,-" so liable
to be abused, -so pregnant with mischief, -no one is safe, no one can answer for what may happen, -its practice ought
to be prohibited :"-and all this is gravely stated by those with
whom, but a few weeks before, we had been fighting, totis
t1iribua, in assertion of its reality.
Deleuze, in his practical work, says, " The antagonists of
magnetism, after having decided that it did not exist, have
declaimed against the dangers that accompany it." • Every
~fesmeriser will confirm this statement from his own experience.
• "Les antagonistes dn magnetisme, apres avoir prononce qu'il n'•zi•u

pa•, ont decla..e contre lu danger• qui l'accompagnent."- Dnauza, lnttnu:titnl P.,

p. 265.
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It has happened to all of us, over and over again. I was on a visit
with some friends last summer, whom I in vain endeavoured to
convince of the truths of Mesmerism; an incredulous but polite
smile settled on their faces : so perceiving that the subject was
unwelcome, I passed on to another topic. I met them again in
the course of two months. It was now their turn to begin :
they were full of the subject : but it was altogether of its
dangers that they now harangued. " Dangerous I " I calmly
observed, - "you surprise me : how can a thing that does not
exist be dangerous ? " " Oh," wo.s the reply, "everybody knuws
that there is something in Mesmerism, and it is so very dangerous."
The transition of these views on Mesmerism is as abrupt as
Napoleon described the passage to 'be of the sublime to the
:ridiculous : "it is but a step." Extremes, in fact, are always
meeting. One day there is nothing in Mesmerism : the next,
a great deal too much. •
The first French commissioners, whose Report is supposed
to prove the non-existence of Mesmerism, also speak of its
dangers, and decide positively that its effects may be most
serious. A novice in the first elements of logic would see, that
a thing that does not exist, can be neither useful nor dan•
gerous; and hence we derive an additional corroboration, that
it wo.s not the purpose of the commissioners to do more than
disprove the theory of the fluid.
That Mesmerism bas its dangers must be admitted: what
good is there in nature free from some attendant evil ? what
is there that folly or wickedness may not abuse? Still I am
persuaded that the actual amount of these dangers is very
greatly exaggerated. The invisibility of the agent, our ignorance of the true springs of man's organisation, the novelty oi
• Dr. Gregory, Professor of Chemistry in the University of Edinburgh,
whose strong conviction of the truth of MeRmerism is such a triumph to the
cause, says. in his admirable pamphlet on the &Untific Spirit ilt eolticA tlte
claim8 nf Mumerima owgAt to be ezamimd, " We cannot fear the perversion ot'
that, the existence of which we deny. If, therefore, Mesmerism be alto·
~~:ether the result of fraud and imposture, these evil consequences must.be
imaginary." p. 11.- (Neil, Edinburgh.) Every student of Mesmerism
should read this unanswerable paper.
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the remedy, and our natural timidity at the employment of a
new mysterious treatment, all these circumstances would cast
a deeper shade of colouring over that danger which may really
exist:- but having taken much pains to examine the subject,
and discussed it often with some of the most experienced Mesmerisers, I feel assured that the apprehensions generally entertained are to a great degree without foundation. Still it must
be owned that Mesmerism has its dangers :-and as a work that
professes to meet all the popular objections would be incomplete without some allusion to them,- we will state what they
are, and bow they may be met.
The dangers may be divided into the physical and the moral.
I would begin, however, with the remark, that Mesmerism
is not a plaything for the idle and the curious. It is not meant •
as a pastime for a dull day in the country. Because a sharp
frost has set in, and the hounds cannot meet at cover, or a
deluge of rain has imprisoned the listless sportsmen, and the
young squire, to kill the dreary morning, tries his hand in the
new art, and mesmerises his sisters or their lady's-maid, and
something unpleasant oecurs, is that to be laid to the door of
Mesmerism ?• It would appear from certain anecdotes, that
animal magnetism is to supply the place of some of those old
Christmas amusements, of which our altered habits have
destroyed the charm ; and thus "philosophy in sport " is to
become really a part of an evening's entertainment. How
absurd and monstrous all this ia ! And then grave ladies very
naturally look solemn and forbidding, and make a few not
unreasonable remarks on the impropri.ety of Mesmeric expe-riments. But who would think of vaccinating a whole family
for a little domestic diversion? who dreams of insinuating the
lancet's point into the arm of some plethoric uncle, to see how
the good gentleman would feel after a little festive depletion-?
And why is Mesmerism to be an exception to every rule of conduct on such a subject? As Mr. Colquhoun observes most judiciously, "In attempting to produce the magnetic phenomena, I
would eminently caution individuals against nil experiments of
• Many of my readers may have heard within their own circles somewhat
aimilar etories to thuae referred to in the text.
Q 2
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mere curiosity. Whatever ludicrous ideas many persons may
have been hitherto in the habit of associating with this subject,
I can seriously assure them that experience has proved mag•
netism to be no trifling matter. • • • • We must not recklessly
attempt to handle the thunderbolt, or to play with the lightning
of heaven. Like every higher gift conferred upon us by the
Creator, the magnetic faculty ought to be exerted with judg·
ment and discretion, and onlg for benevolent purposes."• "We
do not know," says Dr. Hufeland, "either the essence or the
, limits of this astonishing power: whoever, then, undertakes to
direct this power, let him enter upon the duty with the most
profound respect for the principle which he endeavours to set
in operation. Above all, let kim beware of Magnetising in
sport. In medicine, the most indifferent remedy is injurious to
persons in health; still more so an agent which is perhaps the
most active and energetic of all remedies." All these observations deserve serious attention : I would say even further, that
everything of a useless or jocose character connected with the
practice should be discountenanced in the strongest way: children should be especially warned against " playing at Mesmerism :" and if the above is what is meant by the opponents
of magnetism in their remarks upon its dangerous consequences, I agree with them most cordially,- and have always
done my utmost within my own circle to discourage such improper and discreditable trifling.
As it is, however, especially desirable to discourage in the
fitrongest way the practice of Mesmerism, for mere amusement,
a few more extracts from other writers are here added.
Dr. Elliotson says, "when persons inquire of me, whether
Mesmerism is not a dangerous thing, I always reply, that I
am happy to ,say it is. They look astonished, and I continue.
-because, jf it were not dangerous, it would not be a real
power in nature. A nonentity, an unreal, though alleged,
power of nature can do no harm : but all real powers of nature
will work readily for evil if misapplied. The lights in our
houses, the fires which warm us, the heat, without which we
• Tsis Revelata,

'I'Ol.

ii. p. 188.
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could not exist and all living beings would be a dead frozen
mass, may burn up our bodies to a cinder, may destroy our
property, nay, whole cities, yet we take a candle to go to bed,
and we light fires in our rooms. The knives at our tables
could be plunged into our breast by the person who sits next
us, or by the servant behind our chair : yet our tables are
spread daily with knives. Mesmerism may be abused like anything else: like medicine, used through design or ignorance,
as a poison, or in too violent a manner, and like the surgeon's
wounding instruments plunged unskilfully into parts, and, perhaps, making fatal havoc." •
Dr. Elliotson then mentions three rather serious cases, which
had lately come to his knowledge, to "prove the danger of
playing with Mesmerism, and at the same time to show to those
who regard it as nothing, that it is something."
Dr. Esdaile also says, "Experimenting on the healtky ought
to be discouraged, as it is only undermining healthy constitutions for no possible advantage. The artificial disease is not
so light or transitory a matter as it seems to be reckoned by
many Mesmerisers, who go about upsetting the nerves of every
one they can lay their hands on. • • • It is proper that ladies
and gentlemen, who beg to be mesmerised for fun, should know
this; and then they will probably choo~e some other kind of
amusement." t
Upon the impropriety of mesmerising persons in healtll,
Dr. Esdaile says elsewhere, "People say to me, 'I should like
to ascertain if I can be mesmerised : do try.' I reply, 'you
very probably cannot ; and I should as soon comply with your
desire to feel the effects of opium as mesmerise you without a
cause: when you need it, you will probably be benefited by
it.' If :Mesmerism be forced upon a person in a state of
health, it is very likely to do mischief;- for any attempt to be
better than 'well,' is pretty sure to make one ill."~
Dr. Bell, who in 1792 wrote a treatise on Magnetism, says
"I would never advise a trial to put people, who are in good
• Zoist, vol. iv. p. 388, Article" Mesmerism not to be trilled with."
Esdaile's " 1\Iesmeriam in India," p. 249.
t Ibid., p. 13.
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health, into a crisis to please others ; for you may put them in
a state of catalepsy or epilepsy." • • • "Power united with
ignorance is like a loaded pistol in the hands of a child." •
Teste also states it as his . opinion that it is " probably not
der;oid of danger to magnetise an individual in perfect health.,. t ·
This part of the subject, then, I at once dismiss as foreign to
the question. The abuse of a power is no argument against its
use : and because Mesmerism is not a fit game for foolish girls
to play with, this is no reason why it should be pre-eminently
hazardous, when adopted seriously as a remedial art.
Still, even in this line, Mesmerism may have its dangers,
especially when practised by the ignorant and the timid. A
nervous Mesmeriser is worse than a nervous patient. The
calm collected manner of the judicious Magnetist will soothe
the most agitated sleeper ; but even the tranquil repose of the
deepest slumber may be disturbed by a sympathy with a
frightened and unpractised manipulator. But what is there
strange or unusual in this? why are not experience and competency equally necessary in Mesmerism, as in everything
else? who employs a raw surgeon for a formidable operation ?
who sends for an untried dentist to extract a difficult and decayed eye-tooth ? Skill, practice, knowledge, are qualifications
that are requisite in every department ; and in no treatment
are coolness and presence of mind more essential than in the.
direction of the Mesmeric power ; a fact which ought to be
evident to all when they reflect that this agent " penetrates the
depths ·of the organism and the internal life of the nervous system, and may even affect the mind itself, and unsettle its
ordinary relations." This is the language of the great Dr.
Hufeland himself, in the cautions that he gives to the ·unwary
Magnetiser. But even with the drawback of inexperience and
ignorance, I know ,not that Mesmerism is so dangerous as much
of the common medical practice of the present day. When we
remember that such tremendous poisons as prussic acid and
arsenic are among the favourite remedies of the modern school;
that our lives are at the mercy of an incautious physician in
• Bell on "Animal Electricity," p. 19.
Teste, translated by Spillan, p. 228.

f
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the first act of prescribing ; that an error in weight of the
deadly ingredient may alter the whole character of the com•
pound ; that a careless chemist may convert the most judicious
prescription into a draught of death ; that a aleepy nurse may
administer the wrong medicine;-who can think of these and
similar contingencies, and not tremble when he sees the phy·
sician with the pen in his hand ? • These things are mentioned,
-not to prove that Mesmerism has not its dangers;- but to
show the timid and unthinking opponent that the very system
to which from custom he steadily adheres, has its evils and its
hazards also, perhaps even greater than those of our ill-under·
stood art.
Still Mesmerism has its dangers. t Among them I would
more especially mention those that may arise out of the alarm
of an inexperienced practitioner. If a change quite unexpected should take place in the sleeper, - i f the trance should
be prolonged to an unusual duration, - if conTulsions, or fits, '
or violent pain (all in every probability, symptoms of the
desired action) should come on,- the inexpert Mesmeriser might
take fright ; his fright would act sympathetically upon the
aleeper; great excitement and agitation would be the result ;
this again would react on the Mesmeriser ; till, from the mutual
effect on 61!-Ch, very serious consequences might be produced.
The health of the patient might be affected most alarmingly :
but all this would be the fault, not of Mesmerism, -but of the

t,

• Mr. Colquhoun, in his Preface to Wienholt, observes, " Opitnn, araenic,
&c., are exceedingly dangerous things; yet
these are publicly sold in all our apothecaries' shops, and are daily used in
the ordinary medical practice. It is pat't of the object of animal magnetism
to ltlpn-Hde tlu "" Q{ tl•eu da.ngn-om drug1, by introdudng a milder and no
less efficacious mode of treatment. ' Tlwtuanth,' said Dr. Franklin, • are
$/attghtrrtd in til~ qttid ricA room."' (p. 17.)
t Teste, speaking of the dangers of Mesmerism, which be thinlts are very
serious, observes, that it seems " as if the but thing• should have their collntcrbalanc~ in the dangers which their use brings with it." (p. 397.)
t Inexperienced Mesmerisers are apt to be alarmed, instead of encouraged.
by the appearance of the symptoms aJiuded to in the text. Gauthier, in
describing favourable signs of Mesmeric action, says, "it accelerates the progress of maladies, -bri11g1 0111 old pain1, hastens on a crisis which is to pro•
rluce the cure, and proves its remedial power by ctaaing to prodiiC~ r~sllltsufter
that the patient is restored to health."- Trail€ Pratiqv~, p. 6,

iozglot~, m~rcvry, prUIIic acid,
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ignorant nervous operator, who had undertaken a duty for
whleh he was not prepared.
In all these emergencies, the calm • judicious Mesmeriser
seea nothing to fear : he knows that the most violent hysteric
action is often the sign of a welcome crisis ; - he knows that
the most prolonged sleep-a sleep even of days-will wear
itself out at last ; he knows that the most threatening language
and aspect of the sleep-waker (like that of a person in a deranged
condition) can be best met by coolness and kindness : he ia
consequently firm, collected, gentle ; hls calmness and firmness
act healthily on the patient; and, however great may have beeo
the excitement of the Mesmeric state, the patient is sure toawake out of his slumbers refreshed and strengthened, with
the mind beautifully composed, and the whole system renoTated to an extraordinary degree. t
It is here not unadvisable to giTe a caution by the way. If
' the sleeper cannot be awakened by the usual methods, and the
uneasiness of the Mesmeriaer has acted with an unpleasant or
exciting effect, to send for a medical man, who disbelieves in
the science, and would treat it as a common normal state, might
be folltnoed hg the m08t serious consequences. I cannot impress
my readers too strongly with the necessity of bearing this
caution in mind. Calmness and patien('.e would bring all
round.t
• Gauthier says, " Calmness is one of the first qualities for magnetising.
With a Mesmeriser, who retains his Mlfi!J-.froid and ,Presence of mind, the
invalid will aliiKiy• come out of a crisis, that nature OF the disease brings on,
successfully,• (p. 22.)
'
f I was myself present on an occasion when the alarms of the Mesmeriser
at the prolonged sleep of a patient produced most embarrassing and prejudicial effects. Fortunately, I was able to take the case in band, and all
terminated favourably. My composure composed the agitated sleeper.
The only cause for fear arose from the fears of the Mesmeriser.- The
Abbe J. B. L mentions a case, where an incautious proceeding seriously
disturbed the sleeper. " I changed my action,"- the Mesmeriser narrates,
- " I made my passes more •lowly, more calmly, and more gmay, and an
expression of happines.• soon spread itself over the countenance of the,
sufferer." (p. 100.)
t In Zoist, vol. iv. p. 404., is an instance of mischief arising from calling
in a medical man, who was an unbeliever, Gauthier ,says," WhattrJer ""'Y
be tlae criftl, be not alarmed: if you will but wait patiently and ealfalg,
nothing evil eG~t or will happen to the sick person." (p, Sl4.)
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Another point on which inexperience may be thrown off its
guard, and through which very formidable results might arise,
is the danger of an imperfect partial waking. With some
patients it is not always easy to distinguish at first the half
state from full and restored consciousness : the patient seems
perfectly awakened, and says he is so; and the unpractised
operator would be apt to leave him. This is a condition of real
danger: tbe patient has no more self-control, or management of
his actions, than a child or idiot, and yet for a time will converse· most sensibly, and recognise every person present. I
have seen this distinctly in two patients. It happened to me
one time with Anne Vials, whom I could not manage thoroughly
to awaken : she said she was awake ; and she walked about the
room, and ate and talked as usual. I waa on the point of
leaving her, being persuaded that she was awake, when the
sound of something peculiar in her voice caught my ear ; I re- ·
cognised it to be the tone of the sleeping, and not the waking
state (for the tones are often different); and I soon had reason
to discover that she was not awakened. The French call this
state " un somnambulisme imparfait."
Townshend, in his
"Facts," mentions a case of the kind. It is not uncommon,
and should be watched; as the patient might commit some
action, serious in its consequences not only to himself but to
others. •
Cross-Mesmerism, which means the influence of two or more
Mesmerisers or persons at one and the same time, is also a condition that the inc;.xperienced Magnetist should be taught to
avoid. To some patients, indeed, the effect is only disturbing
and inconvenient; but with the very sensitive it is occasionally
followed by serious results; with a large number, however,
there is not apparently any adverse action,-and they seem
indifferent under the operation.
Cross-Mesmerism is of two kinds. The first occurs when
• See Townshend's " Facts," p. 7S.- Dcleuze says," At the close of every
sitting, be careful to arouse the patient thoroughly, so that he do not remain
in an ifltemwliate ltate between eleeping and waking." ( ballnu:tion Prati'[IU,
p. 293.) Dr. Elliotson says, " She bad not been fully awakened; and too
much care cannot be taken to see that patients are perfectly awake before
ther are let\."- Z<Mt, vol i. p. S 11.
o,9,tized
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the patient is actually asleep~ Among his other excellent rules,
Deleuze says, "Never suffer your patient while asleep to
be touched by any one who is not en rapport with him ;
nejther place him en rapport with another, unlefill it be to do
him some good, ortbathe desires it." (p. 291.) Gauthiersays,
" Watch carefully that no stranger meddles in your treatment
without your permission; and never allow him to touch your
patients." (p. 347.)
Th~ last writer gives a valuable caution to the Magnetist
regarding the vulgar curiosity of the impertinent sceptic ;-for,
on the subject of Mesmellism, it must be ever borne in mind,
that our opponents often consider themselves as set free from
the usual courtesies of society, and at liberty to play what ex·
perimental tricks they please, -not reflecting that their tests
for the detection of the untrue are being tried on the sick.
" The brutal assault,'' narrated by Miss Martineau, (p. 35 of
her Letters), has been already quoted, where a "gentleman
violated the first rule of Mesmeric practice, by suddenly and
violently seizing the sleeper's arm, and shouting out that the
house was on fire." And I myself experienced something o£
the :same kind, whilst mesmerising Anne Vials, though not
of quite so outrageous a nature. In both these cases, however,
it may be as well to add that the attacks " entirely failed •• ; the
patients heard nothing, and saw nothing, and proved the truth•
fulness of their condition. But this was fortunatelY' owing to
their own insensibility or indifference to foreign infiuence,
rather than to the delicacy of the gentle philosophers.
Gauthier, therefore, says, "If yo1,1 absent yourself an ins1$nt,~
if you turn your back even for a moment, you may be sure that
these men (sceptic~ medical or otherwise,) will not have sufficient command over themselves to restrain their curiosity,
when they know that they are about to impress an infiuence
on the patient. You ought never, therefore, to omit full caution with them. Human nature never changes ; and scepticism
and curiosity in all times produce the same fruits."•
Dr. Ashburner says, " I have repeatedly witnessed such bad
effects from cross-mesmerism, that I cannot too strongly warn
• Gauthier : Traite Pratique, p. 359.
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ignorant and rash persons from practising it. Some foolhardy
Jrish surgeons have, it is said, incurred an awful responsibility,
by each, within a few hours, mesmerising a. poor nervous girL"
Dr. A. mentions a patient of his own, who, on one oeca.sion
when cross-mesmerised, slept eleven hours, and awoke with an
intense headache. •
Dr. Elliotson says, " We ought carefully to a.scertain, not
only that the patient may be left by us, but that he can allow
the presence or proximity of another. If he cannot, and we
leave him asleep in the charge of some one, great misahief may
~e oceasioned. ".t
In the People's Phrenological Journal, No. 49., a serious case
of cross-mesmerism is narrated by Mr. Holmes, in which a
$tate of delirium was induced, that did not perfectly pass away
till after the expiration of four or five nights.
The second sort of cross-mesmerism occurs, when the patient
is not actually asleep, but under magnetic treatment, and the
original Mesmeriser, not being able to attend, sends a substitute
in his place, with whom the physical peculiarities of the sick
party do not sympathise. This is not uncommon. Experience
shows, that it is not every Mesmeriser that primarily suits
every patient ; and still less so, after that the treatment has
once set in. The sensitive temperament of the patient is then
delicately alive to a change in the influence that is imparted ;
much distress is exhibited ; and the progress of the cure may
be even retarded, and perhaps a relapse occasioned,-at any
rate, great disturbance caused to the whole system. Caution, .
therefore, is requisite, if the friendly aid of a second Mesmeriser
be called in ; though, at the same time, I am inclined to believe,
that, with the meJority of patients, no prejudicial effects would
be visible.
Several other minor points might be mentioned, such as the
danger of mesmerising upwards,-tbe danger of discontinuing
a treatment in certain cases, &c., for information on which I
• Letter from Dr. Asbbumer to Dr. Elliotson in Zoist, No. 14. The
letters of this aecompliahed and el[perienced friend to Meamerism are full of
curious and suggestive matter.
t Zoist, No. 16. p. 473.
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would refer the reader to Gauthier•, and to the eighth chapter
of the " Practical Instruction" of Deleuze, a most useful book
for the young Mesmeriser.
Still I repeat that the physical dangers of Mesmerism are
very greatly exaggerated ; and I would conclude this part o(
the subject with a noticeable fact : that in spite of the number
of ignorant Mesmerisers that are taking up the subject,-in
spite of the number of most delicate patients that have been
placed under its influence,-in spite of the number of opponents
that are anxiously on the look-out for a disastrous result,-no
well-authenticated fact of great and serious mischief has yet
been ,named. I rather wonder that it is so ; Mesmerism must,
like everything else, have its drawbacks and its dangers. Still
nothing very formidable has yet been publicly mentioned : now
and then we read in the newspapers of a "fatal effect;" but in
aJew days we find a paragraph saying that the patient is better
than ever. Now and then we hear in our own circle of something
deplorable, which, on examination, proves to be a mistake.
I was told the other day of a gentleman who had greatly injured
the eyesight of one of his children by Mesmerism. I called
and asked if it were true: he had never even mesmerised one
of his children ; and nothing had been the matter with their
eyes. And thus it generally is; and several friends who have
taken some pains to make the inquiry have never yet been able
to establish one case of serious injury or evil: still my opinion
is, that Mesmerism has its dangers, and some, too, of rather
an anxious kind. I say, therefore, to the inexperienced Mesmeriser,-"Be cautious, be circumspect; you are playing with
a powerful and ill-understood agent; and you are bound for
the sake of the patient's safety to adopt every precaution that
prudence can suggest.'' t
But there are certain dangers touching la morale to which
Mesmerism is supposed to be peculiarly open, and respecting
which allusion is often made in conversation. Much ignorance
• Gauthier, p. SSI, &c.
t "I never heard," says Miss Martineau," of any harm being done by it,
where aa much prudDu:e waa employed as we apply in the use of fire, water,
and food."- Letter6, P• 52. .
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also exists on this point ; and here, too, it is necessary to dis~
tinguish clearly as to what is intended by the charge.
If it is meant, that under the pretext of mesmerising, in a
case where Mesmerism is not required, parties can avail themselves of the occasion to commit an offence contre les bonnu
mtZUrs, I am not careful to enter upon the objection. Men
sometimes go to church from the most improper motives ; men
sometimes read the Scriptures with no other view than that of
finding food for ribaldry nnd unbelief; still, as has been often
said, who would shut up our churches or burn our Bibles on
that account? Again, we say the abuse of a thing proves
nothing against its value. If parties, in sport or in thoughtlessness, throw themselves into the power of an unprincipled
acquaintance, with them lies the fault, and they must take the
consequences. Still I have my doubts whether Mesmerism does
afford the easy opening for misconduct, with which it has been
taxed. The deep sleep, or torpor, which would place the sleeper
so completely at the mercy of the Mesmeriser, ns to give an
opportunity for evil, does not occur every day;-and more
generally, if not always, the Mesmeric state produces, on the
part of the patients, such a high tone of spirituality, and sense
of right, as to make them less than ever disposed to an acquiescence in what is wrong. •
Still, into this view of the question I do not enter. Our
question is, whether, in the treatment of the sick, and in regarding Mesmerism as a serious remedy, the influence be open to
objections on the score of morality+ and lea hienseances.'! I
• Mr. Pyne says truly in his excellent little work: "If a magnetised

penon is in the earlier states of coma, the mind is as sufficiently active to
repress evil as it is in ordinary circumstances : -if in the higher condition
deep-waking, its impressions are withdrawn from the senses,- the
judgment is refined, -and, in short, the soul is in a condition of the highest
mentality."- Vital Magaetim, by Rev. T. Pyne, p. 511.
t We must not forget that the practice of lnoadation was equally called
"immoral" in its earlier days. " I have shown," says the Rev. T. DeJafaye, " that inoculation is absolutely inconsistent with the rtirlue of 011r
flti..,U. and the rights of our fellow-crt>atures ; - • • I have shown the
-ifold immorality. and undoubted ini9uity of thi• device; - • • - that it
expoaes the soul to more important pen! than what men dread from the disease,"- and so on for several pages. (p. 8S. ) - lnoeulation, a" l'llllefm.wle Practite ; a pamphlet publiahed in 1754.
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ariSwer, in the most unhesitating way, to no objections what-'
soever. In Mesmerism, as in everything else, certain precau.;,
tiona and regulations are, of course, to be adopted ; and in
default of those precautions, why is the science to be blamed
for the neglect of its own rules? Who sends for a low petti•
fogging attorney to make his will, or conduct an important
lawsuit ? who deposits his money with a banker that offers teii
per cent. interest with no visible capital at command? who
admits an unprincipled physician into his house ? Only let
similar safeguards be employed in Mesmerism ; and nothing
need be feared. Not only should the Mesmeriser be a person
of character, of kno\vn and established principle ; but even then
it is the rule that the process should be conducted in the pre~
sence of a third party. All Mesmerisers require an attention
to this rule where it can be observed. Patients have it in their
power to have any of their relations present when they like.Let this regulation be remembered and carried out ; and where
is the objection? Not only is every needful security obtained
by this course, but "the appearance, even, of evil" is avoided ;
and the good work cannot be ill-spoken of, or misrepresented
by the malicious neighbour or the candid friend.
Deleuze and Gauthier both urge the importance of the
patient having a relative or friend present. Mr. Newnhan1
says, "It is ll standing rule with medical men that, on certain
occasions, the presence of a female friend is requested, as a
guarantee, &c., - and therefore in the process of Magnetism,
the same medical men would require the presence of some
friend of the patient, -male or female, as might be more
agreeable, &c. And thus," he adds, "ends the dreaded mol'al
evil, which we have thought it necessary to combat in detail,
because it is one of the most favourite weapons employed by
the enemy."•
• Human Magnetism, p. 117. The opinion of Mr. Newnbam, as ap
experienced surgeon, is especially deserving of attention on tbis bead. He
says elsewhere, " Magnetism confers no power of mischief, which was not
previously attainable by other means, in the hands of wicked persons,
cially through the imtrumentality of opium, and who ever thought of opposing
the exhibition of opium by medical men, for the cure of disease?" (p. 115.,)
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Another· objection is, that even in the presence of a third
party the process is one qui blesse lea cont1enances; and that
the treatment is what a father or brother would feel a pain in
witnessing. Never was there a more unfounded mistake. I
have seen a good deal of Mesmerism, and with different Mesmerisers; and never observed anything to which the most
scrupulous delicacy could object. An evil-disposed chemist
may administer a valuable drug ill an improper way, and with
an improper object;- but what argument is that against the
drug? Choose a Mesmeriser of character, and choose a confidential friend or relative for a witness, and you have every
guarantee that the management of the case will be such as the
most fastidious would require. •
Another objection is, that the sleeper is placed in an undesirable state of feeling in regard to the Mesmeriser ; that
there is an attraction towards him, something amounting to
affection, or even love ; and that this state of mind or feeling
reduces the patient to an improper dependence on the will of
another. That, in the Mesmeric ·state, the sympathy between
the Mesmeriser and the sleeper is powerful and extraordinary,
we all know ; it is one of the most curious phenomena. t The
sensibility, that is then produced, is singular in the extreme.
But the feeling is rather that which exists. between two sisters
than anything else; it is a feeling which bas regard to the happiness, and the state of moral being of the Mesmeriser ; which
is alive to injuries or pain inflicted on him; which denres his
tDell-being here and hereafter. Dr. Elliotson observes, in one
of his most interesting papers, that " the Mesmeric state bas,
• Mr. Colquhoun observes, " To those who know and have witnessed the
processes, the lwlicr0116 falleAood of the objection must be perfectly apparent. Indeed, there is much less indeeency and much more delicacy, than
in the ordinary medical practice." (Preface to Wietalwlt, p. 15.) Mr. Newnham hasalso completely refuted this foolish prejudice and objection. (p. 118.)
. t Professor Gregory, in the excellent pamphlet before quoted, says," With
rc.>gard to the influence of the Mesmeriser over his patient, in some cases it
appears to be great, in others limited, in others again it is absent. The
abuse of this power can only be dreaded by those who admit ita existence,
and there is no reason to suppose that it is more liable to abuse than other
powers or agencies, none of which are exempt from the liability to abuse.
The best aecurity, in all such cases, is not ignorance btd lmowikdge... (p. 11.)
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even if characterised by affection, nothing sexual in it;- but
is of the purest kind, simple friendship, and indeed exactly like
the Ion of a young child to its mother, - for it seems cbarac·
terieed by a feeling of safety when with the l!esmeriser and of
feiU' of others."• In some cases, I should say that the feeling
rather resembled the not uncommon regard that is entertained
towards a successful medical friend. There is, for instance,
gratitude for pain removed, in accomplishing which the Mes•
meriser has been the humble instrument ;-there is the pleasure
of seeing one, who has been kind and useful ;-there is admiration for his benevolence and active virtues :-but that the
attachment goes beyond this,-or what Dr. Elliotson describes,
-is assuredly a mistake. Nay, as was before remarked, so far
from the Mesmeric sleep producing a state of feeling inconsistent with what is right, it is considered by the most ex•
perienced operators, that a great increase or the moral perceptions is created and brought out; and that if the Mesmeriser
were capable of commanding an improper or reprehensible act,
the patient would revolt from an obedience to his will, with a
language and manner even more decided and peremptory than
when in a waking state. Puysegur in his Memoires (p.l68.),
and Deleuze in his Letter to Dr. Billot (Billot's works, vol. ii.
p. 34.), both give some remarkable and most interesting instances, in exemplification of this truth. Their facts are really
beautiful illustrations of what Mr. Townshend says, viz., that
" the state of Mesmeric sleep-waking is a rise in man's nature ;
-that the mind, separated then from the senses, appears to
gain juster notions, and to be lifted nearer to the fountain of
all good and of all truth." (p. 113.) Foissac states the same
thing. And from what I have myself seen of the increase and
development of the intellectual faculties during the sleep, I am
quite prepared to believe in the existence of that e:rQltation of
the moral being, which the best authorities have described as
so invariable. Be this, however, as it may,-and be the relation between the Mesmeriser and the patient however peculiar,
• Zoist, vol. iii. p. 55. See also Mr. Newnham's Magnetism, p. 115, where
this subject is exa10ined.
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the whole sympathy and attraction are at an end and forgotten
the moment the sleeper is awakened into actual existence. •
Another objection is the facility with which unconscious
parties can be put to sleep against their will. It is said, that
''no one is safe,-no one can feel sure as to what may happen,
and that a powerful Mesmeriser has his whole acquaintance
under his command." This is ·a view entertained among the
nervous and the timid ;-but one more groundless can hardly
be mentioned. Except in certain most rare cases of extreme
sensibility, the Mesmeric sleep could not be induced against the
will or consciousness of the party mesmerised. Certain conditions are requisite. Silence and stillness are among the most
indispensable. It may often require half an hour of the most
profound repose, before any somnolency can be obtained ; and
with many patients the Mesmeric action must be renewed for
several days in succession before any effect be procured. The
whole objection, therefore, is so absurd, that no notice of it
would be necessary, were it not that the opinion on this point
is so very universal, and one that has led the superstitious to
their worst apprehensions against the science.t
Somewhat akin to the last objection is another class of feelings that should not be pasSed over ; I mean a vague undefined
"horror" of Mesmerism generally, a mysterious dislike to it,an opposition which the party objecting would find difficult to
put into a tangible shape, but which yet fills the mind with an
unpleasant sensation respecting it. This is distinct from an
opinion of its irreligious or Satanic character : without adopting
that view of the subject, many persons regard Mesmerism with
an indistinct and painful abhorrence. Here, again, we must
distinguish and clearly understand what they do dislike. If
• " The remains of sleep soon went off, and the feeling then completely
subsided." (&JUt, vol. iii. p. 55.) In respect to this feeling of affection or gratitude, whichever it be, Dr. Fo~ says, that be bad "never perceived any
difference between the patients be had been fortunate enough to cure,whether by medicine or Mesmerism." The feeling was equal under both
treatments. -Rapport, p.S90.
t Even if the above charge were, in some degree, true, what comparison would there yet be with the tremendous powers at the command of
chloroform? The facilities for evil, that mav ari!'l! out of that otherwise
inestimable discovery, are most formidable to contemplate.
R
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they dislike the abuses to which the practice is liable, it they
dislike to see it made the subject for trick and foolish experiment,-we can inform them that all right-minded Mesmerisers
participate strongly in their feelings, and hold such conduct as
most revolting IUld wicked. But if they dislike to see a racking pain removed by it,-to see the feverish sleepless invalid
enjoying a balmy slumber by its aid,-to see the nervous
excited patient restored to comfort and repose,-surely their
feelings can only arise from prejudice, or rather from the novelty
and freshness of the art. It is nothing else than what is even
yet experienced among the uneducated classes respecting vaccination. Large numbers entertain a "horror" of this remedy.
How often has the wife of a labouring-man told me that she
would not have her child infected with the disease of a cow !
It is objectionable to her, only because it is strange. And so
is it with the present aversion to Mesmerism. Habit IUld observation will soon remove this feeling. The strangeness will
pass away. People will toon perceive what a simple, easy, and
natural process Mesmerism is; and when, day after day, they
shall be privileged to witness some dear and beloved relative
relieved or comforted by its means,-or when they themselves,
after the agonies of pain, shall have found a respite or a cure,their horror will soon be turned into gratitude to the Author of
all good, and with myself they will exclaim that Mesmerism is
the gift of God I
But though the dangers of Mesmerism have been magnified
into an importance which they do not deserve, and which, for
the most part, could be avoided by prudence, still our science
has its difficulties. These difficulties somewhat arise from the
infancy of the practice, and which the experience of a few
years will tend to diminish; still they are considerable. It is
easy to say to some unhappy sufferer, whom all the usual
methods of the healing art have failed to benefit, " Go and be
mesmerised,"- the difficulty is to find a Mesmeriser. • They
• The simplest and easiest remedy for meeting the above difficulty is for
the healthy members of a family to mesmerise the sick ones. Tiis plan
would also silence many of the previous objections. Fathers and mothers.
husbands and wives, brothers and sisters, should respectively employ mesmerism as the domutic " medicine of nature."- And to assist them in the
process, instruction is given in the concluding Chapter,
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are not so easily obtained. Added to which the treatment of a
chronic case generally demands a sacrifice of time, which, even
if men have the inclination, they have not always the leisure, to
bestow. Experience and knowledge are also indispensable: I
should be sorry to place a very delicate patient into the hands
of an unpractised Mesmeriser. Temper, patience, and presence
of mind, are also requisites: and as we before stated, character
and right principle must not be forgotten. Here then are a
number of qualities desirable for the formation of a competent
Mesmeriser, and which are not to be procured at a moment's
warning. And this, for the present, throws a difficulty in the
work. It retards its course of more extended usefulness. Still
time will correct this inconvenience. What the public demands,
the public will always find provided ere long. As there is
every certainty that Mesmerism will shortly take its rank
among the established branches of the medical art, a supply of
qualified practitioners will be soon fortllcoming. Our difficulties are but temporary. Many junior members of the profession will devote themselves to the study, and obtain a
standing in society by their experience and success. Others,
whose time is less at their command, will only give a general
superintendence ; while the actual treatment will be conducted
by pupils, specially instructed for the work. Nurses will be
taught to mesmerise. Students in the hospitals will gradually
bring themselves into notice by a useful exercise of their
power ; and when the drag-chain, which hinders the progress
of the good cause, shall be removed by the retirement of the
present Lecturers and Managers, these invaluable public institutions will become, at the very request of the subscribers, schools
for the practice of the Mesmeric science. In short, everything looks fair and promising. Our obstacles are abating
every day. Prejudice is becoming more and more silent.
Fanaticism is retiring to a few select quarters. Ridicule is
losing the sharpness of its edge. The timid begin to speak.
The opponents display greater anger and abuse. A general
interest is awakened. We have evidently reached a crisis.
Our difficulties have been long and many : but
"Time and the hour run through the roughest day I"
.. 2
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BuT a more anxious consideration remains behind. The very
truthfulness of Mesmerism carries along with it a perplexing
apprehension. Its dangers may be proved in great measure
chimerical ; -its difficulties may be surmounted;- its curative powers may be admitted in all their magnitude ; -the
charge of an evil agency may be rejected as the product of that
heated fancy which invades the mind at the appearance of
novelty ; -and yet well-regulated minds may approach the
discussion with a distressing reluctance. Another argument
presents itself. The- subject appears to trench on the most
sacred ground. It threatens to work a revolution in the most
awful questions that can interest man. It unsettles the very
groundwork of his faith. Such extraordinary statements are
advanced,- such unexpected laws are developed in nature, --..,
such mysterious facts are given,- that old accustomed principles of belief are shaken to tpeir centre, and the piety of the
Christian trembles for the result. A startling consequence is
~t hand. If the facts of Mesmerism be not miraculous, - i f
they be no otherwise marvellous than as their strangeness
makes them so, and if custom will soon reduce this marvellous-
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ness to an every-day occurrence,- how do all these positions
bear upon the miracles related in Scripture ? Are we not
lowering their value? Is not the very keystone, on which our
faith is built, loosened, if not removed? If the course of
nature be not suspended by the action of Mesmerism, how can
we show that the wonders of old time must not fall baek to the
same shrunken proportions, and that the truths of Revelation do
not totter at their base ? •
This is no unreal charge wantonly thrust forward for controversial display, and creating the very evil it professes to
deprecate ; -but the expression of an actual living opinion
which is beginning to assume a serious shape and being. It is
no longer whispered in the salons of science that the tendencies
of Mesmerism go to uphold the Deist in his unhappy belief,
the proposition is triumphantly advanced in the publications of
the infidel ; and the Christian himself often feels an anxious
misgiving which deters him from a bold investigation of the
fact. The position has been strongly stated to me by the two
·opposite sects. "If," said a friend, "you really have faith in
the reality of the wondrous cures of which you make mention,
-do you not see the dangerous ground you are treading ? You cannot stop where you will. If I believe in Mesmerism,
·I must disbelieve all that I have hitherto held as sacred and
divine." " Follow out your convictions," said a gentleman of
the other school, " and flinch not at their consequence. The
reputed miracles of Scripture were but the result of strong
Mesmeric power. Christ only raised the dead by Mesmerism."
And thus has it ever been in the history of the worl~. And
thus has every new discovery been dreaded or vaunted, according to the respective point from which it has been viewed
by the friends or adversaries of religion. Thus was it with
astronomy,- with chemistry, -with geology, -with phrenology.- The Bible speaks of the rising of the sun ; but
Copernicus and Galileo were charged with upsetting the Bible,
for they proved that the sun was the centre of its system, and
• I here cannot help quoting an admirable remark by Jacob Bryant,
which 1 lately met with: "I never ·suffer toAat I do not kiiOID to disturb nag
belitf ir& wllat I do."- Ob.ervtJtiOM 011 dijficlllt PaMGge6 ill &riptwe.
a3
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consequently did not rise to gladden the earth. The theory of
another hemisphere was heretical for a season, and Columbus
was in his turn taxed with weakening the validity of Scripture.
Cuvier, in like manner, was treated as the antagonist of Moses:
and Gall was accused of leading his followers to a belief in the
ooaraest materialism. And thus it went on for a season. Men
trembled at the truth ; and the truth itself lay hid behind the
mists of a partial knowledge and discovery. Soon, however, a
brighter state of things came on. Profounder researches dis..
pelled the anxiety of the timid. Faith and science were not
found incompatible. Revelation and matter had but one and
the same divine original. The first of philosophers were among
the humblest of Christiana ; and the most aspiring student of
the laws of nature has not blushed to bow in lowliest adoration
before the Word of Life. And thus will it be with Mesmerism.
The discovery of this mighty power will form no exception to
the other departments of science. He, who apake as never man
spake, wrought also as man has never been able to imitate :
and while the Scriptural reader must feel in his heart an internal evidence • of the truth of that book on which he places all
his hopes, under the conviction that doctrines ao pure, so lovely,
could proceed from nothing short of a heavenly source, even so
will he perceive in the miracles of his blessed Lord an inseparable pledge of the divinity of His mission, for that no one
could~do such things as Christ did, except God were with him!
The question of Scripture evidence, it has been before
observed t, has within these few years shifted ground. The
charge of dishonesty, of exaggeration, or of falsehood, is now
but seldom advanced against the Gospel Historians. The
• "In truth, however," observes the lamented Arnold, "the i~tkrnal
in favour of the authenticity and genuineness of the Scriptures, is
that on which the mind can rest with far greater satisfaction than on any
e.rUrllal evidence, however valuable. • • • It has been wonderfully ordered
that the books, generally speaking, are their own witness." - R•gby
i:SerrMJU, p. 889.
t See Preface to second edition, p. 7• .., Christian Truth," says Dr. Hawkins, the present learned Provost of Oriel College, when apeaking of the
nft!', and of
examination of the Christian Evidence11, " is a subject the deepest interest to each individual man in each successive generation."
- Bamptort Lcct•ru, p. 225.
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Apostles are no longer described as either enthusiasts or impostors. The argument of Hume on the insufficiency of human
testimony is thrown back into the shade, A new position is
adopted by the adversary. The facts recorded in the New
Testament are at once admitted, -the narrators are allowed
to be truthful intelligent men, -but the wonders they relate are
referred to the operation of an adequate and natural cause,
- a cause of which the spectators at the time had not the
remotest suspicion,- but which is amply sufficient to explaiu
away the existence and effect of the seemingly miraculous.
All that is needed, it is said, is to "separate the kernel of
truth from the shell of opinion,'' and to trace in each indi..
vidual case, the possible or probable foundation of fact.
The modern school of German Rationalism •, no small or
inconsiderable sect, invented and adopted this exposition.
Everything that savours of the supernatural can, according to
their views, be explained by some ''rational" elucidation.
Nothing needs be coarsely denied, or presumptuously disbelieved. Semler, a learned divine of the University of Halle,
who died in 1791, and who, among other works, published an
"Apparatus for a liberal interpretation of the New Testament,"
was the founder of this theory. Eichhorn, Professor of Theology
in the University of Gottingen, who died in 1827, and was a
voluminous writer, improved upon the notion. t But Paulus
has, in our own days, been the favourite authority on the
subject, He carried out the original idea with the most unexpected solutions. According to his ingenious system of
unravelling a difficulty, some scientific, or philosophical, or
natural cause was at the bottom of all those wondrous facts,
which had hitherto confounded the cavillings of the sceptic, or
compelled the obedience of the faithful. And his explanation~
were caught at with eagerness, and generally adopted. That
carnal heart, which is so at enmity with everything of a
divine character, applied the views of Paulus to the whole
• Occasionally this school or theology, i.e. those who account for all the
IDiracles on natunal. principles, are called Neologians.
t One or Eichhorn's works on the subject was an Introduction to the
New Testament, publilbed at Leipaig, in 1814.
a4
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range of Scripture evidence, and built up a species of semiChristianity. In the north of Germany, and in the Roman
Catholic no less than in the Protestant churches, this rationalistic interpretation openly obtained. Disciples were soon fonnd
in France, in England, and in the United States of America,31 is seen by several publications on the subject. • And whilst
for different classes of miracles different explanations were suggested, - for the miracles of healing and for some others of an
analogous and corresponding character, Mesmerism was almost
nniversally esteemed the natural and adequate solution.
As the language of other writers will bring these statements
more clearly home to the apprehension of the reader, a few
extracts from some recent works shall be now given in illustration.
In an article in the Edinburgh Review on Christian Evidence,- as late as October, 1847,- it is said, "in the case of
the Scripture miracles, some have been led to adopt the prineiple of endeavouring, in each particular instance, to seek for
an explanation derived from the operation of known natural
causes. • • • According to his (Paulus) view of them (the
miracles) they were events which were regarded as miraculous
in that age and country ; - but which ought to be regarded in
a very different light by the more advanced intelligence of our
times. We ought, therefore, to construe them into extraordinary natural events ; - or into results whose causes have been
simply omitted in the narrative;- or into the mere effects of
superior skiU and knowledge, which the Evangelist has described, in the popular language of the day, as supernatural
interpositions." t
Salverte, a popular but superficial French writer, in a work
called the " Occult Sciences," which has reached a second
edition, and been also translated into English nnder the title of
the "Philosophy of apparent Miracles," ass_erts that "if we
• :Milman's History of the Jews contains some slight indications of the
prevalence of this theory, in his explanation of certain of the Mosaic
miracles. . The remarks of the lamented Hugh James Rose, on Germaa
'Rationalism, must be fresh in the memory of many.
t Edinburgh Review, No. 174. for October, 1847, p. 41S.
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put on one side that which belonged to jugglery, to imposture,
or to ~he delirium of the imagination, there is not one of the
ancient miracles which a man skilled in the modem sciences
could not reproduce." • " It is reasonable," he adds again, "to
suppose that some indiW!uals had the physical knowledge and
power suitable for working a miraculous act, in the time and ill
the country where historical tradition had placed the miracle:"
-and then he observes again, that "it is absurd to refuse to
believe, or to admire as supernatural, that which can be explained on natural causes."
In some lectures, recently delivered at the chapel in South
Place, Finsbury Square, and since published under the title of
~'German Anti-supernaturalism,'' Mr. Harwood, the lecturer,
though preaching, apparently, in favour of Strauss's views, takes
occasion to unfold the interpretations of rationalism. " The spirit
of legend," says he, "would have many and many a nucleus of
fact to work upon. Some miracles, miracuknu-woking incidents, there must have been in an age like that and among a
people like that. Nothing but one prolonged mental miracle
could have hindered miracles from taking place almost daily, in
the presence of one who was believed or imagined to be the
Christ of God. No doubt, many demons were cast out: probably paralytics not a few were wholly or partially restored,
as by miraculous voice or touch : possibly some few all but
dead may have lived again upon the divine, 'I say unto thee,
arise.' Perhaps Jesus himself was more than once startled by
the discOtJery of potoer8 which he had scarcely been aware that
he pouessed." t
These quotations sufficiently illustrate the tendencies of the
rationalistic school, - though it will be seen, that Mesmerism
ia rather alluded to than named. Other writers have, however,
• "11 n'est point de miracles anciens qu'un homme verse dans les sciences
modemes ne put reproduire." ( Scino«• Occultu, seeonde edition, p. 461. &c.)
In his 20th cap. Salverte makes some further obsenations on the miracles
of healing, on the raising of Jairus's daughter, and on the powers of Elisha
and of St. Paul.
t Harwood's German Anti-Supernaturalism, p. 68. Some extracts from
the same work are given in the Preface, p. 7. Other expressions might be
quoted; as, for instance, where in the language of modem Deism, the Saviour
is spoken of as" that wonderfully gifted Being Jesus of Nazareth." (p. 96.).
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spoken more expressly ; and the influence of this agency is
at once claimed as the secret source of the Divine manifesta·
tions.
Richter, Rector of the Ducal School at Dessau, an influential
German critic, and the author of "Considerations on Animal
Magnetism," and who died about three years back, taught that
"the miracles of the New Testament were performed by this
extraordinary power." M. Theodore Bouys, who-published in
Paris a work on the same subject, endeavoured to prove the
same thing. Professor Rostan, who drew up the article on
.Magnetism in the Medical French Dictionary, asserted therein
that a "mass of the miraculoru facts of old find a satisfactory,
. a physiological and natural explanation" in Mesmerism. M.
Mialle, a copious and popular French writer on the subject,
strongly declares the same opinion, and enters into reasonings
to prove the assertion. Other writers could be mentioned : but we will come at once to a recent and remarkable publication, in which the above views are expressed in explicit
language.
The work referred to is one that originally appeared in
America, and has been just reprinted in England, called "The
Principles of Nature and her Divine Revelations. • It is in
two large octavo volumes, closely printed, is written with much
power, and has attracted large notice in some literary circles,
both across the Atlantic and in this country. Professor Bush
of New York, and other scientific men, have shown themselves
greatly interested in its contents, and in the manner of its production. The work professes to set forth the "Revelations" of
an illiterate young man, named Andrew Da>is, which he dic·
tated in the Mesmeric sleep with a fluency and clearness most
extraordinary. As a " voice to mankind," it pronounces, authoritatively, upon the most abstruse subjects, embracing
theology, cosmogony, natural history, and science. Into the
derivation and authenticity of the work it is not necessary to
enter. Whether it be the combined result, in part of a trans·
• "The Principles of Nature, her divine Revelations, and a Voice to
Mankind," by and through Andrew Jackson Davis, the Poughkeepsie Seef
and Clairvoyant. (Chapman, Strand.)
..
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ference of thought from the Mesmeriser and others, - in part
of a suggestive and assistant imagination,- and in part of pre'Vious knowledge surreptitiously obtained, all mingled together
in wondrous harmony and poured forth under the condition of
an excessive exaltation ; whether this be a correct view of the
origination of the book, is not important to the argument:the point for present consideration is this, that great attention
bas been paid to the statements of the work,-that Professor
Bush declares that for " grandeur of conception and soundness
of principle" it is almost unrivalled,-that other critics speak
nearly the same language,-that its readers and admirers are
numerous,- and that it reflects the opinions of an influential
section. Mr. Chapman, the English editor, says that it is "a
work of no ordinary theological pretension." To that portion,
therefore, of its theology let us briefly turn, where the Clairvoyant
speaks of the miracles of the New Testament. It is painful in
the extreme to be thus driven to record so many objectionable
and offensive passages : but nothing would be gained by concealment. The book is extensively read and quoted : and the more
plainly that such obnoxious notions are set forth, the more
easily are they met,-and the more quickly disposed of.
The Clairvoyant says, that "Jesus seemed to possess an
intuitive knowledge of the medicinal properties of plants,- of
mineral and animal substances, - of their use, and of the
proper time and manner of their application in the curing of
various diseases. He possessed also a great pkysical sootking
power over the disordered or disconcerted forces of the human
system. This was because of his superior physical endowments. Hence it is related in various places in the New Testament that be laid his kands upon persons and they were
cured." (VoL ii. p. 562.)
And again he says, " Such deeds of charity, sympathy and
benevolence, (i.e. the miracles of healing,) are to be admired in,
the character of any person who ever has lived, or who ever
will live on earth ; but further than this they are of no importance, and demand no veneration nor approbation. For they
are simply the good and just deeds of any person who is natu-
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rally (which means mesmericaUy) qualliled for their accomplishment." (p. 512.)•
Now these rationalistic views have, perhaps, not unnaturally,
raised up a distinct class of objections to the practice of
Mesmerism,- in opponents, whose inaccurate perceptions have
confounded misrepresentations against a study with the study
itself. " Is it no evil," says a hostile writer, calling himself
Senex, " that from the deductions of this science, the arm of
infidelity is so strengtluned, as to induce men to assert, that the
miracles of our Saviour, however stupendous, were performed
by the same art, though, we are told, then not generally
known ? " t In another pamphlet, which I have already noticed,
called a " Dialogue between a Mesmerist and a Christian,"
it is said, " the doctrines founded on these imitations of the
miracles of our Lord, go to explain away the divine character
and end of his miracles ; and thus to undermine the truths on
which our faith and hope rest. • • • Some of the advocates of
Mesmerism have not hesitated to say that by means of &
" virtue," common to all human bodies, " the miracle of healing
was effected," &c. (p. 21.) Mr. Spencer Hall, in his" Mesmeric Experiences," has referred to the same opinions : " so
striking," says he, "have been some of the effects of Mesmerism in this way as to cause many to regard it as a sort of
scientific divinity, and to consider it the parent of all attested
miracles ; a view," he adds;" from which I unequivocally express my dissent.'' (p. 25.) And the late Mrs. Tonna (Charlotte

* Nothing is more marked than the change in the language of Deism,
since the time of Voltaire and the Philosophical Dictionary, as those
~fferent quotations above prove. The divine mission of the Saviour is,
indeed, equally denied: but the coarse and irreverent sneers, with;which be
was then reviled, have passed away ; and the excellency of his moral code,
and the beauty and soundness of his views, are the constant theme of admiration. Christ is now spoken of, in this new and spreading school of
infidelity, as the wisest and best of ;men, -as a benevolent, and "highlygifted" individual. This altered phraseology is the more fatal and ensnaring from its subtilty and respectfulness, reversing that mischievous aphorism
of Burke's, of "vice losing half its evil by bni"ff all iU fi"''-." Many
who would be shocked by the ribaldries of Paine and the French Philosophers, are caught by the smooth plausibilities of German Rationalism.
t Extract from" Strictures on Phreno-Magnetism," by Senex. (Simpkia
and Marshall.)
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Elizabeth), and Mr. Close, of Cheltenham, and Mr. Bickers·
teth, of Watton, have all tlu-ee deemed the argument worthy of
a notice, and referred to it in their writings.
The latter observes : "Infidels have ventured to say that the
miracles of Mesmerism are superior to those of our blessed
Saviour; and yet," adds Mr. Biekersteth, "we must not, on
that account, deny that Mesmerism is an immense blearing from

God."•
" Charlotte Elizabeth," asserts that the marvels of Mesmerism are, through satanic agency, such close imitations of the
miracles of Christ, as to undermine the first principles of the
Christian faith : and she refers to some " book on Mesmerism,
written by a Frenchman, who, after stating that Mesmerism
prevailed among the ancient Egyptians, reminds his readers
that Jesus was in Egypt, and there learned the Mesmeric art
by which he effected the miraculous cures recorded in the
Gospels."+
The Rev. F. Close, in his excellent lecture on the" Nature
of Miracles," says,.- " he might be ask~d what he thought of
the astonishing phenomena of Mesmerism. Were they miracu•
lous, or were they not? This seemed, at first sight, a 'DerJ/ hard
question to answer: still he thought that a solution might be
given." And, after discussing the point at some little length,
he concludes with observing, that " he felt persuaded that there
was nothing miraculous in Mesmerism, and no interference of
the evil spirit" in its wonders. Mr. Close here seems to me
to pass over the more general and more formidable argument..
It is not so much taught that Mesmerism is miraculous, -as
that the miracles are little else than Mesmeric phenomena.:!:
Dr. Arnold, too, in his Sermons, has more than once eon·
sidered the subject deserving of a remark. "I mention this,"
he says, -"because I am inclined to think that there exists
a lurking fear of these phenomena (of Mesmerism), as if they
• See explanatory Letter from Rev. Edward Bickerstelh, in No. 17. of
Zoist, p. 7 1.
t Letter to Miss Martineau, by" Charlotte Elizabeth," pp. 7. and lS.
t See Mr. Close's Lecture on Miracles, delivered at the Cheltenham
Literary Institution, p. 2S.
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might •hake our fait/a in true miracles ; - and, therefore, men
are inclined to disbelieve them, in spite of testimony ; a habit
far more unreasonable, and far more dangerous, to our Christian
faith than any belief in the facts of Magnetism." •
These extracts, from such various and very adverse writers,
all show the prevalency of the opinion, that I now propose to
enter upon. They, at least, prove that the notion is not the
exaggerated invention of my own fancy,- nor the feeble suggestion of a few inconsiderable enthusiasts. Churchmen of the
most diverse schools, rationalistic professors, unbelievers in
revelatioP., and friends and opponents of Mesmerism, haTe
alike regarded the subject as deserving of attention, and have
alike pressed the consequences deduced from it into the service
of their respective views. Nay, Dr. Arnold, as it has been
seen, collected from his experience, that this " lurking fear " of
the magnetic phenomena went so far as actually to indispose
men for the investigation and admission of their truth. He
thought that he could perceive that they were afraid of diving
into the depths of nature, lest they should encounter an inconvenient disclosure in their course ;-that they hung back from
believing in one fact, lest, as a sequence, they must disbelieve
in another. All this, it is repeated, shows the prevalency of
the opinion, - and an opinion, it may be remarked in the next
place, that does not at the first blush appear very unnatural
For some of the cures and marvels of Mesmerism have been
so startling, and :so contrary, indeed, to the ordinary operations
of physics, that the bulk of mankind, who seldom are at the
pains of distinguishing between conflicting, though seemingly
homogeneous effects, are caught by the primary presentation of
an object, and hasten to some unphilosophic conclusion about
its nature. A mediey of ungeneralised ideas passes through
the brain ; the true and the false, the same and the similar, are
jumbled together without precision or distinctness ;-and so
one man pronounces that the new phenomena are but identical
• Arnold's Sermons, vol. iii. p. 246. " These facts," he obsenes again,
"are mere wonders in our present state of knowledge: at a future period,
perhaps, they may become the principles of a new science; but t1tey 1WitAer
are, JWr will be miraclu."-lbid.
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with the olden miracles ;-another, that they are diabolical
imitations ;-while the third, and major part, shrink from the
very name and study of the science, lest they should stumble
on acme untoward and distressing discovery. All this, it may
be again observed, does not, in the first instance, appear either
unnatural or inexplicable : but it is, therefore, the more necessary to meet the question at once in all its bearings and deductions,-and by a careful and complete analysis of the real
nature of our facts, settle the doubts and scruples of the perplexed Christian once and for ever. •
What, then, it may now be asked, is the resemblance that
exists between the miracles of the Saviour and the wonders of
Mesmerism ? We answer confidently, none whatever. An impassable gulf divides them. Both, indeed, proceed from the
same Eternal Being ; but the Mesmeric phenomena are nothing
else than the product of a simple power in nature; while the
marvels of Scripture arose from an interruption of those laws
by which the government of .t he universe has been administered
from creation: and this position, with God's grace, I proceed to
prove.
I commence with a consideration of those miracles, to which
only the wildest dreams of some enthusiastic Mesmerisers pretend to have made approach. And here, it will be observed,
we assume that the reader is a Christian, - that he believes
that the facts recorded in the Gospels did take place and are
true, and that his only question is, how far the Divine origin
of those facts is shaken by what has occurred in these latter
days. Into the previous matter of evidence, therefore, we do
not enter. Paley's incomparable work has exhausted the sub• Many othe~. writers who have referred to these deistical views could be
mentioned. The Rev. T. Pyne, in his work on Vital Magnetism, says,
we must "carefully guard against the supposition of the miracles of Scripture having been performed by this art ; for among them are many cireumstances recorded to which Magnetism could never aspire, &c." p. I 8.Mr. Colquhoun, in the last chapter of the Jsio Revelata, observes, that "the
doctrine of Animal Magnetism does in no degree interfere with our belief
in real miracles, &c. &c." (Vol. ii. p. 184.) - And the Christian Remembrancer, in a long article in favour of the science, in the April number for
1847, discusses briefly the fear entertained by some, of" Magnetism rivalling
the miracles." (p. 388 )
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jeet, and refuted every doubt. To Paley, therefore, we refer
the wavering heart. But our present inquiry is, whether there
be any counter-clainu on our attention, from facts evincing
equal power, and supported by evidence equally conclusive.•
The " beginning of miracles, with which J esue manifested
forth his glory," was the clw.nge of water into wine. He did
not command the six stone water-pots to be first emptied of the
water, and then replenished them with wine;- but he ordered
the empty vessels to be previously filled with water ; and from
these vessels, which were "filled up to the brim," the servants
were instructed to draw forth, and bear to the governor of the
feast; and a quantity of water, being supposed, upon the
smallest computation, to be above a hogshead, was discovered
by the guests to be converted into wine.- Mesmerism could
have no agency here. The fact admits of no other explanation
than that of being a miraculous and supernatural work.f
• Those who are indisposed for the study of Paley's longer work, will
find an admirable compendium of the wlaole subject in a small volume, called
"Lectures on the Evidence from Miracles," by the Rev. R C. Coxe, the
present learned and excellent Vicar of Newcastle. ( Rivingtons.)
t And yet this is the miracle, that the well-meaning and lamented
" Charlotte Elizabeth," by a confusion of the facts, singled out as the one
which she considered that Satan was imitating through certain powers of
•• willing" in a Mesmeriser. " Whether you," she aays to Miss Martineau.
"are conscious of it or not, this last incident, (that of the sleeper imagining.
some me~~merised water to be wine,) was devised by Satan to pour contempt,
or to throw a soul-destroying doubt, on the miracle of Cana in Galilee. You
or your companion in these perilous doings acted upon a suggestion of the
evil one. to will a glass of water into wine ; and though no change took place,
perceptible to any mortal sense, the spirit bad power over the possessed girl
to imitate in her the effects of a draught, &c." ( Lettn-, p. 1S.) Now a slight
examination of the circum.~tances in the two facts will explain the complete
difference between them. In Miss Martineau's story, the Mesmeriser willed
one single individual, who was fa8t asleep, and under strong mesmeric influence, to fancy that a glass of water, that she was sipping, was a glass of
sherry. But there was no sleep at Cana of Galilee. The governor of the .
feast, and the guests, to say nothing of the attendants that drew the water,
were all wide awake, and saw the colour of what they were drinking, a fact
irrespective of, and in addition to, the change that they perceived in the
quality. If the mesmeric fact be a satanic imitation, it is a most feeble and
far-fetched one. To have a parallel case, a Mesmeriser must wiQ a room-full
of friends and servants, whose senses shall be in an active state of wakefulness
and discrimination, not only to imagine that a tumbler of what they see to
be water is actually wine, but wine of a very superior vintage.
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We next come to tire miraculous draught of fishes. This
occurred twice: once at the commencement of Christ's ministry
and once after his resurrection. Twice had the fishermen been
toiling all the night, and caugl1.t nothing. At the command of
Jesus,. they let down their nets, and inclose the fim time so
extraordinary a draught, that their nets brake, and their boats
were beginning to sink. On the second occasion, they were
hardly able to draw the net to land for the multitude and size
of the fishes ; and yet it is mentioned by the Evangelist, as an
additional wonder, that the net was not broken. Now we cannot, perhaps, strictly describe a fact like this as beyond nature,
for such a thing might happen ; but it is not according to
nature. Nothing like it has ever been seen, before or since.
It is, therefore, contrary to the order of nature, - contrary to
the general laws of nature. And when an event like this,
which no natural causes have produced at any other time,
occurred twice in the history of one man, we are justifie'd in
saying that it could be no peculiar or fortunate coincidence, but a preternatural fact, which can be classed under no other"
head than that of the miraculous.
The next miracle to be noticed is the instant stilling of a.
tempest on the Lake of Gennesareth, - a tempest so violent
that the waves were breaking over the ship. Dr. E. Clarke, in,
his travels, mentions that when adverse winds, sweeping from
the mountains with the force of a hurricane, meet the strong
current of the waters, which is formed by the river Jordan
passing through the lake, a dangerous sea is at once raised •.
Now some such a hurricane Christ and his disciples encountered ; and he stilled it in a moment ; for there was a "great
calm." The" raging of the water," and the violence of the
winds, subsided at once. Now this was clearly miraculous.
By a singular accident the wind might have been suddenly
hushed at the nry same moment that Jesus spoke, but this
fortuitous calm would not also have extended to the waters.
Whoever has been to sea, or whoever has wiinessed a storm at
sea, knows full well that it requires a certain interval of time
for the waves to cease to swell after the winds have ceased to
blow. It is never a great hurricane in one moment, and a
8
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glassy surface in the next. The fishermen, unaccustomed to
such a transition, " marvelled," as well they might, and demanded, among themselves, "what manner of man " Christ
was. And the only answer is, a Man from God! Where is
Mesmerism here? •
The feeding of great multitudes, on two occa.Jiom, with a few
loaves and fishes, surpasses all bounds of exaggeration also.
There could be no false perception here. . The statement does
not admit of the supposition of a fortunate experiment. .As
Leslie says, that " one small loaf of bread should be so multi·
plied in the breaking, as not only in appearance and to the eye,
but truly and really to satisfy the appetites of a thousand
hungry persons, and that the fragments should be much more
than the bread was at first," is a fact which can admit of no
explanation. And while we do not know the precise point at
which the powers of nature terminate, as in the case of Mesmerism, we can declare, unhesitatingly, that such a multiplication of food is beyond the reach of a natural cause, and that
here we have again a manifest interposition of the power of

God.t
The walking upon the sea is a plain fact which admits of no
explanation. It is a statement in which there could be neither
• " So, too, in the storm, not only did the awakened Saviour make at
once a great calm, hushing, in an instant, winds and angry waves,- but
immediately the ship was at the place whither they went."- Re11. T. Pyne'1
Vital Magndinn, p. 22.
·
t Some pretend to see a satanic "imitation " of this miracle in the wellknown mesmeric sympathies of taste, as when a mesmeriser puts bread, or
ginger, or sugar, &c. into his mouth, and the sleeping sympathising patient
tastes it. To apply the phraseology of "Chaf/otte Elizabeth," it is consi·
dered an "infernal traoutie on the tDOrk of the Lord Jesus Christ, in which
horror gives way to a burning indignation of soul." Now in this "satanic
imitation," to pass over the number of souls that partook of the food, "fiva
thousand men, besides women and children," there are one or two other
points wanting; the satisfying of hunger, and the fiUing the baskets with
the remainder.
Let it be observed, once for all, that it is not I who am first suggesting
an odious comparison between these opposite facts. The very naming them
together is as revolting to myself as it is ridiculous in reality. I am simply
replying to the different objections and arguments of religious and well·
meaning opponents of Mesmerism, who originally started them, and gave
great publicity to their views.
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mistake nor exaggeration. The ship was "in the midst of the
sea," and be walked to them. He" walked upon the sea." The
ship was twenty or thirty furlpngs distant from the shore, i. e.
more than three miles, and h~ walked to them. St. Peter also
walked upon the sea to meet him, and, "beginning to sink,"
was saved by Jesus catching him by the arm. The miracle is
mentioned by three Evangelists, and most fully by St. Matthew.
The same word in the original, which is used by St. Mark, in
his sixth chapter (verse 47. ), for describing Jesus as being " on
the land," is used by him and St. John, when they speak of
him as walking "on the sea." • No statement in the New
Testament will admit of a closer or more critical examination
than will this. And what confirms the miraculous character of
the action is the fact, that the disciples seem to have been more
impressed by this than by any preceding miracle, for they
"worshipped" him, St. Matthew says, in consequence, and declared that "of a truth be was the Son of God."
"The Transfiguration of the Saviour is a fact, also, which
admits of no softening explanation. It happened not at night,
bnt in broad day;- not in a corner,- but on .the very top of a
mountain. The brightness and glory were more than the
faculties of the spectators were able to endure. A celestial
voice was beard, speaking to Jesus. The disciples were so
overpowered with all that took place, that they flung them~
selves with their faces on the ground, and so remained till the
Saviour touched them and bade them rise. And St. Peter expressly refers to the wonders of this day, as a special proof that
the Gospel was " no cunningly devised fable." t
• This is mentioned. because some rationalislic interpreters han said that
Christ was walking upon the shore, by the sea, and not upm it. Their explanation will not bear a moment's criticism. It is the sugg~tion of men
unacquainted with Greek, and who have not studied the context.
t In the " Dialogue between a Mesmerist and a Christian," containing" a
suitable and earnest address to all true Christians" against Mesmerism, a profane and fancied "imitation" of this miracle is dwelt upon and reprobated,
but which I sbal1 not offend my readers by reciting. Let it be sufticient to
say, that there is no proper resemblance between the points compared ;
neither is it one which, conversant as I am with 1\lesmerism, I ever before
found referred to, till I met with it in this tract, by "Philadelphos." These
exclusively Christian writers in their opposition to" unchristian Mesmerism,"
• 2
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The drying up of the fig·tree is a fact to which no Mesmeric
power makes the most distant approach. Jesus spoke, and the
fig-tree withered away instantly from the roots. "How aoori,"
said the disciples, "is the tree withered I "
The raising of the dead, on three distinct occasions, is ex"'
plained by the modern unbeliever as the revival of a sleeping
person out of a trance. The different facts of each case put
together contradict the opinion. Jesus meets the dead son of
the widow of Nain, humanly speaking by accident, as he is
carried out on his bier. He at once apprc;~aches and bids the
young man arise ; " and he that was dead sat up, and began to
speak." Now, on the supposition that the mother and the'
numerous friends of this young man (for "much ~ple" were
in attendance, and the body was not inclosed in a coffin, but
carried openly on a litter, as is the way in the East), on the
supposition that all were deceived, and that the young man was
only entranced, can we suppose, with any degree of reason, that
in the two remaining instances the relations and domestics
were also under a delusion ? Let us take, then, the case of the
ruler's daughter. Jeans is suddenly invited by Jairus to his
. house to heal his child. In the meantime deaih seizes his
victim ; and so undeniable are the signs of dissolution, that the
family are anxious that Jesus should retire and be no further
inconvenienced. "Trouble not the Master, for she is dead." It
would be a singular coincidence if this also were a trance. But
Jesus, before he luu even entered the house, or seen the body,
pronounces that the maiden shall live and be "made whole."
But we have a third instance: the raising of Lazarus.• Lazarus
had been in his grave four days. When the stone was removed
call into being some odious phantom, put ideas into our heads, and language
into our mouths, such as never existed, and then charitably conclude their
pamphlets in teaching, as proved by themselves, that " Mesmerism is, in
fearful reality, the assertion of the will and of the power of Satan." (p. 24.)
• " Paulus of Hiedelberg says that the Bible narratives must be acknowledged as records of real occurrences, but that these occurrences, which
were miracles merely in appearance, always admitted of a natural explanation. For instance, Lazarus was awakened, not from death, but only
li·om a state of asphyxia, for Christ was no worker of miracles, ·though he
may have been an ezcellent phy•ician, &c."- Wolfgang Menu/'• Ge1'1114n
Literature, translated by Gordon, vol. i. 196., " On Religion."
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from the cave, and as soon as Jesus spoke, that instant Lazarus
eame forth, bound hand and foot, in grave clothes, and his face
fastened over with a napkin. The restoration was instantaneous and complete. He did not merely move, and speak, anq
die again. He did not gradually, and with further assistance, ·
oome to himself; but be, whose corpse was supposed to be
already in an offensive state of decay, walked forth at once
from the tomb, returned home to his family, and lived, and was
Seen alive a long time after. Now, upon an examination of the
above, this train of ·questions suggests itself. What probability
is there, that all the attendants and relatives in these three
cases were equally under a deception? Is it meant that all
who die are.only in a trance; and if not, what reason is there
to show that theee three persons were exclusively in a trance
IJlOre than any others? How should Jesus, if only a man, know
h6for~ k~ kad even seen them, that Lazarus and the ruler's
daughter were only entranced? Supposing, after all, that they
had been dead, and did not rise forth, would not the power of
Jesus have been proved null and void? The same remark applies to the son of the widow of Nain. Jesus, as a mere man,
dared not have risked the chances of a failure, unless it be said
that a trance is a more common occurrence than a death. The
unbeliever, however, says that these three persons were not
really dead, but only in appearance. From their own statement.
here then were three of the most curious coincidences,-and all
in the course of two years. The mere recurrence of the fact refutes the theory. This is the dilemma: if they were really dead.
none but a divine power could raise them, and that by a miracle;
- i f they were only entranced, how could Jesus, if but a mere
man, know it? and not knowing it of a certainty, how would
he venture on the hazardous experiment of placing his repl,lta·
tion on the issue of su('h a chance? Never was an hypothesis
built on a more untenable position.
We will not enter upon an examination of the question that
naturally presents itself in the next place, as to whether the
Saviour was himself also in a trance. No one fact is better
established in the whole Gospel history, than the re-appearance
of Christ after. the crucifixion. If that fact be not true, there
8
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is an end of human evidence for ever. Waa He also, we ask
then, in a trance when hanging on the cross, and when laid in
the tomb by Joseph of Arimathea? The question answers itself: it is too monstrous to need refutation.
Here, then, we have examined in detail a class of miracles in
the New Testament, to which the proudest results of theMesmeric power offer not the most distant resemblance. And let
no one say, that this examination was idle, -that it is foreign
to the subject, - that we " fight, as one that beateth the air."
Nothing is useless, by which the faith of the believer may be
strengthened, and the misgivings of the anxious heart be
quenched as they arise. The extracts that have been given
from anti-mesmeric writers, prove the opinions that are afloat,
respecting "the manifest tendency of Mesmerism to undermine
the first principles of the Christian faith." Many, it is added,
who "go to laugh at a mesmeric exhibition, may remain to
doubt, to disbelieve the Gospel, and to perish."• The facts, it is
said by others, are old, but the principle is newly discovered.
And knowing myself that Mesmerism is a living reality,knowing that its powers reach to an unsuspected extent, knowing that the faith of many has been disturbed by this discovery, I have thought it essential to analyse the question
closely, and place the subject in its true colours. If I could
not say bow far Mesmerism does go, I have at least shown how
far it does not go. The inquiry has commenced by an examination of facts, to which no approximation, even in the faintest
degree, bas ever been made by the Mesmeric power. If the
matter stopped here, sufficient would have been said to prove
the Divine Mission of the Lord Jesus, and to show that He was
a teacher sent from God. But we now proceed to an investigation into those miracles of a curative character, to which a
greater resemblance with this new power is supposed to exist.
And here it is at once nsserted, that the Mesmeric cures are
something very extraordinary. For the convenience of the
present argument, we do not fall back from that position.
They have often been mosi wonderful. The treatment has
• " Charlotte Elizabeth's " Letter, p. 14, 15.
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often and often been efficacious, where no other remedy could
succeed. This is admitted in the fullest and most unequivocal
manner. Independent, moreover, of the general power, which
is common in a degree to most men, certain persons have been
physically gifted with a peculiar virtue of a very unusual
character. A denial of the fact cannot alter it. The evidence
on this point is too authentic to be questioned. Valentine
Greatrakes, an Irish gentleman who lived in the seventeenth
century, - .De Loutherbourgh the well-known painter, Gassner
a Roman Catholic priest in Suabia, an Englit~h gardener named
Levret, and several other parties could all be mentioned, whose
powers of cure by manipulation and magnetic action were
something very peculiar. • Their patients were most nume•
rous. All sorts of diseases were relieved by them. The then
:Bishop of Derry, speaking of Greatraket~, says, "There is
something in tlie power more tluJn ordinary." Still with the
very largest allowance for the extent and variety of the effects,
they all fall very far short of being miraculous ; - they all fall
very far short of the Gospel wonders. " The cure often did
not succeed, but by reiterated touches; the patients often relapsed; he failed frequently ; he can do nothing where there iiJ
any decay in nature, and many distempers are not at all
obedient to his touch." t This was said of Greatrakes ; and
• Tn the Monthly Magazine, vol. uv. and xxvi., is a ~ferenc:e to a Mrs.
Bostock, of Nantwich, Chester, who possessed "an extraordinary sanative
gift." She had generally hundreds of patients, and her power was regarded
as miraculous. A baronet applied to her to raise his wife from the dead.
t Jn the Rawdon Papers, Lord Conway says in a letter to Sir George
llawdon, speaking of Greatrakes, that " some dbieases he doth dispatch with
a great deal ofea~~e, and others not without a great deal ofpaiM" (p. 218.).
There are two letters from Greatrake11 himself in the ltawdon Papers.
" Greatrakea' reputation arose to a prodigious height for some time," says
Granger, "but it declined almost as fast, when the expectations of the multitude that resorted to him were not answered."- Note ira RaiiHior&'•
Paper1, p. 211.
There is an aceount of Greatrakes, hy Glanvill, in his strange book on
witchcraft, p. 58. The Dean of C. writes to Glanvill, saying, "some take
him to be a conjurer, some an impostor, but others agaira ad#rc /aim a1 a•
opoltk."
In the Zoist, ,·ol. iii. p. 98., there is a further account of Greatrakea.
in a letter from Dr. Elliotson, with a lithographed "Portraiture of him.
8
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the same applies to every other Mesmerist of whom I have
ever heard. The most successful practitioner has never laid
claim to the possession of an infallible and universal power.
He has never pledged himself beforehand, in every possible
ease, to produce a cure. If he have succeeded in ninety-nine
eases, he has failed in the hundredth. If he have procured a
lasting benefit in many patients, the relief is often but tem•
porary in others. Here, then, in the first place, is the wide
and immeasurable interval that separates the wonders of the
Mesmeriser from the marvels of the Redeemer of Israel. No
one ever sought His face in vain. No one ever went unto Him
and was cast out unrelieved. The word of promise that went
forth from His lips never returned unto Him void. His language was decisive and with authority; His touch was in its
eifect certain, foreknown, invariable ; His sanative power extended to every pain, -to every complication of disease. Nothing can be more decisive than the testimony of Scripture on
this point. To use Paley's happy expression, there was nothing tentatifJe or experimental in tile manner. "There is
nothing in the Gospel narrative," says he, "which can allow us
to believe, that Christ attempted cures in many instances, and
succeeded in a few; or that he ever made the attempt in vain."
And the Gospel history confirms this position. " He healed all
that were sick." (Matt. c. viii. v.l6.) St. Luke says that
"All they that had any sick, with divers diseases, brought
them unto him : and he laid his hands on every one of them and
healed them." (c. iv. v. 40.) St. Matthew, again, says that
"He.went about all Galilee, -healing all manner of sickness,
and all manner of disease, among the people." "And they
brought unto him all sick people, that were taken with divers
diseases and torments, and those which were lunatic, and those
curing diseases and distempers by the stroke of his hand only," after an old
print lately found in Cambridge.
Mr. Thoresby, in the Philosophical Transactions, 226. p. SS2. .A.n. 1699,
mentions how Greatrakes "drove the pain from place to place, bringing it
to the leg, and at last out by the toes." This is by no means uncommon in
Mesmerism : I have done it myself with one of my parishioners who bad a.
diseased knee.
~ Dr. Beal mentions, in the Philosophical Transactions, No. 12. p. 206.,
a blacksmith who cured by stroking with the hand like Greatrakes.
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that had the palsy, and be healed them." (c. iv. ver. 23, 24.)
Again, we read, that "great multitudes came unto him, having
with them those that were lame, blind, dumb, maimed, and
many others, and cast them down at Jesus' feet, and he healed
tlu!m." (Matt. c. xv. v. 30.) There was no exception that we
read of in any instance. Here then, in the first place, is one
distinguishing characteristic of the Christian cures- the uni't;ersality of the success wherever the attempt was made.
We · now come, in the next place, to a second and most
material distinction, the class of cures effected by either party.
In Mesmerism, the diseases subdued have been of a very
remarkable character ; tic-douloureux, fearful &pileptic fits,
brain fever, derangement, deafness, weakness. in the eyes,
neuralgic pains of all kinds, loss of voice, paralysis, fevers,
and a variety of other disorders ; cures have been effected
where all other means have failed ; still all these fall immeasurably short of the miraculous effects recorded in Scripture.Cures of a far higher order are there related ; cures, where the
limbs or members had been organically injured,~ cures where
the injury had dated from the birth of the party. And here to
mark the difference more strongly, it is necessary to introduce a
third and even greater distinction, viz. the period of time in
which the benefit was produced. In Mesmerism the relief has
been often most rapid; in a quarter of an hour pain has begun
to give way, and has been even expelled ; in a first sitting a
disorder has been removed; yet, even rapid ps has been the
therapeutic power of the Mesmeriser, it is idle to compare it to
the instantaneous - to the magical change that followed on
the touch and the voice of the Saviour. Christ "spake the
word," and quicker than thought a complete revolution took
place in the brain, in the blood, or in the structure of the sufferer. What was wanting, was supplied ; what was weakened,
was renewed ; what was broken, was made whole ; and that,
too, in an instant of time. In the twinkling of an eye, a mass
9f diseased and putrefying sores became "as the flesh of a little
child," in the bloom of health. The combination is very
noticeable, and marks the miraculous character. In Mesmerism
1 have heard of more than one instance, where a rheumatism
.. --
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of many years standing has been cured at the first •eance, as
soon as the magnetic medium had passed into the patient's
system ; perhaps even greater and more expeditious effects may
be named ; still, let them be compared to the miracles of the
New Testament in regard to the class of diseases and the
instantaneous character of the cure, and what resemblance is
there? •
Peter's wife's mother is confined to her bed with a fever;
Christ takes her by the band ; the fever immediatel!J leaves
her ; no lassitude, the usual consequence of feverish action,
remains ; for she arises and ministers to them at their meat.
Eleven specific cases of a cure of leprosy are recorded. The
leprosy is a disease beyond all description fearful; by some i~
is thought incurable. The skin and 11.esh are one mass of corruption. To effect a cure, therefore, a change must take place
in the whole current of the blood. In the first cure related,
the leprosy " immediatel!J departed." In the cases of the other
ten lepers. they were all cured at once on their quitting Jesus,
and in their way to the priests.
• The instantaneousnesa of the Gospel-cures is a most important distinction. Even Gauthier, the great French Mesmerist, points out this mArk
of difference. " That which was accomplished by Christ i11 a
will
take you a day, or a month, or a year." ( Traite Pratiq.a, 700.) So marn).
lous, indeed, is the distinction, that this new school of Rationalism is much
perplexed in finding a way to explain it. The American youth, Davis, in
his " Revelations," therefore, cuts the knot in the easiest manner possible.
He asserts that when Scripture speaks of a thing being irutalttaMOIU, that it
meant that it was "gro.d~eal." These are his own words. "There bas
arisen a vast amount of misapprehension concerning these miracles, from the
.tyle of the written word. Matthew and the other evangelists record the
cause and effect as occurring in rapid succession- almost simultaneously.
In the physical infirmities cured by Jesus, the effect is related as though it
followed the cause immediately. All who are acquainted with physiological
principle.'!, and with the calm, gentle, and energetic movements of the human
organisation, are persuaded, even positively convinced, that no cause can be
brought to act so as to produce health as an imrMdiaU result, in case of any
established disease. Therefore, notwithstanding the things recorded ..performed, they were effected by causes agreeing with tAt IIGtalre of tM
laWIIGII 8!Jittm ; and the re-establishment of health, which actually occurred,
was effected gro.dMGUy, and by means adapted to the temperament of the
individual, and the nature of the disease.~ Vol. ii. 512.
This is as if a philosopher in Cochin China, on hearing of the rapid tranlmission of news by an electric telegraph, should say that it was impoesible,
and that what was meant was, that it was by degrees.
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Many important cures of paralysis are mentioned. One in
particular is specified, where the sufferer was so completely
deprived of the use of his limbs as to be carried by four men.
He is cured instantly that Jesus speaks, and walks off, carrying
his bed.
A cripple, who had been suffering from his infirmity and loss
of limbs for thirty-eight years, -and a poor woman, who had
been bent double for eighteen years, are both cured at once.
The latter "was immediately made straight." The former
was " immediately made whole, and took up his bed and
walked."
What can be a more hopeless state than a dry withered
limb? Nature seems dead in the part. All power is gone.
A man with a withered hand comes to Christ: he is ordered to
stretch it out, and" it is restored whole as the other."
Mesmerism has been of signal service in deafness, in blindness, and where the voice has been injured; but the benefit
has been obtained by degrees; and in no instance has a cure
been produced where the printion has arisen from a structural
defect, commencing with the birth. Se,·eral cases are mentioned in Scripture of cures of blindness, -of blindness "from
birth,"- of deafness and dumbness united from birth,- of
deafness with impediment in the speech, - and so on, where
the cure was instantaneous,_and following the touch. In one
ease of blindness, the cure was effected more gradually; still it
was cured ; and half an hour, or an hour at the most, was the
time occupied from the sufferer's first interview with Jesus, before his eyes were " restored, and that he saw every mao
clearly." To compare any of the benefits procured by Mesmerism with those marvellous cures of blindness and deafness,
would be an absurdity, which none but those who have not
studied them closely would dream of committing.•
Among other instantaneous cures, we may mention that of a
• "We have distinguished between the miracles of Scripture and Magnetism: for the latter makes no pretensions to such power as that of rendering perfectly sound a withered arm, or of instantaneously giving sight, with
all the effects of experience (the greater wonder of the two) to one born
blind."- Ret~. T. Pyne, p. ~
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woman with an issue of blood of twelve years' duration, who
came behind, and without the (humanly speaking) knowledge
of Jesus, touched his garment, and was cured directly; that of
. a boy with violent epileptic fits ; and that of the servant whose
ear was cut off, the wound of which was at once healed by the
touch of Jesus.
It may be as well to add, that in the xvth of Matthew,
yerse 30., where the Evangelist speaks of the "lame and
maimed" being brought to Jesus, and of the" lame walking,"
and the" maimed beiag made whole," some of the best commentators are of opinion, that the word, which in our translation is rendered "maimed," signifies those who had not
merely lost the use of their limbs, ns the lame, -but even the
limbs themselves ; and that those deficient limbs were repbced,
and the sufferers " made whole." Be this as it may, here is a
succession of cures, standing out in pre-eminent majesty, both
in the nature of the disease and the suddenness of the relief, far - far above any that the annals of Magnetism can adduce,
with a line of demarcation between them so broad and insuperable, that the most trembling Christian need not dread
the faintest approximation.
Afourth diitinguishing mark, attendant upon the cures rc·
lated in the Gospel, is the permanency of their effect. There
is no reason to suspect, from the slightest phrase that drops
from any of the New Testament writers, nor from any charge
that was advanced by the unbeliever, that the benefit was not
as lasting as it was complete. No one can assert the same of
all our Mesmeric cures. Many are indeed permanent; but
with a large number the action requires to be renewed at inter·
vals, especially in some diseases that are of a chronic kind.
Still the unbeliever replies, that Christ performed all his
cures by the "touch." "They brought unto him those that
were sick with divers diseases, and he laid his hands on every
one of them and healed them." It was· the Mesmeric "touch"
they assert. Though there was no manipulating.process adopted,
still the Mesmeric power was possessed by him to such an un·
usunl and excessive degree, that the mere touch was sufficient.
That a virtue accompanied the touch of the Saviour is admitted.
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It is, in fact, the very thing we assert. The question is, whether
that touch was divine or human, -whether the touch of any
other human being, not recorded in Scripture, ever wrought
out the same effects? Supposing, even as some think, that the
touch was Mesmeric, only exerted to a supernatural degree, the
result would not be less of a miracle.• If God brings out a
latent power in nature, and exercises it to an extent of which
man is incapable, though the virtue itself be part of nature's
forces, still its employment to fills extreme degree would be an
interference with our physical laws, and therefore strictly
prreternatural. This is the distinction between an energy that
is ordinary or extraordinary. The former may be very
wonderful, -but the latter is miraculous. And certainly, in
confumation of this view, it must be said that God works by
means. To judge from analogy, He does not create a fresh
power, where sufficient in nature already exists. When the
Red Sea was divided by miracle, though dry land could have
been produced at once by the simple word of his power, He
rather caused the waters to go back by the effect of a strong
east wind, which He called into unusual action for the occasion.
And thus it may be with Mesmerism : Christ may have exer•
cised a latent Mesmeric power to an extra and miraculous
extent. For instance, when the poor woman with an issue of
blood touched him secretly, and Jesus said that he "perceived
that virtue was gone out of him," He may have meant that a
supernatural portion of that magnetic virtue, which is imparted
in a greater or less degree to every human being, had escaped
from Him, and caused the benefit.t I mention this in defer• Mr. Spencer Hall, who always writes in a spirit of Christian faith and
humanity, llll)'S, "true, since Jesus did not disdain to use even dirt and spittle
as agents, and since be felt a 'virtue gone out of him,' on an occasion when
another waa benefited by touching him, I would not deny that, as Lord of
all, he might use magnetism, or any other agent in creation, for the working
out of his compassionate designs." (Mumme Ezwiencu, 26.) The
Christian Remembrancer, in the article before referred to, adopts the &&me
view, and thinks that the Saviour might have exercised the "faculty," after
a miraculous way. (April, 1847, 589.)
t Gauthier aaya : " La vertu magm!tique, qui residait un degre
parabh en Jesus-Christ, existe un degre irafenn.r chez tous lea hommea, et
chaque fois que le magnetiseur imp<ne les mains, il10rt· une t•ertu de lui."T. Pratiq11t, 46.
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ence to the views of others, rather than as expressing my own
opm10n. Hotoever, in changing water into wine, or in multiplying five loaves to feed five thousand, there would appear a
species of divine power exerted, having no connection whatever with this quality of" touch." His touch, therefore, may
not have been meant for a medium of communication. It may
simply have been an external action, identifying himself with
the cure, and attracting the attention of the party more espe·
cially towards him.• Moreover, Jesus did not always touch
the sick. In the cure of the sick of the palsy, of the cripple, .of
the withered hand, of the boy with epileptic fits, no mention is
made of the" laying on of bands." And this brings us to a
fifth and very remarkable distinction, the cure of three sick
persons immediately and at a distance, whither this o.gsumed
Mesmeric virtue could not possibly, except by miracle, extend.
Nothing in the annals of Mesmerism bas a parallel to this. I
certainly know of some instances, where a strong sanative and
soothing power has been communicated at a distance by the
transmission of a highly Mesmerised material, such as leather
or cotton, and from which the benefit has also been at present
permanent. But this curative effect was the work of weeks, of
months,- of long incessant application. Let us, on the other
hand, turn to the three eases recorded in Scripture. The first
was the cure of a nobleman's son, who was dying of a fever, at
the distance of more than twenty miles. The disease left him
at the very hour in which Jesus said, "Thy son liveth." The
second is the cure of the Centurion's servant, who was sick of
• • On the external action of the hand, the Rev. C. Townshend makes the
following pleasing and appropriate remarks :-" Gifts of healing, not less
than of power, belong to the hand by prescriptive right. If the potency
m the royal touch, in curing the king's evil, be but a superstition, let us
remember that it took its origin from a holy I!Ource: Christ and his disciples
laid their hands upon the sick, and they were healed. The miracles of our
Lord were remarkably accompanied by actio"' of the hand, as if they were
in some measure connected with that external means. ln restoring sight
and hearing, he touched the ears and eyes of the affiicted persons. Even
the imparting of the git\ of the Holy Spirit followed the imposition of hands;
and this external ensign of a spiritual agency is still retained in our church.
Who that bas undergone or witnessed the beautiful rite of confirmation but
bas felt its power" (p. I 99.).
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a palsy and "ready to die," who "was healed in the self-same
hour that Jesns spoke,"- without his passing under the roof.
The third was the reeovery of the daughter of the woman of
Canaan, at once and at a distance, by the mere word and com·
mand of Jesus. Whatever the sickness was, whether derangement or epileptic fits, it matters not; the fact was, she was
cured, and cured without touch or even approximation of the
Saviour.
Here, then, are five characteristics, which especially distinguish the curative miracles of Christ, and separate them
from any resemblance to even the highest order of Mesmeric
power.
1. The cure was universal.
2. The diseases were more desperate, and in some cases
organic.
3. The cure was instantaneous.
4. The cure was permanent.
5. The cure was occasionally performed at a distance.
One other quality may be mentioned ~ the power was transmissive. The Apostles were invested with the same virtue to
an equal degree. This can in no wise be said of those who
possessed that peculiar healing power that we before alluded
to. This cannot be said of Gassner, of Greatrakes, of De
Loutherbourgh, or of others. The power died with them.
It was not imparted to followers or friends. Not so in the
Christian dispensation : the Disciples were empowered equally
"to lay hands on the sick," and the promise was, "and they
shall recover." We read of "many wonders and signs being
done by the Apostles." We read of a "multitude out of the
cities round about Jerusalem bringing sick folks to the Apostles,
and theg were healed erJery one I " More especially, we are
told, of the cure by Peter and John of the impotent man in the
temple, that was lame from his birth, whose ankle-bones and
feet received strength immediate[!/; of the cripple at Lystra,
4 ' who had never walked" from his birth, and also stood up at
once and leaped, at the mere word of St. Paul ; and of the
father of Publius, who lay sick of a fever and was healed by
..:' -
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the same Apostle. Other wonders might be named; but this
is sufficient to enable us to ask this question, If Christ only
wrought his cures by the exercise of the same natural power
that Gassner and others employed, why was he able to transmi*
the same virtue to his followers, while with Gassner aad G~
rakes no successor appeared ?
But here comes a fresh argument, that decides the question
at once. It is said, that this virtue was tranamitted, -or, in
other words, that the curative process, whatever it was, was
taught by Jesus to his disciples,-and by them to many others:
if so, how came these supposed miracles of healing to cease?
and would they not rather have increcued in each successive
generation ? As this argument, however, is given in the most
clear and forcible language by the Archbishop of Dublin in
his tract on Christian Evidences •, I avail myself of his permission to render it in his own words.
"I have said that the works performed by Jesus and his
disciples were beyond the unassisted powers of man. And this,
I think, is the best description of what is meant by a miracle.
Superhuman would perhaps be a better word to apply to a
miracle, than supernatural; for if we believe that nature is
merely another word to signify that state of things and course
of events which God has appointed, nothing that occurs can be
strictly called '8Upernatural.' Jesus himself accordingly de.
scribes his works, not as violations of the law of nature, but
as works 'which none other man did.' But what is in general
meant by 'supernatural ' is something out of the ordinary course
of nature, -something at variance with those laws of nature
which we are accustomed to.
"But then it may be objected that we Cannot decide what dou
violate the ordinary laws of nature, unless we can be sure that
we are acquainted with all those laws. For instance, an inha~
bitant of the tropical climates might think it contrary to the
laws of nature, that water should ever become hard; since he
had never seen ice. And when electricity was -first discovered,
many of its effects were contrary to the laws of nature, which
• Christian Evidences, printed for the .Society for promoting Christian
Knowledge.
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bad been hitherto- known. But any one who visits colder
regions may see with his own eyes, that water does become
solid. And any one who will procure an electrical machine, or
who attends lectures on the subject, may see for himself the
effects of electricity.
"Now suppose Jesus had been a person who had discovered
some new natural agent through which any man might be
enabled to cure diseases by a touch, and perform the other wonderful works which He did, and through which any one else migh~
have done the like, this would soon have become known and
practised by all; just like the use of electricity or any newlydiscovered medicine, and from his time down to this day every
one would have commonly performed just the same works that He
did. He might, indeed, have kept it to himself as a secret, and
thus have induced some to believe that he wrought miracles.
But so far from acting thus, He imparted his power, first to
the twelve Apostles, and afterwards to seventy others ; and
after his departure, his Apostles received the power of not
only performing mighty works themselves, but also of bestowing those gifts on all the disciples on whom they laid their
hands, as you may see from Acts, viii. 14. 23. ; Acts, xi.x. 6. ;
Rom. i. 2. &c.
" There must have been therefore, in the early church, many
hundreds, and probably many thousands, performing the same·
sort of works as Jesus and his Apostles. And if, therefore,.
these bad been performed b.y means of any natural agency,.
such ns any one else might use as well as they, the art would.
4100n have been universally known : and the works performed
by the disciples of Jesus would have been commonly performed.
by all men ever after down to this day.
"But the Jews were convinced, with good reason, that the
works of Jesus were beyond the powers of unassisted man.
And it may seem strange to us that they did not all come at
once to the same conclusion with Nicodemus, when he said,
'No man can do these miracles ,which thou doest except God
be with him.' "
"But," says the anxious inquirer, "you have at present made
T
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no allusion to the most wondrous parts of Mesmerism. ClairfJO!jance, internal vision, the predictive faculty, are all passed
over ; and these are the phenomena that more than any partake
of the miraculous character."
Of the predictive faculty there is some difficulty in speaking.
Many remarkable facts have certainly been stated, on the most
respectable authority ; and he would be a bold and hasty man,
who should presume to reject them, without having fully cer·
tified himself as to the defect in their evidence. But strange
as some of these predictions appear, to place them in the same
category with the prophetic writings of the Old Testament, to compare them with the fulfilment of facts which had been
predicted hundreds of years before, is preposterous. They
somewhat approach the character of the stories of second-light
among the Scotch. It would be difficult to discredit all the
·anecdotes that are related under that head ; and many other
singular predictions have occurred in the history of the human
·mind, to which different medical and metaphysical works have
referred. How far, in certain states of disease, the mind
becomes more spiritual and acquires a peculiar character of
exaltation and of subtle judgment, so as to decide more clearly
as to the probability of an event, I leave to physiologists to
determine. Such, at any rate, is my own opinion. Still all
this, even at the best, is widely different from the prophetic
character. The anticipation of an event, a few weeks previously, is very remote from a prediction of several centuries;
·and in fact, this sort of foresight bears no more relation to an-.
cient prophecy, than do the wonderful cures of the Mesmeriser
to the miraculous effects recorded in the Gospel.
These predictions, then, as far as I have been able to judge,
go no further than the foretelling a result that is about to arise
from circumstances then in action, at the time of tlie somnambulist's vision. The increased subtlety of the clairvoyant's
J>erceptions foresees the conclusion from facts fermenting towards their issue. In other V~<>rds, the future is known through
its then existing cause: for a clear acquaintance with the
present infers what mmt arise in the sequel. This would
also appear to be Mesmer's opinion, and the opinion of many
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other experienced Magnetists. The power is remarkable
enough : but infinitely distant from the nature of prophecy. • ;
Of Clairvoyance, or the faculty of seeing through opaque
bodies, of reading without the use of the eyes, and so forth;
wonderful ail these facts appear at first, and utterly discredited
as they are by many who believe in the other marvels of Mesmerism, it .is not needful to say so much as might be expected,
for two reasons.
First, they bear no resemblance whatsoever to anything recorded in Scripture. Nothing of the kind is mentioned in the
Gospel history ail one of its miracles. Christ never appealed to
any such fact, ail a proof of his divine legation.t
But, secondly, however wonderf•l or incredible they may
appear, there is not one single fact of this nature, occurring in
~he Mesmeric state, but the same or a similar fact has been found
to exist, spontaneously, in the condition of natural somnambulism. Those who will study the subject, will see this assertion unequivocally proved. I ha\·e given this statement before.
In certain stages of extreme or peculiar disease, nature has
found a vent, by throwing the patient into an abnormal condition. In this condition very singular phenomena have appeared. Very many eases could be cited of clairvoyance in
that particular state. In these eases, Mesmerism was unknown
to the parties, or was not applied artificially. These phenomena were the result of hysteria or natural Mesmerism. At
any rate, they appeared spontaneously and in a state of disease ;
and as such they relieve the Mesmeric wonders .of the character
of the supernatural, and bring them down to the level of ordinary occurrences ; and any comparison, therefore, between

t

• 1\fesmec says, "prevoir l'avenir, c'est sentir l'effet par Ia cause." See
Gauthier, T. P. p. 601. See also I'Abb~ J. B. L., where he speaks of the
means of distinguishing between a diVine revelation, and an exalted penetration into the future. -p. 611.
t If Mesmerism had been the agent by which Jesus and his disciples
wrought, how happened it that coma, clainoyance, prevision, rigidity, insensibility to pain, and other 'phenomPna, never presl'nted themselves in the
process? We read of nothing of the sort. This is an additional proof that
there was no Mesmeric inftuence in tbe action.
f See Appendix, L
T 2
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the latter and the miracles of Scripture, would be misplaced
and superfluous.
I trust that the anxious and the scrupulous may now feel
more assured on this important subject; and perceive the wide
distinction that exists in the matter. The question is capable
of a much more detailed analysis, and of receiving a fuller and
more conclusive proof. But enough, and perhaps more than
enough, has been stated ; -much, too, that is wearisome, much
that is old, much that is self-evident. But I seek no.t to please
a sect, or give knowledge to the well-instructed. This little
work is for the use of the ignorant or the timid ; and while I
am anxious by its publication to" do good unto all men;" I
more especially write for the "household of faith." Many
amiable and virtuous minds have been deterred from giving
Mesmerism that candid trial which its importance deserves,
from no other feeling than a silent unuttered fear as to its
bearing on Revelation. To say that such a feeling is not right,.
- that a love of truth ought to be predominant at all hazar~
is easy of utterance, and perhaps correct in reality. Still it is.
a feeling that deserves respect. And it is to meet this feeling,
and remove these scruples, that the materials of this Chapter
have been put together. How far they may be successful time
will show. That there was a necessity for the attempt, there
cannot be a question. And my hope is, that many a perplexed
and doubting heart, whose faith had been staggered for a little
season at the presumed mysteriousness of our new science, may
be led to a more accurate understanding of its relative merits;
-and comparing natural things with things that are really
superhuman, may see more clearly the transcendent superiority
of all that has been related of Christ, beyond any antagonistic
claims affecting equal power ; - and, with a belief more and
more strengthened by a diligent and prayerful investigation.of
the truth, may be enabled in all sincerity with Nathaniel to
exclaim, " Rabbi, Thou art the soa of God! Thou art the King
of Israel ! " •
• In a recent address at Exeter. before the Devon Pathological Society,
Dr. Shapter of that city actually spoke of the "Uaaphemit• of Mtomerima being
quoted as part of the medical art," meaning, as it was understood, by that
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CHAP. VII.
EXPLANATION OF MARVELS AND FANCIED MIRACLES.-ECSTATIC DREAMERS
AND REVELATIONS. -THE MAID OF KENT, THE PROPHETESS OF THE
CATHOLICS. -

MARGARET

MICHELSON,

THE

PROPHETESS

OF THE

COVENANTERS. -THE SHEPHERDESS . OF CRET. -THE BOHEMIAN PROPHETESS. -

SISTER GERMA.INE OF BRAZIL. -MARTHA DROSSIER, THE

W1TCll OF PARIS.- THE ENTRANCED FEMALE, OR WESLEYAN PROPHETESS.- JOHN EVANS AND THE DEMON OF PLYMOUTH DOCK.LORD SHREWSBURY'S TYROLESE ECSTATICS.- REVELATIONS OF THE
" SEERESS OF PREVOST." liAKER. -

"DIVINE
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" REMARKABLE

REVELATIONS OF
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THE MESMERIC PROPHETESS.- THE SLEEPING HAY-

:MAKER. -THE SLEEPING SOLDIER.- MESMERIC ACTION CONTAGIOUS'
-MAXWELL AND BACON ON MAGNETIC SYMPATHY AND VIRTUE.

13uT though Mesmerism do not shake, in the most distant
(}egree, the belief of the intelligent Christian in the reality of
phrase, the pretensions of the science to some miraculous character, or rather
its "imitatiom" of the divine power.
"Even the blasphemies of Mesmerism I" What can the Baconian lecturer mean? By what process of" induction" has he landed on this notion?
::Mesmerism may be false, or exaggerated as to its value, bnt wherein is it
more blasphemous than any other of those adjuncts in the healing art, which
'the doctor himself employs? Mesmerism is simply an application of a
power in nature towards the mitigation of disease, and nothing else : ia
tAu bla~mwv• 'I An assumption of religious zeal and of r~ligio~~& languag~
when we wish to raise a prejudice against an adverse party, is an old game,
and a plausible, but not remarkable for its charity. " The wrath of man
"Worlteth not t)le righteousness of God : " in other words, Christian feelings
are not ad·nneed by a lecturer stepping unnecessarily out of his path to
brand an adversary with the nickname of" blasphemer," under the sanctimonious guise of a horror of his opinions.
Dr. S. is a 1oi·di1a11t follower of Bacon : here is a quotation from his
favourite author, which he seems to have overlooked.
"It was a notable observation of a wise father, that those which held and
persuaded pressure of consciences," (a phrase, which Bacon previously explains u meaning, the • malti"9 tlu cuu•~ of rtli1Jion desctnd ' to some opprobious purpose,) "were commonly inter~oted tlur~• t/amutlr:t• for th~r
atb."-Ea~t~y•,

III.
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Scripture miracles,- it furnishes the Philosopher with a useful
clue towards the understanding of much that has hitherto been
mysterious. • In the history of man, many facts have been
recorded, of which a clear explanation has yet been wanting.
In all ages of the world, we have had a succession of marvels,
at which the ignorant have been alarmed, the wise have been
staggered, and the superstitious excited.t False prophets, pretended miracles, wonder-working saints, have, from time to
time, arisen, disturbing and deceiving the very elect. Though
heathenism and idolatry have had their prodigies in abundance,
to the authority of which their votaries have appealed in confirmation of their creed, the Church of Christ bas been more
especially rife with pretensions of the same order. The charge
of trick and delusion on these occasions has been advanced in
every generation ; -sometimes correctly,- not unfrequently,
however, with inconsiderate baste. :j: The unbeliever has detected
much that was false;-the scientific have traced much to the
effect of imagination; and so the inconsequential conclusion has
been adopted through convenience, that imposture was at the
foundation of all the rest. And yet to those who bad impartially
examined the vllrious recorded statements, this summary decision was not always satisfactory. A miracle, or miraculous
train of incidents, is, for example, announced. .After a time an
• As, in a variety of curious facts to be adduced in this chapter, I am
constantly saying that Mesmerism will explain them, let it be understood
once for all, that I do not always mean that the parties had been mesmerised,
but that their condition was identical with the Mesmeric state.
t .. If we look through the records of past times, we shall find many
extraordinary facts not to be accounted for, nor yet, therefore, to be disbelieved, but still which are simply extraordinary ; woNDERS NOT KIR.ACLES;
things which excite sul'prise, but which lead to nothing."-.dnwld'• Sermou,
vol. iii. p. 245.
In Professor Gregory's "abstract" from Reichenbach, there is a curious
and satisfactory explanation of certain ghost-stories, or "corpse-lights in
churchyards.~ " Many nervous or hysterical females must often have been
alarmed by white, faintly-luminous objects in dark churchyards, to which
objects fear has given a defined form." Reichenbach gins a most interesting explanation, and adds, that "it was not altogether erroneous when old
women declared that all had not the gift to •ee the departed wandering about
their graves, for it must have always been the •eountive alone, &c."- The
reader is referred to the whole account for the elucidation.-p. 67.
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inquiry is pursued. The sceptic and the unprejudiced take the
question up. A mass of falsehood and folly is discovered ; and
yet, after a large deduction on that head, there often " remained
a residuum of something strange and perplexing" to the most
philosophic. Of course, all this was, in the end, placed to the
account of "imagination," and so the question was disposed of
for a season ; -but the real analysis of the difficulty was in•
complete and partial.•
Most divisions of the Church have, in their turn, appealed
to their own especial marvel. A miracle has not been wanting
to prove the most opposite doctrines. Wherever there has
been the coarsest ignorance, there has generally been the
greatest prodigy : and the number of these "lying wonders"
has been in proporti(Ul, not so much to the quality of the faith,
as to the enthusiasm of the party, and the multitude and cha·
racter of the respective followers. As Bacon says, in his Ad.o
vancement of Learning, " This facility of credit, and accepting ,
or admitting things weakly authorised or warranted, hath too
easily registered reports and narrations of mirscles wrought by
martyrs, hermits, and other holy men, which, though they had
a passage for a time by the ignorance of the people, the super•
stitious simplicity of 8ome, and the politic toleration of others,
-yet, after a period, when the mist began to clear up, they
grew to be esteemed but as old wives' fables, impostures of the
clergy, and illusions of spirits, to the great scandal and detri..
ment of religion." t
• Dr. Arnold observes, "A man may appear ridiculous, if be e~presses his
belief in any particular story, to those who know nothing ~of it but its
nrangeness. And there is no doubt that human folly and human fraud are
mixed up largely with most accounts of wonders. Yet, to say that all recorded wonders are false, from those recorded by Herodotus down to the
latest ~fHWU of a ..i-z maglll:tUne, would be a boldnesa of assertion wholly
unjustifiable and extravagant. • • • We should consider whether the
accounts are of force enough to lead us to search for some law hitherto
undiscovered, to rcll~la tMy may all II. referred, and become hereafter the
Jtw.ftllation of a nerc •cim«." - L«tvru, 1119.
t " If 10111e fable• haYe been received as trutla., there are probably many
trwtla., di•guised by circumstances, which have been generally r9ected u
fabtlkiVI."- ColipJunm'• preface to Wienlullt, p. 1s., where some inltructit•
iDitancea and experiments are referred to.
·
T 4
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One point, however, is deserving of notice. Whatever ac~
cumulation of falsehood bas been ~uper-added in the progress,
the original fact, from which the pretended miracle has takt;~J,
its rise, has in general been a genuine and undoubted occurrence,
for which a natural or secondary cause may be discovered.
Most corrupt as is human nature, this statement may be adopted
with but occasional exceptions. Nor is it difficult to follow out
a transaction of the kind, till it altogether assumes the colour
of complete imposture. A singular fact, for instance, occurs
in a secluded spot, and amongst an ignorant population. It is
soon spoken of as supernatural. The first to visit and inquire
into the details is the spiritual pastor of the flock. He hears
much that is incomprehensible to him. But little removed in
intelligence above his own superstitious congregation, he adopts
their theory, and sees with their eyes. The fact becomes a
miracle with him.• God has visited his people ; and as the
especial minister of God he takes the management of the ease
under his peculiar care. Nothing has thus far occurred but
what is fair and naturaL Soon, however, a temptation assails
him ; for the admiration of the populace begins to flag ; the
wonder is ceasing to be wonderful. The good man fears
that the salutary check upon sin and immorality, which the
suddenness of the marvel had effected in his neighbourhood, is
losing its charm. A little excitement is necessary : a small
additional wonder, therefore, is ingeniously brought out. The
success is complete : the credit of th,e miracle resumes its hold ;
the power of religion takes deeper root : and thus the supposed
goodness of the object, and the real benefits of the deception,
warp his judgment and lead him on. The same round, however, must again be shortly run. And thus, step by step, the
pious fraud grows beneath his hand ; unintentional deceptions
are added in virtue's spite; the man himself has become rather
"what he cannot change, than what he chooses;" -and at last
the original wonder has swelled into a .monstrous amount of
• " It is not every wonderful thing, contrary to the lawR of nature, MJ far
tee An""' thtm, that becomes immediately a sign of divine power.".Amold'• Sermou, vol. iii. p. 245.
·
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wickedness and imposture ; and religion and the cause of truth
are perilled.by the detection.•
. Now, for many of these marvellous occurrences, Mesmerism
can afford a natural explanation.t From my own experience,
I can state that very many facts, which have been accepted as
miraculous, and secured the wonder of a superstitious multitude, have been but the transcript of the same class of incidents
as have occurred within the walls of my own house. Natural
Somnambulism, or Mesmerism, (for they are both but different
phases of the same condition,) will explain many points of the
" supernatural " which were previously inexplicable to the inquirer. Nor is it necessary, on all occasions, to assume that
any additional prodigies have been appended to the first wonder.
Oftentimes the whole transaction has seemed, on Mesmeric principles, nothing but a probable and natural chain of facts : good
faith, and honesty of purpose, have prevailed throughout ; the original marvel remained as it began ; and a charge of imposition would be wanton and unphilosophical.t
More often, however, the temptation to deceive has been too
successful with sinful man. His unconquerable love of spiritual
power has acted fatally on the evil propensity within. And
where this power could be maintained by the encouragement,
or connivance, or practice of deceit, the Old Adam has too
generally surrendered to the seduction. This is the fact with
all creeds and all religionists. It is monstrous to make it an
• Southey says that " the phyaiologUt may peruse the legends of the saints
with advantage." - Vindici"' Eccl. .Angl. 144.
f In some interesting papers in the Zoist, by Mr. Lloyd, called "Allusions to Mesmerism in the Classics," full of various research, and showing
extensive reading, there are seYeral passages in point. The writer well
remarks, " the examination leads to the result, that the new discovery of the
acience, is, to a considerable extent, a re-di•cooery." The opening observatiooa
will repay a perusal. - Zoiot, vol. iii. p. 157.
f Miss Martineau, in describing some of her sensations, when under the
influenee of Mesmerism, observes; "then, and often before and since, did it
occur to me that if I had been a piotu and wry ignorant Cat/wlic, I could
not have escaped the persuasion that I had •ten /attJvenly t~i•ion& Every
glorified object before my eyes would have been a revelation; and my MesDierist, with the white halo round her head, and the illuminated profile.
would have been a saint or an angel." (Letter, p. 15.) Let this striking
fact be remembered and applied to some subsequent histories.
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exclusive charge against one particular Church. Thata greater
variety of pious frauds has beea detected among the priesthood
of the Romish church is referable to the fact, that their sway
has been most predominant during the darkest ages of Chris·
tianity. .As Archbishop Whateley says in one of the most
useful of his works, " The Origin of Romish EITors," - " This
tendency to fraudulent means is not peculiar to any sect, age,
or country- it is the spontaneous growth of the corrupt soil ol
man's heart." •
In illustration of the above, a fact can be stated on the best
authority. I received it from a lady, whose name I am not at
liberty to mention, -but whose position in society is a
guarantee for the correctness of the story. She received it
from a sister of the patient, and was herself acquainte4 with
the names and residence of the parties. An invalid had for
seven years lost the use of his legs, it is believed, by rheu·
matism. A Wesleyan minister in the neighbourhood, who had
discovered in himself the power of relieving pain by the Meemeric process, long, however, before Mesmerism had become
generally known, called upon the sufferer, - offered to do all
he could to heal him, and said that "he hoped to be as useful to
him as the Prophet Elisha." The man, of course, was but too
willing to place himself in his hands. t And, after a succession
of manipulations, a genial warmth came on, followed by a com·
plete restoration of the limbs. In short. the sufferer was won·
derfully cured.~ The immediate cause, we know now, was
• Chapter on" Pious Frauds," p. 148.
That truly English writer, Defoe, says, " as no cheats are so fatal as
those which come prefaced with introductions of religion, 80 no cheats are
80 easy to prevail, or so soon mAke impressions on the people."- Symn. of
.Vagic, p. f?4 •
. f Southey, in his Life of Wesley, vol. ii. p. 215., refers to a cure performed
by a life-guardsman, which Wesley published as "plainly miraculous. •
Southey says, " it must either have been miracle or .frowd; " and tben sho'IPS
his own opinion, that it was the latter. To this Coleridge appended a
MS. note. "As to the fact itself, Southey's •must-either--or--'
is grounded on imperfect knowledge of the complaint here described. It
was a case of that class which have been found nwlt ojmt and fiiHt inftuenced
by stimulants of imagination, sudden acts of active volition, and by r~etl
friction, tottching, breatlaing, and the like." Colericlge, it is well known, had
deeply studied the question of Mesmerism, especially amongst the GerDWis.
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Mesmerism; for such results are not uncommon; but the thing
was inscrutabie to all around, and was deemed miraculous by
the patient and many of his friends. The Wesleyan minister
was regarded by the ignorant populace as a prophet, or, as
Bacon expresses it, a "holy man," in consequence; and as his
spiritual influence was mightily increased by the transaction,
our
preacher winked at the delusion, - but in reality was
more of a deceiver than many a calumniated monk in the
ehurch of Rome. •
De Foe, in his " System of Magic," speaks of "an artificial
or rational magic, in which men cured disetues by charms, by
herbs,- by such and such gestures, striking the flesh in suck
and mch a mannw, and innumerable such-like pieces of
mimicry ; working not upon the disease itself, but upon the
imagination of the distempered people, and so effecting the
cures by the power of nature." t De Foe evidently refers to
·some facts, with which he was acquainted by tradition or observation : the quotation is & curious one : but our writer, in
his remark on " imagination," undezyalued that " power of
nature," on which he was dwelling.
But it is on that class of strange appearances, which has received the name of the Derotional Ecstasis, that Mesmerism
throws an especial light. In all ages, heathen and Christian, a
peculiar species of physiological effect has been observed, from
time to time, to present itself in young and sickly females, which has assumed the character of the miraculous or the
divine. Sibyls, prophetesses, inspired priestesses, ecstatic
dreamers, magical maids, devout nuns, entranced females, have
all followed in succession, and received their particular appellation from the accident of the countrt or religion that claimed
them, and of which they became the temporary boast.; Al!

£ood

• In the Abbe J. B. L (Chapter 19.) some similar facts are given, espeeially in extracta from a "Traite des Supentitions," by J. B. Thiera. The
ICc:ounts are curious and instructive. Gauthier, in speaking of these &eta,
and in describing bow Mesmerism passed from the bands of the Pagans into
thoee of tbe Christians, calls it a " Catlwlic ~." The Catholics, it
will be seen, have no excluaiYe claim to the title.
f Works, voL sii. p. 48.
.
J "Nnertbeleu certain facta, fumiabed by the history of sibyla, p)'tbo-
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these female prodigies have invariably been regarded as
divinely commissioned; and while their symptoms, language,
attitude, and dreams, have all partaken of one uniform character,
the doctrines they have upheld have been as opposite as the
poles. DisetUe tDtU the secret of the whole matter. I do not
believe that one single instance of this class of ancient or
modern miracles can be adduced, in which the party haJ not
been originally, and often for a long time, in a most unhealthy
condition. • Let this fact be followed out, and it will be found
correct. In this diseased state, nature often relieves itself by
throwing the patient into an hysteric and sleeping state. This
somnambulistic condition is nothing else than Mesmerism spontaneously produced, - as the symptoms and phenomena clearly
indicate. They are but one and the same ; with this difference, that in artificial Mesmerism, a sympathy with the 1\fesmeriser is superadded, and a curative action obtained. I do not
mean that these peculiar phenomena occur in every case of
Mesmerism; on the contrary, they are very rare: but when
they do take place, they are so precisely similar in their character and affection to what occurs in common somnambulism,
that no material difference exists between them. Of course, as
in the natural ecstasis, they are not all equally marked : some
are stronger in one point than in another ; eome are of a very
short duration ; - some are very beautiful - some are very
painful to witness ; -still they all belong to one family; and
whether resulting from a natural or artificial action, may universally be traced to the working of disease. The very same
phenomena, which I have myself witnessed in the case of Anne ·
Vials, and which have occurred with her over and over again,
have been brought forward as proofs of the miraculous nature
of several appearances in different entranced females.t Dr.
Elliotson, in the fourth number of the " Zoist," mentions a
nesses, conrulsionaries, and ecstatics, will perhaps be more euy to be under•
stood, at least in their second causes, when we Rhall know more of the
phenomena of artificial somnambulism."- Abbe'J. B. L. , p.106.
• Michelet, speaking of a case of this class, aays, " there was nothing in
tllu relating to tlleoiogy.
It was merely a subject of physiology and
medicine."- Pried• and Wome11, p. 91.
·
t See Chapter III. page 128.
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similar case in one of his patients, where a beautiful ecstatic fit
of holy rapture was brought on in the Mesmeric trance, and
which, amongst an ignorant people, might have been used for
any superstitious purpose.• In other cases, which will be men·
tioned, the patient is invested with an apparently prophetic
character, and a species of divine knowledge seems to be con•
ferred upon her.t In all these cases, naturally or artificially
induced, there is almost always, during the period of the paroxy8JD, a very great exaltation of the intellectual faculties, an
unusual clearness of mind, - a high tone of moral feeling, - a
spirituality not only in appearance but in language, and occasionally that peculiar power of foreseeing the probable result of
certain circumstances then in action, which, when the effed
corresponds with the expectation, assumes the semblance of the
prophetic. In fact, as has been truly observed, the crisis is so
strange, and the characteristic phenomena so remarkable, that
" the same individual, when awake, and when somnambulist,
appears like two entirely different persons." :j: It is not, therefore, at all to be wondered at, that a young and ignorant girl,
• Zoist, vol. i. p. 449. Mr. D. Hands, Surgeon, of 22. Thayer Street.
bad also a patient, whom I have more than once seen in an ecstatic and
devotional attitude from Mesmerism. In Mr. S. Hall's " Mesmeric Experiences" is a description, by Mr. William Howitt, the popular writer, of
"Little Henry," whom Mr. Hall cured of a serious affection of the brain.
1\<lr. Howitt says, "the effects produced on him by music are in particular
striking. They throw him into attitudes whir.h would form the finest
models for the sculptor and painter." (p. SO.) Having myself seen Mr. S.
Hall place Henry in the Mesmeric sleep, I can bear witness to the accuracy
of Mr. Howitt's description. "His countenance at times acquires a pathos,
a sublimity, or an expression of fun, that are singularly beautiful."
t Of a similar character are the " Divine Revelations of Nature," by the
.American youth, Andrew Davis, the "Clairvoyant," to which I referred in
the last chapter: and the Revelations of the " Seeress of Prevost," communicated by Dr. Kerner, of Weinsburg.
f I shall shortly refer to the " Remarkable Sermons" of Rachel Baker,
delivered during her sleep, in the State of New York, in 1814. She was
an ignorant girl, only fifteen years of age, by no means "endowed with a
sensible mind," but who, in her "night-talking•," showed herself most learned
and eloquent in the doctrinal parts of Calvinistic Christianity.
1 have already (p. 90.) quoted h·om Dr. Moore, the case of Dr. Haycock,
who preached so powerfully in his sleep, but was unequal to it when awake.
Dr. Moore mentions two or three other cases of similar exaltation ; and
refers to an opinion of Dr. Copland, that the Italian Improvisatori are in a
peculiar state of ecstacy at the time of their pouring forth their ideas.
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when thrown by disease into this devotional ecstasis,- at one
moment looking up with heavenly smiles, and clasping her
hands together as if praying, -at another, uttering the moat
strange and mysterious opinions, with a degree of knowledge,
and freedom, and decision, of which she is perfectly incapable
when awake, should be regarded by the uneducated as a supernatural being. And when certain phenomena, sueh as an absence of pain, lengthened sleep, vision of persons or things
with the eyes closed, should be superadded to these other appearances, it is, perhaps, to be expected that some such an
opinion should possess the minds even of the better informed.
Deceived themselves by the incomprehensible character of the
aJeeper's condition, they end in deceiving others. And thus a
diseased habit of body, which a larger acquaintance with physiology can now readily explain, became accredited as a miracle,
or denounced as Satanic, according to the accidental creed of
the parties interested in the interpretation.•
The object, therefore, of this present Chapter is twofold.
First, to show that the Mesmeric condition is not an eecen.tric, anomalous state, abhorrent from all previous experience
a11d tradition, and oversetting, if true, the acknowledged lawa
and operations of nature; - but rather analogous to, - or, to
speak more correctly, actually identical, in its phenomena and
in its essence, with much that had been recorded by physiologists and divines long before Mesmer .and his treatment had
been born or thought of.t
Secondly, to divest a variety of wonders in past, and present
• The ~~Ceptic takes a different line. H ume, in his famous Essays, rejects
all such statements as " impossible." Speaking of the cures performed &t
the tomb of the Abbe Paris, he says : " What have we to oppose to such a
cloud of witnesses but the absolute impossibility or miraculous nature of
the events which they relate? and this, surely, in the eyes of all reasonable
people will alone be regarded as a suffir.ient refutation." The modem
physiologist knows, however, the possibility of far more wondrous facts.
f I am not pretending to anyoriginality in offering this argument : the
opinion has been long established among Mesmerists. See Elliotson's Physiology; Colquhoun's Isis Revelab, chapters xvi. xvii. and xxii. ; and PSpecially
Townshend's Facts, book iii. on " Conformity of Mesmerism with genersl
Experience." The French writers all take the same view. It is hoped that
the sceptic, on observing this identity of Mesmerism with antecedent
marvels, will be disposed to give a readier credence to our ~impler tales.
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and eYen future times, of their seemingly superhuman character;
-to relieve many innocent parties of that charge of imposture
with which ignorance taxes them; and to reduce the mysterious
and the uncommon to the Mesmeric level of every-day nature.
In attempting this, I must here and there rob a religious
visionary of some pleasing illusion, by showing how his favourite
prodigy has been, at times, manifested in behalf of an heretical
antagonist : but I have no intention of infusing into the inquiry
the bitterness of theological controversy. I see enough of the
melancholy result of polemics within the pale of my own Church,
to lose any temptation, that the occasion might offer, of assail·
ing the erroneous conclusions of those that are " without."
With Meric Casaubon~ "I meddle not with policy, but nature;
nor with evil men so much, as the et1il consequence of (he ignorance of natural catuu. • • • My business shall be, as by examples of all professions in aU ages, to show how men have
been very prone upon some grounds of nature, producing some
eztraordinary, though not supernatural, effects, really, not
Aypocritically, yet falsely and erroneously" to deem themselves
or their co-religionists inspired ; and my wish is " to dive into
the dark mysteries of nature, for prohahle co~firmations of
natural operations, falsely deemed supernatural." •
With this object, I proceed by divers extracts and instances,
to show how Mesmerism, Hysteria, and natural Somnambulism,
reciprocally throw light the one on the other.
Without going back, however, to the olden days of Greece or
Rome, we may procure many an example out of the annals of
the Church. Take Hume's " History of the Holy Maid of
Kent," in .the reign of Henry the Eighth. " Elizabeth Barton
had been subject to hysterical fits, which threw her body into
unusual convulsions t ; and having procured an equal disorder
in her mind, made her utter strange sayings, which, as she was
scarcely consciotu of them during tAe time, had soon after en• Treatise on Enthusiasm, 1655. chllp. i. p. 4. Casaubon, in his preface,
speaks of religious zealots "embracing a cloud or a fog for a Deity,'"-" pro
Junone nubem. "'
t Strype, in bis Memorials, says, "the maid was visited with sickness;
and in the violence thereof would fall into 6ts."
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tirely escaped her tum01'JI• The silly people in the neighbourhood were struck with these appearances, which they imagined
to be mpernatural." The vicar of the parish began to " watch
her in her trances, and note down her sayings." Knavery soon
followed the first delusion. The maid was taught to assume
a more extraordinary language, and to counterfeit Rtranger
trances under the dictation of her spiritual director. "Miracles
were daily added to increase the wonder; and the pulpit everywhere resounded with accounts of the sanctity and inspiration
of the new prophetess." She was afterwards apprehended, the
forgery of her miracles was detected, and the public was undeceived.
Now it is clear, from the attendant circumstances, that this
was a case of natural Mesmerism. The poor girl bad been
.subject hysterical fits, the effect of disease. In these fits she
fell into a deep trance or sleep : in this sleep the usual exalta.
-tion of mind came on ; -she " uttered strange sayings," of
which strange sayings, when she awoke, she was quite unconscious. This common occurrence in the Mesmeric state the
world deemed " supernatural; " and a designing priesthood
"persuaded the people and the maid herself that her ravings
were inspirations of the Holy Ghost." •
As the mistaken views of the multitude in this instance
caused the death of Elizabeth Barton, -and the imprisonment,
and, perhaps, ultimately the execution of Fisher, Bishop of
·Rochester, this case has acquired an historical importance.
The above ill-used girl was a Roman Catholic prophetess :
our next example shall be taken from the Calvinistic fanatics
· of Scotland,- in a case which is equally stamped with the
Mesmeric characters.
When Charles I. was endeavouring to force Episcopacy upon
the reluctant citizens of the northern province of his kingdom,

to

• Durnct says, "she forgot all she had said in her fits; yet the crafty
priest would not let it go so, but persuaded her that what she bad said was
by the inspiration of the Holy Ghost." -Vol. L p. 275.
Lingard says, " she her•elf insensibly partook of the illruion, and the rector
of the parish advised her to enter a convent. In her new situation her
ecstasiu and revelation• were mtdtiplied."- Henry I I 1., p. 206.
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it is well known what passionate feelings were excited in the
fervid breasts of that determined people. The whole nation
was in an uproar. Humo says, "We must not omit another
auxiliary of the Covenanters, and no inconsiderable one ; a
prophetess, who was followed and admired by all ranks of
people. Her name was Michelson, a woman full of whimsies,
partly hysterical, partly religious, and inflamed with a zealous
concern for the ecclesia!!tical discipline of the Presbyterians.
Thousands crowded about her bouse. Every word she uttered
was received with veneration, as the most sacred oracles. The
co,·enant was her perpetual theme. Rollo, a popular preacher,
and zealous Covenanter, was her great favourite ; and paid her,
on his · part, no less veneration. Being desired by the spectators to pray with her, and speak to her, he answered, that
' he durst not, and that it would be ill manners in him to speak
while his Master, Christ, was speaking in her.'" •
But the fullest description of this curious case will be found
in the Royal or "Large Declaration," which was put forth for
the purpose of traducing the Covenanters and their adherents.
" There was a maid, whose name is Michelson, her father was
a minister, and when he died, left her young : she hath for
many years been distracted bg fits. Upon this young maid's
weaumesse, some were pleased to work, and to report her for
one inspired with a spirit of divination : and finding, that out
of her blind zeal she was wonderfully affected with their covenant, and that in her raving fits her words tended all, or, for
the most part, to the admiration of it,- and perceiving that
she was well-skilled in the phrases of Scripture, and had a good
memory, they thought her a fit instrument to abuse the people,
and cried her up so, that the multitude was made believe her
words proceeded not from herself- but from God. All sorts
of people watched and stayed by her, day and night, during her
pretended fits, and did admire her raptures and inspirations, as
coming from heaven. She spake but at certain times, and
mang times had intermissionf of dags and weeks." Opponents
to her said, " there was nothing supernatural, she had a good
• Hume, vol. vi. p. 337.

u
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memory, and a tJerg good ezpresrion of herself; she knew what
she was speaking, and while speaking, if she were interrupted
by any questions, she made very pertinent anl'tDers to them. Most of all she spake tended to the Covenanters' ends : when
she spoke of Christ, she called him the Covenanting Jesus."
" Many thought that the crying up of this maid did look like
a Romish imposture." •
Her "good expression of herself" while speaking, and the
"pertinency of her answers," in her fits and trances, all clearly
point to the condition that this poor girl was in, and to its
identity with Mesmeric sleep-waking. The circumstances of
the case are similar to those of Elizabeth Barton, except that
the one was a Catholic and the other a Calvinist.
Our next instance shall be also drawn from the pages of Protestant History, in which the Mesmeric type can be still more
evidently traced. When Louis the Fourteenth revoked the
Edict of Nantes, and withdrew the protection of the state from
the reformed Church, the most extraordinary excitement was
stirred up in the south of France, in the mountainous district
called the Cevennes. The whole population went mad with
:religious zeal.
They preached, -they prophesied, -they
quaked;- in short, the most marvellous state of things came
on,-so that to the eye of the ardent Protestant a divine revelation and assistance appeared vouchsafed to the cause. All the
parties, however, fell asleep first, before they began to preach.
In the midst of the general excitement, one especial case o£
miraculous illumination was singled out. Isabeau Vincent, a
young girl, aged seventeen, was constantly falling into a state
of deep sleep, from which it was at times impossible to arouse
her. They called to her with a loud voice, -they pushed her,
-they pinched her,- they pricked her till they drew blood,
- they burned her,- but nothing awoke her. She was soon
regarded by her Protestant neighbours as a prophetess. For in
her sleep she sang Psalms, and chanted long hymns, and made
• Large Dtdaration, by CluJrle• l, London, 1689, one of those Tracts, for
"•hich, like the Eilton, the royal martyr obtained the credit of authorship.
The " Declaration " i8 supposed to be written by a Divine who was afterwards rewarded with the Deanery of Durham.
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admirable prayers, and recited texts of Scripture, -which she
expounded, and from which she formed her prophetic declarations. When she awoke, she remembered nothing of what she
had said or prophesied during the ecstasis. And one other remarkable point in h#lr condition was,- that she rarely awoke
of herself, - but required assistance, and told those about her
to awaken her. •
Isabeau was called "the Shepherdess of Cret." In a "Relation of several that Prophesie in their Sleep," a writer, who
calls himself "a physician and philosopher, naturally incredulous," states, that " he examined the eyes, pulse, the beating of
the heart of the shepherdess, five different nights, and saies,
that notwithstanding the agitation she is in all the night, she
has her pulse as quiet as one that is in a deep sleep, and her
body insensible. She has preached from the 3rd of February
to the 28th of May, but does not find herself the least weary,
rising as fresh in the morning as if she had neither said nor
done any thing (during the night). She neTer opens her eyes
in speaking : -and speaks in a shriller tone than when she
ordinarily talks." t
Turner in his "Providence&," also speaks of this case, beginning with "reflexions upon the miracle that happened in
the person of a shepherdeBB of Dauphin6, "+.and then gives the
famous "Pastoral Letter" of Jurieu upon the subject. Peter
.Turieu, it is well known, was a celebrated French Protestant
divine, who died at the beginning of the eighteenth century.
His theological and polemical writings, more particularly his
"Preservative against Popery," were so highly valued, that he
was sometimes called the " Goliah of the Protestants,"- and
we are, therefore, naturally curious to learn what this giant in
controversy thought of the "reformed" wonder. Jurieu, then,
was evidently caught by it. He considered Isabeau "in• " Ces extases ne paraissaient que eomme un profond sommeil, duquel
il etait impossible de Ia tirer. On l'appelait a haute voix, on Ia poussait, OD
Ia pin~ait, on Ia piquait jusqu'au sang, on Ia brUiait, rien ne Ia nlveillait.•B&aT&AND. T. du SomnamlmliiPM, p. S68.
t Tract in the British Museum, called a "Relation of •nual, ~c., tAat
Prop/luit aftd Preach in their Sleep, containing a Relatimt of the Prophet. D.f
Dauphi11e." 1689. p. IS.
.
J Turner's Providences. Folio, p. 161.
v 2
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spired," to use his own words : he says, that " there is a great
character of Divinity in what she utters," when asleep. When
he saw her, be described her as being " in an entire and absolute privation of all sense." " She puts her arms out of bed,
and with them forms certain graceful and well-ordered gestures." " She was observed, after her waking, to return to her
natural simplicity, and to the ignorance of a poor shepherdess,,.
-and to forget all her inspired preachings, and the improvement in the character of her language and ideas.
While the Protestants thus regarded her as miraculously inspired, the neighbouring priesthood endeavoured to exorcise her
with Holy Water. The Curate of Bordeaux came to see the
case, nnd also to examine others that were .thus diabolicnlly
possessed. "He pressed the finger, and sorely pricked a young
maid of fourteen years old, who nohvithstnnding felt nothing of
it."• We have, however, seen, that in the case of Elizabeth
Barton, the very same trances and prophecies were deemed
fraudulent by the Protestants, but the inspirations of the Holy
Spirit by her own people.
Now an experienced Mesmeriser sees the clue to the whole
story of Isabeau Vincent. There is nothing in her case, but
what he has occasionally met with. The deep sleep, and the
insensibility to pain and to noise, come first of all ; -and then
we have the change in her condition, when she begins to preach
and sing psalms, with an exaltation of the faculties, and an improvement in the language, and an alteration in the voice, and
the utter absence of fatigue after most violent exertion, -and
the gracefulness of her attitudes, and the forgetfulness of every
thing that she has said or done, when she is awakened from her
ecstasy. All these incidents in her history were purely Mesmeric, except in their origin. Nature brought them out spontaneously in a simple ignorant shepherdess, but the practised
}lesmeriser l1as more than once induced them by his manipulations and influence.
We have another remarkable prophetess in the reformed
church, Christian Poniatova, of Bohemia. Her convulsions,
trances, and visions took place in 1627, at the time that a sharp
• " Relation of se,·eral,'' &c. p. 14.
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persecution was set on foot against the Protestant part of the
Bohemian community. Her visions had reference to the prosperity and fortunes of the reformed church. Her sleep was
most profound; during which she fell into an ecstasis. She
then predicted several events ; and she seems to have had in
that state a certain species of prevision, such as Mesmerised
patients occasionally possess. Her Protestant partisans regarded the whole as a miracle, and the girl as divinely inspired.
But here is the noticeable point: when she recovered her health,
the supernatural disappeared. The malady and the miracle
went away together. She afterwards married, and was no
longer regarded as a prophetess. •
Mr. Colquhoun, in the "Isis Revelata," gives us another
case that occurred in Brazil, where a girl, named Sister Germaine, in 1808, was attacked by an hysterical affection, accompanied by serious ill health:-" She was in such a state, that
she was no longer able to rise from her bed, and subsisted upon
a regimen which could scarcely ha,·e supported the life of a
new-born infant." And now comes the miraculous part. The
poor invalid fell into a deep trance: her arms grew stiff, and
were extended in the form of a cross, and in this position remained for hours. Other circumstances, usual in this sort of
ecstasis, took place; the whole was declared to be a miracle. •
Sister Germaine was regarded as a saint ; and the concourse of
pilgrims to visit her was immense. And now let us notice the
close connection between natural and Mesmeric somnambulism.
The priest stated, that "in the midst of the most fearful convulsions, it was always sufficient for him to touch tile patient
to restore her to perfect tranquillity. During her periodical
ecstasies, when her limbs were so stiff that it would have been
• B!!rtrand, Trait.! du Somnamlmli•me. In regard to this simultaneous
dt'parture of the malady and the miracle, we have another proof of its counexion with l\Jesmeri.m. Gauthit.!r says, " 7'J.e best proof of a perf.ct stute of
lualth i1 the Ctllation of somnambulism, and of the action of magnetism."
-1"raite Pratique, p. 599. And 111. Casaubou says, " To all the.., natural
diseases and distempers enthusiastic divinatory fits are incidental. I do not
say that it doth happen very often: hut when it doth happen, as the disease
is cured by natural means, so the ~nthusiasms go away, I will not say by the
same means, but at the aame time."- Trrotioe on Entlnuia~n•, cap. ii. p. ~9.
Casaubon was evidently a cautious and close observer of Dllturt>.
u 3
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ecuier to break than bend them, her confessor, according to his
own account, had only to touch her arm, in order to give it
whatever position he thought proper." Every Mesmeriser who
has had a patient in a rigid or cataleptic state can understand
and believe the above narrative. •
In the reign of Henry IV. of France, a e<ase containing some
startling phenomena had its origin in the town of Romorantin,
and subsequently occasioned much disturbance at Paris, from
its connection with religious animosities and the edict of Nantes.
The narrative is given by the great historian De Thou. t
Martha Brossier, the name of the girl, was seized with fits,
and violently convulsive movements, and fell into a state of
.(lelirium and ecstasy. Marvellous prodigies were performed by
her in this condition. The ultra-Catholic party, anxious to
trouble the king and unsettle the country, in consequence of the
toleration recently conceded to the Protestants, fastened upon
this case as a proof of divine displeasure, and a signal instance
of diabolical possession.t The girl is carried before the Bishop
• A learned writer in the " Church of England Quarterly Review," for
April, l84S, in an article on this subject, has collected the names of several
~cstatic nuns and females of the church of Roml'. The reviewer mentions
some cases in which the imposture was clear, and admitted afterwards by
the parties : and hence he infers that all the other instances were " sheer
imposture," in like manner. Jmposition, however, will not explain all the
facts. It explains much that was added on in the progress of the work,
after the priests had found the trances profitable; but that the original state
of many a "prophetess," which led to the delusion, was a natural and diseased
action none can doubt, who have given to the subject of Mesmerism a philosophical study. See Appendix II.
t Thuanus, tom, v. liber. 12S. The case is also alluded to by several
other writers. Bayle, in his Dictionary, has a long article upon her: his
sceptical mind regarded the whole as a cheut.
t De Foe, in that strange but orthodox book, " TM Politieal Il'wtorg of
tM Devil,"- written indeed with good intentions, though too often in an
irreverent style,- has a chapter about "the cloven foot walking about
without the devil," or, in other "·ords, a dissertation to show that " Satan
is not guilty of all the simple things we charge him with." Much of it is
very germane to the uses of Mesmerism. " How," says our author, "does
the devil's doing things so foreign to himself, and so out of his way, viz.,
showing a kind of a friendly disposition to mankind, or doing beneficent
things, agree with the rest of his character?" Part ii. chap. 7. De Foe
professes in the Introduction to "give the true history" of Satan,-" to
show wllat lie ;,, and wAat At ;, not; where he is, and where he is not ; when he is in us, and when he is not."
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of .Angers. The good Bishop laughs at the idea of Satanic influence ; -but not understanding the character of the disease,
and believing the case to be an imposition, secretly advises the
father to take Martha home, and let the matter die a natural
death. But the father was in the bands of those who wish any
thing but quiet, and at their suggestion he removes his daughter
to Paris. There the Capuchin Monks take the matter up, and
asserting that the unhappy girl is tormented by an evil spirit,
try to exorcise her. The .Archbishop of Paris now comes for•
ward, - and calls in five of the most celebrated physicians of
the metropolis to advise : these differ in opinion : the majority
asserting the case to be one of fraud, - Duretus, an instance of
Satanic agency. The parliament next steps into the arena, and
guided by the judgment of the first four doctors, decides that
the girl is an impudent impostor. This adds fuel to the flame.
The greatest tumult is occasioned. The clergy and .Archbishop,
indignant at the matter being thus taken out of their hands,
appeal to Rome ; and had it not been for the prudence and tact
of Henry, the affair might have had the most serious results.
The King, however, manages to close the matter peacefully ;
and the "famous imposture," as Bishop Lavington calls it, of
Martha Brossier ends like others of its order. •
Some of the phenomena recorded in this case require a notice.
The first is, the girl's insensibility to pain. Meric Casaubon
mentions that " pins and needles were tkrust in at the fleshy
parts of her neck and arms, and that the girl never seemed to
feel it." De Thou records the same fact. Duretus, the physi~
clan, drove a needle into Martha's hand between the thumb and
forefinger, and not the slightest movement was made, nor any
blood followed. Duretus, therefore, judged it to be a case of
Satanic possession, in compliance with the old opinion, which
bas always regarded the absence of sensation as an evidence of
witchcraft, an opinion, it may be added, that only ether and
chloroform have succeeded in removing.t
• Bishop Lavington, p. 257. 1\I. Casaubon, cap. iii.
It is a question, supposing that the excellent Professor Simpson had
been living but a century or two back, whether the elders of the Seotch
Kirk, so famous for their inquisitorial intermeddlings, would not haYe
dragged him before th~ir synod to answer for his discoveries.

t
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Secondly, the girl, according to De Thou's narrative, remained, for a moment or two, suspended in the air· without
support, from some lightness of body peculiar to her condition.
Fullo, Abbot of St. Genevieve, stated that Martha, though held
down by six strong men, lifted herself up four feet above their
heads, and remained so some short time. The priests, not so
unreasonably, pronounced this diabolical. Marcescotus, however, one of the physicians, examining into the fact, thought it
partly fraud, and partly according to nature, or rather not
heyond nature •, and he gives his reasons for the opinion. Incredible, or rather impossible as the above fact appears, we shall
find more than one instance of something of the kind occurring
in cases of this description.
Thirdly, the last peculiar point, is that the girl, in her sleepwaking state, spoke languages, of which, when awake, she knew
nothing. She spoke Greek and English. Duretus, the physician, thought this a proof of diabolical possession (quod lin·
guam prreter naturam exercuisset ). t
Martha Brossier and her father, on their return home, died
in great misery and want, through the popular feeling against
them. That there was fraud mixed up with the latter stages o£
the proceedings, is too pr.obable ; but that, in the first instance~
it was a genuine case of Mesmeric-hysteria, there can be no
question.
We will now come to later days-to certain modern miracles
among the Wesleyans and Roman Catholics, which have excited
considerable interest and sensation in their respective churches.
Among the W esleyans t there have been recently two or
three wonders,- some of which are too ridiculous to be noticed ;
• "Earn, supra eorum, qui captam tenebant, se capita efFerentem, ira r>ac110
See Appendix III. for
remarks on this incident, and for several other alleged facts of the same
kind.
t See Appendix IV. upon this fact.
f See Appendix II. for earlier cases among the Wesleyans, from Wesley's
Journal, &c.- Coleridge in his Table-Talk observes, "The coincidence
throughout of all these Mellwdist cases with those of the Magnetists makes me
wish for a solution that would apply to all," &c. Vol. i. p. 107. TI1e coincidence is so complete, we reply, that it shows that the physical condition is
the same.
aliquamdiu c<mstitisse, prOJter naturam non eue."
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but there Is one which, from the notoriety arid credit it has obtained,-the manner with which public attention has been invited towards it, and the effect it has produced upou the religious
feelings of their own 'body, is more especially deserving of
examination. •
" The History of an Entranced Female" is a narrative drawn
up and. attested by the Rev. R. Young, Wesleyan Minister.
This little work was sold by the accredited org~ of the W esleyan Book Committee and of the Conference, with their connivance, if not their permission; and so far the story received
their indirect sanction. The circulation was immense. It
reached a twenty-seventh edition ; and the revelations of the
prophetess were considered so important that the faith of whole
Wesleyan congregations was in a state of wa1·m excitement
respecting them.
It was simply a case of hysteria, or natural Mesmerism, as a
few words extracted from the narrative will show. The somnambulist "had been veT"!/ ill, ·and was supposed to be d!Jing."
Here is the first point to be remembered. At last she fell into
a trance. . "In this state," Mr. Young says, "she appeared to
die. But after lying, with no signs of life, save a little froth
from the mouth and a slight warmth about the region of the
heart, for nearly a week, she opened her eyes. And now began
her remarkable disclosures." It is unnecessary to examine
these disclosures. There is no reason to suppose either trick
or imagination in the transaction. It is a case of pure ignorance on the part of the writer and of his Wesleyan supporters.
Like the Holy Maid of Kent, and several Mesmerised patients,
the "Entranced Female" was simply in a state of exaltation,
moral and intellectual, and had clearer and more active perceptions than in her ordinary condition. t
In 1820, a case occurred among the W esleyans at Plymouth
Dock (now Devonport), which created immense sensation in
• Sold by Mason, Paternoster Row.
t See a clever useful little book in refutation of several of these absurdities, called "Modern Miracles condemned by Reason and Scripture," by
Philo-Veritas. tPainter, 342. Strand.) Still the writer has not gone to
tbe bottom of the subject, or under•tood the real cause of the phenomena.
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that neighbourhood. The phenomena were of a Mesmeric type,
and were ascribed, as usual, to Satanic power. A small ~
called " The Demon, or a case of Extraordinary .A1B.iction, and
Gracious Relief, the effects of Spiritual Agency," • was published by Mr. Heaton, the minister of the congregation, - i n
which the facts were described. This book had a large sale,and was followed by a tract by the same author called, " Further Observations on Demoniacal Possession,"- in which the
" prmternatural " character of the symptoms were again urged.
This tract reached a second edition. Some of the circumcumstances, indeed, were most singular: and as a medical gentleman, who attended the case, called the malady a " very
extraordinary, unnatural, unaccountable" thing, and as Mr.
Heaton, the minister, who tells the story, Jived next door to the
patient, and had every opportunity of examining into its· truth,.
the facts may be considered well authenticated and deserving of
notice.
John Evans, a boy between nine or ten years old, had been
some time in the Plymouth Dispensary, for the treatment of
fits and loss of speech. Here he was blistered and bled repeatedly. One Sunday, after service at Windmill-Hill Chapel.
Mr. Lose, the father-in-law, came to Mr. Heaton with a message, that the boy was very ill, and wished him to come and
pray with him. Mr. Heaton went accordingly, and was shocked
at the " extraordinary aflliction " of the poor child. We will
give his own words. " The boy could not speak, but was perfectly sensible, -was violently convulsed, -fixed his eyes,
ataring upwards,- then stood motionless, his muscles appear•
ing on a painful stretch, his arms close to his side, and stiff as
the branches of a tree, and then became relaxed." Mr. H.
began to pray, but the boy was agitated by prayer, and " at
the name of Christ convulsions came on,-he showed antipathy
to every thing sacred, -and was enraged at the sight of the
Bible,"- but could not approach nearer to Mr. H. to scratch
and bruise him, than within four inches, with all his efforts!
Every day there came on " convulsions,- and dancing, and
horrible fits, and shrieking and noise, - ending with limbs
• Sold by Mason, Paternoster Row.
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stiffening like a tree or a corpse." "Of epilepsy, there were
some very strong symptoms, nevertheless there were others
which distinguished his ease from being merely epileptic,he would in his fits go through di.lficult and dangerous manmuvres with apparent ease, self-command, and perfect safety,
as he could not possibly perform when he was properly in his
senses." " Whatever he did, -whatever he suffered during
his paroxysms, he had no recollection of, when he came to
himself." "At one time, the spirit of hartshorn was applied
to his tongue, -at another, a needle was thrust deep into his
flesh, neither of which he appeared to regard. This was done
by a medical gentleman, solicitous to find out the real nature of
the ease. Several persons tried the lad's sensibility, by suddenly
shaking him, beating him with a cane, &c. When he has been
making his aim at the door (walking towards it), a handkerchief
has been held before his face : still his eyes w~ foed, and his
course was undisturbed. When he came to himself, he was as
one awaiting from a profound sleep. The boy said, ' I was like
as though I was fast asleep, and didn't dream neither ; I don't
remember anything.' " In his fits, he performed the most difficult exploits, -things which other people could not, -and
which he himself could not, when not in the fit. " He would
dance strangely and with ease on the surbase of the room."
" Some of his attitudes were of the most graceful and elegant
kind ; - then again he would become stiff and motionless as
a corpse, and continue in this state for an hour and twenty
minutes, -with his eyes fixed. His uncommon stiffness
'(rigidity) was the most surprising thing: some one put his
hand under his head to raise it, but it could only be raised as
the body was raised with it. We placed him upon his feet ;
he rested his whole weight on the point of his toes; -but even
this did not make him bend his joints."• "Men of science,"
says Mr. H., " were puzzled, and medical men hesitated to give
an opinion; -for to say that he was epileptic, was to give but
a mere scrap of the truth of the case : - good sense must determine whether or not the supposed superhuman actions, performed by the suspected demoniac, be phylically possible to the
• See Appendix IIJ.
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patient in disease or health : " and our author arrives at the
conclusion that it was a clear case of Satanic possession.
Mter a time, a solemn assembly of Wesleyan ministers was
held at the house to offer prayers for the recovery of 'the boy,
and for the final subjugation of the power of the demon; when,
suddenly, and as if in answer to their supplications, the attacks
ceased, -a normal state came on, and a complete cure followed:
the child subsequently suffered a relapse, but recovered through
the same means and after the same way.
Such is, briefly, Mr. Heaton's strange story. Of the reality
of its facts, there is no reason why any doubt should be entertained. The points, which the author considered as proofs of
demoniacal possession, and which" puzzled the men of science
and the medical attendants,"- may be clearly traced to a ·condition identical with that of l\Icsmerism. It is unnecessary to
repeat the characteristics; the reader by this ·time must be
familiar with them. The boy's brain, too, was evidently in a
state, in which the imaginative faculty was capable of being
powerfully acted on,- as was seen by his agitation and horror,
at one time, of prayer ; - and at another, by his recovery after
its use. Epilepsy, catalepsy, Mesmerism, and imagination, will
explain Mr. Heaton's "Demon."•
We will now examine some recent and no less memorable
occurrences in the Roman Catholic community: which have
produced an equal excitement, and have equally been referred
to as proofs of the supernatural. It has long ago been observed,
that in enthusiastic belief of the marvellous, the W esleyans
and Romanists are sister churches. t
We must first return to Mr. M'Neile, and give his views on
the question; for strange to say, he has in some manner alighted
on a certain portion of the truth, and seen the real connection
between the artificial and the natural ecstasy. " This pretended

* l\Ir. Heaton, among his arguments to prove the demooiacal character of
this case, gives us a reason which is so amusing for its logic and na'ivete, that
it deserves _a transcript. " A prreternatural affliction will betray itself by
some prreternatural symptoms; and without mucl• danger of error, we may
conclude that prreternatural effect• must have a prreternatural cau.se," (p. 8.)
This reminds one of the ratiocination exposed in the first chapter.
t See Bishop Lavington's well-known and most useful work.
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science," says the sermon, "is precisely the thing that my Lord
Shrewsbury has put forth, to prove that popery is the true
version of Christianity. What is his Ecstatica which he has
written such a book about ? You have heard of the Ecstatica
and Addolorata,- the two young women whom he saw on the
Continent: they were Mesmerised. His description of them
exactl!J corresponds with the description we have of these Mesmerised persons. He tells us of a young woman, who was in a state
of ecstasy, wrapt in prayer, devoted to the Virgin;- her eyes
were open, but she had no natural sensibility of what was going
on without. · He says that "a .fl!l was seen to walk across her
eueball, and she never winked ; she was totally insensible of
everything that was going on, except one thing : he says, that
she manifested consciousness at the approach of the consecrated
host." "Now here is a state, pleaded by a popish writer as a
proof of divine influence, as a proof of divine origin of his
creed." "Now this belongs to the mystery of iniquity." -And
so far the sermon. Now what Mr. M•Neile considered as
Satanic, and my Lord Shrewsbury as divine in the above transactions, I must beg leave to reduce to a humbler character;
and stripping the facts altogether of the marvellous, show to be
merely an action of nature in a state of di~~Case.
In that most delightful province of southern Germany, where
the simple character of the inhabitants, and the ever-varying
charms of mountain, valley, and torrent, would tempt the idle
traveller to linger for weeks, two young girls have lately been
the subject of much observation from the peculiar character and
condition of their health. Those who have traversed that picturesque route in the Tyrol, which lends from Brixen to Trent,
want not to be reminded, how every nook and turn of the road
swarms with the emblems of Roman Catholic worship. Superstition puts on its most persuasive form. Images of the Virgin,
of the Saviour, of the crucifixion with all its attendant accidents, stations for devotion, and hermitages, meet the eye of
the passenger in uninterrupted succession. In no part of the
Continent have I ever remarked so many of the externals of
devotion as in the smiling vales of the Tyrol; and the primitive habits of its mountain peasantry have been strongly
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moulded under their inftuence. As Southey says in his Col·
loquies, " Religion may be neglected, but cannot be forgotum
in Roman Catholic countries ; " and the reader is requested to
bear this observation in mind, ns throwing light on certain
phenomena, of which strong religious feelings were the source. •
These two young girls, the Ecstatica of Caldaro, and the
Addolorata of Capriana (as they are now termed) had both
been subject to much ill health. The former "had had ""rio'"
attaclu of iUnus during her early years." The Addolorata
" had been attacked tDitk molent and complicated iUnus about
the age of &eTenteen." Both at last fell into a trance. Both
became " Ecstatic." And in that state such singular phenomena exhibited themselves, the effect of an excited mind upon
a diseased habit of body, that the appearances were pronounced
by the surrounding country to be miraculous. The priesthood
at once took the case under their protection ; but there is no
reason to believe that any imposture or trickery were superadded by them. They were as honest as they were ignorant.
All they did was to magnify the importance of the facts, and
to give the largest currency to the intelligence. Multitudes
flocked from all quarters as on a pilgrimage. Amongst them
came my Lord Shrewsbury and suite ; and several Protestant
gentlemen. who were all staggered by what they saw.
Lord Shrewsbury, believing the facts to be supernatural,
published that account to which Mr. M'Neile referred; and
from his little pamphlet, we will select the more prominent
points. "We found her," says the Noble Lord, speaking of the
Ecstatica, "in her usual state of ecstasy, - kneeling upon her
• Sir Joshua Reynolds obserns in one of his Discourses,· " He might
have"seen it in an instance or two; and he mistook accidem for gttterality;"
- a blunder, which Mesmerists are too prone to commit. Still, with this
caution before me, I cannot help recording an ob11enation, which bas struck
me, respecting the tendencies of the Reformed and of the Roman Catholic
religions to aevelop themselves, in the Somnambulistic condition, according
to their peculiar systems. The characteristic of Protestant churches is
preachi"g: that of the Roman Catholic, COJtlemplatiofl of image., ftc., as helps
to prayer. Roman Catholic Somnambulists have generally fallen into the
ecstatic and devotional attitude; while sermons and revelations have usually
proceeded from the lips of the Reformed Sleeper. Sometimes, however, the
very reverse has been the case : - it may, therefore, be all " accident."
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bed, with her eyes uplifted, and her hands joined in the attitude
of prayer as motionless as a statue• ••.• There was much of
grace in her attitude." "Our first feeling was that of awe at
finding ourselves in her presence." She appeared "motionless."
"When in this state, she neither sees nor hears: all her senses
are absorbed in the object of her contemplation ; she is entranced; but it is neither the trance of death, nor the suspension
of life, but a sort of supernatural existence, -dead indeed to
this:world,- but most feelingly alive to the other." "She
lt.ad not the least perception of our presence." " Her confessor
by a slight touch or word caused her to fall back upon her pillow." "Her confessor proposed that he should awaken her
entirely from her trance." " In an instant the most perfect
animation was restored to her." "The circumstance which
struck us, was the extreme facility with which her confessor
transformed her from a state of perfect unconsciousness, as to
sensible objects, to one of ordinary life."-" She has been
known to remain for hours in this state,"-" yet a gentk touch
from her confessor, or any ecclesiastic with whom she is acquainted, is sufficient to dissolve the charm at once."
" A. M. de la Bouillerie visited her on his way to Rome, and
found her kneeling in a state of ecstasy, when he saw a fly walk
quietly across the pupil of her eye, when wide open, without
producing the slightest emotion."
The Addolorata was much the same. " She frequently lay
entranced for a considerable time." "It was under these circn.mstances that dnring one night her whole head was encircled
by small wounds." "Fourteen days after the crown of thorns
she 1eeeived the stigmata in the hands and feet." " As a piece
of d"eception,"- says Lord Shrewsbury, "it is both morally
and physically impossible." These are the main points in these
two Roman Catholic miracles, with the addition of what has
already been mentioned, "the consciousness of the approach of
the consecrated host,"- the fact of Maria Morl being raised
oif her knees, when physically all but incapable of motion, and
resting only on the tips of her feet,- and the fact of the sheets
never being stained by the blood, while, notwithstanding, there
is a strong smell of coagulated blood in the room.
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" Now," says Lord Shrewsbury in coBclusion, "the infidel
may scoff at all this, but the designs of God are accomplished."
There is, however, no inclination to scoff at the sincere opinions
of any man, when it is said in reply, that these supposed miraculous appearances are the same in character, as what the
Wesleyan and the Protestant maidens of the Cevennes and of
Bohemia exhibited in their persons, due allowance being made
for the differences of religion, and the various habits of mind
and body; nay, they are much the same as what numerous
spectators have witnessed in the house of :M:r. Atkinson, and
what I have seen occurring under my own roof.
I have not a shadow of doubt, that if Mr. Atkinson had
wished to found a religious sect, and, secluding Anne Vials
from the world, had habituated her for years to conversation,
and objects, and persons, and books of an exclusively religious
character, and never permitted mundane transactions to be
brought to her notice, either in her waking or sleeping state,
that the most extraordinary effects might have been produced,
and the most monstrous doctrines have been built up at his
suggestion. He might have retreated with his ecstatic dreamer
to some romantic vale, -startled the superstitious neighbourhood by her attitudes, her devotions, and her miraculous sufferings ; and crowds would have flocked to witness the spectacle,
and imbibe his creed; and gaping tourists might have perplexed
their readers with lucubrations on the phenomena. But Mr.
Atkinson is a philosopher and lover of truth : his habit is to
illustrate,- to compare, - to explain ; -with Bacon he delights in the "Interpretation of Nature," believing that "God
hath fitted much for the comprehension of man's mind, if.man
will open and dilate the powers of his understanding as he
may." He knew, for instance, that Lord Shrewsbury's description of his Tyrolese maidens might answer word for word,
to much that has occurred with poor Anne. The fact of a fly
walking over the pupil of the eye, when wide open, which
seemed such a proof of the miraculous to M. de la Bouillerie,
has happened with her two or three times. The fly even once
stopped and cleaned its wings on the eyeball. I once saw the
end of a pocket-handkerchief placed gently on the pupil, and
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the lid neither winked nor moved at the touch. She was perfectly unconscious of the act.
In regard to the appearance of the stigmata and the small
wounds on the head of the Addolorata, Dr. Elliotson and Mr.
Atkinson both are of opinion, that they might be the effect of
$trong imagination and habitual contemplation upon a highly
diseased frame • : if that view be trop fort for some readers, I
can say, on the other hand, in spite of Lord Shrewsbury's assertion, that, as " a piece of deception, it is physically impossible ;" that I would have engaged repeatedly to have made the
very same marks upon the head and hand of Anne Vials without any consciousness on her part. t All Mesmerisers will confirm this declaration : at the same time, I see no reason to
charge the Tyrolese priests with any artifice of the kind ; the
involuntary effect of imagination, after a preconceived idea, is
so strong with some sickly sleep-waking females, that through
the bare impression of the mind, nature might throw out the
external phenomenon.
In the Foreign Quarterly Review, No. LXIII., is an example
taken from Lavergne's " De l'Agonie et de la Mort, sous le
Rapport Physiologique," &c. which strongly illustrates the probability of this opinion, and shows the effect of habitual thought
upon the state of the hodg: "At this moment there exists in
a village of the department of the V ar, of which Brignoles is
the chief town, a woman possessed by divine love. Since her
earliest infancy this woman professes the most ardent love for
• See Appendix II. for extract from Ward's Iruklry oftlu Hindoo1, for instances of the elfect of imagination upon the fasting ascetics of the Eaat. I
bave to thank a writer in the Medical Times for reference to this work:
"Practice of Hindoo Mesmerism."-July 1844.
t In Pet&nl's Cavu1 CeUbn•, vol. vi. p. 171., is an account of a priest,
Gaufridy, who seems to have possessed a magnetic power in his breath. He
marked Madeleine, one of his victims, in her head, and breast, and many
other parts of her body, without her consciousness. These stigmata sometimes disappeared and came back again.
An admirable article in Tlae Ezamiltft' also directs our attention to a
" parallel miracle, in the case of the novice Yetser, at Berne, SOO years ago,
whose side, and bands, and feet were pierced, after be was made drunk with
wine and opium, by the monks of his convent." See Ezaminer, Feb. 26.
1848.- This case may be found at leogth in Voltaire•s E11ai ~t~r lu M""'r1•
&c., chap. cxxix.
Chloroform, however, may make us believe enry thing.
X
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the Saviour; the Passion has always been her fixed idea, the object of her aspirations and thoughts. She meditates and prays;
and in her moments of ecstasy may have confided some of her
visions to her friends. 1Vhen her praye1· is at its height" (in
other words, when the ecstatic state is. most fully developed)
"a crown is seen to surround her forehead and the rest of her
head, which looks as if it were opened by a regular tattooing,
from each point in which a pure blood issues: the palms of her
hands and the soles of her feet open spontaneously at the places
where the nails of the punishment were inserted, her side offers
the bleeding mark of a lance-thrust, and, finally, a true cross of
blood appears on her chest. Cotton cloths applied to these
places absorb the red mark. - This fact can be vouched for
by hundreds in the country."
It may be desirable to add, - that Lord Shrewsbury, speaking of the Ecstatics., says that Gorres, in his narrative of the case,
relates that "so early as the autumn of the year 1833, her confessor observed, accidentally, that the part of the hands, where
the wounds afterwards appeared, began to sink in, as if under
the pressure of some external body, and also that they became
painful and frequently attacked by cramps. He conjectured,
from these appearances, that the stigmata" (i.e. the five wounds,
like those of the Saviour, in the crucifixion)-" would eventually appear, and the result fulfilled his expectations. On the
Purification, on the 2nd of February, 1834, he found her holding
a cloth, with which, from time to time, she wiped her hands,
frightened like a child at what she saw there. Perceiving blood
upon the cloth, he asked her what it meant? These were the
stigmata, which thenceforward continued upon her hands, and
shortly afterwards made their appearance upon her feet, and to
these, at the same time, \Vas added the wound upon the heart." •
Now, when the Earl of Shrewsbury, with a piety which com·
mands our respect, says that he considers these stigmata, &c.,
• A clever paper in the Dublin University Magazine for Jnly, 1847,
quotes Glanvil's Saducismuo Triumphatua, and mentions a girl, name.:l Elizabeth Hill, whose hands and stomach swelled. and thorns were fovnd ltou:k in;
and adds, that the Tyrolese nuns "swelled enormously" about the bead,
previously to stigmatization. The writer evidently is of opinion, that there
was deception in the case : it is not my opinion. See " Evening with
Witch finders."
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" the most extraordinary objects in the world,"- it is necessary
to remind him, that Gorres mentions that" it is asserted by the
directors of her conscience, and by her curate, that in her ecstasies, during the last four years, she had been employed in contemplating the life and passion of Christ. The most frequent
object of her contemplations is the Passion of the Redeemer ;
- this produces the profoundest impression upon her, and is
most vividly expressed upon her exterior. Particularly during
the holy week, her whole being seems penetrated, and the
images in her soul act forcibly upon her frame."
Now, when we find that this poor girl had from her childhood evinced an ardent love of God and a pleasure in prayer,
-that her visits to the Franciscan church had been unremitting, that her bodily sufferings began even in her fifth year, that
she was often on the brink of the grave, that no remedies
ameliorated her health, that the root of the disorder remained
undiscovered, and that therefore she became in consequence
still more pious, meditative, and constant in prayer,-the physiologist obtains a clue to the wonder. " In her eighteenth
year she again fell seriously ill, and when, after a .whole year's
suffering, she inquired of the doctor if it were quite impossible
for her to recover her health, and he answered- that he could
only alleviate her pains, she replied that she would do for the
future without medical advice,"- and would receive with submission what God would lay upon her. Here, then, we see a
physical preparation for what the ecstasis, or somnambulistic
condition, brought out. She lived for four years during her
ecstatic state in the contemplation of the Passion of the Saviour;
-for more than four months before the appearance of the
wounds, that part of the hands began to sink in, and became
painful, -and the atigmata on the feet and heart did not occur
till afterwards. In reading all this,-the result does not appear
so very extraordinary : to use Gorres's own expression,-" the
images in her soul were acting forcibly upon her whole frame."
The history of the Addolorata shows the same preparation of
mind and body for the same effect. " Domenica gaYe early
indications of extraordinary piety. She was frequently found
praying in the most secluded parts of the house. She received
X
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her first -communion with singular devotion, -and had expressed an ardent desire to do so at an earlier period." " At
the age of seventeen she was attacked with violent and complicated illneBB ; " - " her sufferings were so great, that her
screams were often heard at a great distance ; " " the holy
communion alone relieved her,- after which she frequently
lay entranced for a considerable time."
When the pamphlet mentions too, -that "under the very
shadow of the large crucifix, which is stUpended ot7er the !lead
of Maria Morl (the Ecstatics), the spirit of ecstasy is infused
into her," and that "Domenica Lazari (the Addolorata) lies
stretched upon her pallet in face of the representation of the
death of the Saviour," though Lord Shrewsbury describes them
as "two great and astounding miracles"- we see an additional
assistance to the action of the mind upon the body, -and
uniting with Mesmerism to explain the matter.
Lord Shrewsbury mentions in a note the case of another
EC?Statica, in whom the wounds appeared, -who had been
"very ill," and "contemplating the sufferings of the Saviour,and, moved by sympathy, had demanded to suffer with him." •
From all which occurrences, it would appear that this peculiar
state is, after all, not so very extraordinary ; for fifty other
persons, similarly affected, are supposed to have existed in the
Roman Catholic Church.
As to the consciousness of the Ecstatica, during her trance,
of the approach of the consecrated host, though Mr. M'Neile
thinks it an additional proof of the "mystery of iniquity," it is
simply an instance of clairvoyance, which, though rejected at
present as impossible by many unbelievers, is so exceedingly
common an occurrence, that shortly it will occasion no wonder
whatsoever. While the miracle of Maria Morl being raised off
her knees, and resting only on the tips of her feet, when, phy·
sically, her strength seemed unequal to any effort, finds a parallel in Mr. Heaton's "Dremon;" when John Evans, by the aid
of Satan, "rested his whole weight on the point of hi' toes;"
and in Martha Brossier, who was lifted up still higher, to the
amazement of Duretus, and the Parisian fanatics. t

*
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See Appendix II. for this case.
See Appendix III. for still gteater w.ondcrs of this class~
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After allowance, then, for the accidentals of religion, and
the diversities of constitutional temperament, there is nothing
in the Tyrolese phenomena of which the experienced Mesmerist
has not seen or read indubitable indications. Some of the
minor points, indeed, may be new nnd peculiar to these cases,
but there can be no mistake as to the essential character oi
their main features ; if animal magnetism has done nothing
else, it has " cast," says W olfgong Menzel, " a surprising light
on the whole subject of Physio-psychology." •
Of a different class to the Ecstatics of the Tyrol is the case
of Madame Hauffe, better known by the name of the " SeereBB
of Prevorst," a small town in Wirtemberg, and her native
place. This lady was said to " see " and converse with the
spirits of the dead, and to free them by her prayers from a purgatorial state. Upon her" Revelations," a new belief in the
communications of the unseen world spread extensively in
some parts of Germany. Eschenmayer, a well-known writer
on Philosophy and Psychology, first attracted attention to her
case by his communications.t Dr. Kerner, physician of
W einsburg, published, in 1829, a detailed account of her illness
and visions, in a book that has recently been translated into
English.t And we are told that many of the "most pious, cultivated, and enlightened men of Germany," have given much
consideration to the case, from admiration of its phenomena. §
Mrs. Hauffe had long been a fearful sufferer, and was at last
reduced to almost a skeleton. At an early period she had been
remarkable for exceBBive sensibility, and at length became a
natural somnambulist, and easily influenced by Mesmerism. In
• Chapter on Natural Sciences. The only point in the Tyrolt'Se
Ecstatics, of which I have not found something similar or analogous, is the
reported fact of the "blood not staining the sheet.," &c. &c. Supposing
this to be true, it would not, by it.~elf alone, prove the supernatural character
of tbe condition, when every thing else bad a physical explanation, but
would rather point to the idiosyncrasy of the disease and its peculiar elfects;
but I have been told that this is the least we41-authenticated fact in the story.
Has a chemist or medical man inspected the fluid?
t Among other works, be wrote the " Conflict between Hea-ren and Hell,
as obtened in the Spirit of a Possessed Girl."
f Th<!" Seeress of Prevorst," from the German of Justinus K~rner, by Mrs.
Crowe, Authoress of" Susan Hopley,"" The Night-Side of Nature," &c.
§ See a Letter to Editor of Critic. -June, 1845.
X S
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these conditions she saw sights, and poured forth revelations,
which, in no other respects, are deserving of notice, but from
the credit and importance attached to them. Her" disclosures,"
l10wcver, enter into some of the highest questions in religion.
She distinguishes, with accuracy, the precise difference between
the soul and the spirit, and points out their separate functions:
she describes how infants grow in the other world : she speaks
of the shape of the soul, and of the forms of spirits; instructs us
as to the condition of the heathen, and of virtuous Pagans
after death; and gives us, in short, "a great deal of other information about a great number of other things." According
as this poor lady's revelations coincide with the views and
belief of her renders and followers, they are deemed semi-inspired and authoritative. Dr. Bush, Professor of Hebrew, in
New York, finds a confirmation of Swedenborgianism; certain
German enthusiasts, the triumph of Christianity over an empirical philosophy ; and Mrs. Crowe, a proof of her favourite
doctrine, the existence of ghosts, and of spiritual appearances.
"Site was more than half n spirit," says Kerner, "and belonged
to a world of spirits; she belonged to a world after death. She
was a delicate flower, and lived upon sunbeams."
The awkward part in the "revelations" of these various
vision-seers is the contradiction between the different doctrines
they respectively countenance. It is with the purpose of pointing out this discrepancy, that their history is alluded to. They
cannot be all true, nor all of a quasi-miraculous authority; the
conclusion rather is, that they are none so. The case of the
" Seeress of Prevorst" was, doubtless, a real one, and deserving
of study ; but there was nothing more in her disclosures than
what may be often met with in communications of the somnambulist family. They give a lesson in physiology, and the matter is ended.
Rachel Baker, who preached in New York during her sleep,
in the year 1815, is another instance of popular ,delusion from
the same principle. • Learned Professors, Divines of divers
persuasions, Doctors of Medicine, Quakers and Methodists,
• " Remarkable Sermons of Rachel Baker, delivered during her Sleep,
taken down in Short-hand... 1815.
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crowded round to catch the words that fell from her mouth, as
something heavenly and miraculous. Her discourses were
deemed so striking, that it was said generally that they could
only be "dictated by an extraordinary agency of the Divine
Spirit." Short-hand writers attended to take them down. A
letter from America to this country stated, " several hundreds
flock every evening to hear this most wonderful preacher, who
is instrumental in converting more persons to Christianity,
when asleep, than all the other ministers together, whilst
awake.'' The tendency of her preaching was to uphold Calvinism and the Millennium.
Rachel Baker was born in the state of Massachussets of
Presbyterian parents, in 1794. She was so rigidly instructed
in religion, that " she might be said to have known the Holy
Scriptures from a child." " When she was about nine years
old, the thoughts of God and eternity would make her tremble."
In her 17th year, some religious ordinances impressed her with
such ideas of her sinfulness and wretched state, that she became
silent and reserved, taking little food, sleeping scarcely at all,
bursting out into tears and occasional ~jaculations, and appearing altogether on the brink of despair. Suddenly she commenced "night-talking." She was sitting in her chair, and
had been observed to be nodding ; when she began to sigh and
groan, as if in excessive pain, and her parents thought that she
was dying. Their alarm, however, abated, when she commenced
talking. There was not much regularity in her observations at
first,-and there was a mingling of "shrieks'' and "anguish,''
with the concomitant language and demeanour of ultra-fanaticism. After some nights, however, her manner sobered down,
and she became regula1·, and pathetic, and solemn. Her father,
at length, carried her to New York. Here the greatest sensation was experienced. Multitudes crowded to hear. her preach
and pray. An intense excitement continued. A few, indeed,
taxed her with being " an impostor of the first rank." But
that an ignorant and young girl of slight mental capacity should
" dream in" a course of enlightened theology, and show herself
" not merely orthodox, but able and copious" in expounding,
and" fervid and eloquent in her language," did seem to the
X
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majority a fact so " compktelg to ckfg kwnwn ezpla1UJtion,,.
that her revelations were regarded as miraculous, and the·
" immediate effusions" of the Holy Spirit of God.
The accidentals of Rachel's birth and education being strongly
Calvinistic, the tendency of her preaching of course took that
direction. She pronounced authoritatively that "those who
had the true religion could never fall away,"-that "the chosen
of the Lord could not do evil," but "must keep God's commandments,'' and that grace was indefectible. She spoke confidently of the millennium and of ita establishment. And being
asked, how it was that she, a woman, presumed to preach in
opposition to the apostolic injunction, she unhesitatingly replied,
" Shall a woman hold her peace, because she is a woman ?
Methinks, the Apostle meant not so-but meant that she should
let her light shine before men. This is a mystery to you, my
friends ; but God forbid that I should be silent, for I only
speak the truth." • These "Revelations" were considered
supernatural in the city of New York in the year 1815: we
shall, in the next case, come to Revelations of an opposite cha·
racter, which have been equally regarded as supernatural in
the same place.
There was, however, the truthfulness peculiar to the somnambulistic condition exhibited in this case. Upon Rachel
being asked repeatedly in her sleep, by different ministers,
whether she had not "received a supernatural revelation," she
invariably denied it, and resisted the temptation and the honour;
but her denials were only attributed to humility and meekness.
A physician of New York, Dr. Mitchill, examined the case,
and described its leading phenomena. They clearly indicate
the mesmeric condition. "This somnium is of a devotional
• This is by no means a single i011tance of Scripture being made to bend
to a Somnambulist's interpretation. The last Chapter showed bow the im1Mdiate cures of Christ could not be immediate but were gradual, according
to another sleeper. These explanations remind me of something similar that
occurred in my own neighbourhood. An ignorant expounder was requested
to explain the Parable of the" Unjust Steward," and say why he was praised
10 by his Master. Our interpreter was perplexed for a moment. At last he
hit upon it. " The fact is," said be, " that he was a .ftut steward, and only
called unjust to attract attention." This was not in sleep, it should be
added.
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· kind, and of a very extraordinary character, and occurs once
_·a day. The paroxysms begin at early bed-time. It commence&
·=.-ith a sort of uneasiness of the spasmodic kind, anxiety in
respiration, and hysteric choking. There is no chill nor coldness,-not any febrile excitement. The transition from the
waking state t<l that of somnium is very quick. During the
paroxysm her pulse varies but little from the common beat.
She takes the recumbent posture : and her face being turned
toward heaven, she performs her devotions, with a fervour
wholly novel and unexampled. Her body and limbs are quiet
• and motionless : they stir no more than the trunk or extremities
of a statue ; -the only motion the spectator perceives is that
of her organs of speech. Her eyelids are closed : but the
muscles of tlte eyes, on disclosing the lids, have been observed
to be in tremuloult agitation, and the balls to be inclined upwards. Her fingers are observed to be firmly closed for a few
seconds : and the muscles of the back and arms to be rigid.
She passes into a sound and natural sleep, which continues
during the remainder of the night. In the morning she wakes
as if nothing had happened, and is entirely ignorant of the
memorable scenes in which she has acted. She declares that
she knows nothing of them. And she complains of no pain,
lassitude, nor of any disorder."
It remains to be added that her language no less than her
idea8 were greatly improved and heightened during the fit of
somnium. They were, in fact, " far beyond her waking state.,.
Another point waa, that when awake, she maintained that she
was not asleep during her paroxysms, though her condition
was evident to the bystander. What became of Rachel Baker
afterwards, I know not: she probably recovered, and the supernatural disappeared also.
The disclosures of Andrew Davis, " the PoughkeepBie Seer
and Clairvoyant," in his "Principles of Nature and Her Divine
Revelations," are regarded by the learned Professor Bush, of
New York, as an instance of "supernatural knowledge, only
to be explained by the inftux of the minds of spirits into his
mind." The Professor views this case "in a higher light than
that pertaining to any other sample of the clairvoyant power."
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1\Ioreo-rer, "he has no scruple to avow it as his firm convi(!tion
that the pllenomena of Mesmerism have been developed in this
age with the express design of confirming the message of
Swedenborg, and of testifying to the truth of the doctrines he
promulgated." And in publishing his own observations on the
subject, the Professor " regards himself as entering into direct
co-operation with the designs of Providence."• Now when a
talented and religious writer can thus express himself on a
particular case, and when numbers of other learned and clever
men are also regarding it with deep attention, our curiosity is
naturally stimulated to know something of the history. The
"Revelations" of Davis, given in his sleep, have been published in two thick volumes, and recently reprinted in England. t
Some extracts from the book were given in the last Chapter.
A few more observations may not be with"ut their use.
Andrew Jackson Davis, the young American in question,
was accidentally present at some Mesmeric lectures, that were
being delivered at Poughkeepsie. By chance be was selected
for one of the parties, whom the operator was to try to send
to sleep. All the manipulations, however, were unavailing.
Some time afterwards, when his brain or nerves were in a more
impressible state, a companion commenced the passes for
amusement. Davis soon dropped off into the slumber:- and
subsequently became somnambulist, clairvoyant, and an introvisionist. His power of seeing into the condition of the human
frame so greatly increased, that he was continually consulted
in disease, and his fame spread widely; and he also put forth
many clever opinions in philosophy. This happened in 1843.
His faculties, in his somnambulist condition, continued so to
advance, that in a year or two afterwards he was taken to New
York. Here an immense sensation was created. The learned
of the city flocked around him. Short-hand writers attended,
as in the case of Rachel Baker; and he delivered, in his sleep,
lectures on Religion, Astronomy, Cosmology, Geology, and, in
• "Mesmer and Swedenborg," by Professor Bush. New York, 1847.
See Pr.,face for these passages.
t "The Principles of Nature, Her Divine Revelations, and a Voice to
Mankind," by Andrew Davis. (Chapman, Strand.)
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short, upon almost every subject that the universe embraces.
Like Goldsmith, in fact, nihil erat quod non tetigit, and perhaps
almost like Goldsmith, nihil tetigit quod non ornavit, for his
language, ideas, power and philosophy were of the most extraordinary kind. Viewed under whatever light they may, these
discourses are a most remarkable effort of the human mind,
and deserving of perusal ; -and the question is, how did this
very young mnn obtain all his learning ? - for in his waking
state, he is very ignorant and illiterate, and possessing, as it is
said, no knowledge of science whatsoever. His advantages
had also been of a limited kind ; -he had enjoyed little schooling ; and his occupation was that of a shoemaker's apprentice :

kow, then, did tlti'S lad of twenty obtain a knowledge as profound, as it is extensive and minute?
The Hebrew Professor of New York, it has been seen, con·
siders the Revelations of so "astounding" a character, as to
prove that Davis is "in a prreternatural state," and specially
commissioned by God to affirm the doctrines of Swedenborg.
This opinion he shares with many. While the ultra-mesmeric party, in their extravagant estimation of the capabilities
of Mesmerism, consider that the clairvoyant powers of the
youth have arrived at so etherialised and sublimated a condition, as to give him the knowledge he possesses through an
actual and quasi-personal inspection ; in other words, that he
knows all this to be true, because he sees it to be so. Under
this light, therefore, they regard his lectures as of authority,
-the authority of" nature" teaching through her own "voice."
These, then, are the views of the extreme sections : a little
examination may, perhaps, reduce the wonder to its real level.
Without denying the lectures to be very extraordinary, and
not to be explained upon common principles, I am not prepared
to say, that they are much more extraordinary, certain attendant circumstances being taken into consideration, thnn many
of the Revelntions that have previously been examined. Davis
was constantly surrounded by very learned and philosophical
visiters, and their presence would of course have its influence.
Neither can I quite believe, with Professor Bush, that there
has been no "cramming" in the matter : though I must admit
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that all the cramming in the world could not so have filled the
lad's mind, as to enable him to pour forth, from day to day, for
several months, long lectures and digressions de omni 1cibili,
and to answer with readiness and aptness the perplexing questions that were put to him. But I am persuaded that there has
been a little surreptitious reading, nothing very deep nor extensive, but sufficient to lay a sort of basis to build upon. An
unusual knowledge of detail exhibited by him in some branches
of study leads me to this opinion. His friends, indeed, all assert
that there has been no accessibility to books, and on this they
speak very positively : but they themselves may be mistaken.
It would be difficult for them to prove a negative. Many a
young lady in our suburban seminaries has the "Mysteries
of Udolpho," and "the Italian'' at her fingers' ends, of whose
ignorance in such polite branches of learning the presiding
genius of the establishment would speak with every confidence.
No quarantine can effectually shut out such intellectual smuggling. And so it may have been with young Davis. • Still
even a far greater amount of reading than what I am prepared
to tax him with, would come very short of explaining, in the
case of a young man under twenty, occupied as he was all day,
the prodigious, and indeed profound, stores of erudition which
he occasionally developed. The Mesmeric principle, in its very
highest condition, is of all solutions the only one which is able
to clear up the difficulty. That very peculiar exaltation of the
faculties t (to which I have so often referred), in an unusually
• Since the above was 'Written, I have met with an account of Davis,
given by the Rev. A. Bartlett, of Poughkeepsie, who says, that "he loved
books, especially controversial religious works, whenever be could borrow
them, and obtain leisure for their reading ; and that be was fond of asking
questions, and possessed an inquiring mind." Mr. Armatrong, however,
with whom he was apprenticed, says that his reading was most limited, and
confined to books of juvenile or narrative deseription. It is clear that his
reading laid a substratum of information.
t Dr. Radclyffe Hall, in a letter before referred to, speaking of a case of
Etherisation, where the patient developed an increase of mental power, adds
aneeringly, "nor does it approach in wonderfulness the ~t~perluu.ma manifeatations of increased intellectuality, deseribed by. Mr. Sandby and others."
Dr. Hall implies that there has been exaggeration on our part. Here, then,
ia a case of exaltation for him to study. - Lanett, April, 1847.
The reader is also referred to some judicious articles in the " Critic " on
the case of Andrew Davis,·
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intense and elevated state, accompanied by a transference of
thought of no common force from those en ropport, may solve
the problem, especially if we throw in the aid of " imagination "
and "invention," for much that is eTidently new and unborrowed. The history of Davis is either an infamous forgery
from first to last, - or a miracle, - or a mesmeric marvel.
The number and respectability of the witnesses completely
forbid the first conclusion : there are sufficient reasons for our
rejection of the second. Mesmerism in its noblest and most
exalted phase can alone come in to throw light on the mystery.
So far from Andrew Davis being a divine instrument for the
diffusion of Swedenborgianism, some of his statements are
strongly opposed to its very doctrines. When, therefore, is
he inspired ? - and when not? So much for the miracle.
Nay, some of his teachings are fearfully subversive of Christianity itself, especially in those passages which relate to the
miracles of the New Testament, as was shown in the last
chapter. He is orthodox on some points, and the veriest
heretic on others. That an able man, like Professor Bush,
should be caught by a temporary harmony of opinions, is one
of those illusions which it is the object of this chapter to dissipate. Andrew Davis, in fact, in his eloquent volubility, utters
much that is contradictory and inconsistent, and much also
that is nonsensical; unfortunately those points are alone remembered, which coincide with the special prepossessions of
his admirers. What, however, is true, is not new ; -and what
is new, I fear, is not exactly true. When the brain of Davis
has been impressed by a Swedenborgian, "the disclosures relate
to the world of spirits and the glories of the New Church:
when the impression comes from a Germanised scholar, the
philosophy of t.he "inner life," and of Kant, and of Schelling,
and of Oken, takes its tum. The "Vestiges of the Natural
History of Creation,"- the studies of Le Verrier and of
Adams, - disquisitions on prophets and prophecy all follow in
succession, like figures in a magic lantern, according as a
cosmologist, an astronomer, or a theologian have influenced
his organism. At one time, the young man is the regenerator
of society, and sent into the world to forward some coming
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reformation ; at another, he discusses the origin and affinities
of languages "with the most signal ability,"- in obedience to
some action on his brain from a disciple of Fourier, or a philologist. Almost every thing, in short, pnsses under review, as
the accidental rapport determines the order•: the lectures
show, like an intellectual kaleidescope, tJery cletJer, very curious,
but not at all convincing; and the " Poughkeepsie Seer,"
having done his work, and worn out the impulses that excite
this cerebral activity, will pass away as a meteor, like his predecessors before him, to give way to fresh "Voices from Na·
ture," equally prreternatural, and equally to be explained on
some homogeneous principle.
Something similar to the "Revelations" of Davis, though
greatly inferior in power, occurred a few years ago in one of
our midland counties. A short description of the case appeared in Zadkiel's Almannck for the year 1845. The "Prophetess," as the party was considered, caused at the time much
excitement and discussion. A clergyman, who took an interest
in her, actually declared that she was " The most illustrious
female visitant of this earth since the time of the Virgin Mary t:•
An examination, however, of the case will confirm what I have
just said in regard to Davis, that the opinions are rather transferred, second-hand as it were, from the brain of another per·
son, than the result of original intuition through the agency of
clairvoyance : in other words, that the patient, in a spiritualised
state, is re"ding th.e mind of the Mesmeriser, and nothing else.
A young girl, who had been brought up by her parents in
an unbelief and great ignorance of Scripture, had been Mesmerised on account of her health. She had been Mesmerised
by four different individuals, two of whom are friends of my
own, without any remarkable effects of a mental character
resulting. At last, she is 1\Iesmerised by a gentleman of strong
religious feelings, whose knowledge of Scripture is most profound and accurate, and w.hose theological tenets are somewhat
peculiar. Religion is, in fact, the uppermost occupation of his
mind ; and mark the effect at once on the patient. She
• The reader is referred back to page 88. for remarks on Transference of
Thought.
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straightway becomes in her sleep most · conversant with
the Bible ; -she compares one text with another ; - she
interprets the Old Testament by the New ; -she discovers
the deepest meaning in most abstruse chapters ; she is :an
expositor of what she declares are the real doctrines of the
Gospel. That a girl, almost ignorant of Scripture, should
accomplish all this, is regarded as supernatural ; - she is
considered as inspired, -called a prophetess ; - and for a
time no one could say what turn the delusion would take. •
The girl is next placed en rapp01·t, with a gentleman whose
studies are of an astrological character ; and her talk is
straightway of the "stars.'' She speaks, with accuracy, of
central suns, -of Jupiter and Herschel, - sees butterflies in
Sirius, and orange-trees in Andromeda. She is next placed
en rapport with several ladies, who declare that. their innermost thoughts are laid bare by the patient; and these parties
know not what to think. Like Davis, our prophetess, though
only eighteen years of age, is ignorant if notlting. Ask her
any question on any subject, and she answers with rapidity.
Of course great hubbub is raised, and the neighbourhood all
stirred up ; those who have a tendency towards religious
novelties, look for fresh revelations from the magical maid ;
those who adhere to the Evangelical section of the Church,
raise a cry of Satanic agency; while simple nature is forgotten,
and both sides overlook the fact that the patient is sympathetically united with the mind of the l\Iesmerist.t
. These transcendental revelations of E. A - - were on the
point of being published by the enthusiastic clergyman before
alluded to, when the affair fortunately sobered down. Our
• Meric Casaubon, speaking of some past wonders of an incredible character, said, " Had we not seen the like in these latter d.tys, upon the same
ground of divine revelations, acted and revived, it cannot be expected that
any man should have belief to credit such relations."- Treatile on Entl•u•iam~, cap. i.
t Of course, this supposed prophetess not only reads the mind of the Mesmeriser, but is farther gifted with that enlargement of the spiritual faculties,
which is so usual in the Mesmeric state, and which gives the additional
marvel to the whole transaction. It is this exaltation of soul that stamps
her "revelations" with the semblance of the miraculous. A description of
this case may be found in the " Family Herald," in a criticism on Zadkiel's
Almanack.
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prophetess, ~who in her waking state ia an amiable girl, and
knew nothing of what she had uttered in her sleep,) had described so much that was contradictory and impossible, that a
faith in the miracle materially aba~. Her powers have been
since turned to a more practical purpose. E - is a first-rate
introvisionist. Her clairvoyant faculty of investigating disease,
through an inspection of a patient's physical structure, is so
great, and has been so tested by experience, that she is much
consulted. A physician of large practice in her neighbourhood
has often called in her diagnostic aid, as it is said, with the
happiest results. This is one of the wisest methods of making
Mesmerism of service ; and if other prophets and prophetesses
would employ their clairvoyant talents in the same useful
direction, the prejudices against the art, on the score of its
pneternaturalism and nonsense, would in great measure pnss
away.
Sufficient evidence has been now adduced to identify the
condition of an ecstatico-prophetic somnambulist with that of a
mesmeric patient, and to test the truthfulness of each in tum ;
and a still further number of instances will be found in the
Appendix. Baron Feuchterleben, in his " Principles of Medical Psychology," calls Mesmerism a "half-philosophical, halfmedical, system," • and the appropriateness of the description
must be acknowledged. Aided, therefore, by the light of this
system, the Religionist and the Philosopher need no longer
repeat the old, but not exploded, blunder of crying out "miracle," or "impostor," at every anomalous extravagance, when a
slight physiological examination will explain the mystery. The
sameness and spontaneity of the symptoms in all countries, in
all ages, and under all conditions of life, is the great argument.
A young and most ignorant peasant girl, in some secluded
hamlet, has equally, with the most practised sleepwaker, developed certain phenomena; and the question is, where and
lww she learns her cunning ? There has been but one school
for all, the school of untaught, but misrepresented, and selfacting, nature !
• In his Chapter on lhe History of Psychology, p. 60. The Baron's
learned work is edited by Dr. Babington for the Sydenbam Society.
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One or two other instances of a somewhat different character,
though of the same family, may be also mentioned, which will
assist in illustrating th~ philosophy of the subject.
. The Sloane manuscripts, in the British Museum, give the
history of a man who used to work hard in his sleep, and
perform a number of strange antics. A few extracts will be
amusing.•
" Jonathan Coulston, of the 'county of York, in the twentieth
year of his age, and servant in husbandry, hath for about two
years and a half last past frequently fallen asleep in the performance of his work, and then will do as much as two or three
men ordinarily do, and very near as well.t In this state he is
excellent in all parts of haymaking, as strewing, raking, cocking, &c. One day when he was spreading hay, a lusty man
sat upon a haycock to try what he would do; when he came
to him, Jonathan took him by the shoulders, and grumbling,
gave him such a toss that he tumbled two or three times over;
a cur-dog being asleep on another haycock, he took him by the
legs and flung him as high as an ordinary house. He fodders
his master's cattle, binds them up in the barn in their respective
places, and unlooses them into the pasture. He delves in the
garden, digs turf on the common, runs very fast, and climbs
over stone walls near two yards high, without any harm. Once
he got up into a tree about eight yards high, and hooped and
hallooed as if he had been hunting a pack of dogs : his master
was in great concern to get him down, but shouting to him to
go to his work, he nimbly came down again. He plays at Put,
but often names the cards falsely, and holds the wrong side
towards him: he Puts every time, and takes up all the tricks :
he has several times stoo<l upon his head, leaning his hinder
parts to the side of the room, and in this posture he always
whistles.
• Sloane Collection, 403,404. 406. The MS. bas no date, and is anonymous,
but probably drawn up by Sir Hans Sloane, as it is like his handwriting.
t The Mesmeric reader, who poSSl!Sses Elliotson's "Numero.u Case&, ~c.,"
will find a similar story, at p. 45., respecting Samuel Chilton, the Sleeper at
Bath, - a story which Sir D. Brodie once brought forward as a proof that
Mesmerism were not a truth in nature ! Is Sir Benjamin of the same
opinion still?
y
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" Having been to spread dung one day last Christmas, he
came home, got his supper, and talked with the family over
the fire ; all this was whilst he was awake. About eight
o'clock he went out of the house from among them : as he retOI'Ded not in the time expected, they imagined he might be
asleep, and went to seek him, with a candle and lantern, in the
field, where they had wrought that day, and found him spreading
dung, in his shirt, at a furious rate, and in a most profuse sweat,
as he always is in this case, and suffers much by catching cold.
At first, he might have been awaked by shouting and pulling
him by the ears and nose,- but now, if theg were to be cut oJf,
'tis the opinion of the family he would not awake. They have
several strings or pieces of riband, given by his godmother, and
ns soon as he is toucAed with tAem, he falls as if he were knocked
on the head, and about two or three minutes lies as if he were
dead ; then begins to rub his eyes, and complains of great pain
in them ; if he sees any stranger about Aim wAen Ae awakes,
he is troubled. He tells every thing he knows in his dream,
which troubles him still more.
" All his motions in sleep are quick and vigorous, and his
countenance is more lively. When awake he is heavy and
stupid, and, as to his intellect, he may be said to be betwixt one
of common sense and an idiot. He was brought up a Quaker
till ten or twelve years old, and may stiU seem to Aave the
ligAt tDitAin. • I have had a relation of these things amongst
many others from my tenant, J. Reston, and his mother, and
two of his brothers, who are all sensible, honest, cautious persons, and twenty others, have been eye-witnesses. How these
things (the ribands) should produce such appearances in an
instant, 'tis difficult to account. Be these things as they will,
'tis certain there is no contrivance in the case. He answers
any question, if spoke to very loudly. Several other strings
have been tried, but to no purpose."
The Mesmeric characteristics of this case are clearly discernible, and help us towards its unriddling.
• We see here the ter.dency to find something of a religious character iu
these anomalous occurrences.
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I st. Coulston's great increase of strength in the sleep, "doing
as much work as two or three men ordinarily do," lifting up
and flinging men so easily and so high. I have seen a very
little girl, in the Mesmeric sleep, carry a stout man of six feet
high across a room with ease.
2d. The insensibility to pain; - a point at this present hour
not necessary to dwell upon.
3d. The touch of certain bits of riband from one person instantly producing a deep coma, but not any other pieces.
4th. Distress at the presence of a stranger on being awakened.
5th. Coulston mentioning facts in his sleep that he did not
wish to have known, and would not tell when awake.
6th. The improvement and liveliness of face and intellect :
at other times being nearly an idiot. •
These phenomena all show the source from where they sprang:
but inasmuch as the accidents of Coulston's condition did not
take a religious turn, nothing was said about the miraculous
nature of their origin ; and the sleeping Yorkshire boy was
simply the nine-days' wonder of his neighbourhood, -and a
perplexity for Sir Hans Sloane and his philosophical acquaintance.
Military annals record one or two occasions, on which some
poor fellows have been sharply dealt with by the martinets ot
their regiment, for what, in the phraseology of the Horse
Guru·ds, is called" Malingering,"- and in commoner parlance,
a pretence of sickness. A knowledge of the Mesmeric symptoms may lead to more caution in future.
Dr. Hennen, in his " Principles of Military Surgery," mentions the case of a soldier, which at one time made much noise
in the south-western part of England. He was called in his
regiment the "Sleeping Man,"- and was placed under Dr.
,. Gauthier quotes from Dr. Cboron, physician at the Hospital of the
Val-de- Grace, a Mesmeric fact illustrative ofthe text. He had mesmerised
a girl, aged SO, who bad been an idiot from her birth. In her sleep-waking
. atate, she became so intelligent, that no one would have supposed her to be
the aame person. Her parents were amazed, and cried with joy, "Oh, why
is she not always a Somnambulist I"- Gawtllier, p. 579.
T2
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H. in Hilsea Hospital, who describes it as a case of " somnolency combined with mental hallucination," and adds that
"there can be no doubt that grief and terror had a share in the
production of his disease." Many of the officers, and other
parties, who came to study the symptoms, considered the condition feigned, for this reason,- that some of the experiments
to test its truthfulness were successful to a certain extent ; but
the experiments simply proved the particular stage of the somnium, and that the sleep was not so deep as to leave the man
in an utter state of unconsciousness. Dr. H. himself says, that
" there is a dijference between this man's sleep and real sleep,"
-and therefore leads the reader to infer that it was all assumed. The soldier smiled, I believe, and blushed in his
sleep, according as certain observations were made in his presence;- n.nd Dr. Hennen, who knew nothing of the sleepwaking state, in which far stranger incidents are constantly
developed, concluded from thence that it was not all genuine
nature. Much, however, remained inexplicable. The man
bore "a great many severe shocks from the electrical machine,"•
-and "the injection of hartshorn into his nostrils." " He was
in a state of torpor: be lay without motion in bed; his eye.s
remained, during the day, immoveably open, unless when
roughly touched." Dr. Hennen closes the narrative in giving
one lesson to the profession ; the man gradually improved
through gentle treatment.
Dr. Beck, in his Medicn.l Jurisprudence, furnishes a similar
case,- that of Phineus Adams, a soldier in the Somerset
Militia, aged 18, who was confined in gaol for desertion. This
man was constantly lying in a state of insensibility, resisting a
variety of remedies that were employed to rouse him, such as
thrusting snuff up the nostrils, electric shocks, powerful medicines, &c. When any of his limbs were raised, they fell with
a leaden weight of total inanimation. Pins were thrust under
l1is finger-nails to excite sensation. The operation of scalping
• TI1e shock of an electrical machine was applied to Elizabeth Okey, and
of the electric eel to another patient, without an evidence of sensation. See
Elliotson's Pamphlet, p. SO. The reader should also turn to p. 42., for the
explanation of the •letp-waAlng condition, and the rationale of the phrase.
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(to ascertain whether there was not a depression of the brain)
was performed : the incisions were made, -the scalp drawn
up, and the head examined. During all this time Adams manifested no audible sign of pain or sensibility, except when the
instrument, with which the head was scraped, was applied. He
then, but only once, uttered a groan.• How similar is all this
to the ease of Wombell, which chloroform has proved to be no
longer alien to the laws of nature!
There is a passage in Carlyle's Sartor Resartus, in the
Chapter on Natural Supernaturalism, so cleverly expressed,
and so pertinent to much that has been stated, that a few extracts must be offered.
"But is it not the deepest law of nature that she be constant?"
-cries an illuminated class : " Is not the machine of the universe fixed to move by unalterable rules?" Probable enough,
good friends; nay, I too must believe that nature, that the
universe, does move by the most unalterable rules. And now,
of you too I make the old inquiry : what those same unalterable
rules, forming the complete statute-book of nature, may possibly be?
" They stand written in our works of science- say you : in
the records of man's experience. Was man, with his experience, present at the creation, then, to see how it all went
on ? Have any deepest scientific individuals yet dived down to
the foundations of the universe, and gauged every thing there?
These scientific individuals have been nowhere but where we
also are; have only seen some hand-breadths deeper than we see
into the deep that is infinite, without bottom, as without shore.
" System of nature ! To the wisest man, all experience
thereof limits itself to some few computed centuries, and
measured square miles.
"Volume of nature I And truly a volume it is, whose Author
nnd Writer is God. To read it ! Dost thou, does man, so much
as know the alphabet thereof? With its words, its sentences,
and grand descriptive pages? It is a volume written in eeles•
• Beck, p. 19.
army.
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tial hieroglyphics, of which even Prophets are happy that they
can read, here and there, a line!"
To return, however, to the question of mental and Mesmeric sympathy, there is every probability that the modern
miracles in Egypt, which Lord Prudhoe witnessed, and which
have so perplexed the learned of this country to explain, have
some connection with this "transfer of thought," of which we
have been speaking. • Dr. Collyer has written an able work
on the subject ; he supposes that a vital electricity is the
medium of communication from mind to mind; causing an
"embodiment of thought" on the brain or mind of another.t
By this embodiment of thought the prophetess reads the mind
of her Mesmeriser, and transfers his Scriptural acquirements
into her own brain ; and by the same embodiment the .Arabian
boy became acquainted with the likenesses of Nelson, of Shakspeare, and of the brother of Major Felix, and so perplexed the
noble traveller and his numerous critics. It has been said by
recent travellers that this Egyptian boy bas lately failed. A
hundred failures cannot upset one positive fact. The probability is, that the brain has been overfatigued by too much
work : this is constantly the case in clairvoyance, and then the
cry is raised of imposture: -for example, with Alexis.
In short, we are but in the infancy of our Mesmeric knowledge. Not only may the oracles of old, those for instance of
Delphi, be explained by the responses of a magnetic somnambulist in the highest state of lucidity, but it may even be
suggested to the philosophic inquirer to pursue the topic into a
wider field. It may be possible .that the sympathy of Mes• " Numerous expl'riments seem to show," says Mr. Lloyd, " that the
Mesmeric influence is capable of reflection from polished surfaces, and some
acquaintance with this fact, or othl'rs resulting from the ssme general law,
may probably have led to the employment of mirrors in various forms of
magic, from the engraved mirrors of the Etruscans, to the mirrors of the
middle ages, such as that in which Lord Surrey was said to have beheld a
vision of the fair Geraldine, and to the globule of ink in the palm of the
Egyptian boy at the present day."~ ZoiBt, vol. iii. p. SIS. A good deal
more to the same purpose will be found in the paper from which the abofe
is extracted.
' t See " Psychography, or the Embodiment of Thought," by Dr. Collyer.
See also" The People's Phrenological Journal," No. XLIV.
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merle action may throw a light on the hysteric excitement, by
which large multitudes of men are stirred up into a strange
contagious enthusiasm. Dr. Bertrand, in his well-known work,
contends strongly for this opinion. The prophets of the Cevennes, the nuns of Loudon, the convulsionaires of St.
Medard, are cited by him as instances of proof. We might add
to this list the strange sect of the Flagellants of Hungary and
Bohemia, hi the fifteenth century. L'Enfant, in the "History
of the Council of Constance," gives a curious account of this
heresy; and states that this love of self-flagellation became a
perfect "furor," and so contagious was it, that some contemporaries deemed it as " supernatural, and the inspiration of
Heaven ; " - others " regarded it as the suggestion of an evil
spirit." • The enthusiasm of the Quakers at their first establishment,- of the Methodists in their early days,- and in
our own time the wildness and madness of the "unknown
tongues," may all fall under the same class. A panic on board
a ship, excitement in the field of battle, applause in a crowded
theatre, make some approach to the same character. And when
in these and similar eases we add the nrinciple of imitation to
the contagious influence of Mesmeric power,- we catch a
clue that unravels much that is mysterious in the conduct of
man; we see how intimately we are all united t, physically as
well as morally; sympathy and the force ~f attraction are called
into being where it is little suspected,
" Striking the electric chain wherewith we are darkly bound"

one with another! Maxwell, whom we have before quoted,
speaks of a "vital or universal spirit," by virtue of which
"wonders may be performed ; "- and which was the "great
• This is so exactly a counterpart of what occurs at every other strange
appearance, that the words should be quoted: " Elle avait un air surnaturel qui faisait juger aux uns que c'etait une
inspiration du ciel, pendant que les autres Ia regardaient comme une suggestion du mauvais Esprit."- Hinoirt du Concile de Con•tanct, liv. v.
t " Without being mesmerised by special manipulations, bow often do we
think of persons . who are approaching before they come in sight I How
often do we simultaneously write or start the same ideas in conversation I
&c. All such occurrences have been explained upon the principle of coineidence or mere chance,-ht, &c."- Spenctr Hall, p. 13.
Y4
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secret of witchcraft." • Our illustrious Bacon seems also to
have known somewhat of the Mesmeric principle, when he says
that it " certainly is agreeable to reason that there are some
light eftluxions from spirit to spirit, wAen men.are in presence
one with another, as well as from body to body.'' He adds, that
there is " a S!JmpatAg of individuals, so that there should remain
a transmwion of virtue from the one to the other ; " and he also
wrote on "experiments touching the emission of immateriate
virtues from the minds and spirits of men, either by affections
or by imaginations, or by other impressions.'' All this is very
remarkable language from the great father of instructive phi~
losophy: and Bacon, who considered the knowledge of man to
man as the most important of all knowledge, adds this usefnl
caution, as a rule for every inquirer: " We have set it down as
a law to ourselves, to examine things to the bottom, and not to
receive upon credit, or reject upon improbabilities, until there
hath passed a due examination.'' "Much," he says again, "will
be left to experience and probation, whereunto indications can~
not fully reach.'' t And in accordance with these great principles of instructive philosophy by experiment and observation,
the statements related in this chapter are presented to the consideration of the student.
• Maswell, De Me&ci,.P Maf111dicti.

Frankfort, 1679. "Spiritum uni-

versalem, si i11dn"ne"ti•/wc qriritv impref111ati• ""'' fueri•, in ausilium vocabis:
mognum Magorum secretum."- Aphori.mta, lsxvili. p. 182.

t

See Bacon's" Natural History." Century 10.
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CHAP. VIIL
GENERAL RULES FOR JIESMEIUSING.- DOME8TIC JIESMEIUSJI. -SLEEP NOT
NECESSARY.-DIFFERENCE OF EFFECT8.-CAN ANY ONE MESMEIUSE?JIODES OF MESJIEIUSING.-PATIENT NOT TO BE AWAKENED.- LENGTH•
ENED SLEEP NOT DANGEROUS.-METBODS OF DEJIESJIEIUSING.-EXER•
TION OF THE WILl.- WARMTH.- BENEFIT FROM EXPEIUMENTS. -GOOD
BLEEP AT NIGBT.-ABSENCE OF JIESJIERISER AND CONTACT OF TRIBD
l'ABTY.-CLASS OF DISEASES AFFECTED BY lllESJIEIUSJI.-EPILEPSY.ORGANIC DISEASE.- PARALYSIS.- DIFFERENT STAGES OF MESJIEIUC
CONDITION.- FRJ:EiOM OF MANNER. -CLAIRVOYANCE. -CONCLUSION•

.AND now, after all, what is the process by which this peculiar
condition of the human frame is most easily induced, or maintained or managed ? in other words, what is the right method
of Mesmerising ?
In giving instructions under this head, my object is to
encourage DOMESTIC MEsMEmSM ;-to enable fathers or mo·
thers, husbands or wives, brothers or sisters, to relieve the
sick members of a family through its soothing influence, and
assist nature in her work. • Not that, by any means, am I
setting up this treatment as a rival to the medical art,-as some
charm or specific that is to supersede every other appliance,
and at once to dispense with the contents of the Pharmacopreia.
Such notions would only foster a disappointing quackery. It
is true, indeed, that on several occasions the mesmeric power
has so "revolutionised the whole system,'' and wrought with
such extraordinary efficacy upon a diseased habit of body, that
the patient has been enabled to discard every other item of
medical treatment, and to rely, in his progress towards recovery,
upon this power alone. It is true, also, that in certain con·
• I would also add Paroeltial Me,..,.Um, by a clergyman, for his
parishioners. I quote from a popular periodical: " It strikes us Tery
forcibly, that, on many or these occasions (a visit to a sick·bed). a mini.stn
of the gospel would find the composing treatment or Mesmerism a useful
ally. He might, through its means and with the blessing or God, allay
many a sharp pain, aasist a feverish and sleepless aulferer, &c."- Clawrcla of
E.,t.att JovrtUil, voL ii. No. 92. See my own experience, p. 185. or this
work. See also Y"atal MDgadiam. by ReT. T. Pyae.
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stitutions there would appear to exist some repellant principle
between medicine and Mesmerism, through which the latter
will not always act harmoniously with the former. But these
are exceptions, on which experience can alone instruct the
student. 1tly wish is rather to recommend the adoption of
Mesmeric practice, conjointlg and in strict accordance with
medical advice;-to have magnetism thrown in, as it were,
supplementarily to every thing else. If this plan were constantly pursued in families, by its own members, and at their
own time, the amount of human relief that would be afforded
would be incalculable. What is generally required in a sickroom is either something that shall assist a feverish patient
in obtaining a remission of cerebral activity,- something
that shall tranquillise the nervous system,-something that
shall relieve pain or render it endurable,-something that may
check inflammation without weakening the constitution. For
all these purposes the " healing hand • " of the magnetiser acts
repeatedly with promptness and success. It is, indeed, my firm
persuasion, that if Mesmerism were extensively used by the
healthy members of a household for the benefit of its sicklier
portion, many an illness would be cut short at its commencement,- many a disease abated of its intensity and shortened in
its duration,-many an organic and incurable malady receive
palliation and respite, and many a life prolonged with comparative comfort to the sufferer. Mesmerism works no miracles,but it often effects great wonders; it sometimes assists the action
of medicine when its power has become all but dormant, and
gives tone, sleep, and ease, when every other remedy has failed
or lost its virtue.
Dr. Esdaile, who has employed Mesmerism so largely for
surgical operations, declares that its power as a remedial agent
is still more efficacious and useful. t' Dr. Elliotson has said the
• Virgil speaks of the " manu nudica Phrebique potentibua herbis.".JE...id. xii. 402.
t " The great field for a display of its usefulness is in the treatment ol
medical diseases, where it often comes to our aid when all other resources
have failed." - Letter frum Dr. E•daih. Zout, voL v. P• 191. "The ia.
estimable blessingR of Mesmerism in the alleviation of diseases are of greater
extent than its application in operations, &c."-Dr. EUiotaon. ZoUt, vol. iY.
p. 580.
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same thing. And when we know that this influence is capable
of inducing the very same insensibility to pain that is procured
by such formidable agents as ether and chloroform, we may
well believe that its action on the human frame must be most
searching and transforming, so much so indeed as oftentimes to
bring ·on an 'actual "revolution" in the system. This is the
phrase, indeed, that Dr. Esdaile himself employs. • And thus
it is, that, in more ways than one, chloroform and ether confirm
the usefulness of Mesmerism.
Before, however, that we enter upon directions for its use,
there are two preliminary points, with which it is desirable
that the learner should be impressed.
1st, That sleep is by no means indispensably necessary in
proof of an effect. The ordinary notion on this head is, that
sleep is the secret of the whole system. " I am sure you cannot send me to sleep," is the vulgar cry of the supercilious
opponent; and if no somnolency be induced, his conclusion is,
that no influence has been imparted. Now, in the first place,
it is any thing but a correct inference, that because a person in
health may not have been rendered somnolent, the same party
would not be easily affected when in a different habit of body.
Mesmerism, as Mr. Newnham says, is the "Medicine ofNature,"
and it is the sick and the suffering that nature has predisposed
and fitted for its influence. t But, secondly, even with the
sickliest patient, the absence of coma is no proof of the absence
of action. Essential benefit may be communicated, and the
invalid remain as wakeful and conscious as ever. Sleep is, in
truth, a satisfactory symptom, from the intelligible evidence
that it affords that some action has commenced ; but Mesmeric
annals record numerous cases of alleviation and cure, where
• " Mesmeric coma revolutionists the whole system, and every other constitutional atrection is for the time suspended."- Dr. Eldailt'. India, p. 170.
f Gauthier says, " Out of a hundred persons in good health, two thirds
will perceive no etrect, and the other third a very slight etrect."- T. P. p. 19.
Dr. Esdaile says, " Debility of the nenous system predisposes to the easy
reception of Mesmerism," p. 26. Preface. Mr. Newoham obsenes, that
" &USCeptibility i~ greatly increased in emaciated persons, who have been
enfeebled by chronic disease,"-and be adds, that" women are more SUS•
ceptible. than men, because of the much greater mobility of their nenous
.,.stem." Chapter vii.
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little or no somnolency has been imparted. Miss Martineau's
is a striking instance. "I longed," she says, "to enjoy the
Mesmeric sleep : the sleep never came, and except the great
marvel of restored health, I have experienced less of the
wonders than I have observed in others." (p. 14.) Mr. Townsbend, speaking of a foreign Mesmeriser, says, " Many of his
patients got well under daily Mesmerising, without having
experienced any drowsiness or extraordinary symptom whatever." (Preface, p. 24.) Dr. Elliotson had a patient, whom he
Mesmerized for four months half an hour daily, before he could
send her to sleep for more than a minute or two, and then she
became extremely susceptible. (Zoist, vol. ii. 197.) I know
several other instances of the same kind, and have myself
removed sharp local pain without inducing any somnolency
whatever. Let, therefore, the inexperienced Mesmeriser be not
disheartened at an apparent failure from the absence of sleep. •
2dly, In naming the different methods of Mesmerising, we
can only touch upon the general characteristics of the condition
induced. No certain effects can be predicated or depended upon.
Nature is infinitely various, and the various complexities of
the human constitution, of course, give out the most various
operations for their result. t Exceptions and idiosyncrasies
must be looked for. For instance, Mr. Snewing, in his interesting letter, says, that "so far from the passes bringing on
a sleepy influence, they seemed to banish sleep; when, in
ordinary circumstances, he should have been asleep in a few
minutes." A curative effect was, however, equally obtained :
" he was better, and the pain in his head relieved."t Medical
men bring this want of uniformity in Mesmerism as a
charge against the art, and a proof of its uselessness, as if their
own systems of treatment, their etherisation, and their opiates,
did not occasionally induce the very opposite effects to those
• • In the Critic J ouroal for March, I 845, is a case of a severe attack at
gout cured by Mesmerism, though no "somnolence appeared," p. 409.
The readeris also referred back to Chapter Ill. for cures effeeted by Captsio
Valiant and Mr. Thompson without the induction of sleep. Dr. Ashburner
and Mr. D. Hands can offer evidence on the same point.
t See Chapter I. p. 75. on this want of uniformity in Mesmerism.
f Zoist, vol. v. p. 287,
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intended. To mention one instance, I have seen creosote, which ·
is repeatedly given to counteract sickness, nay, even seasickness, actually bring on the most violent retching and nausea.
This would be no argument against its value for common use,
any more than the anomalies of Mesmerism are any evidence
against its more general facts : but these anomalies are now
alluded to by way of caution to the young Magnetiser, that he
may remember that in presenting these instructions for his
guidance, I only pretend to offer some broad and general rules,those salient points in the practice which observation has shown
to be most applicable to the largest number of patients, and
that his own judgment and experience must assist him in
supplying all the rest. •
The first question that presents itself is, Can any one Mesmerise? Is it a gift appertaining to some few and favoured
individuals,-or a property common to the whole human race?
My answer is, any one in good health can Mesmerise: nay,
persons of a weak and even sickly constitution can Mesmerise :
but it is not to be recommended either for themselves,ror for
their patients. Teste says that "facts have conspired to prove
to him that there exists in man, and probably in all organised
beings, a subtle agent, a cause or product of life, transferable
from one individual to another t;" and this I believe that additional observation will affirm. The conclusion, then, is, that
every member of a family, who is in the enjoyment of an
equable state of health, and free from pain or sickness of body,
is qualified to Mesmerise. " The stronger and healthier a person is," says Elliotson, "the greater, other things being equal,
is his Mesmeric power." He adds again, "I am inclined to
believe that, besides the difference of health, strength, activity,
and bulk, very little difference of Mesmeric power exists
• "No two constitutions are alike; and the nenous system exhibits a
separate character in every separate person. It is of importance to remember that the variability of the recipients does by no means prove the agent
itself variable."- ToiOIUAelld, p. 298.
t Teste's Magnetism, p. 150. He says, in another place, "I think that
this influence is co...tantly ezerUd, though in a latent way, in such a manner
that all men, and probably all the beings of nature, are reciprocally and illceuantly magnetised." (p. SS.) j
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amongst us ; and that the great difference of effects is referrible
to the person Mesmerised. • At the same time, observation
would seem to show that different Mesmerisers suit differeni
patients; and that some have a peculiar power for controlling
and removing certain peculiar diseases. t On the other hand,
some Mesmerisers produce an unfavourable effect with particular parties, or while they are very successful with one disorder,
can hardly touch another. Teste says, "There sometimes exists
between the Magnetiser and the individual who submits himself to him, a certain moral antipathy, which nothing can dissipate. This circumstance is unfavourable. " ( p. 44.) Dr.
Elliotson says, "There appears to be a difference in the character of the Mesmeric influence of different persons; for some
patients experience comfort from one Mesmeriser, and discomfort, head-ache, &c. from another." ( Zoist, iii. 52.) As a general
rule, however, it may be shortly stated, that any person in good
health is capable of Mesmerising. t
Certain moral qualifications have been refen-ed to in a previous chapter : it may be desirable to repeat that patience,
gentleness, andjirmne11, are among the most essential.§
We will now suppose that a member of a family is prepared
• Zoist, vol iii. p. 49. This whole paper by Dr. E. is particularly
recommended to the Mesmeric student for its various information.
t Gauthier, who considers these points very fully.- Traite Pratiqw,
p. 64. and p. 316.
f Deleuze says, " I ought to mention, as a condition essential to the success of every treatment, that the Magnetiser should be in the enjoyment of
good health, &c."- ln&tructi011 Pratique, p. 2S9.
§ "Hensler (a great German physiologist) asserts, that, in magnetising,
everything depends on the harmony of the original magnetic disposition in
the magnetiser and magnetised. Hensler divided all men into four classes :
those who have no magnetism,- those who have a fiery one, -those who
have a cold moist one, -and those who hue a mixed one; proving, from
example, that when the magnetiser possesses the same magnetism as the
patient, the cure will follow, as certainly as it will be prevented, if the magnetism on both sides do not correspond."- Wolfgang Mt11Ztf• GeT111411
Littratvre, vol. iii. p. 66.
How far the above description be fanciful, I pretend not to judge. The
Germans have deeply studied the subject, though they are sometimes more
visionary than practical, and their opinions deserve consideration. Speaking
of Mesmerism, Menzel himself says, "This discovery is certainly one of the
most important that has ever been made, and one which redounds to 1M glmy
of our country." Vol. iii.
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to commence the Mesmeric treatment with a sick relative, and

that the latter is able to sit up in an easy chair. An hour
should be selected at which the sittings could be renewed as
nearly as possible, each day, at the same time ; for with many
patients punctuality in this respect is found to assist the influence. Silence of course is necessary : and it is better that
not more than one or two persons be present ; and the patient
should be particularly recommended to be passive and easy, to
banish all fears • and indulge every hope, and to trust in the
mercies of a benevolent Providence.
1 The Mesmeriser, being seated opposite to, and a little higher
/ than, the patient, and having concentrated his thoughts on the
business before him, may begin by placing his hand gently on
) the head of the other. After a few moments, be will draw it
slowly down the forehead, point the fingers, slightly separated,
at the eyes, without touching them; and then make some
passes downwards, at the distance of one or two inches over
the face and chest to about as far as the pit of the stomach.
On each occasion of raising the hand to repeat the movement,
, be must be careful to remove it by an easy sweep to the outside of the body, or at least to close the fingers up, so as- not
' to produce a counter-current in ascending. He will continue
these passes for some minutes, always remembering to carry
the action downwards, gradually to the knees, and ultimately
to the feet.
The above is the method that I consider most pleasant and
most generally efficacious : some patients, however, cannot bear
to have the head touched ; with them it would be necessary to
begin in a different way.
Deleuze, who had enjoyed more than thirty-five years' experience, recommends "you to take the thumbs of the patient
between your own fingers, so that the inside of your thumbs
may touch the inside of his, and to fix your eyes upon him.
You are to remain in this situation from two to five minutes,
1

• "I have always found," says Mr. Townshend," fear to be in Mesmerism
a disturbing force." (p. 78.) Mr. Newnbam says," Di1bUitjof the patient
is alw11ye an obstacle to eucc:essful magnetiaation, like want of confidence in
a medic:al man il an obstacle to med.ic:al treatment." (p. 112. )
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until you perceive that there is an equal degree of warmth
between your thumbs and his; - that being done, you wiU
withdraw your bands, one to the right, and the other to the
left, moving them so that the interior surface or palm be turned
outwards ; you will then raise them as high as the head, place
them upon his shoulders, leave them there for a minute, and
then draw them along the arm to the extremity of the fingers,
touching gently. You will, then, commence the passes or downward movements of the bands, at a little distance from the body
(as before described), and continue. this sort of process during
the greater part of the sitting. •
Dr. Elliotson, in a paper in the Zoilt, has quoted some instructions of his own, which are here repeated for their clearness and easiness of application. " I showed his wife how to
make tJery slow passes from opposite his forehead to opposite
his stomach with one hand, held at the distance of a few
inches from his face, both parties lookin.~ at each other in
perfect silence, and all in the room being perfectly still, for at
least half an hour, and nt least once a day. I told her she
might change her hand when it was tired, and that she must
either stand before or at one side of her husband, or sit a good
deal higher than he was, or her hand would soon tire ; that, if
be should go to sleep, sl1e had better continue the passes till the
sleep was deep, and then contentedly allow it to expend itself,
as it was sure to do sooner or later. At the same time, I
begged him to omit all medicine, and live just as had always
been his habit. This was done ; and he obtained a complete
recovery."t
I have great opinion of the efficacy of resting the hands upon
the patient's shoulder, at the commencement of a sitting; and I
fancy that I have seen, on some occasions, still further success
by the Mesmeriser crossing his arms and placing his right band
upon the right shoulder, and his left on the left of the patient.
With some parties, however, the very reverse would succeed
best. Polarity has probably much to do in the matter. t
• Deleuze, chap. ii. p. 25.
Zoist, vol. v. p. 235. Cure of intense Nen·ous Affections, &c.
f The student is particularly referred to Reichenbach's Chapter on
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If none of these methods seem to succeed, the points of the
fingers may be held steadily to the eyes, about an inch off, for
some little time. • The patient is not required to stare at the
Mesmeriser, nor even to open his eyes : though, if he do, a
quicker action may be anticipated ; but "staring " is an unpleasant process, and one that I am far from suggesting. It is
not sufficiently composing to the nervous system, is an uncom•
fortable exertion for an invalid, and has a tendency to distreu
the bl!&in ; but the pointing the fingers near to the eyelids,
when they are closed down, is a most efficacious method, though
not one with which I like to begin a sitting, especially if it be
a patient's first trial. It is an excellent plan for seconding the
introductory manipulations, after the influence has a little cir·
culated into ~he system, and especially for deepening the coma,
if the patient has only dropped off into a light slumber. t
Mter that these various methods have been pursued for a
little time, with some patients for only five minutes, with some
for fifteen or more, and with the average for about ten, the
first symptoms of an influence will probably develop themselves. The eyes will begin to wink,- the eye-lids to quiver
and droop,- the patient will sigh gently,- sometimes swallow
a little saliva, and sometimes yawn, -at last the eyes will
close, and the patient be asleep. The operator should thea
continue the passes downwards f, slowly and without contaet
Drudinn., p. 93. "With the cross hands (of the healthy) all action was
arrested; wherea~ with the si~k, the author's force was overwhelming." See
also agsin, p. 105. of'the same work.
• " I found," says Dr. Elliotson, speaking of a particular case, " that
pointinp: the fingers towards the eyes at the distance of an inch or two had
more effect than making passes."- Zoi.t, vol. ii. p. 49.
t " 'I)Ie modes of inducing the sleep are endless; and just as an operator
may have &C'cidentally met with persona more affected by a particular
method, or may have accustomed them to it, or may have acquired the
habit of operating in a particular method with more ease and energy, he
will praise this method or that. Steady perseverance day after day, be it for
weeka or months, for at least half an hour, ia the greatest point. It is best
to try all ways in tum, till an efficient way is found."~ Dr. EQioUolt.
Zoitrt, vol. i. p. S 11?.
f I have mentioned, at p. 174., the evil effects of making upward passes.
Gauthier, at p. 102., gives quotations from 1\Jeamer, Puyaegur, D'Eslon,
and Deleuze to the same effect. If they do no other harm, th~y would probably awaken a aleeper.

z
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(unless some local Mesmerisation be needed), carrying the
influence towards the knees and the feet.
After a time, if the patient remain quiet, and exhibit the
common indications of slumber, you may speak softly to him,
and ask, "if he be asleep?" If he answer in the affirmative,
he is what is called "somnambulist," and you may regard his
condition as at once distinct from that of common sleep. Somnambulism must not be generally expected at the first sitting~
Gauthier says, " in not more than ten cases out of a hundred ; "
( T. P. p. 70.) ; other magnetists will, perhaps, scarcely allow of
so great a disproportion.
Do not Mesmerise the head too much : it has a tendency to
produce a· head-ache, which will be felt, after the patient is
awakened.
•
If the patient become hysterical, or begin to laugh or to cry,
stop it at once with firmness but gentleness ; take hold of his
hand, or place your own upon his chest, and require him to
be composed. A quiet and serious manner on your own pari
will gradually induce quietness with him.
The passes may be continued for about half an hour; a
longer time is not necessary, as a general rule ; some even say,
for only a quarter of an hour ; and if at the expiration of that
period, the patient has not exhibited impressionability to the
influence of sleep, the operator should leave off, and renew the
manipulations the next day, as nearly as possible, at the same
time. The absence of sleep, it has been already shown, is no
proof of the absence of action or of a beneficial influence.
The question, that now presents itself, is whether the patient
should be awakened, when the time is come for the Mesmeriser
to return home ? As a general rule, most certainlg not. There
are some patients, indeed, who cannot.bear the ·absence of the
Mesmeriser, and whom, therefore, it would be imprudent for
him to leave asleep ; and these, of course, must be awakened:
but the longer that the sleep continues, the greater generally is
the benefit, and I would a/wags recommend the Mesmeriser to
retire, if possible, without disturbing the patient. The latter
will probably wake up in a quarter of an hour ; but if not, the
longer he sleeps, the better for him. Elliotson says, "If I have
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my own. way, and have no special reason for deviating from a
general rule, I would never wake a patient."
There is an idle notion abroad, that persons may never awake
again from a Mesmeric sleep, and great alarm is sometimes felt
at the prolongation of the slumber. A more erroneous opinion
never existed : they are &ure to wake up one time or other; and.
the less that they are disturbed or troubled by efforts of awakening in these long trances, the sooner will the influence wear itself
out. The attempts at arousing a sleeper often seem to have
the effect of deepening the coma;- but if we wait patiently,
let it be even for twenty-four hours or more, we shall be rewarded by the result. In a previous chapter•, I l1ave referred
to some instances of this lengthened slumber, and showed its
harmlessness. At any rate, we must not employ any strong
measures towards awakening the sleeper. Dr. Elliotson says,
"It is in truth highly improper to use violent means to rouse
persons in sleep-waking, whether spontaneous or induced by
Mesmerism. The mere state is free from danger, and expends
itself.sooner or later. If the patient is still, the repose is harmless ; and if he is moving about, he will at length be still or
awake, and care should only be taken that he do not hurt himself. To wake persons suddenly and roughly, even from common sleep, is improper."t
If, however, when the half-hour or hour be expired, it be
expedient to awaken the patient, a few gentle methods will
usually succeed. But, first, we should always give him noticethat we are going to arouse him, otherwise he may awake distressed or startled. Sometimes, the mere telling the sleeper to·
wake up is sufficient: it is better, however, in this case to give·
him a little leisure for preparation, and to require him to rouse
up in two or three minutes.
The best methods for demesm~ising are the opposite to those
f Mesmerising. The application of cold instead of warmth,
apid transverse or upward passes across the face and eyes, lowing upon the eyes,- touching or drinking cold water,
aising a current of fresh air by waving a handkerchief, and
ening the door,- cold steel, as, for instance, the fire-ironS)

t

• Page 134.
• 2

Zoist, vol. iii. p. 41.
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applied to the forehead,- are the plans most generally adopted.
Some succeed best with one case, and some with another. The
sleeper on awakening should always have time given him to
recover, before be be addressed.
It is a good regulation, in cases of a serious or unpleasant
illness, for the Mesmeriser to wash his hands immediately after
the 1iance is over, both to avoid the retaining any bad eft'ects
himself, or communicating the same to others. Allusion baa
not been made to the necessity of cleanliness, as preliminary to
the manipulations : it is so obvious and indispensable, that
reference would appear idle. I mention it, however, because I
believe that ablution actually a~lilt6 the transmission of the
influence, -that a well-washed band will communicate the
power both more readily as well as more pleasantly.
The above are those general rules, that apply to the young
practitioner's first essay with Mesmerism. Gauthier and other
French writers from thence proceed to the most minute in·structions, -turning a simple process into a wearisome study.
Without denying the correctness of their views, I shall confine
myself to those further points in the practice, which the most
experienced magnetists appear to regard as most important.
Among the first, is the exertion of the will. Many Mesmerists attach the greatest value to the power of the will
towards eft'ecting an impression, and some have produced
the greatest marvels by its means. In two small pamphlets in
the British Museum, published in 1i90, and written by praciical men, the greatest stress is placed on willing. "Let there
be a constant intention within you : keep up an idea of the
~mplaint that you wish to remove." "Constant intention is a
great promoter of success, strange as it may seem." "Exert
the will, - determine to do good." " Exert all the tJolition
you are possessed of." This .point is pressed over and over
again by both writers with the greatest earnestness ; and later
Mesmerists use the same language. In the fifth volume of the
Zoist, are two very striking letters from Dr. Ashburner, and
Mr. Thompson "On the Power of the Will."• Deleuze says,
that " the first condition of magnetising is to will, - that the
• Page 253.
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will is necessary to conduct the fluid, and to maintain a proper
action ; " and Mr. Townshend, in his chapter on the "Mesmeric
Medium," enters at length on the subject. " When attention
remits," he says, " there is a remission of Mesmeric power :"
and he mentions an instance of a patient, who, although he had
his eyes closed and his limbs paralysed in the torpor of the
Mesmeric slumber, was not slow to perceive the wanderings of
his attention, and called out to him constantly and coincidently
with the remission of his thoughts, - " You influence me no
longer- you are not exerting yourself."•
Another valuable adjuvant is Warmth. Jussieu stated in
his report that Warmth (chaleur animale) was a principal
source of magnetic success. Gauthier says that the communication of Warmth is one of the causes of magnetic somnambulism. Dr. Esdaile has pointed out the great importance of
Warmth for the happy termination of surgical operations in
the Mesmeric sleep ; and Dr. Elliotson observes, " This is an
opportunity for stating the greater Mesmeric susceptibility of
persons, and the greater power of Mesmerisers, if the respective
party is warm. The apartment, the two parties, and the Mesmerising hand should be comfortably warm. Patients have
frequently assured me that the effect of my passes was much
.less when my hand was cold, though I felt elsewhere warm and
I comfortable. All the susceptibilities and powers of a living
frame, even the power of thinking, are lessened by cold."t
Experiments are also very useful, and rather to be encou•
raged than otherwise. When the brain of the sleeper has become to a degree active, and he has passed from the stupor
into what is called sleep-waking, the more a cheerful conversa•
tion is carried on the better ; some patients, indeed, do not like
to be spoken to, or to answer ; some, on the contrary, are
• Townshend's Facts, p. :no.
f Zoist, vol. vi. p. 6. Maxwell, in the old Treatise so often referred to,
considers that diseases and health are communicat..d from man to man, and
mentiona various ways 1 among them be mentiona the i.,.,..ihk per9Jiratiml,
" Sudor, igitur, et insensibilis dicta a medicia perspiratio, DOD mere exere.
mentitia aunt, verum etiam resolutu corporis particulas eeeum vehere convincitur. Hinc fit, ut in Medicina Magnetic& m~ximi usus sint," &c.Liber ii. cap. 16.
z
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annoyed if they are not addressed ; with the majority, I should
say, that it were desirable to converse a little. If, however,
the patient bas not passed into the sleep-waking state, " the
deeper the sleep can be made by breathing, continued pa~
laying the fingers over the eye-balls, or the hand upon the head,
or by experiments made with traction, rigidity, &e., the greater
the good. Not, however, always," (adds Dr. Elliotson) : " I
have seen a few patients who suffered if the sleep was made so
deep that they could not converse.'' • Experiments, also, with
metals, ·and with mesm8rised water, are also very useful. The
application of gold to a joint stiffened by rheumatism, or disease, often brings on a quasi-galvanic action, and is most serviceable. Too deep a sleep, however, "produced by metals, or
water, or in any other way, may overpower the system, and
greatly exhaust the strength."
Experiments with crystals are useful. Several of my patients
have declared that when they have held in their bands, or on
their lap, a piece of quartz, or of carbonate or sulphate of
lime, they have found the Mesmeric influence act more rapidly,
and 1heir sleep rendered more deep. If traction can be induced,
by the application of a crystal, so much the better.
The notion with inexperienced persons is, that experiments
do harm, and fatigue the sleeper. The very reverse is the fact,
provided that they are not pushed to an extravagant length,
The patient, on awakening, feels rather refreshed and strengthened than otherwise.t
It may here be appropriate to allude to a fact, which is one
of the most convincing proof.~ of the truth of Mesmerism, and
one at which medical men seem always staggered,-! mean the
good sleep at night that so generally succeeds the Mesmeric

*

Zoist, vol. iv, p. 472.

t " This is one of the most striking things in Mesmerism: that persons
very weak, perhaps exhausted by previous exertion, shall be thrown into the
Mesmeric sleep-waking, and be kept in constant muscular action, perhaps
extending their arms and legs, or in a state of rigid flexion, forced iuto and
retained in the most awkward, and one would think painful attitudes, such
liS they could not support a hundredth part of the time in the natural state,
and on being awakened, know nothing more than that they feel much
atronger and better than before you sent them to sleep,"- ElliotMna. Zoilt,
vol. i. p. S2S,
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slumber. If an invalid, who is but an indifferent sleeper, doses
in the evening for about an hour, or obtains repose during the
day through the influence of narcotics, we too generally hear that
the sleep at night has suffered in consequence. This is so common
an occurrence, that many sick people exert themselves of an
evening to avoid sleep. It is the very opposite with Mesmerism.
I have very rarely known (so rarely, indeed, that it amounts to
an exception) a patient say that his sleep at night had not been
improved by the previous Mesmeric slumber. Some most
disturbed sleepers have often declared that they have enjoyed
a most refreshing night's rest after their magnetic trance; and
that the more lengthened was the Mesmeric sleep, the sounder
and better was the one that followed. Now, how is this re ..
markable point to be explained, but by the fact, that Mesmerism
is a condition sui generis; that its sleep is distinct from common
sleep, and that its influence on the human frame is of a peculiar
and abnormal character ?
The effect of the presence or absence of the Mesmeriser is a
point for observation. "When a patient can be left asleep, it
is a happy circumstance, and we ought always to attempt it the
first time." • And I would add, that if you succeed the first
time, you will rarely find any difficulty at a subsequent sitting.
And here it will be as well to notice by the way the importance
of not " humouring" a patient unnecessarily at the commencement of a treatment. Somnambulists are very encroaching and
e:rigeant, and the more that their fancies are complied with, the
more will they require.t Many sleepers imagine that they
cannot be left, especially if they are asked about it, by whom,
if the Mesmeriser retires cautiously and gently, no inconveni..
ence is felt. " When it is found that the patient cannot be left
without distress, we must remain. In some instances this will
wear off." "I have a patient who dashes violently after me if
I attempt to go to another part of the room ; another holds one
or both of my hands all the time I am with her, and cannot be
• Elliotson. Zoist, vol. iv. p. 472.
f Deleuze says, " If your somnambule be capricious, you must oppose
him, in expressing your own will, without discussion. Never suffer yourself to be managed by him. If he have fancies that you disapprove, employ
)'Our ucendency over him to conquer them." (p. 126.)
z4
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prevailed upon to let me retire." • On these occasions, the
Magnetiser must act with kindness and judgment.
Another point for consideration is, whether a sleeper can
bear the touch or proximity of a third person. To some
sleepers, the near approach of even their dearest relatives is
most painful and distressing, and ought, therefore, to be- avoided.
If, however, contact be for any reasons necessary, a rapport
should be gradually induced between them, by the Mesmeriser
holding each party by the hand, and placing them in commu·
nication gently, and by degrees.t
A sitting should not commence immediately after full eatiDg,
while digestion is first proceeding either with the patient ol'
the operator. Deleuze say~ however, that it is sometimes
desirable for the Magnetiser to eat a little, to avoid exhaustion
or fatigue. Temperance and moderation are valuable qualifications in a Mesmeriser.
If Mesmerism be applied locally, and pains shift themselves
and descend, it is an admirable sign. " The displacement of a
malady," says Deleuze, "proves the efficacy of the magnetism."
If pains even increase, there is no cause. for alarm. They often
do at first ; and it proves that an action has commenced in the
system. The Mesmeriser should endeavour to attract them
downwards, and out at the fee~
If the eyes of the patient be unpleasantly closed after he is
awakened, or his eyelids feel stiff, or his limbs or jaws rigid,
relaxation may be obtained by the Mesmeriser breathing upon
them. This is an important fact for a young Mesmeriser to
remember. His breath may release himself and his patient
from many an embarrassment.
I have already spoken, in a previous chapter, of the value of
firmness and patience, should any thing unusual arise. Calm·
ness and perseverance will always carry a Mesmeriser through
every crisis. Nothing serious has ever been known to result

* Elliotson. Zoist, vols. v. and ii.
f ·The meaning of being en rapport, says Deleuze, is when "one indindual
acts upon another by the existence of a physical sympathy between tbem,and when tbis sympathy is well established, they are said to be en rapport."
Gauthier calls it, "the communication of the vital principle, and a uniformity of movement between two persons."
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from any change, when the Magnetiser has not given way to
the apprehensions of others.
If a sleeper be only partially awakened, or if a disturbing
effect remain after he is deme$merised, the patient should be
thrown back into a deep sleep again, and allowed to remain so
for some minutes ; the evil effects will then generally pass off,
and the sleeper will probably wake up again, unconscious of
their former existence. In all likelihood there had been some
little mismanagement.
Some patients of extreme susceptibility are disturbed by the
touch of gold, or other metallic substances ; and many Mesmerisers, on that account, take off their rings or jewellery, and
remove their keys or purses from their pocket. If the patient
moves anxiously, and exhibits pain when the Mesmeriser
touches or approaches him, the latter has probably some irritating material about his person. This, however, is a point on
which no rule can be given ; with my patients, the touch from
metals has been almost invariably efficacious.
Mesmerism, however, does not always produce sensible
effects; and one of our next questions is, how long must it be
before we abandon the hope of experiencing real benefit from
the treatment? In acute attacks, it will be soon seen whether
Mesmerism be likely to render service ; but, in chronic cases,
the time is uncertain. Gauthier says, " that generaUg fifteen
days are sufficient to show whether any real effects are likely to
arise •, though oftentimes an influence is not perceived till at
the end of several months." The pages of the Zoist COIToborate
this latter statement. Much must depend upon the feelings of
the patient, as to the prolongation of the treatment ; but innu·
merable instances of ultimate relief obtained, could teach the
sufferer not to be discouraged too soon.
On the other hand, Dr. Esdaile gives a caution, which it is
desirable for the convalescent to bear in mind. " The fewer
liberties we take with nature the better, the rule being ne11er
to do more tkan enough." " To practise on the system," he
again says, " more tkan is necusarg for the cure of diseaMJ,
appears to me to be a danger to be avoided in the use of Mes·
• T. P. p. SlS.
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merism." In the soundness of this advice, I fully concur.
When the patient is fully restored to health, it is expedient
that the treatment should be discontinued. Dr. Elliotabn
says, " I have noticed, that as recovery advanced, Mesmerism required to be performed less frequently; as in a
tonic medicine, patients, as they improve, require a gradual
diminution." •
Another question often asked, is, what is the class of diseases,
which Mesmerism most usually deals with? The medical man
has his answer ready : "nervous cases." He will tell you,
" hysterical and fanciful women, these are the subjects for
Magnetism, and the patients on whom imaginary cures have
been wrought." As Miss Martineau, however, observes, " No
mistake about Mesmerism is more prevalent than the supposition that it can avail only in nervous diseases. The numerous
cases recorded of cure of rheumatism, dropsy, and the whole
class of tumours, cases as distinct, and almost as numerous, as
those of cure of paralysis, epilepsy, and other diseases of the
brain and nerves, must make an inquirer cautious of limiting
his experiments to the nervous system. Whether Mesmerism
acts through the nervous system is another question." t The
index of the Zoist will confirm this statement ; and without
enumerating the cures there recorded, it will be sufficient to
repeat the language of the accomplished lady, before quoted,
that " Mesmerism is successful through the widest range of
diseases that are not hereditary, and have not caused disorganisation."
Epilepsy is one of the diseases for which Mesmerism is considered almost a specific ; in its treatment, however, there is a
caution which it is desirable to give to the inexperienced Magnetist.
Teste says, " an increase in the number and severity of the
fits constitutes almost alwags the first effect of the treatment."
I think that he has stated this opinion far too strongly; it
ought rather to be said, that an increase in the .number and
aeverity of the fits, is a not uncommon result of the Mesmeric
influence, and a most favourable prognostic of a successful issue.
• Zoist, vol. i. p. S29.

t

Letters, p. 12.
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But this increase in the fits is a distressing commencement for
a young Mesmeriser; he not unnaturally apprehends that he is
doing harm rather than good, and would be apt to suspend his
operations at the very moment that he has received the best
promise of a cure. Teste adds, " These crises soon diminish in
frequency and severity, and ultimately disappear altogether ;"•
and he gives a case or two in illustration of the fact, One of
them was reported by Dr. Koreff, a physician, in which a
''frightful succession of fits" came on, which the patient described as " a stormy explosion necessary to terp1inate the
disease," after which she was perfectly restored and enjoyed
excellent health. ( Spillan's Teste, p. 269.) Dr. Elliotson
J]lentions a case in which "for three weeks the pRtient had a fit
almost as soon as the process was commenced ; and when the
fit was over, the process was recommenced, and so on several
times at each sitting. The process then produced only a
shaking for a month. She continued to be mesmerised for a
twelvemonth, and has not had a fit now for above siz years."
( Zoist, vol. ii. 76.)
Teste says, "These violent paroxysms do not occur constantly.
M. Mialle's work contains a number of cases, in which the
disease observed an inverted course,-i. e. began by exhibiting an amendment from the first days of treatment." (p. 269).
Dr. Elliotson, says, "It occasionally happens at first that the
process either excites a fit instead of the Mesmeric state, or a
fit which passes into the Mesmeric state ; or that the Mesmeric
state so favours the disposition to an attack that it is interrupted
by one, and sometimes continues when the fit is over, sometimes is perfectly broken up by the fit, and sometimes the
process of waking a patient excites a fit. But, if the process is
repeated, such a result ceases. When attacks occur from the
Mesmeric process or state, they decline after a time, and at
length cease, if the course of Mesmerism is persevered with.
If a continuance of the passes during the fit clearly aggravates,
it may be proper to desist till this is over; but in general the fit
yields the sooner to a steady continuance of the passes, or to
• The rl'llder is referred back to the case of Anne Vials, and to a note at

p. 127. of thia work.
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passes down the chest and back with contact, transverse passes
before and behind the trunk, or to what is often better, breathing
very slowly and assiduously upon the eyes, nose, and mouth, or
the bosom, and holding the patient's bands in our own ; and the
Mesmeric state may manifest itself in proportion as the fit is
subdued."•
Another question that is often asked by medical men, and
too generally with a sneer, is, Can Mesmerism cure orgarW:
disea1e 'i by which is meant, such an aggravation of disease in
the part affected as amounts to an actual alteration of structure?
For instance, Can Mesmerism cure an enlarged liver, or a uterine
cancer ? We might ask in return, can medical men cure it?
and if not, why this sneer at the presumed impotency of
Mesmerism?
Of course, on a question of this kind, I am not competent
to offer an opinion.
Some medical Magnetists assert, that
Mesmerism does produce such a "revolution" in the system as
occasionally to bring about a cure, where actual disorganisation
has sat in ; and in confirmation of this view they present some
very startling facta. Other Mesmerists, however, say, that the
extent of this agency goes no farther than to palliate for a
season, and to suspend the progress of disease. And if this be
all, is this nothing ? Well does Mr. Newnbam observe, "It
is, however, something gained, to get time,-to arrest the
rapidity of the downward path,- to renovate strength for a
while,-to induce sleep where narcotics fail,-to tranquillise
the nerves,-frequently to discard pain, and generally to
diminish suffering ; and such effects we claim for magnetism
over organic lresion." t But, (as Mr. Townshend observes,)
" with most persons, not to cure is equivalent to doing nothing
at all Is mitigation of suffering nothing in this suffering
world ? Who are the persons who choose to deny the advantage
of a remedy because it is not entirely curative ? Certainly not
those who are tortured by disease, nor their friends who witness that torture.'':!: Let us assume, that in the whole class
• Zoist, vol. ii. p. 199. Dr. Storer of Bristol has been very successful in
treating Epilepsy by Mesmerism. See particularly, Zoist, vol. iv. p. 447.
t Newnham's "Human Magnetism," p. 1S4.
Townsbend's Facts, Preface.
··
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of organic maladies, in cancers, or in diseases of the lungs or o(
the liver, no final cure can be obtained,'- still it is something
to mitigate symptoms, and procure a partial victory over pain,most especially when the conventional arts of established practice have altogether failed to produce improvement. A cure,
indeed, may not be obtained,- but
• • • " The salutary spell
Shall lull the penal agony to sleep. • •

But, because Mesmerism may be insufficient to restore disorganised structure, this is no argument, as some employ it,
against its application in functional disorders, or in partial derangements of the rsystem. " We scarcely ever cease to hear
of the curative effects of the system," says Mr. Allison, an
opponent. "Let the reader seriously ask himself, whether Mesmerism is adequate to restore an altered composition, and a
structural change? May Providence aid the affiicted, who
trust in means so disproportionate to the object!" "Among
the diseases, which are supposed to be influenced by the passes,
paralysis occupies a prominent place. Paralysis must have a
cause. That cause is a disorganisation of structure in the nervous matter"; for every properly-conducted examination after
death bas demonstrated the existence of a structural cbange."t
Whether paralysis be organic or functional, it is certain that
Mesmerism has been of essential service to many affiicted with
the disease ;-and with all deference to the anatomists, it would
scarcely seem to follow, because structural change bad been
detected in examinations conducted after death, that disorganisation had equally existed in the earlier stages of the
malady. And it is for those earlier stages that I strongly urge
this remedy. Like galvanism and electricity, which are constantly recommended by the faculty for the cure, Mesmerism
will be found to succeed, when every thing else has failed ;
and even in cases of long standing, to produce essential, though
gradual, benefit.
Deleuze, who wrote in 1825, and who is -a most safe guide
to follow, mentioned more than sixty cures of paralysis, that
• Thalaba, book v.

t " Mesmerism and its Pretensions," &c., by J.

Allison, Surgeon, p. so.
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bad occurred in France through Mesmerism, up to that time.
Dr. Elliotson, Dr. Esdaile, and Mr. D. Hands record some cures
in the Zoist. And in the seventeenth number of that periodical, there is a cure reported of a case of paralysis of thirty years'
standing. The Rev. L. Lewis, theMesmeriser, says, "The paralysed leg and fooL which had been in a cold and withered
state for thirty years, are now as warm as any part of the
patient's frame, much larger in size, and strong enough to bear
her weight. She can walk many miles."
Friction of the paralysed part is particularly recommended
by Deleuze and Gauthier, after the patient is asleep, and when
the rapport is well established.
Paralytics often begin to use their limbs in the sleep. " I
have seen," says Dr. Koreff, "paralytics recover the full use of
their limbs in somnambulism, which they lost, when awakened.
Gradually, however, the cure has been completed." • Dr.
Elliotson mentions a case in point, where by tractive passes he
made a young paralytic elevate his head and walk after him.
" The father and mother were petrified, and called in their
people from the shop to witness the strange sight of their child
with his head nodding in sleep, and slowly moving after me,
though unable to raise his head an inch or move his legs at all
a quarter of an hour before." Dr. E. adds afterwards, that
"he is in perfect health."t
It is unnecessary, however, to recapitulate every disease to
which Mesmerism is applicable. Let it be tried on every
occasion, when circumstances render it convenient,-not, as
was before remarked, in antagonism to the physician, but
as subsidiary to his kind and practised care.
The student would probably be glad to know that modern
writers divide the Mesmeric condition " into several states or
stages, which are not always found to occur in the same in-

t

t

• Koreff, p. 445.
Zoist, vol. i.
f Coleridge, in a note to Southey's Wesley, alludes to "the successful
applie.ation of Animal Magnetism in four or five cases of suspended animation; in two of them, every known means bad been used for six hours to
no purpose, and for which the Emperor of Russia, who was present, and the
King of Prussia, had a medal struck, one of which, in gold, was given to
Dr, Wolfant." (p. 508.)
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dividual,-sometimes one only appearing, sometimes another,
and sometimes two or three in succession.'' • Gauthier classifies
the condition under four heads. Some Mesmerists distinguish
as many as seven degrees.
Perhaps the most accurate division may be as follows.
First,- the simple sleep, without phenomena of any description.
Secondly, -the deep sleep or coma, in which the sleeper
speaks to the Mesmeriser, and exhibits attachment, or sympathy, or attraction, according to the passes, and insensibility
to pain.
Thirdly, the sleep-waking state, in which the patient converses freely, and often noisily, with the Mesmeriser, and shows
community of taste and sensation, &c.
It is this peculiar freedom of manner, that is exhibited by
the sleep-waker in this stage, which is often so perplexing to
the stranger and to the incredulous. The sceptic cannot understand it, and will not believe it to be genuine. In short, he
deems it the most impudent part of the whole imposture,
though, in truth, it is one of the most convincing points as to
the reality of Mesmerism. Dr. Forbes, in a paper in the
:Medical Gazette, on his search for clairvoyancet, speaks of a
sleeper " waking up in the brisk pert humour common to the
so-called somnambulists." This "brisk pert humour," however,
is what I have seen manifested in the sleep-waking state, by
all classes of patients, by the most ignorant and the most
refined,- by those whose delicacy of taste would shrink from
thus exhibiting themselves, and by those who had never seen
or heard of Mesmerism. Mr. Townshend says, "Mesmerised
persons speak with a freedom, instances of which being related
to them in their waking condition cause them surprise and
even vexation."t I have had patients apologise to me for
what I told them they had said or done during their sleep,
and evidently were more than half-incredulous as to its truth.
Dr. Elliotson observes, "The generality of this striking effect is
• Professor Gregory, p. 7.

t " Notes of Another Trial with the Mesmerists," by Dr. Forl:es.
f Townshend, p. 208,
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one proof of the reality of the Mesmeric state. This happy
feeling of equality depends upon the cerebral character and
education of the patient. Those, whose familiar conversation
(when awake) is marked by levity, may, in the Mesmeric state,
rattle and be rude, - and then, if there is a degree of delirium
mixed with it, the conduct begets a suspicion of imposition."•
Dr. Esdaile describes how the same freedom of manner developed itself among the Hindoos. He mentions a case, where
(to use his own language), "those who did not see the somnambulist, may imagine how little the poor fellow knew what
he was about, when they are told that he took the" longitude"
of the Judges of the Supreme Court with the cool impudence
and precision of a cabman. t But the most striking instance is
that recorded by Mr. Eliot Warburton, of what occurred a~
Damascus, with a black slave, whom he Mesmerised. The
sleeper, with a fearful howl, suddenly started to his feet, 1lung
wide his arms, seized a large vase of water and dashed it into
~ents, smashed a lantern into a thousand bits, and rushed
about the court-yard. All this was done by a slave in the
presence of his master ! When awakened, he was quite unconscious of all that he had done, but described his sensations
as having been delightful, that of perfect freedom, of a man
with all his rights, such as he had 'Dever felt before in his
life.t
The fourth stage is that of clairvoyance and of the ecstaticoprophetic, in which the sleeper appears to acquire new senses,
and obtains with the vulgar the reputation of the miraculous.
Clairvoyance has several degrees, and various powers. Mental
travelling; thought-reading, prevision, introvision, pure clairvoyance, are the terms most generally employed to describe the
highest phenomena. Of these, introvision, by which the clairvoyant is enabled to see the structure of the human frame, and

t

• Zoist, vol. iii. p. 356.
Esdaile's India, p. liS.
t See " Crescent and Cross," vol. ii. p. S20. Dr. Radclyffe Hall, speaking
of a curious instance of the effects of ether on a lady, says, " Her manner of
e:s:pressing 'h er opinion during her ether-dreaming, though free from the
slightest immodesty, was far removed from the ru""'e which a knowledge of
the presence of those around would have occasioned."- Laflctt, March, 1847.
When this absence of reaen~e occurs in Mesmerism, it is called imposture..
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report the condition of a diseased organ, would seem to be the
meat useful. •
Clairvoyance is a fatiguing and exhausting condition. The
presence of sceptics has a disturbing effectt: it is not always
the same on all occasions, (most especially, it is said, with
women ;) and if the faculty be overworked, it will fail alto·
gether.
Clairvoyants are very vain of what they can perform, and
are fond of creating wonder. If the Mesmeriser encourages
display, their vanity will increase and their wonders also. This
bas been the source of much imposture, and of discredit to
Mesmerism.
In short,- to be useful should be the first study with the
Mesmerist. Man does not live for himself alone. Man must
be reared by man; must be taught by man; must be comforted
and healed by man. We are all necessary the one to the other ;
we are all formed from the same clay, and are hastening to the
same end;- and while our sojourn -continues on this earth,
are all intimately identified with each other's happiness. As
that wild, but powerful writer, Thomas Carlyle, - in one of
the wildest and most powerful of his writings, - " The French
Revolution," -speaking on the very subject of this work, says:
" And so under the strangest new vesture, the old great truth
begins again to be revealed, - that man is what we call a
miraculous creature, with miraculous power over men ; and on
the whole, with such a life in him, and such a world round him,
as victorious Analysis, with her physiologies, nervous systems,
physic and metaphysic, will never completely name ; to sag
nothing of explaining."

The task to which I have so anxiously devoted myself, is
now completed ; and my readers must judge with what success.
• See Appendix· I. for instaaces of Clai"oyance uuconnected with Mesmeri•m.
Baron Feuchterlehen observe~~, "TI1e presence of an indifferent or incredulous spectator excites their antipathy, and they produce their most
a•tounding wonders only before believers, a fact of which I ha\·e often convinced n•yself."- Medical P8!fchology, p. 209.
AA
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I have endeavoured to show that there is in Mesmerism the
( existence of a power which, if properly directed and controlled,
may be found eminently serviceable in increasing the happiness
of human kind.
I have endeavoured to prove this position by numerous instances confirmed by observation and experiment.
/
I have respectfully invited the attention of the medical world
to a philosophic consideration of the uses of this power.
I have shown that the vague charge of Satanic action is one
which has been renewed at every fresh and mysterious discovery,- that it is a charge, too, which often proceeds less
from the grosseat ignorance than the interested motives of the
inventor.
I have endeavoured to prove that our knowledge of Mesmerism does, in no degree, affect our belief in real miracles,
and in the doctrines of Scripture, though it may throw lighl
upon many of those secrets respecting the relationship of mind
and matter, which have hitherto appeared miraculous or perplexing, according as the priest or philosopher have respectively
regarded them.
And, lastly, I have given a few plain rules in mesmerising,
for those who wish to employ the art for the benefit of their
family and of their sick friends.
And now nothing remains but to congratulate the friends of
truth, at the marked and steady progress that the great cause
is making. The adversaries may be numerous and influential,
- but their number is diminishing daily. The established
leaders of the medical profession, who have fixed the principles
of their practice, and desire no disturbance in their views from
the' detection of a fresh and unknown law in nature;- a decreasing proportion of the Evangelical clergy, whose unfortunate love of popularity and power tempts them to uphold their
otherwise well-deserved eminence by fanatical denunciations of
the first object that perplexes them ;-every weak and nervous
woman, who deems it one of the privileges of the sex to
surrender her reasoning faculties into the guidance of some
favourite and spiritual adviser ; -and, lastly, the large portion
of the public that hates to think for itself, -that loathes every
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CONCLUSION.

thing which is new,- that calls reformation revolution,- and
prefers a vapid uniformity of existence, to the animating pleasures of knowledge and discovery; these are the opponents of
Mesmerism ; and with these any controversy is worse than
useless. How cheering is the opposite side of the picture!
The friends of the art are those of whom any cause might be
proud. Men of science,- men of philosophy, -men whose
benevolence is as wide and practical as their intellects are clear
and commanding ; these are our guides and champions in this
glorious field of Christian usefulness, and under their banners a
day of complete success cannot be far distant. But they are
not merely a few select and leading minds that rank among its
advocates; large bodies of men are taking up the question. It
is a fact that a numerous portion of the junior members of the
medical profession are alive to the truths of Mesmerism, and
only biding their time till the ripened mind of the public gives
them a signal for its more general adoption. It is a. fact that
very many individuals among the younger portion of the
clergy, are conscious of the medicinal value of the science, and
are introducing its practice as one of their means of parochial
usefulness.• Nay, the two extremes of the great social pyramid
are both exerting their energies in the same direction. Mechanics' Institutes are taking the subject up; and many of the
operatives in the North, and in the munufacturing town~ have
experienced a sense of its domestic benefit.t But it is among
our haute noblesse itself that the strongest division of supporters may perhaps be found. Some of the leading members
of the aristocracy are practising the art for the benefit of their
poorer brethren; and very many are giving to the subject a
patient and anxious inv-estigation. It is, indeed, one of'themost favourable signs of the times -in spite of the fearful
storms that seem to cloud the social horizon - this growing
disposition on the· part of all ranks of the community to devote·
• See, for instance, an article in Th~ Clcri•tian Remtmbranetr recommending the practice. This article, it is well known, was written by a near relation of one of our ablest bishops.
t In confirmation of the above, I sec that 1\Ir. l'arker •tate~, that " Mcsmeri•m is resorted to in Exeter by the incJu,trious claSSl'S as a mo>t extraordinary remedial agent."- Zoilt, vol. v. p. 155.
AA !l
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themselves most extt>nsively to the useful and to the instructive. There is, perhaps, at this momt>nt no single department
of science or general literature which cannot boast amongst its
followers one or two most accomplished members from out of
the circle of the British aristocracy. And Mesmerism is no
exception to the progressive character of their studies. In
abort, as Mr. Chenevix said 11. few years back, MESMERISM IS
ESTABLISHED. Nothing but a general convulsion of societya loss of the art of printing, and a return to the barbarous condition of those of old, can, humanly speaking, roll back that
current of knowledge on the subject which is growing and expanding every year. Soon, very soon, will it be an acknowledged- an admitted branch of medical pt"actice. And when
thnt day shall at length arrive- when the mists of prejudice
and bigotry shall be dispersed before the glowing splendours of
the Sun of truth, nnd men shall look back in wonder at that
hardened incredulity which checked its onward progress -let
it never be forgotten who it was that in this country first placed
the question on itll legitimate footing,- who it was that first
took the prnctire out of the hands of the charlatan, and added
its multiplied and profound resources to the former stores of
the healing art,- who it was that, risking the loss of friends,
the loss of income, the loss of elevated standing in his own profession, stepped out manfully and truthfully from the timid
-crowd, and ns~erted the claims of this great discovery to a place
within the circle of the medical sciences: and when the question is asked who it was that so boldly ventured on this ontrodden ground, a grateful posterity will respond with the name
<>f JOHN ELLlOTSON. But it will also be added, that he lived
to !lee his calumniated art ackno\vledged and pursued ; that he
lived to see the stream of professional success flowing back to
him with the full tide of popular support ; that he lived to see
every statement which he had advanced, every treatment which
he had adopted, established and confirmed; and that as one of
the first physicians of the age, first in practice, and first in
reputation, he was classed with the proudest names of thnt
honourable band,
.. Qui sui memorcs feccre mercndo...
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APPEND I X.

No. I.
INSTANCES OF CLAIRVOYANCE UNCONNECTED WITH
MESMERISM.

T&E great U.'le to which Clairvoyance may be turned,- is the
detection of disease through intro-vision, or, in other words, the
inspection of the inner and vital portions of the human frame, such
as the lungs, the heart, the liver, &c., and the report of their condition for the guidance of the practitioner.
The question, however, that firr.t presents itself is this,- does
such a faculty exist in nature ?
Mr. E . Fry's "Report of an Examination of a case of Clairvoyance at Plymouth before a Committee," as given in the fourth
volume of the Zoilt, -is one of the most convincing statements
that I have ever read.
Dr. Ashbumer's letter, in the twenty-first number of the Zoilt,
narrating some experiments, made by himself and others, is startling
in the extreme. His high character, and his competency for an
examination, place the question in a Atrong light.
The case of Alexis Didier was genuine. Unfortunately, he was
so overworked on his visit to Englanrl, through the mercenary
activity of his employer, - that frequent failures attended the
exhibition, and a report spread everywhere, that " Alexia was an
impostor." I saw him, on four different occasions, upon his first
arrival in London, and am satisfied as to the realities of his power.
An ably written article in the "Critic" for February, 184.4, says,
- " We have no hesitation in asserting as the result of accurate
experiment, that there i1 a atate of human e.riltence, in which the
mind perceives external objects through aome other medium than t'M
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tronh¥l media of the sense11, and that in this state tl1e mind perceives
thinvs imperceptible in its natural condition." Startling as this
position is, - there is no escaping from the fact. Long before
Mesmer appeared, or Mesmerism was practised,- have such facts
been stated on the most unquestionable authority. What is the
manner, by which these effects are produced, is another and difficult
question, -for the solution of which, in the present state of knowledge, -we are little prepared. Whether it be, as the writer in
the "Critic " suggests, " by a sixth • sense of which in our ordinary condition of existence we are not conscious, and which is
developed only under certain circumstances;"- or whether, "by
an extraordinary quickening of the senses, so that they catch
sights and sounds invisible and inaudible to us ; "-whether,
"by the partial severance of the immaterial mind from ita material tenements, and its perception of things directly without the
intervention of those senses through which only it is usually
permitted to hold intercourse with the material world;" or whether it be " by a mysterious or unexplained sympathy; •• whatever be the hypothesis, - the fact is certain, and cannot admit
of contradiction. The useful point, however, to be borne in mind,
is this, - that these phenomena have occurred without the action of
animal magnetism. In a useful little work by Mr. Edwin Lee on
Clairvoyance t,- which, all who are interested on the subject
should read,- there is a quotation from a German work on practical religion, which is corroborative of the opinion. "Nt>vertheless,
it is not to be denied that we are but learners in our investigations
into the secreta of nature, and that what appears to us to be incomprehellaible, is not, on that account, to be denied altogether. We
now know, for instance, that the human soul, which employs for its
instrument as regards earthly things the nervous system more par·
ticularly, can also feel and perceive beyond the sphere of the nerves.
We know that in certain conditions of nervous disorder, man may
possess increaaed powers, may perceive distant things, which are
separated from him by an interval of many miles. We know that
in some states of the nervous system, persons can set' with firmly
closed eyes,- can hear with closed ears. 'Ve have ezamplu of
this in aonmambulist11 (natural sleep-walkers)- toho during tile complete sleep of their bodiea, per:form thi11gs which in their waking state
they were unable to accomplillh. Thus, herein shows itself very
• Wienholt, who has written so ably on the 5ubjeet, altogether rejects the
sixth sense. See Coh1uhouu's Translation, p. 126.
• t " Report on the Phenomena of Clairvoyance," by Edwin Lee, Esq.
(Churchill, Prince's Street, Sobo.)
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c:learly an activity of the human soul altogether independent of its
outward senses. But, in point of fact, it is not the eyu which see,
fWr the ears which hear; it is the soul which sees, hears, and perceives by means of the nervu, which are distributed over the whole
surface of the body, and the powers of which are almost relkubled
in the apparatus of the senses, smell, feeling, &c. •
A few instances of Clairvoyance, oceurring spontaneously in a
natural state, shall be here adduced in confirmation of the above
statement. The case of Somnambulism, which is reported on the
authority of the Archbishop of Bordeaux, was alluded to in the
'rhird Chapter. There the young ecclesiastic wrote and read with
bis eyes closed, and when an opaque body was interposed by the
archbishop between them and the paper.
Here is a case of hysteria, with extraordinary acutenE'ss of some
of the senses. It was communicated by Sir G. S. Mackenzie, Bart.
to the Editor of the Edinburgh Phrenological Journal : "DEAR Srn,
" The following copy of a letter from a clergyman was sent to
me nearly six years ago, at a time when Mesmerism had not attracted
my notice. The ease referred to in it was evidently one of natural
aleep·walking; and it is to be regretted that so little of it is known,
as it appears to have been one of great interest. Now that the
11ubjeet is better and more generally understood, we may hope that
&uch cases, when they occur, will not be concealed.
"Yours faithfully,

•• 24th Octobe~, 184S.

G. S.

MACKENZIE."

Sta,
•• • 24th January, 1898.
"' It is perfectly true that our poor friend, who has now been
some months with us, presents one of those singular and almost
incredible cases of hysterical or nervous affection which are at distant
intervals witnessed under the dispensation of the Almighty.
" ' The overthrow of the regular functions of the nervous system
was occasioned by the almost sudden death of her father, to whom
she was most fondly attached, who was seized with illness during
her absence from him, and diecl a few hours after she returned to
her home. I cannot enter into any longer details of the ease, which
has been attended with all those varieties which have long characterised the complaint, among medical men, as the Protean disorder.
The extraordinary powers communicated to the other sen1es by tl1e
temporary 1uapenaion of one or two of them, are beyond credibility to
« c DEAR

" l'tletme~ has remarked, that the "whole system of nenes bec:omes q.
and ear."- See Gawthier, p. 585•
.t. .t. 4
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all thoee who do not witness it; and I really seldom enter in~ any
of the details, because it would be but reasonable that thoae .who
have not seen should doubt the reality of them. All colours abe
can distinguish with the greatest correctnesa by night or day,
whether presented to her on cloth, silk, muslin, wax, or even glasa
-and this, I may safely say, as easily on any part of the body u
with the hands, although, of course, the ordinary routine of such an
exhibition of power takes place with the bands, the other being that
of mere curiosity. Her delicacy of mind and high tone of religious
feeling are such, that she has the greatest objection to make that
which she regards in the light of a heavy aftliction from God, a matter
of show or curiosity to others, although to ourselves, of course, all
these unusual extravagances of nervous sensibility are manifest for at
least twelve out of every twenty-four hours. She can not only read with
the greatest rapidity any writing or print that is legible to us, music,
&c., with the mere passage of her fingers over it, whether in a dark
or light room (for her Bight is for the most part suspended when
under the influence of the attack or paroxysm, although abe is per.;.
fectly aenaible, nay, more acute and clever than in her natural
state); but, within this month past, she has been able to collect the
contents of any printing or MS. by merely laying her hand on the
page, without tracing the lines or letters; and I saw her, last night
only, declare the contents of a note just brought into the room, in
this way (when I could not decipher it myself without a candle),
and with a rapidity with which I could not have read it by daylight.
I have seen her develop hand-writing by the application of a note
to the back of her hand, neck, or foot; and she can do it at any
time. There is nothing unnatural in this ; for, of course, the nervous susceptibility extends all over the surface of the body, but use
and habit cause us to limit its power more to the fingers. Many,
even medical, men take upon themselves to declare that we are all
(her medical attendants as well) under a mere delusion. We ask
none to believe any thing if they prefer not to do so, and only reply
-The case is equally marvellous either way ; either that this our
poor patient should be thus aftlicted, or that eighteen or nineteen
persons of my family and friends, in the daily habit of seeing her,
should fancy she is, for every twelve hours out of twenty-four,
doing, at intervals, that which she is not doing. There are many
exhibitions of extravagant powers which she possesses, that we tall:
of to no one; for, finding it difficult to acquire credit for lesser
things, we do not venture on the greater. Her power ceaaea tM
moment the attack paaaea off. A considerable swelling has at times
been visible at the back of the head, which has yielded to the treatment.
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,. • It is certainly a case which would be an instructive one in the
consideration of the physiology of the human frame ; but she, poor
thing! is most averse to experiments b,eing purposely made on her:
but in her every-day life among us, we ha've no lack of proof for all
we believe and know.
·.
·
" ' Between the attacks she is as perfectly in a natural state u
ever she was in her life. There is but one paradoz in her state,
and that is, that she can at such times hear 8omB sounds and not
other1, though very much louder,-and see some things and not
others, though placed before her. She could hear a tune whistled,
when abe would uot bear a gun fired close to her. It is certainly
the absorption or absence of mind that occasions this : ab8e11t to some
things, though pruent to others, like any absent man; and thus Dr.
Y - - accounts for it.
" ' In making this communication to you, in part to vindicate the
testimony of my friend Mr. M--, I have really exceeded my
usual custom and resolution ; for I do not think it fair to the poor
auff'erer herself to make her too much the talk of others. Very few
-believe ·what we tell them, and, therefore, we are in no degree anxious
to open our lips on the subject. All I know is, that I should not
have believed it myself, had I been only told of it. I must beg,
therefore, that you will not make any undue use of this communication, by handing my letter about to any one. The friend for whom
you ask the information is perfectly welcome to read it, or I should
not have written it. If the case were my own, the world should
be welcome to it; but a young female of much sensibility might be
much embarrassed, by finding the world at large in possession of all
particulars on her recovery, should God so please to permit.
" • I am, &c.' "
Mr. Colquhoun, in the " Isis Revelata,'' bas collected several
similar cases.
•
One is the case of a boy, named Divaud, residing at Vevey. The
Philosophical Society of Lausanne examined into this case, and reported the facta. The committee testify, that the boy read, UJhen
Au eyu were perfectly 1hut ; -that he wrote accurate! y ; " though we
put a thick piece of paper before hil eyu, he continued to form each
character with the same distinctness as before.'' " He has told the
title of a book, when there was a thick plank placed between it and
his eyes.'' Many other singular circumstances are narrated of this
natural somnambulist.
Another instance of clainoyance, is that of a student, who, during a severe nenous complaint, experienced several attacks of aomD&mbuliam. Professor Feder of GoUingen is the authority for this
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case. Several facta are given, from which it is evident that this
somnambulist saw distinctly without the use of his eyes.
The " Transactions of the Medical Society of Breslau" mention
the case of a ropemakr.r, who was frequently overtaken by sleep,whose eyeg were then firmly closed, and in this state he would continue his work with as grtat ease as when awake. But this somnambulist " could not 1ee u:hen hi1 eyes were forced open."
Dr. Knoll gives the example of a gardener, who became a somnambulist, and in that state performed a variety of occupations,
requiring light and the uee of the eyes, with which he displ'nsed.
Among other things, be put the tliread through the eye of a needle,
and sewl'd his clothes.
Lord Monboddo hu recorde1l a curious case of somnambulism, in
which a girl in his neighbourhood performed a variety of acts with
bey eye1 1hut.
Dr. Schultz of Hamburgh mentions a patient, who wrote, and
distinguished colours, and recognised the numbers of cards, and cut
figures in paper, with her eyes fast closed. " In order to be certain,
that upon these occasions she made no use of her eyes, thl'y were>
bandaged upon the approach of the convulsions which preceded the
somnambulism."
Moritz's " Pa;ychological Magazine" gives an account of a boy,
who frequently fell asleep suddenly; aud although his eyes were
completely closed, was able to 1ee and discriminate aU object• pre·
sented to him.
Dr. Abercrombie in his "Intellectual Powers," and Dr. Dyce of
Aberdl'l'n, in the "Edinburgh Philoijophical Transactions," have
described cases of a very similar character ; but they have been so
often quoted, and are so familiar to the reader, that further reference
is unnecessary.
Thosl' who are anxious to pursue the subject, should consult the
" Isis Revelata," (in which these cases are more fully detailed,} and
Dr. 'l'ienholt's Lectures on Somnambulism.
Several other instances of Clairvoyance, independent of, and pre·
viously to, Mesmerism, may be adduced.
Glanvill, in his Sadducismus, mentions a boy, Richard Jones,
who described the clothes that people at a distance wore ; the constable and others often tried, and " found the boy right in his descriptions." (p. 120.)
Lebrun, in his ''History of Superstitions," mentions that towards
the end of the fifteenth century there was a man who ~aw through
all atujfa, except those whose colour was mixed with red. (Liv. i.
chap. 6.)
In Ch41Dbera's Journal (vol. iv. N. S.) is an account of Zschokke;
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a Swiss, who possesses this faculty, which he calls his "inward
sight.'' Some remarkable instances are given.
In Forbes's " Oriental Memoirs " is the description of a Brahmin, who possessed the Clairvoyant power in a marvellous degree.
(Zoiat, vol. v. 130.)
In the Zoist (vol. v. p. 344. and 847.) are two other striking
instances of Clairvoyance, independent of Mesmerism,-one, that
of Goethe's grandfather; the other, that of Sweden borg.
Teste, quoting M. Mialle, speaks of a Polish Jew, named Damemark, who sees through opaque bodies in his natural sleep. " He
reads fluently a shut book." His son, ten years old, possesses
"the same faculty, but in a higher degree.'' (p. 404).
My friend Mr. Ashhurst Majendie tells me of a well-known
case of natural Clairvoyance, at St. Malo. M. Eugene Gibert, after
a dangerous illness, fell spontaneously into somnambulism, and
became Clairvoyant. He described accurately the plan of the citadel
of Antwerp, its being taken, &c. Several other instances of his
power are notorious at St. Malo.
The above facts, and others that are recorded by Petthin in his
Electricite .Animale, and by Wienholtin his Somnambulism,-might
surely cause the unbeliever to hesitate, before he pronounces tbat
Clairvoyance is impossible, and not a fact in nature ! Let it be
again repeated, to prevent mistake,- that Mesmerism had nothing
to do with any of the above instances. •

No. II.
ECSTASY AND SLEEP•WAKING, AND INSENSIBILITY TO PAIN,
INDEPENDENT OF MESMERISM.

As accomplished writer in the Dublin University Magazine (to
whom I take this opportunity of confessing sundry obligations) has
observed that Mesmer and his disciples "have thrown light upon
one of the darkest chapters in the history of man ; they hne
solved, at least partially, the riddle of those wild accusations, and
still wilder confessions, in virtue of which so many thousand of
human beings were deliverEd to an appalling death." • • • "It is
• In Colquhoun's Wienholt, pp. 89. 109. and 189., and in the Introduction, p. 17., are various observations on Clairvoyance of so philosophical a
nature, that they will well repay the student for their perusal.
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impouible to compare the appearance~ oblenable in a modem Meameric patient with thOle pretented by a witch or a devil-possessed
Nun of the period referred to, without being led to the concluaion
dlat it ia one influence which afFecta both ; - that their •14tu an
identical; that either the Mesmeric patient ia a witch, or the witch
wu nothing more than a Mesmeric patienL And thia recurrence of
phenomena eo aimilar, under circ:umatancea 10 widely diverse, ia dle
atrongest of all arguments against the supposition that the phenomena are the reault of imposture. If we find insensibility to
pain in the witch, or the demonopathic, we have the less reason to
believe the insensibility to pain, shown by the Mesmeric patient to
be simulated. If we find Clairvoyance, or a perception of things
without the ordinary range of the senses, in the witch or the demonopathic, we have the less ground for supposing the Clairvoyance
of the Mesmeric patient to be a hallucinatjon or a pretence. If we
observe that very strange state of things which, in the language of
the Mesmerists is termed rapport - a community of sensation,
thought, or will, between the witch and the victim of her sorceries,
or between the demonopathic and the exorcist, we are the less
warranted to assume that such rapport, as subsists between the Mesmeric patient and the Mesmeriser, is a chimera, or a trick sustained
by collusion. .And these are but a few of the points in which the
two classes of phenomena we speak of correqxJnd. In the hundreds of Mesmeric cases that have been treated, &c. "' "'- and in
the thousand ca&eB of diabolism in its thousand forms, &c. &c. a
unity of character, a constant reproduction of the same leading
features, is to be recognised, wholly inexplicable, unless on the
hypothesis of a common origin, of one principle operating throughout."
.After narrating the most curious phenomena of the demoniacs, &c.
the writer asks, " Is there no where a reality corresponding to all
this?"
"No doubt there is such a reality : and we think that the Mesmeric phenomena yield a clue, by which we may advance some one
or two steps, in the direction in which it lies. 'Vhate,·er the psychic state of the witches and demonopathics of the middle ages was,
into the same state does the agency of Mesmerism throw the person
on whom it is brought to bear. It is a state .vi generi•,- a state
of great nervous disturbance, bat of which no familiar form of
nervous disease supplies us with a definition." •
The above clearly-expressed remarks· accord with much that bu
been stated by myself in the Seventh Chapter. This writer has,
• From" An Evening with the Witch-ilnden."
July, 1847.

Dublin U. Maguiue,
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however, rather referred to the presumed demoniac possession of the
bewitched, than to imaginary miracles and divine revelations. This,
however, is indifferent. Accident and education determine the name.
What is a miracle with one people, or age, is a demoniacal visit with
another.
Several additional facts are herewith appended in continuation of
the argument of the Seventh Chapter. Th~ points, in the respective cases, only are alluded to,- which will throw light upon
Mesmerism.
It has been shown that long and serious ill-health has been an
almost invariable precursor of the ecstatic condition, when the latter
has been induced by Me~~merism .• If we tum to the lives of those
Saints among the Catholics and Methodists, in whom ecsta&is de·
veloped itself spontaneously,- we shall equally trace the preparatory stages of disease. Severe abstinence also strongly predisposes
for the same condition.
Ribadeneira tells us that St. Catherine of Sienna, who died in
1880, had been a dreadful martyr to ill health. The evil spirit
afllicted her, be says, with such cruel maladies and pains, that none
but those ·who witnessed them could credit the full amount. "She
was nothing but skin and bone, - and was a very skeleton and
anatomy of death." St. Catherine, it is well known, was regarded
as a miraculous ecstatic in her church: her dreams were most frequent and lasting: often in her divine trances her body remained in
as motionless a state as if she were dead; - she was insensible to
pain, and unconscious of all that was done to bring her to herself.t
St. Elizabeth of France, the sister of St. Louis, was another
ecatstic, - whose holiness of life is celebrated in the annals of
Jt'rencb piety. This excellent but mistaken woman brought herself
by fastings and austerities, which were so severe as to seem to surpaBB
the power of nature, into the most feart\il ill health. For six years _
she was unceasingly attacked by fevers and other maladies. The
miraculous condition then came on. Sister Agnes one day called to
see her at the monastery, and was astonished to find her in an
an ecstasy. She summoned the chaplains and domestics,- who,
• A patient of Mr. Charles Child's, whom he cured of neuralgia, &e., and
who had been long a great invalid, was a most exquisite a-static. Her
countenance reeeiua an exprenion of devotional resignation that was
beautiful. Henry W. (Mr. Spencer Hall's ecstatic patient) had been an
invalid at an early age. His attitudes at the sound of music were extra·
ordinary. The severe ill hc.>alth of Anne Vials,- that of a patient of 1\fr.
D. Hand's, and of another uf Dr. Elliotson's, (nil ecstatics,) arc facts that
have come under my O\vn knowledge.>.
t Ribadeneira, "Vies des Saints," vol. i. I'• 484.
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on their arrival, seeing Elizabeth sitting up on the bed, without
motion,- her eyes and fsce fixed straight forward,- and her lips
only slightly stirred, from whence proceeded the words in a low
voice, "To him alone be honour and glory," waited some time to
see what would happen. At last they made a noise, and tried to
awaken her, but in vain : when after a time, her countenance became "resplendent as the sun." She continued in this state, until
the evening, when she awoke, says Ribadeneira, like an infant in
a cradle. Her ecstasy was the source of religious admiration and
wonder.•
St. Mary Magdalen of Paui, "whose life," Bishop Lavington says;
"was almost one continued ecstasy," was born in 1566, in Florence,
and became a Religieuse of the order of our Lady of Mont Carmel.
In consequence of some delay and disappointment in taking the
" habit," or in making "profession," she fell sick and was so e.rtremelg ill, that her friends, supposing her to be at the point of
death, carried her to the altar, where she was allowed to take the
vows. She seems to have lain before the altar some time in a state
of great bodily sufFering. "Upon being carried back to the infirmary," says Ribadeneira, "she became wrapt in ecstasy, and her
face appeared as beautiful and brilliant as the sun, and so much on
fire that it resembled that of the Seraphim. She kept her eyes
fixed on a crucifix ; and this condition lasted for more than an
hour, and recurred every morning after the holy communion, for
the space of forty days. From the very commencement of her
ecstacies, she spoke most profoundly on divine things." Our
author adds, that so far from these ecstasies and raptures weakening
or exhausting her, they actually (like Mesmerism) gave tone and
strength to her system. She was able in her trances to walk from
one part of the convent to another, - to converse and answer questions, and even to work with her needle, " with as much perfection
as if she had been free and enjoying a perfect use of her senses."
Some of her needlework was exhibited and preserved, as proofs of
the miraculous character of her condition. t One day, she remained
in a state of rapture twenty hours without coming to herself. Thill
poor creature, who at times was in this state of exaltation and
ravi88ement, and consequently the admiration of all around her,
appears to have been a frightful sufFerer. The least touch caused
her at times as much torture as if she had been hacked by razors
(hachee a coups de rasoirs), and she at last passed from this life
• Ribadeneira, vol. ii. p. 214.
My ft·iend, Cap:ain James, had a mesmeric patient who was quite unable to work with her needle during her natural &tate, but who in the sleel'waking condition worked very beautifully.
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'Worn out by the extremity of her agony. She appears to have been
a patient and pious Christian, an(! an example of every virtue. But
these ecstatic dreams caused her to be considered a saint, and she
was beatified by Pope Urban VIII., and canonized by Pope Clement
IX., in 1669. •
Lord Shrewsbury, in a second edition of his pamphlet, has referred to a third case of miraculous ecstacy, in which the Mesmeric
characteristics are not less marked than in the two that I have
quoted in the seventh chapter.
Domenica Barbagli, the Ecstatica of Monte San Savino, near
Arezzo, in Tuscany, bad been as a child remarkable for her pious
feelings, and had suffered greatly from ill health. " She is now
( 1842) twenty-nine years of age." "About sixteen years sinct>,
she bad a severe fall down stairs, which so terrified her, and otherwise affected her, as to bring on convulsions and lay the foundation
of corporeal maladies." When Lord Shrewsbury saw her, she was
"confined a cripple to her bed," from whence she looked through a
grating into a small chapel fitted up for her especial service. " She
was a perfect skeleton ; - were her eyes shut, she would be like a
corpst>." " Her reputation for piety is such that persons come from
a distance to consult her ; - her ecstacies only occur during, and
for a short time after, the mass," spontaneously;- but "they are
able to be excited at the de/tire of her eonfeBIIOr, when her prayers are
requested on very particular occasions, for it is during her ecstacy "
that she performs these devotional exercises, &c., which with the
ignorant assume the semblance of inspiration. " When, therefore,
the confesaor sees occasion to require it, to satisfy some urgent case,
she falls, at hiB bidding, into that state of intimate communion with
God which i11 most propitious for the purpose." The confeiiBor, it
may be observed, unconsciously on his own part, exerciSt>s a Mesmeric influence over the 8!Jmpathiu of the entranced devotee. In
this state, this poor bed-ridden sufferer, who is all but a corpse,
qringB into a beautiful attitude, in which she remains for a few
minutes. \Vhile she was in this condition, says Lord Shrewsbury,
"the chaplain desired me to touch her hand, when the slightest
pressure of my finger npon her made her arm fall several inches,
and put her into a swinging motion from side to side. This movement was considerably increased by the same person blowing at her
gently toith hi1 breath, so exceedingly aerial and unsubstantial is her
frame." This swinging motion to and fro, in her insensible state,
was "according to the direction from whence the breath came."
Meric Casaubon, in the Preface to his Treatise on Enthusiasm,
• Itibadeneira, vol, ii. F• 705.
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apeaking of a " Life of Sister Katherine of Jesua," - a work which
was dedicated to the Queen of France, written by a Cardinal, and
publiahed with the approbation of an Archbishop and the Doctors
of the Sorbonne, and made a sensation at the time, aays, " I found
the book to be a long contexture of several strange raptures and
enthusiasms that had happened unto a melancholic, or if you will. a
devout maid. In this I saw no great matter of wonder ; neither
could I obsene much in the relation ot the particulars, but what as
I conceived rationally probable, so I might believe charitably true.
I could observe, as I thought, a perpetual coherence of natural
catue•, in every particular, which gave me good satisfaction."
Casaubon afterwards mentions the case of a baker"s boy at
Oldenburgh in Germany, in 1581, who would fall into deep tleep or
ecstasies, and "prophe~~ie many things." His prophecies seem
to have affected the people of Oldenburgh strongly.
Casaubon next mentions an entranced maid at Friburgh, in Misnia,
who had ''ecstacies and visions, and was full of religious discourses,
most in the nature of sermons and godly exhortations, so that she
was generally apprehended to be inspired, and her speeches were
published under the name of divine Prophesies." On this occasion,
the ecstacies were in favour of Lutheranism. The popular cry was
loud in behalf of the maid's "inspiration," but Eberus, the clergyman, was much opposed to it, - but durst not against the public
'OOice, affirm that there was nothing of God's Spirit in all she said."
(Chapter iii. p. 72.)
The ecstatic cases among the Quakers and Methodist& are of the
aame kind. Southey, in his Life of Wesley, in speaking l'f the
" contagious convulsions" among the converts in Bedfordshire at
the preaching of the Methodists, says that Wesley " recorded the
things which occurred not as psychological-but as religious cases."
Numbers fell into trances: one became "stiff like a statue- his
very neck seemed made of iron." Many "began to doubt whether
such trance11 were not the work of Satan;- with the majority,
however, they passed for effects of grace. 'Wesley believed andre.
corded them as such." •
• Southey's Life of Wesley, vol. ii. chapter xxiv. To this Coleridge
appended the following marginal note : - " I regret that Southey is acquaintt'd only with the magnetic cases of Mesmer and his immediate followers,
and not with the incomparably more interesting ones of Gmelin, Weinholt,
Eschemmeyer, Wohlfast, &c. -men whose acknowledged merits as naturalists
and physicians, with their rank and unimpeached integrity, rai~l! their testimony above su.~picion, in point of veracity at least, and of any ordinary deJu.
sion. The case Wesley saw is, in all its features, identical with that of the
Khamerin, and with a dozen others in the seventh or ecstatic grade. Tite
facts it would be now quit!! absurd to question; but their direct relation to
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Wesley in hii Journal says, «Mr. B. came and told me Alice
Miller (fifteen years of age) was fallen into a trance. I went down
immediately and found her sitting on a stool, and leaning against a
wall with hef' eyea open and fixed upward. I made a motion, as if
going to strike, but they continued immovable. • Her face showed
an unspeakable mixture of reverence aud love, while silent tears
stole down her cheeks. Her lips were a little open, and sometimes moved. I do not know whether I ever saw a human face
look ao beautiful. Sometimes it wss covered with a smile, as from
joy mixing with love and reverence. Hef' pulse tDaB quite regular.
In about half an hour I observed her countenance change into the
form of fear, pity and distress. Then she burst into a flood of tears,
and cried out, ' Dear Lord, they wiU be damned, - they will all,'
&c. Then again her look was composed, and full of love and joy.
About seven her senses returned. I asked, ' 'Vhere have you been ? '
' I have been with my Saviour,- I was in glory: I cried not for
myself- but for the world,' &c., with much more of the Sllme
matter."
Wesley mentions several other of his disciples who fell into
trances. " I talked brgely with Ann Thorn and two others. What
they all agreed in was,-that from the moment they were entranced,
they were in another world, knowing rwt!.ing of what was said or
done by all that were round about them."
Wesley at times was cautious of committing himself: still he
says, that « God favoured several of his people with divine dreams,
others with trances and visions, to strengthen and encourage them
that believed, and to make hia 'UIOrk more apparent.'' This is much
like what Professor Bush asserts of the lad Davis's testimony to
Swedenborgianism, and of Lord Shrewsbury's view respecting. the
Tyrolese Ecstatics. The phenomena in each are of the same family :
all, therefore, must be supernatural,- all or none ! t
the magnetic treatment, as effect to cause, remains as doubtrul as nt the
beginning. And these eases or the Methodists tend strongly to support the
negative. And yet it iA singular, that or the very many well-educated men
who have produced effects of this kind, or under whooe treatment such
phenomena have taken place, not one should have withstood the conviction
of their having exerted a direct causative agency: though several have
earnestly recommended the suppression of the practice altogether, as rard y
beneficial, and often injurious, nay, calamitous."- S. T. C.
• This I have seen con~tantly with Anne Vials in her mesmeric trances.
Sennert, in giving the Signa diagnoslica of Catalepsis, mentions among
other things: "1Eger apertos oculos habet, cosque fixos et immohilcs,
palpebris veluti rigentibus, quas ne ad minas quidem clauuit." Yul. iii.
p. 154.
.
t See Wesley's Journal, vol. ii. p. 464., &c,
BB
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In the Church Magazine, for 18S9, is a sneering account of a
" Methodistical se"ant-girl, who some thirty years back, in the
neighbourhood of Lynn and Wisbec:h, acquired the art of suspending
her faeulties for hours together, and of lying in a state of complete
stupefaction, her eyes glazed as in death, and her breath every thing
but imperceptible. The drawing of a feather acr088 her ~e-ba/18,
and burning of feathers near her nostrils, produced no effect. She
pretended to see visions and receive revelations." The writer, in
his ignorance, charges the poor girl with having been an impoetor,and takes occasion of indulging in some offensive observation• on
Methodism. •
George Fox, the celebrated Father of Quakeriam, at one period
of his life lay in a trance for fourteen days,-an<l people came to
stare and wonder at him. He had the appearance of a dead man ;
but his sleep was full of divine visions of glory and beauty, and
his followers believed that his " revelations" were the result of
spiritual agency working supernaturally by drea1118. t
Job Cooper, a weaver in the state of Pennsylvania, became, in the
year 1774, like Rachel Baker, a sleeping preacher, and attracted the
usual attention. People came from considerable distances to hear
him. "He was insensible,"-says an eye-witnesa,-" of all that
paued in his room during the paroxysm : and his articulation during his preachings was remarkably distinct, and his discourses were
delivered with a fluency far mperior to any thing he COtJ.ld peiform
tohen atoake." ~

In the Gentleman's Magazine for May J76o, is an account of
Joseph Payne, a lad of sixteen, who in his trances delivered a series
of regular theological discourses at Reading. He bad formerly
lived se"ant to a farmer, who had educated him strictly in religious
knowledge. He attended constantly at church,-and while living
as post-boy with a Captain Fisher at Reading, began to preach.
Dr. Hooper, a medical man, ordered a candle to be lighted, and the
flame applied to the boy's band while be was preaching, till a blister
was raised,- but no sensation was manifested.
Bishop Lavington, having quoted Bodin, a French lawyer, who,
in a work on Daemonology, produced a variety of ecstatic cases that
had occurred before the Christian era,-observes, " Ecstacies are by
no means peculiar to religion, much less to the Christian." § In
• Church Magazine, June, 1839, p. 178.

t See" Popular Life of Fox, compiled from his Journal," &c.
f "Statement of Job Cooper's Somnial Devotion," by Andrew Elicot,
Professor at West Point. -January, 1815.
§ Lavington's Enthusiasm, p. 245.
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corroboration of this remark, we shall find ecstasy and sleep-waking
among the Hindoos.
Ward, in his history of that people, gives a description of the
Philosophical Sects, and of the religious austerities that they practised: One school was that of Patunjulu. Its leading feature was
« the restraining of the mind, and the confining it to internal meditations.'' This was called Yogu. The efFect was analogous to selfinduced Mesmerism. The method was this. The Yogee, in preparing his mind for intense meditation, " first, gradually suppresses
the breath," -i. e. he retains his breathing for twenty-six second1,
and enlarges this period till he is perfect. The ascetic then endea•ours to fix his thoughts upon some act of the senses ; for instance,
"he placu hia Bight and thought• on the tip of hia noae." " He must
practise these exercises daily,- as often and for as 'long a time as
he can. By continued action and meditation of this kind for a
period, the mind of the half-starved fanatic will "become truly
fixed,"- says the treatise,-" fixed, like that of a person in a alate
of deep Bleep, who, without any union with the senses, partakes
of perfect happiness.'' " By withholding the mind from wandering,
the organs are turned from their accustomed objects inwards. The
Y ogee, who bas perfected himself in all this," or in other words,
bas induced the ecstatic or Mesmeric condition, " obtains a knowledge of the past and of the future,''-" discovers the thought• and
hearts of others,"- " becomes acquainted with the anatomy of the
Iauman body,"-" sees all visible objects,"-" renders his body invulnerable,"-" will no longer feel the inconveniences of beat or
cold, but acquires a victory over pain," &c. •
The above is a very curious pasaage. Here are all the higher
phenomena of Mesmerism, Clairvoyance, Prevision, lntrovision,
Thought-reading, and Insensibility to pain, said to be brought on,
with a sect of religious fanatics, by intense meditation acting on
a body emaciated with fasting.
Salverte, in his Occult Sciences, in observing upon the above fact
of certain among the Hindoos falling into ecstasy, adds, that it is
a condition "to which the Kamschatdales, t}le Jakoutes, and natives
of North and South America, are very prone. It bas been observed
that since the persecutions exercised by Europeans in the countries
of Tahiti and the Sandwich Islands, the imagination of the adherents of the old religion bas been much excited," and ecstasy
brought on.
Volney (whom Salverte alludes to) says, that it is a "physiological
problem very interesting to solve, to know what was the singular
• Ward's" History oftbe Hindoos," vol. ii. p. 203.
B B ~
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state of nerves, or what wall the movement of the electrical fluid
in thl' system, through which the North American Indians were
brought to such a state of ecstasy as to be enabled to endure the
most frightful torments with the most extraordinary courage. This
question deserves to be considered in the schools of medicine." •
Physiological facts, indeed, decidedly show that the Mesmericecstatic condition is induced by many causes independent of Mesmerism. \Ve have seen that in religiously-excited minds, intense
contemplation of a subject may be one cause. Other influences may
act on other natureL I again quote from the Dublin U. Magazine. t
" Horst relates that a merchant of Silesia, named Lohnig, was condemned, under the government of the Emperor Paul, to receive a
hundred and seventy-five blows of the knout. At the same time
another criminal received thirty blows, and a third fifty: the former
of whom Lohing saw die before him, and the latter he saw kicked
out of the way like a lifl'less log, after his punishment. At last
Lohnig's turn came, and from that moment he lost all consciousness
and senaatiQJI 1 yet without falling into a swoon. He received the
full tale of stripes, his nostrils were slit up, and his forehead
branded, and of all this he afterwards declared he felt nothing."
Heim reports a somewhat similar case. A soldier received fifty
lashl's, which were administered by two corporals. During the
punishment he gave no aign of pain, neither groaned or winced, but
bore the whole without a stir. '\Vhl'n it was over, he aaid tQ the commanding officer, with a confused air, " I beg pardon for falling
asleep in your presence."
In the yt>ar 1461 a noble Hussiie was tortured at Pragul'. He
was so insensible under it, that the executionl'rs believed him to be
dead, and threw the carcass, as they thought it, on the ground.
After some hours he came to himself, and wondl'red at the state
he was in, and related a pleasant dream he had had during the
torturl'.
Of a similar character to the above is a story told by T. Heywootl
in his History of 'Vomen. Heywood said, "Of the several sorts of
jugglings with which tl,le devill deludes his scholers, I will nominate
some few."
"An honest citizen in the Delphinate, calling
for his maid servant one day, and hearing no answer, searcbe<l the
rooms and found her lying all along by a fire which she had before
made in a private chamber ; which Sl'eing, he kickt her with his
foot, and bid her arise, and get about her businesse, but seeing ber
oot to move he took a rough wand, and belaboured hl'r soundly ;
• Volney, tom. vii. p. 449.
f Number for June, 1S46.

In 1\lisccllanu Mystica 1 p. 699.
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but perce1vmg her neither to stir or complain, and finding all the
parts of her body insensible, took fire and put it to such places of
her body as were most tender; but perceiving her to have lost all
feeling, was persuaded she was dead, and called in his next neighbours, telling them in what case he found her, but concealing the
blows he had given her.'' The body was then laid out as dead.
In the morning, hearing somebody groan, they went in and found
her alive, and suffering sorely from the wounds the master had
inflicted. This poor woman was burnt alive, as a witch! • Physical insensibility, as Salverte observes, being always considered a
certain sign of Sorcery.
The ecstatic condition was most strikingly developed at the tomb
of the .Abbe Paris, through the religious excitement of the devotees.
A Report describes the terrific blows and weights, which the convulsionists endured, not only without pain, but even with pleasure,
crying out at times, '' Oh, how delightful,- what good it does me ! "
The details furnish a curious exemplification of what religious
enthusiasm can affect.
Hoffman, physician to the Elector of Brandenburg, who wrote a
treatise on Catalepsy, mentions the caee of a young woman, who,
hearing at church the word of God on the nature of sin, dropped
down, like a statue, with her eyes open and raised to heaven, and
remained in that condition an hour. The attacks continued for
more than forty days, and always came on at the utterance of any
words expressive of the love of Jesus Christ for a sinful world.
HofFman says, that some thought that the visitation was miraculous
and divine, " others referred it to the devil ; for his part, he
referred it to dilea1e." t
Baker, in his "Reign of Henry VIII.," mentions one "William
Foxely, potmaker for the Mint of the Tower of London, who fell
a1kep, and could not be waked with pinching and burning for fourteen day1; and when he awaked, was found, as if he had slept but
one night, and lived forty years after.''
Wanley, in his" \Vonders," mentions several cases of long and
deep sleep, and of men who worked in their sleep, particularly of a
boy, William Withers, who remained in a (.Mesmeric) sleep for
ten days.
In "Magnetism before the Court of Rome," and in the Chapters
on ''the Middle .Agt'S and on Antiquity," will be found 'much
curious matter illustrative of the subject. Teste also contains some

t

• T. Heywood's" Historie of Women." 1657.
f Disso.rtatio Holl'manni de All'.oetu <:atalcptic:o.
t Daker'a Chronicle, 298. Folio.
a aS
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striking quotations from early writers : and the " his Revelata"
abounds with information that every Mesmerist will peruse with
pleasure.•

No. III.
LIGHTNESS OF BODY, ETC,

W BEN the sceptic shows his contempt for the wonders of Mesmerism,
and for the credulity of Mesmerists, we reply that no phenomenon
bas ever yet de\·eloped itself under magnetic treatment, for which
we cannot find something correspondent, or &imilar in the spontaneous
workings of nature. Some things, howev"er, are recorded of)latural
ecstatics, and sleepwakers, for which I have not yet met with any
thing parallel in Mesmerism ; and of such are the statements in the
Seventh Chapter, relating to Martha Brossier being lifted up above
the heads of several strong men, who were pulling her downwards;
to Maria Morl, the Tyrolese, miraculoualy resting on the tips of her
feet, when unequal to any efFort; and to John Evans demonia~XJUg
resting the whole weight of his body on the point of his toes ; now
can such things be true? Dr. Arnold giYes us a useful caution,
before we positively reject them.
" Being wholly ignorant of the nature and object of wonders,
and bt>ing ignorant of a great many natural laws, by which they
may be produced ; the question of their credibility resolves itself
into little more than a question as to the credibility of the witnesses.
A man may appear ridiculous if he expresses his belief in any story
of this sort, and yet, to say that all such wonders are false, would
be an extravagant boldness of assertion. The accounts of wonders,
then, from Livy's prodigies downwards, I ahould receitJe, according
to Herodotus'R expression when speaking of one of them, olfft
lumrrl.w11, oi:rt 'lriCTTtvwll rc X1f,11 : sometimes considering of
what fact they were an exaggerated or corrupted representation, at
other times trying to remember whether any, and how many other
noticea occur of the aame thing, and whether they are of force
• I have made no alhJsion to the tnnscendental •iews of Mrs. Crowe in
ber "Night-side of Nature," touching a Mesmeric rapport, &c., with the
spiritual world; though my attention has been called to ber statements b7
more than one party. I have advanced nothing in this work relating to
Mesmerism, which has not been based on my own per110nal obsenation, and
for which I have not ..een something analogous, or the same, though perhaps
differing in degree. With Mrs. Crowe's far loftier theories I have DO
experience whatever.
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enough to lead us to search for some law, hitherto undiscovered,
to which they may all be referred, and become hereafter the founda&ion of a new science." •
Are there, then, according to Arnold's canon, any "other notices"
of such incredible facts as these related of Martha BroBBier, and
Maria Morl, occurring in any other writer?
Glanvill, in his "Saducismus Triumphatus," gives an account of a
boy, named Richard Jones, "who, more than once, was found in a
room by himself, his hands fiat against a beam that traversed the
ceiling, and his body suspended in such a· manner, that his feet were
about a yard from the ground. At such times, be was in a profound stupor, and would hang there as if held on by a magnetic
force, to the beam, a quarter of an hour together. Nine people at a
&ime saw the boy so strangely hanging by a beam." {125.)
This boy, says Glanvill, was bewitched by Jane Brookes, who
was executed for it, in Sornersetabire.
In Pitaval's Cau1e1 Celebre•, vol. xii., there is a report from
four Bishops, and four Doctors, &BBisted by M. Morel, a physician of
Cbalons-sur-Saone, respecting eighteen Religieuaes, of the town of
Auxonne, who were troubled by an evil spirit. Among the phenomena developed, according to the report, were knowledge of the
thoughts of others, knowledge of languages, inaensibility, rigidity,
&c., and that of lwlding their bodiu almo1t in thl air, onlg the erut.
qf their tou touching the ground. M. Morel and the Bishops appeared to have examined the symptoms with attention, and to have
had no doubt as to the facta, only pronouncing them demoniacal.
In Mr. Heaton'a "Themon,·• published in 1822, in addition to
the case of John Evans, is an account of a child of Mr. Kennard's,
of Loddeswell, near Kingabridge (Devon), aged eleven, who " ran
up the aide of the room to the ceiling. impossible as it may seem:.
where abe remained immovable on her feet for several minutes, her
clothes being unaltered in their usual position, aa if, by some supernatural law, abe had the power of changing the centre of gravity."
(p. 21.) This was witnessed by numerous spectators.
Mr. Heaton then quotes from "a narrstive of some extraordinary
things that happened to Mr. Lawford's children, Bristol, supposed
to be the effect of witchcraft," and which was published at Bristol,
in 1800. Among other things, "these children were pulled towarth
tu ceiling with great force, that they were all tired with holding
them, though above a dozen were there. Sometimes they ~eem«<
1u1pended in the air. They were convinced that nothing but a preternatural power could pull with such force against so many. Four
atout men could acarcely hold a child from being pulled away."
• Arnold's Lectures, p. I i9.
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Ward, in his" History of the Hindoos," apeaking of the phenomena,
which the half-famished ecstatic would develop in his trance, &:lys,
that •• the body of the Yogee, who meditates, will become light as
wood, and able to walk on the fluid element, and able to ascend into
the air." {208.)
Salverte, in his " Occult Sciences," mentions a sorcerer who, in hu
•letp, performed various movements, and atruck out even as though
he were on tlu wing.
Now, as to all these facts, the question (as Arnold observes)" resolves itself into the credibility of the witnesses," though at times I
feel with Hume that no testimony could satisf'y me aa to the reality
of such improbable occurrences; but the coincidence between these
various statements must not be thus dismissed, especially when it is
remembered, that the different parties are not likely to have beard of
the corresponding performances of their ecstatic brethren and sisters.
What, also, gives interest to the inquiry, is the fact that at this
mcment, in the Tyrol, the elevation of Maria Morl on the tips of
her toes, is regarded as a proof of miraculous intervention.
Baron Feuchterleben, in his work on Medical Psychology, says,
" The obscure ideal images which exert their influence, even in ordinary dreams, have evidently become so vivid in the somnambulist,
under repressed spontaneity, that they become invested with a motDr
pDr.cer, and consequently take the place of spontaneity altogether, 10
that we might here certainly apply to the effect produced, the familiar expression of a '' rever•wn of the pDlu." Thus the walking
on the roofs of houses, &c., &c., which it would be impossible for a
man to accomplish in a state uf waking, may be, in a degree, explained." (p. 203.)
Do the above obsenations of the learned Baron go any way towards assisting us in our belief? Perhaps we may say, with Arnold,
that these different stateiJtenta are "an exaggeratefl or corrupted repruentation " of a real fact.

No. IV.
SPEAKING STRANGE LANGUAGES, ETC.

IN the History of Martha Brossier, I have mentioned that one of
the phenomena in her case, Willi the power of speaking foreign lan.
guages {Greek and English), '()f which, when she was awake, she
knew nothing.
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This is another point, in the ecstatic condition, . respecting
which more curious evidence can be adduced than may be generally
suspected.
If we analyse the difFerent statements, the faculty would appear
to fall under three very diff~rent heads, though they are apt to be
confounded together; viz.]. Imitation of the voice of another in a most surprising degree.
2. Understanding the thoughts of another when addressed in a
foreign tongue.
8. The actual speaking in a foreign tongue, of which the party,
when awake, is said to be ignorant.
I. In regard to the faculty of "Imitation," im.tances 'are very
numerous in the Mesmeric world: perhaps one of the most surprising cases is that of the imitation of Jenny Lind's voice, by one
of Mr. Braid's patients at Manchester. The narrative will be found
in the "Medical Times" for September, 1847.
A patient of Mr. Braid, " though ignorant of the grammar of her
own language when awake, when asleep would prove herself competent to accompany any one in the room in singing songs in any
language, giving both notes and words correctly : a feat which she
was quite incompetent to perform in the waking condition."
A
"Mr. Schwabe played and sang a German song, in which she accompanied him correctly, giving both notes and words simultaneously." The same was done in Swedish with another gentleman.
The somnambulist next accompanied Jenny Lind "in the most perfect manner, both as regarded words and music. Jenny now seemed
resolved to test the powers of the somnambulist to the utmost by a
continued strain of the most difficult rouladl'S and cadenzas, for
which she is so famous, including some of her extraordinary sostenuto notes, with all their inflections, from pianissimo to forte crescendo, and again diminish to thread-like pianissimo ; but in all these
fantastic tricks and displays of genius, by the Swedish nightingale,
even to the shake, she was so closely and accurately tracked by the
somnambulist, that several in the room occasionally could not have
told, merely by bearing, that there were two individuals singingso instantaneously did she catch the noll'S, and so perfectly did their
voices blend and accord. Next, Jenny having been told by Mr.
Braid that she might be tested in some other language, this charming songstress commenced ' Casta Diva,' and the ' Alia Bella,' in
which the fidelity of the somnambulist's performance, both in words
and musir, was most perfect, and fully justified all 1\fr. Braid had
alleged regarding her powers : she was also tested by Mlle. Lind in
merely imitating language, when she gave most exact imitations;
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and Mr. Schwabe also tried her by some difficult combinations of
sound, which he said he knew no one was capable of imitating correctly without much practice, but the somnambulist imitated them
correctly at once."
In the Critic (No. 145. ), is a further account fro_m Mr. Braid
himself of the same patient imitating Greek and Celtic, - and of
another patient ainging songs in Latin, Italian, and French, after
her mistress, with the utmost accuracy.
Mr. Howitt has also given a similar account of a patient of Mr.
Spencer Hall's. "His faculty of imitation· being tested, he threw
back any sound issuing from the company as the most perfect echo
would do. He was addressed in various languages, and threw back
every sentence with the most perfect pronunciation, and generally
without the omission of a single syllable."•
Dr. Esdaile has made his Hindoo patients !peak Greek. An
East India paper says, that Dr. Esdaile uttered words and sentences
in the learned languages, which were repeated with wonderful
exactness by the poor ignorant Bengalee. t
In the third volume of the Zoiat (p. 222.), is a letter from Mr.
Jago of Bodmin, describing a similar scene with a lady in the Mesmeric state, when her organs of imitation and language were inftuenced.
Mesmeric experience could produce sundry instances of the same
..rind.
II. We next come to a higher phenomenon, where the patient
not only repeats and mimics foreign languages, but even underatanda
them, and often understands them, without having the faculty of
repeating or imitating them. This power, I should say, was only
transference of thought appearing under a different guise.
Mr. Jago's patient above mentioned is one instance of this power.
Miss Martineau's patient is another. Parties spoke to her in
German, Italian, and French, and she understood them. Miss M.
observes, that, "provided the ideas conveyed to the girl were within
her scope, it mattered nothing in what language they were uttered."
(Appendix.)
Some of the Ursulines of Loudun understood any orders given to
them in Latin, provided that they were in a state of somnambulism. In the Dbnomanie de Loudun we are told that M. de Bouille,
who had resided in America, bore testimony that be spoke to the
nuns the language of certain savages of that country, and that they
• Spencer Hall's Mesmeric Experiences, p. Sl.
See also Dr. Esdaile's Indiu, p. II S. for another case.
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answered him very readily.
Sister Clara understood Turkish,
Spanish, and Italian, and others understood Greek.
In the History of the eighteen nuns that I referred to from
Pitaval's Cauau Celebru (in the last Appendix), it is mentioned in
the report, ~at among the phenomena which the Religieuses del'eloped in their sleep, was a knowledge of languages, of which,
when they were awake, they were quite ignorant.
My friend, Mr. A. Majendie, baa mentioned to me the case of
an ignorant peasant girl of Normandy,. Marianne--, aged 22,
who was magnetised by Mr. Marie, manager of the Gas Company at
Caen, on account of her health. She soon became somnambulist,
and readily answered questions. Mr. Marie, bas spoken to her in
English, German, Italian and Latin: Madame Marie in Spanish:
the somnambule answered in French to the questions with perfect
accuracy. The Cure de Ranville asked her questions in Greek, to
which she answered pertinently, and with an occasional exaltation
of thought that was very remarkable. Mr. Majendie gives some
interesting statements on this point.
More cases under this head could be brought forward.

III. The last point to notice is that, where the ecstatic is said to
speak in a language of which, when awake, he is utterly ignorant.

Of this power I have myself seen not the most distant indication ;
but names of such eminence have made allusion to the assumed
facts,- that I cannot altogether dismiss their evidence, -as too trifling
and absurd. Again, let us remember Arnold's canon of criticism,
and bttar what they offer.
Sennertus, a name of authority, in his treatise on Madness,
(vol. iii. of Works), ssys, "There are some who deny that the
melancholy or the mad can speak in foreign languages. • • • But
of the truth of these facts we cannot doubt."
Forestus, in his tenth book, (in Scllol. p. 840.), mentions the son
of a sailor, whom be himself saw, who having received a wound
in the bead and become delirious, made syllogisms in "the German
language," which he was unable to accomplish when he was cured.
Forestus also mentions a woman that be attended, who, during
her illness aud melancholy, sang Latin hymns, which she had never
learnt. Forestus adds, that she may have heard them in church and
remembered them.
Eraamus, in )lis declamation in praise of medicine, mentions a
case which fell under his own knowledge,-of a native of Spoletum
- who, during an illness, spoke the German language admirably
When he recovered, adds Erasmus, he neither spoke it nor understood it.
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Melancthon, in an epistle to Hubert Languetnl', says that, twelve
years before, there had been a woman in Saxony that never l~arnt
letters, and yet when she was influenced by the devil, she spake
Greek and Latin, respecting the Saxon war. •
Some of the ecstatic nun11 at Loudun are said to have spoken in
Greek and German, of which, when in a normal state, they were
ignorant.
Dr. Brigham, in his "Remarks on Health," refers to similar
instances,- particularly the case of a child "twelve years of age,
who knew only the first rudiments of the Latin language, but
during a fever spoke it with fluency."
Mr. Colquhoun, (vol. ii. p. 23, 24.) refers to divers learned
writers, who state similar facts.
The Seeress of Prevorst, in her sleep-waking state, frequently
spoke in a language that had some resemblance to the Eastern
tongues. Mr. Jago, and other Mesmerisers, also record instances
of the power in question.
Now, how is the above to be explained? Are the statements
pure invention?- or were the writers misinformed?
Baron Feuchterleben cannot deny some of these facts: he admits
that somnambulists do " speak in a more refined dialect, and frequently in a language with which they are not otherwise familiar,"
( p. 206.)- but be explains it afterwards by adding, that " Foreign
languages are reproductions of dormant recollections." (p. 208.)
Probably this view woulll meet the majority of cases, - but scarcely
all. Would the conveyance of such a mental acquisition as the
knowledge of a foreign language to a brain in a high state of exaltation and impressionability be a much more incredible fact, than a
transfer of thought and of ideas, and the communication of theological and philosophic learning ? I offer this suggestion to the
cerebral physiologists. " The History of Errors,'' says Sir Joshua
Reynolds, "properly managed, often shortens the road to ,truth." t
• J.\felancthon, Epist. I. 2. p. 550.
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